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; 
e e Now there's no need to mix brands when it comes to tubes - you can 
.: ' carry the famous Du Mont picture tubes and back them up, clear across 

the board with a complete line of receiving tubes from Du Mont. 
../: 

Du Mont now offers a complete line of tubes for every television, 
radio, audio and electronic need, and every one is quality-checked to 

Du Mont's high electronic standards. 

Go Du Mont all the way ... and watch your sales soar! Write for com- 

plete details, or ask your Du Mont distributor ... 
;..;. 
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Television Tube Division, 
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, Inc., Clifton, N.J. 
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Learn Radio -Television 
Servicing or Communication 7-57 
by Practicing at Hon 

in Spare Time 
N.R.I. SENDS kits with which you p.'au- 
tice buil1ing circuit; commun to tadto 
and TV sets. You LEARN- BY- I /)ING-; 
to locate Radio -TV troibles. As part of 
N.R.I. Servicing Course. ;-ou build Vauum 
Tube Vo tmeter and 4(' -DC receive. Use 
VT \-\I o conduct ,xperiments. 
earn extra money fixing 
sets in sp -ire time. 

Fast Growing Field Offers You 
Good Pay, Success, Bright Future 

RADIO -TV BROADCASTING we ab... 
important positions as Operators and 'i erhn ra:ns 
RADIO -TV/ SERVICING Technicians tree below. 
needed in every community Their services are 
respected, their Skill aplreci rigid. 

I. E. SMITH 

Founder 

Bigger than ever :mil .all grow- 
ing fast. That's cc h v Radio -TV 
has special appeal to ambitious 
men not satisfied with their 
job and earnings. More than 
4.000 Radio and TV stations. 
More than 150 million home 
and auto Radios. 40 million 
TV sets. Color TV promises 
added opportunities. For the 

trained man. there are good jobs. bright fu- 
tures in Radio -TV Servicing or Broadcasting. 

Training PLUS opportunity is the ideal 
combina.ion for success. So plan now to get 
into Radio -TV. The technical man is looked 
up to. He does important work. gets good 
pay for .t. Radio -Television offers that kind 
of work. NRI can supply training quickly. 
without expense of going away to school. 
Keep your job while training. You learn 
at home in your spare time. NRI is the 
OLDEST and LARGEST home study Radio - 
TV school. Its methods have proved success- 
ful for more than 40 years. 

N.R.I. TRAINED THESE MEN FOR SUCCESS 

` 

"I was repairing Radios 
I\ 10th lesson. Now 
Ii. '.t. good Ty job." 
M. R. LINDI,1IE FIl. 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 

.,I had a successful 
Radio repair shop. Now 
I'm Engineer for 
WHPE." V.W.WORK 
91: \N. Point, N (' 

"Doing spare time re- 
pairs on Radio and TV 
Soon servicing full 
time." CLYDE HIG- 
( G INS. Waltham. Mass. 

' 1 here are a number of 
NRI graduates here. I 
can thank NRI for this 
joa :. JACK WAG - 

NER, Lexington. N. 

VETERANS Approved Under G.I. Bills 

Added Income Soon - $10, $15 
a Week in Spare Time 

Soon after enrolling, many NRI students 
start to earn $10, $15 a week in spare time 
fixing sets. Some pay for their training and 
enjoy extra luxuries this way. Some make 
enough to start their own Radio -TV shops. 
NRI training is practical -gets quick results. 
Easy to understand. well illustrated lessons 
teach you basic principles. And you LEARN - 

BY -DOING by practicing with kits of equip- 
ment which "bring to life" things you study. 

Find Out What NRI Offers 
NRI has trained thousands for successful 
careers in Radio -TV. Study fast or slow -as 
you like. Diploma when you. graduate. Mail 
coupon now. Paste it on a postcard or mail in 
envelope. ACTUAL LESSON FREE. Also 64 
page catalog that shows opportunities, shows 
equipment you get. Cost of NRI courses low 
Easy terms. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Dept. 7GF, Washington 16, D. C. 

National Radio Institute 
Dept. 7GF Washington 16, D. C. 
Mail me Sample lesson and 64 -Page Catalo, 
FREE. Salesman will call. Please write plainly. 

Name_ - 
Address_ 

('its _Zone_ _ _State_ 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 
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I Radio -Electronics 
Formerly RADIO CRAFT Incorporating SHORT WAVE CRAFT TELEVISION NEWS RADIO & TELEVISION* 

EDITORIAL 
29 Medical Electronics -Hugo Gernsback 

AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 
V30 Applying Variable Damping- Norman H. Crowhurst 
33 Simple Preamp for Tape and Mike -Mannie Horowitz 
34 Electronic Voice for Silent Chief- Arthur S. Goodwin 
35 High -Quality Audio Amplifier -A. Y. C. Tang 
36 Modern Phonograph Cartridges, Part IV- Julian D. Hirsch 
39 Simplest Electronic Organ, Part I- Harold C. Hubbard 
97 New Records- Monitor 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
42 Flyback and Sweep Circuit Testers- Robert F. Scott 
45 Bandwidth Marker Generator -Richard Graham 
47 Build a Versatile Probe Set, Part II -Earl T. Hansen 

RADIO 
50 Experimenter's Power Supply -Thomas R. Hughes 
53 Re: FM -3 Afc Conversion 
54 Easy -to -Align FM Tuner -Robert Abbatecola 

WHAT'S NEW 
56 Pictorial Report of New Developments 

TELEVISION 
7 

59 
76 
78 
79 

TV Service Clinic -Conducted by Jerry Kass 
Servicing Modern Damper Circuits -Matthew Mandl 
TV Dx- Robert B. Cooper, jr. 
Saved by the Scope -Robert G. Middleton 
Transoceanic TV Dx- Calvin R. Graf 

ELECTRONICS 
82 Power Factor ... What It Means -H. P. Manly 
91 Using the Unijunction -Louis E. Garner, Jr. 

124 Books 114 Patents 
120 Business and People 109 Question Box 

123 Corrections 116 Radio -Electronic 

14 Correspondence Circuits 

104 New Devices 
122 
101 

Technical Literature 
Technicians' News 

6 News Briefs 111 Technotes 
99 New Tubes and 118 Try This One 

Semiconductors 100 35 Years Ago 

NEXT MONTH: TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER -MODULATOR DELIVERS 10 WATTS 
SERVICING GATED BEAM DETECTORS INEXPENSIVE INSTRUMENTS AS SERVICE AIDS 

ON THE COVER 

Winsome operator at the 
Hughes Aircraft semiconduc- 
tor plant in Los Angeles 
checks germanium diodes 
with special instrument which 
indicates visually and au- 
dibly whether the diode's po- 
larity coding is correct. 

Hugo Gernsback 
Editor and Publisher 

M. Harvey Gernsback 
Editorial Director 

Fred Shunaman 
Managing Editor 

Robert F. Scott 
W2PWG, Technical Editor 

i. Queen 
Editorial Associate 
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LEARN ALL g PHASES 

BT SHOP METHOD 

1. Television .. . 

including Color TV 

2. Radio ... AM, FM 

3. Industrial Electronics 

4. Communications 

INDUSTRY 

HOME 

OF THE 

TRAINING 

5. Sound Recording 

& Hi- Fidelity 

6. Automation 

7. FCC License Preparation 

8. Radar & Micro Waves 

Let National Schools of Los 

Angeles, a Practical Resident 
Technical School for over 50 
years, train you at home by 

Shop- Method for unlimited 
opportunities in All phases of 
TV, Electronics, Radio. 

You get 19 big kits 
of equipment! 

GOOD JOBS ...MORE MONEY 

SECURITY ... ALL CAN BE YOURS 

YOU are needed in the great modern Tele- 
vision- Electronics industry. Trained techni- 
cians are in growing demand, at excellent 
pay, in sales and service, manufacturing, 
broadcasting, telecasting, communications, 
research, and many other important branches 
of the field. National Schools Master Shop - 
Method Training, with newly added lessons 
and equipment prepares you in your spare 
time right in your own home for these fasci- 
nating opportunities. OUR OUTSTAND- 
ING METHOD IS PROVED BY THE 
SUCCESS OF GRADUATES ALL OVER 
THE WORLD! 

YOUR TRAINING IS ALL INCLUSIVE 

We prepare you for a long list of job 
opportunities. Thousands of TV and Radio 
receivers are being sold every day -more 
than ever before. And, now, Color TV is 
here. Applications of Electronics in industry 
-AUTOMATION -are growing in tre- 
mendous strides. The whole field is alive - 
opening up new, important jobs rapidly. 
National Schools complete training program 
qualifies you in all phases of the industry. 

YOU EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 

Many students pay for their entire training - 
and more - with spare time earning. We'll show 

you how you can, too ! Early in your course you 

receive material that shows you how to earn 

extra money servicing TV and Radio receivers, 
appliances, etc., for friends and acquaintances. 

JULY, 1957 

YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED 

Clear, profusely illustrated lessons, shop. 
tested manuals, modern circuit diagrams, 
practical job projects -all the valuable 
equipment shown above -many other ma- 
terials and services- consultation privilege 
with our qualified staff, and Graduate Em- 
ployment Service. EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED for outstanding success in Electronics. 

INDUSTRY NEEDS YOU. NATIONAL SCNOOLS 

WILL TRAIN YOU. SEND FOR FACTS TODAY 
NO OBLIGATION. 

YOU LEARN BY SHOP METHOD . . 

you do servicing, circuit analysis, and do 
over 100 down -to -earth experiments. You 
build a Superhet Receiver and a modern TV 
Receiver, from the ground up, including a 

new, big screen picture tube. You also re- 
ceive a professional, factory -made MULTI - 
TESTER. All of this standard equipment is 
yours to keep ... at just one low tuition. 

Rift 
VAWPLEE 

BOOK 

g SAM 
LESSON 

_Just Send 
Çoup°nt 

RESIDENT 
TRAINING 

Al" LOS ANGELES 

your training in our Resident 

It hoo wish to takeejQ5, the world's TV capital, 
and 

at los 
our 

modern shops, La latest 
School a our big. work installed start NOW in Here 

pofessionallY Radio-TV equipment -lete facilities offered Y 

Electronic most complete Fer50031 

- finest, Expert, friendly Service. 
Help 

auV school. ExP and part ti ÿór 

attention. nome 
school - 

in 
coupon 

in finding home Check box 

lob while You learn. 

full information. 

Approved for 
GI Training ji, iriül 

nç,rrrrP 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA 

'GET FAST SERVICE -MAIL NOW TO 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, DEPT. RG -77 
4000 S. FIGUEROA sr. 

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. 
Rush free TV -Radio "Opportunity" Book and sample 

I lesson. No salesman will call. 
I 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 
s+ ' 

Geel IF inierestee ONLY in Resident Scnool vanmt at los Angeles 

VF7FLAN5, G7.e aaie of Dl,Oo.ge 

AGE I 

I 
I 
I 
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FOR 

brighter 
TV picture 

Fp "brighter 
profité 

Keep your customers sold on you! Use 
the exact same tubes leading inde- 
pendent set makers specify. Tell your 
supplier you'd rather have Tung -Sol 
Tubes. 
Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J. 

ØTUNGSOL 
MAGIC MIRROR ALUMINIZED 

PICTURE TUBES 
RECEIVING TUBES 

Miniature 
Lamps 

Seared Beam 
Headlamps 

Aluminized Special 
Picture Tubes Purpose Tubes Products 

1 
Signal 

Flashers 
Radio and 
TV Tubes 

Semiconductor 

ews 

Briefs 
OPERATION SMOKE -PUFF, the first in a 
series of attempts to establish two -way 
radio communications by bouncing sig- 
nals off man -made clouds of ionized 
gas, will get under way some time this 
month. The project will be conducted 
by the United States Air Force and 
the nation's amateur radio operators. 
Rockets will be fired 70 miles into the 
ionosphere to release nitric oxide gas in 
an attempt to create an artificial 
reflecting layer. 

Amateur frequencies used in the test 
are between 14 and 148 mc. Tests are 
planned for morning twilight, noon, 
evening twilight and possibly at night. 
Due to the Earth's curvature, the 
chance of signal bounce is limited with- 
in a circle of roughly 700 miles radius 
around Alamogordo, N. M. 

In March, 1956, an Aerobee rocket 
released a cloud of gas which was 
detected by radar. However, to check 
the possibility that the radar reflection 
was a coincidence, the assistance of 
amateur operators is requested to con- 
firm the existence of artificial clouds. 

SUNSPOT STUDY repudiates the popular 
belief that all sunspots are bad. Results 
of a 10 -year study of solar radio dis- 
turbances reported by John H. Nelson 
of RCA Communications Inc. "prove 
that transmitting conditions on inter- 
national radio circuits actually get 
better as the number of sunspots in- 
creases. This leads to only one conclu- 
sion," Mr. Nelson continued, "as far 
as we are concerned -we like sun- 
spots." 

Mr. Nelson, RCA's propagation an- 
alyst or "radio- weather" man, has been 
studying the sun from a skyscraper 
observatory in downtown Manhattan 
since 1946. 

r c r"' IL I 

One part of his report stated, "There 
is, of course, such a thing as a bad 
sunspot but, fortunately for inter- 
national radio communications, there is 
an oversupply of good sunspots -more 
than enough to counteract the effects 
of the occasional bad ones." 

As an example of how this theory 
works, Mr. Nelson cited an incident 
that occurred in February, 1956. From 
a low point of 40, the sunspot count 
climbed to 270 in 8 days. Despite this 
situation, signaling conditions on all 
of RCA's radio circuits actually im- 
proved- positive evidence that even a 
radical increase in sunspot activity 
doesn't necessarily bring on a period 
of bad radio weather. 

A SILICON CARBIDE rectifier has been 
operated at temperatures from --100° 
to +1,200°F, the General Electric 
Research Laboratory announced. Sim- 
ilar devices made with other semi- 
conductor materials, notably silicon, 
have been able to operate only up to 
the 400 -500 °F range. 

Dr. Guy Suits, G -E vice president 
and director of research, said, "Most 
of the semiconductor devices now on 
the market have been made from single - 
element materials -principally germa- 
nium and silicon -but future progress 
appears to depend on learning more 
about compounds. A major problem in 
all semiconductor research, that of 
achieving extremely pure materials, 
becomes increasingly difficult when 
more than one element is involved." 

It was emphasized that the silicon 
carbide rectifier is still in laboratory 
development. 

TRANSPARENT PHOSPHORS have been 
applied to C -R tube screens by a method 
developed by Dr. Charles Feldman, a 
Naval Research Laboratory physicist. 
While probably too expensive for 
immediate use in TV picture tubes, the 
method promises much for the future 
of both monochrome and color tele- 
vision. 

To place a phosphor coating on a 
sheet of glass, using Feldman's method, 
the phosphor is first allowed to evap- 
orate in a vacuum. It decomposes and 
is condensed on the heated glass sur- 
face. Then it is fired in a suitable 
atmosphere and baked. This process 
forms a phosphor with excellent crystal 
structure, required for good lumines- 
cence. 

The Feldman tube retains contrast 
even with a photoflood lamp held close 
to its face. This is possible because the 
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This may be Your 

PASSPORT 
to a more 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
DeVry Technical Institute 
4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. RE -7 -N 

Please give me your FREE booklet, "Electronics and YOU," and tell 
me how I may prepare to enter one or more branches of Electronics 
as listed below. 

Name Age 
Please Print 

Street Apt. 

City Zone -State 
Check here if subject to military training. 

DeVry Tech's Canadian Training Center is located 
202B at 626 Roselawn Avenue, Toronto 12, Ontario 

Men 17 -55... 
Prepare at Home for an Interesting and 
Profitable Future in the Great Fields of 

ELECTRONICS 
as used in 

GUIDED MISSILES,ETC. 
There are big opportunities for men 17 to 55 in the 
exciting, profitable fields of Electronics. For more than 
26 years we have been preparing men in their spare 
time at home without interfering with their jobs. 
During these years, to name a few, we have trained 
laborers, farmers, clerks, factory workers and salesmen 
. . . following the same basic method used in our 
Chicago and Toronto training laboratories. So regard- 
less of your experience, why don't you write for FREE 

facts today? There is no obligation. 

Live -Wire 
Employment 

Service 
DeVry Tech's Placement 
Department is in contact 
with some of the best - 
known employers in the 
Electronics field. The serv- 
ice is free to all grad- 
uates -and DeVry Tech's 
record in helping to place 
men has been outstand- 
ing. 

AN INDEX TO A 
BETTER JOB, A BRIGHTER FUTURE 

Communications Radar 

Television Micro -Waves 

Radio Industrial Electronics 

Computers Automation Electronics 

NO ADVANCED EDUCATION OR PREVIOUS 

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE NEEDED 

Draft Age? 
We have 

valuable in- 

formation for 
every man of 
draft age; so 

if you are sub- 

ject to military 
service, be sure 

to check the coupon. 

FREE 
Booklet! 
Well give you 
a free copy of 
an interesting 
booklet, "Elec- 

tronics and YOU." See for Accredited Member 
yourself how you may take of National Home 
advantage of the opportun- 
ities in this fast growing Study Council 
field. 

"One of North Amer'ca's Foremost Electronics Training Centers" 

:f'1l ---:: - 

' 4141 BELMONT AVE. 
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS 
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Here's the 
numb er 

that takes the "gamble" 

out of your service 

reputation 

Centralab PK -300 
dual- speaker 
switch kit 

Surely your reputation means more to you than 
the pennies you save by installing an inferior 
dual- speaker switch. Then., why gamble? Espe- 
cially when it costs so little more to go first class 
with the PK -300 switch kit. 

The PK -300 is your "seven- come -eleven" com- 
bination that keeps customers sold. Here's real 
quality - a switch with silver- plated, double - 
wiping contacts - a dial plate that's etched to 
stay legible long after conventional painted 
types have worn off. 

So don't settle for just any switch kit for your 
auto -radio and other dual- speaker jobs. Pick up 
a PK -300 kit at your Centralab distributor. 
Write for Catalog 30. 

8 

PK -300 switch kit includes: 

1, Dual speaker 
su. itch 

2. Etched mounting 
bracket and dial 

3. Split -knurl 
pointer knob 

4. Self tapping 
screws 

5. Easy -to- follow 
instructions 

8J 

A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC. 
922G EAST KEEFE AVENUE MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN 

P-1658 

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued) 

Light washes out standard TV tube 
(left). 

light from the floodlamp passes through 
the transparent phosphor and is ab- 
sorbed by the blackened interior of the 
tube, instead of being reflected by the 
phosphor, as in present tubes. 

For color TV, three layers of dif- 
ferent phosphor compounds would be 
laminated on one glass surface. Color 
would be selected by varying the deflec- 
tion voltage. Although this has been 
proposed before, it was not possible 
without transparent phosphors. 
TOLL TELEVISION could draw a "gilded 
curtain" over TV screens across the 
country, warned Donald N. Martin, 
assistant to the president of The Na- 
tional Association of Radio and Tele- 
vision Broadcasters (NARTB) in an 
address to the Vermont Federation of 
Women's Clubs. 

He feels that one of the major 
threats posed by toll television is the 
fact that ability to pay will become 
the factor determining who sees what. 
In areas served by only one station, 
toll TV would mean a total blackout 
for those who could not afford decoding 
fees. 

Even though the FCC has been 
considering the question for some time, 
Martin believes that such a revolu- 
tionary proposition should be decided 
by Congress. 

Calendar of Events 
Britsh IRE Convention, June 27 -July 1. 
ITniversity of Cambridge, England. 
Annual Electronics Clinic and Fair. Aug. 
2 -4, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth, Tex. 
NATESA Convention. Aug. 16 -18, Chi- 
cago Sheraton Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 
West Coast Electronic Show and Conven- 
tion (WESCONI, Aug. 20 -23, Cow Palace. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
12th General Assembly of International 
Scientific Radio Union. Aug. 22- Septem- 
ber 5, National Bureau of Standards. 
Boulder, Colo. 
American Institute of Electrical Engi- 
neers Pacific General Meeting. Aug. 20- 
.10, Pasco, Wash. 
National Radio & Television Exhibition 
A ug. 28 -Sept. 7. Earls Court. London. 
England. 

SPOT WOBBLE, a technique for moving 
the electron beam in a picture tube up 
and down about 15 million times a 
second, eliminates those familiar black 
scanning lines. 

Research has shown that the viewer 
moves back from the screen until he 
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eN Save ornJamous knight® HI -FI (1, 
THE VERY BEST FOR LESS: Knight Custom components 

are built to ALLIED'S own special high standards to deliver 
outstanding musical quality with distinguished appearance at 

money- saving minimum cost. Each unit is unconditionally 
guaranteed for one full year. 

Sensational Knight "Tri -Fi" 

3 -Way 12" Hi -Fi Speaker 

MORE FOR YOUR 

HI -FI DOLLAR 

ALLIED'S $4950 
SPECIAL PRICE 

Heavy 15/4 -Pound Alnico -V Magnet 
3 Radiating Elements for Smooth Response 
Compression -Type Horn -Loaded Tweeter 

I Response, ± 5 dh, 35- 15,000 Cycles! 

equa to tYII`^. e best Here's incomparable Hi -Fi speaker 
value -the new 3 -way type Knight "Tri -Fi" combining a 12" 
cone for bass reproduction, a special conical radiator for mid - 
frequencies and a built -in compression -type tweeter for highest 
frequencies. Includes L -pad tweeter level control with calibrated 
dial and control knob. Full 1 Yi-pound woofer magnet for solid 
bass response; heavy rattle -proof frame. Overall range is ± 
5 db, 35- 15,000 cps. First crossover at 2,000 cps; automatic 
crossover from mid -range to tweeter at 4,000 cps. Cone reso- 
nance: 50 cps; power capacity, 25 watts program material; im- 
pedance, 16 ohms. Diameter 12- 1/16'; depth, 8 ". Unconditionally 
guaranteed for one full year. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs. 
81 DX 839. Knight "Tri -Fi" Speaker, only $4950 

Only $4.95 down on our Easy Terms 

TOP VALUE knight HI -FI COMPONENTS 

ONLY 

$9450 

DeLuxe 24 -Watt Amplifier "Space- Saver" 
design; response, ± 0.75 db. 20- 40,000 
cps; 12- position compensation; variable 
damping; loudness control; rumble filter; 
tape head input; hum balance. U.L. Ap- 
proved. 30 lbs. 
Model 94 SZ 709. Net $94.50 

SAVE! 

EXCLUSIVE WITH 

ALLIED 

Knight "Tri -Fi" Speaker Installed in 

Knight -Klipsch Enclosure 

Comes to you ready to play - 
complete with Knight "Tri -Fi" 
speaker installed in handsome 
Knight -Klipsch enclosure. En- 
closure is designed to use walls 
of room to extend bass range; 
"Tri -Fi" speaker covers en- 
tire spectrum of audible sound. 
Enclosure measures 32 x 21 x 
141". Speaker impedance, 16 
ohms; power handling capac- 
ity, 25 watts. Available in 
Blonde or Mahogany finish. 
You save $12.50 over the price 
of the separate units! Shpg. 
wt., 44 lbs. 
94 DZ 787. Blonde finish. 
94 DZ 786. Mahogany finish. 

Save $12.50 

ALLIED'S 9950 $ 
PRICE 

ALLIED'S OWN XLIPSCH- 

LICENSED ENCLOSURE 

ONLY 

$9950 

Deluxe Basic FM -AM Tuner. Matches 
Deluxe amplifier; AFC; tuning meter; 
tuned RF on FM and AM; FM discrimi- 
nator; 2 cathode followers; exceptional 
sensitivity. FCC Approved Radiation; 
U.I.. Approved. 17 lbs. 
Model 94 SX 711. Net $99.50 

ONLY 

$6450 
"Bantam" 12 -Watt Amplifier. Response, 
± 0.5 db, 20- 20,000 cps; 3- position com- 
pensation; variable damping; loudness 
control; built -in preamp; tape head input; 
7 inputs; "Space- Saver" design. U.L. Ap- 
proved. 18 lbs. 
Model 94 SX 708. Net $64.50 

ONLY 

$1450 

"Bantam" Basic FM -AM Tuner. Matches 
"Bantam" Amplifier; AFC; FM limiter 
and discriminator; output level control; 
RF stage; high sensitivity; temperature - 
compensated oscillator. FCC Approved 
Radiation: U.L. Approved. 13 lbs. 
Model 94 SX 710. Net $74.50 

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE 

onden thodll ALLIED RADIO 
J mekiea S i i CeNtelt 

SPECIAL VALUE SUPPLEMENT NO. 165 FREE 

J U LY, 1957 

Send for it. Packed with top values in Hi -Fi 
systems and components; Recorders and supplies) 
all -new Public Address systems and 
components; super -value build -your -own 
Knight -Kits,: Amateur equipment; electronic tubes 
and parts; tools, books, etc. FREE -send coupon 
today for your copy of ALLIED Supplement No. 165. 

Each, only 
Only $9.95 down 

on our Easy Pay terms 

$9950 

Save $44.72 On This Quality Knight 

"Space- Saver" Hi -Fi Phono System 

ONLY 

$1995 

Top value in a superb Hi -Fi 
music system. You save 

0 
$44.72 over cost of individ- 
ual components. No cabinets 
required. Includes Knight 

12 -Watt "Bantam" Amplifier; Garrard RC 
121 -4 Changer and base, with G.E. RPX 
052 -A Triple -Play Cartridge (diamond -sap- 
phire styli); Knight -Klipsch enclosure with 
Knight 12" Tri -Fi speaker installed (specify 
Blonde or Mahogany finish). Easy to install 
anywhere. Shpg. wt., 92 lbs. 

PA 505. Knight Phono System. 
$1995° 

Only $19.95 down on our Easy Terms 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 2-G-7 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

OUR 
36th 
YEAR 

Ship the following KNIGHT Hi -Fi equipment 

$ enclosed. (All prices Net F.O.B. Chicago) 

Send FREE ALLIED Supplement No. 165 

Name 

Address . . 

City Zone State 
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NEWS BRIEFS (Continued) 

sturdy, steel PERMA -TUBE TV 
masting is corrosion proof 

Perma -Tube, most famous name 
in TV masting, stays strong be- 
cause it is corrosion proof. Perma- 
Tube is treated with vinsynite- 
then coated with a metallic vinyl 
resin base both inside and outside. 

Perma -Tube is guaranteed to 
be free from rust in a salt spray 
test of 500 -hours minimum to 
ASTM Specification 13 117 -49T. 
Longer mast life is assured. 

Resistance to bending in Perma- 
Tube is greater than in galvanized 
masting. Machine -fitted joints 
speed field assembly, insure close 

tolerance for strength and rigidity. 
Joints are stronger than the tubing 
itself. 

Five diameters of fitted joint 
Perma -Tube are available, ranging 
from 21/2" OD to 1 1/ " OD. Tele- 
scoping masts can also be erected 
up to 50 feet high, using 10 foot 
lengths of high strength J &L 16- 
gauge Perma -Tube. 

Get complete details on popular 
Perma -Tube TV masting. Write to 
the Jones & Laughlin Steel Cor- 
poration, Dept. 496, 3 Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Jones 8 Laughlin 
STEEL ...a great name in steel 

Photos show value of spot wobble. Top, 
a normal TV picture. Bottom, same 

picture with spot -wobble system. 

just fails to distinguish these lines. 
If they are reduced or eliminated, tele- 
vision pictures of a larger size can be 
viewed with comfort at shorter dis- 
tances. 

Using the new technique, developed 
by Dr. E. Atti and J. A. Hall for 
Westinghouse, one of the picture tube's 
focusing grids is split in half. The split 
grid still serves its normal function 
of concentrating the beam on the screen, 
but at the same time acts as a pair of 
deflecting plates, to which a fluctuating 
voltage is applied to wobble the beam 
up and down at a 15 -mc rate. The 
voltage is supplied by a single tube 
fitted to the socket into which the TV 
picture tube is plugged. 

Difficulties inherent in earlier spot - 
wobble systems (see RADIO -ELECRONICS, 
September, 1953), used mostly in 
Britain, are avoided or greatly reduced. 
The British system, which used coils on 
the tube's neck, radiated interference 
which was detrimental to reception on 
some channels. 

THREE NEW TV STATIONS have ap- 
peared since our last report: 

WSOC -TV, Charlotte, N. C 9 
KHVH -TV, Honolulu 12 
WLBR -TV, Lebanon, Pa 15 
(This station returns to the air 
after having been absent since Oc- 
tober 16, 1954.) 
Two Western stations have changed 

their call letters: 
KOLD -TV, Tucson, Ariz 13 

(formerly KOPO -TV 
KELP -TV, El Paso, Tex 13 

(formerly KILT) 
Three stations have closed down: 
WCMB -TV, Harrisburg, Pa 27 
WGBS -TV, Miami, Fla 23 
KPTV, Portland, Ore 27 
These changes bring our total of op- 

erating U. S. stations up to 499 (407 
vhf and 92 uhf). Of these, 25 are non- 
commercial (6 uhf). 

Canada inaugurated its 39th station 
with: 

CFCR, Kamloops, B. C 4 
END 
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MofeY" Maki ̂ g 

FCC 
Commercial 

LIC VISI 

EFFECTIVE 

JOB FINDING 

SERVICE HELPS CIRE 

TRAINEES GET 

BETTER JOBS 

HERE'S PROOF 

FCC LICENSES 

ARE OFTEN SECURED 

IN A FEW HOURS 

WITH OUR 

COACHING 

EMPLOYERS 

MAKE JOB OFFERS 

LIKE THESE TO OUR 

GRADUATES EVERY 

MONTH 

;sample loner MalonlnlIIn7 A,ng 
! 

!.1Ilinno.ey 
"1191UIIUpp 

Act Now! 
JULY, 1957 

lr 

We Guarantee 
To Train and Coach You At Home In 

Spare Time Until You Get 

Your FCC license 
If you have had any practical experience -Ama- 
teur, Army, Navy, Radio repair, or experimenting. 

Here Is Your 
Guarantee 

If you fail to pass your Com- 
mercial License exam after 
completing our course, we 
guarantee to continue your 
training without additional 
cost of any kind, until you 
successfully obtain your Com- 
mercial License. 

Effective Job Finding Service Helps CIRE Trainees Get Better Jobs 
Chief Engineer 
. enrolling with C'Ieu l :uul Institute I hate 
real ..I my lit class license. seised as u transmitter 
,Ilgnal and alts now chief Engineer of Station 
\C.1 I N. I also have a Motorola 2 -Way Service Sta- 
tion. Thanks to the Institute for making this 
pu"IliI. '. Levi. M. Ovens, Columbia. Ky. 

Airlines 

Test Engineer 
"1 am pleased to inform you that I recently secured 
a position as Test Engineer with Melpa r. Inc. (Sub- 
sidiary of Westinghouse). .\ suhstantial .salary 
increase was involved. \ly Cleveland Institute train - 
ing played a major role in qualifying nu fur titis 
ptsitinu." Itnyd Daugherty, Falls Church, Na. 

lit s ,.u- ritti a half. he received his liest class I's i l,I 'ns,. IL I, enntinuing his trainino, with Cleveland 
Iii.l ulne. His goal is much hell Ilighel' than Ids pl'eselll 1, "_i II with Li s711.11 Airlifts,. no Ile is adding teclitih'al 
"limns -how to his praottcal u-vpe ietsu. Mull Thompson. Nashville II. 'l'entie.ssee 

Here's Proof FCC Licenses 
In A Few Hours With 

Name and Address 
John H. Johnson, Boise City, Okla. 
Prentice Harrison, Lewes, Delaware 
William F. Masterson, Key West, Fla. 
J. A. Niedeck, Bethlehem, Pa. 
Gerald J. Collier, Columbus, Ohio 

Are Often Secured 
Our Coaching 

License 
1st 
1st 
2nd 
2nd 
2nd 

Time 
20 weeks 
27 weeks 
24 weeks 

8 weeks 
16 weeks 

Employers Make Job Offers Like These 
To Our Graduates Every Month 

Broadcast Station in Illinois: "We are in need of an engi- 
neer with a first class phone license, preferably a student of 
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics; 40 hour week plus 
8 hours overtime." 
West Coast Manufacturer: We are currently in need of 
men with electronics training or experience in radar mainte- 
nance. We would appreciate your referral of interested per- 
sons to us." 

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 
Desk RE -7, 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio 
Please send Free Booklets prepared to help situ g,.t ahead in l'lectn nlirs. 
I have had training or experience in Electronics as indicated below: 

\ülitnrt Amateur Radio C'l'elephone Company 
Radio -T \' Servicing Broadcasting sil r 

Ours is the only home study course 
which supplies FCC -type examina- 
tions with all lessons and final tests. 

Your FCC Ticket 
is recognized by 

employers as proof 
of your 

technical ability 

Accredited by National 
some Study Council 

Manufacturing Dome Experimenting 

In what kind of work are yon pow engaged'', .. 

in svisi} branch of t :l,srtrnuies arc you int ereaeil' 

Same Age Address 

City 
.peeisl 'Il tic lut Rats t u >l,lull 

%mpl. Situ IP 

ut .Anne,l Porr,,. 
a 
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everyone's acclaiming the extraordinary new 

$59 85 
incl. ! mil diamond stylus! 

j/D-Fxva/var - UnipoisE 
pickup -arm 

WITH ITS OWN BUILT -IN CARTRIDGE CONTAINING AN EASILY REPLACEABLE STYLUS...ALL STYLUS SIZES ARE AVAILABLE INCLUDING THE EXCLUSIVE 3 MIL 

The all- knowing, the cognoscenti, music critics 
and record- playing enthusiasts have accorded 
the Fluxvalve- Unipoise Arm an acceptance 
never before seen in the history of Hi -Fi equip- 
ment. Here is the ultimate arm- cartridge for 
perfect tracking ... for minimum stylus wear 
... for maximum record life and for optimum 
performance ...there's nothing like it ... noth- 
ing to compare. 
The Fluxvalve- Unipoise Arm, latest develop- 
ment in record -playing arm -cartridge combi- 
nations, embodies all the features exclusive 
to the Fluxvalve ... and at the remarkably low 
price of $59.85 for the arm -cartridge combina- 
tion - including i mil diamond stylus! 

This combination of features is ex- 

clusive with the Fluxvalve -Unipoise: 

Very high compliance 
Very low tracking force, 2 -4 grams 

Resonance -free, flat frequency re- 

sponse to 30kc 

Distortion -free dynamic tracking 
All stylus sizes, including '/s mil 
Maximum stylus life 
Minimum record wear 

Feather-weight, airframe design 

Single friction -free pivot bearing 
High output 
Easily replaceable styli 

Ultra- dynamic styling to match ultra - 
dynamic performance! 

Professional Audio Components 

O C E A N S I D E . N . Y. 

(f'd l/Ihie P.QíyL h11'2 
EXPORT AO. AURIEM A, INC., 89 BROAD ST.. NEW YORK / CANADA CHARLES W. POINTON LTD 

dire/wee: 
6 ALCINA AVE TORONTO 
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Enjoy a demonstration at your hi -fi sound studio ... you'll hear the difference. For the dealer nearest you or for literature write Dept. P -16A 
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Learn to Service TV Sets- 
any make or model-Quickly 

N R I ALL PRACTICE Method 
trains you at home to become 

a Professional TV Serviceman 

You learn the time saving techniques, 

methods used by top TV Servicemen 
This is 100% learn -by- doing, practical training. NRI supplies all necessary equipment, all tubes, including a 17 -inch picture tube; 
and comprehensive manuals covering a thoroughly planned program 
of practice. You learn how experts diagnose TV receiver defects 
quickly -audio and video -and how to fix them accurately. 

You get actual experience aligning TV receivers, isolating com- plaints from scope patterns, eliminating interference, using ger- 
manium crystals to rectify the TV picture signal, adjusting the ion trap and hundreds of other val- 
uable You Get COLOR 1 V Books uable Professional techniques. 1 V 

17" Picture Tube, Components 

and Tubes for TV Receiver, 

5" Scope, Signal Generator, 
HF Probe -all included. 

NRI Professional Television 

Training Helped These Men 

"I cannot praise NRI's TV 
Course highly enough. I 
have my own spare time shop 
and all the TV work I can 
handle." GERALD G. STE- 
THEM, Belpre, Ohio. 

"It takes the kind of expe- 
rience you offer to really 
learn Professional TV Serv- 
icing. You learn more and 
remember more." E. RAVIT- 
SKY, Northumberland, 1'n. 

JULY, 1957 

COUPON BRINGS IMPORTANT 

BOOK FREE 
If you want to go places in TV servicing, 
act quickly to find out what NRI's Profes- 
sional TV Course offers. Get this book and 
judge for yourself how this course will 
further your ambition. Many of tomorrow's 
top TV Servicemen . men who can service 
UHF, VHF and COLOR TV . . . will be 
graduates of NRI. Mail the coupon. 

Early - Learn - by -Doing 
The day you enroll, NRI sends you 
special Color -TV textbooks to speed 
your knowledge of this fast growing 
phase. Many full color pictures, dia- 
grams. To cash in on Color TV you 
need the kind of training NRI sup- 
plies. We supply all components to 
build Oscilloscope, Probe, Signal Gen- 
erator, TV Set, show you how to con - 
duct experiments, practice TV repairs. 

OLDEST, LARGEST Radio - 

TV Home Study Training 
This is professional training, not for be- 
ginners. If you have some knowledge of 
Radio -TV or have had some Radio Shop 
experience this course 
is for YOU. Conveni- 
ent monthly terms. 
Mail Coupon for Cat- 
alog FREE. National 
Radio Institute, Dept. 
7GFT, Washington 16, 
I). C. 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept 7GFT, Washington 16, D.C. 
Please send my FREE copy of "How to Reach the Top in 
TV Servicing." I understand no salesman will call. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

' ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 
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Now...look to ELGIN for 
research, design and 
manufacturing leadership 
American's FULL VISION -FULL 
SOUND audio equipment now comes 
to you from Elgin! Warehouse and serv- 
ice facilities are being maintained in 
California, of course; but manufacturing 
and product development have been 
moved to Elgin to work hand -in -glove 
with Elgin's well known styling and elec- 
tronics research experts. You can expect 
the best . . . in appearance and per- 
formance . . . from American Micro- 
phones. 
Does your equipment require a specially 
designed microphone? American is now 
better equipped than ever to help you! 

meriecut /Wiewpitaite 

for every use! 
FOR BROADCAST QUALITY 
1. DR330 Cardioid Dynamic and Ribbon 
Microphone meets strictest require- 
ments of tv -radio broadcasting and 
motion pictures. 
2. Presidential Series Dynamic Omni - 
Directional Microphone is rugged, corn - 
pact, quickly converts to 6 oz. hand 
microphone. 
FOR RECORDING AND 
GENERAL P. A. USE 
3. D22 Dynamic Omni -Directional Micro- 
phone is a beauty queen -and depend- 
able too. Quickly converts to hand use. 
FOR TAPE RECORDERS 
4. Versatile microphone is designed for 
hand or desk use weighs only 2 ounces, 
yet gives outstanding performance. 
FOR SOUND -POWERED 
TELEPHONES 
5. No external power source required 
for this lightweight, sensitive unit. 
Rugged and extremely versatile. 
FOR RUGGED, DEPENDABLE 
OUTDOOR MICROPHONES 
6. A mobile microphone that resists 
moisture. Ideal for ship -to -shore and 
aircraft installation. High output, shock 
resistance. 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY 

107 National Street, Elgin, Illinois 

w 

n 

I 

ti 
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Correspondence 

TUBE TESTER 
Dear Editor: 

On page 123 Of RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
February, 1957, there was an item by 
Thomas Oda Miller on the model 534 
Hickok tube tester. While it was offered 
in an excellent spirit, I would like to 
clarify two points. 

A shorted 0.1 -µf capacitor used on 
the short switch of the 534 will cause a 
neon glow in all short positions only 
when there is a tube in the socket. 

Concerning the wiring of the lugs 
on the switches, I believe if Mr. Miller 
would examine them closely he would 
find that a very fine piece of wire has 
been wrapped around the lugs before 
soldering. This was done to prevent the 
lugs from separating during normal 
use of the switch. 

The space which you have devoted is 
appreciated. This instrument is now 
obsolete, but there are still thousands 
of them in the field and in use today. I 
am sure your readers will appreciate 
the service notes you have given them 
on this tester. 

C. E. LENKE 
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. 
Cleveland, Ohio 

LOUDSPEAKERS AND 
ACOUSTICS FUNDAMENTALS 

Dear Editor: 
As the pioneer, and possibly the 

leading exponent, of smallish cone 
speakers for the best quality repro- 
duction, I have a feeling that Mr. Paul 
Klipsch's letter on the above subject 
in RADIO- ELECTRONICS (May, 1957) 
may be directed against nie on account 
of my contributions to the technical 
press during the past year. The ques- 
tion is, is what was written true? 

Mr. Klipsch has made some notable 
contributions to audio knowledge in 
the past and it is a pity that he has 
abandoned the scientific attitude and 
become dogmatic and inaccurate. He 
states, on no quoted authority, that "an 
excursion of .06 inch . . . is regarded 
as about the maximum limit for toler- 
able distortion." In the same issue on 
page 45, Mr. A. L. George says, "In 
some high- fidelity speakers such as the 
Hartley, cone excursions on the order 
of 1/4 inch are handled almost disdain- 
fully by the powerful magnet struc- 
ture." 

Mr. George correctly points out that 
a wide -range speaker requires a large 
magnet to provide the extended field 
needed by a voice coil having a large 
excursion and in point of fact my 
speakers have, for 30 years, had to pass 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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how long would it take you 

to solve this service problem? 

Smeared Picture 
(showing black 

SYMPTOM: 
s r 

eaks 
blacks)ng 

P H OTO FACT helps you lick problems like thi this 
in just minutes for only 

442pper model ! 

Let's take a look at this problem: A 
smeared picture such as illustrated above 
is caused by excessive low- frequency re- 
sponse coupled with poor high- frequency 
response. Look for the following possible 
causes: 

DET 

V7 

¡6AL5 
A 

WI 

@ 

- 1000 
MMF 

SOUND FAKE OFF 

I ,. 

8 3.3K 

135300 
AI 

CONTRAST 
CONTROL 

Oc 820 

KEYED 
AGC SYNC 

GRID 

$12% 

C)31-.02 

2mvDC 

Tl23 u 
MEG 

21ZP4A\ 

(Based on an actual case history taken from the Howard W. Sams book "TV Servicing Guide") 

1. Defective video amplifier, video output, or Picture tube 
2. Low value of coupling capacitor C51 or C53 

3. Low value of grid resistor R46 or-R52 
4. Open cathode bypass capacitor C50 or C52 

5. Open series -peaking coil L23 or L21 

6. High value of plate resistor R44, R48 or R49 

With the applicable PHOTOFACT Folder at your fingertips, 
you trouble -shoot and solve this problem in just seconds. 
Here's how: 

Check the Video Detector (V7) and the Video Amplifier (V8). 
Just refer to the Tube Placement Chart (you'll find it in every 
PHOTOFACT TV Folder) for quick location of these tubes. 

Tubes okay? -then: Check the waveform at pin 7 of V7. 
The correct waveform is shown right on the PHOTOFACT 
Standard Notation Schematic. Waveform correct? -then: 
Check the voltages in the Video amplifier and Video out- 
put stages to determine which part is defective. The cor- 
rect voltages appear right on the exclusive Standard Nota- 
tion Schematic, along with resistances (shown in easy -to- 
read chart form). Exclusive PHOTOFACT chassis photos 
with "call- outs" keyed to the schematic help you locate 
the faulty parts in just minutes. 

Whatever the trouble, you'll locate it faster and easier 
with a PHOTOFACT Folder by your side. Be sure to use the 
complete Replacement Parts List to select the proper 
replacement for the repair. 

Use the servicing method you prefer -checking of waveform, voltage or resistance - 
you'll find all the information you need at your finger -tips in PHOTOFACT. 

For only *21/2¢ per model, PHOTOFACT helps you solve your service 
problems in just minutes -helps you service more sets and earn more daily! 

"Based on the average number of models covered in a single set of PHOTOFACT Folders. 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE ! 

Got a tough repair? Try this -at Howard W. Sams' 
own risk: see your Parts Distributor and buy the 
proper PHOTOFACT Folder Set covering the re- 
ceiver. Then use it on the actual repair. If PHOTO - 
FACT doesn't save you time, doesn't make the job 
easier and more profitable for you, Howard W. 
Sams wants you to return the complete Folder Set 
direct to him and he'll refund your purchase price 
promptly. GET THE PROOF FOR YOURSELF - 
TRY PHOTOFACT NOW! 

4831 .e,._. 
%t01135Af7 3815/fi; 

JULY, 1 957 

FOR SERVICE 
TECHNICIANS ONLY 

Fill out and mail coupon 
today for Free subscription 
to the Sams Photofact Index 
-your up-to-date guide to 
virtually any receiver model 
ever to come into your shop. 
Send coupon now. 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 
2205 E.46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 

Put me on your mailing list to receive the Sams Photo - 
fact Index and Supplements. My (letterhead) (business 
card) is attached. 

I'm a Service Technician: full time; part time 

My Distributor is- 

Shop Name 

Attn 

Address 

City lone State 
L J 
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LLIED 

LOWEST COST because our giant buying 
power passes biggest savings on to you ... 
you do the easy assembly, get professi 

results and SAVE! 

EASIEST TO BUILD because KNIGHT -KIT 
"Step- and -Check" instruction manuals are 
marvels of clarity-it's just like having a 

good instr_ r at your side. 

knight-kit 
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE: When properly 
assembled, KNIGHT -KITS fully meet pub- 
lished specifications, or we refund your 
mone 

NEW knight -kit HI -FI VALUE 

30 -WATT DELUXE AMPLIFIER KIT 

New Printed Circuit Switches! 
Model Y -762 Three Printed Circuit Boards! 

$7495 
8 Inputs Full Equalization! 

Full 30 Watts Custom Case! 
A Hi -Fi triumph at low cost! Linear -deluxe 
Williamson -type power amplifier circuit (flaw- 
less response ± 34 db, 15- 100,000 cps at full 
30 -watt level!); equalization for all records, 
within M db of recommended accuracy; 2 ex- 
clusive new printed- circuit switches; 3 printed - 
circuit boards for quickest, easiest, error -free 
construction; separate continuously variable 
Level and Loudness controls; 8 inputs for 
every signal source; DC on all filaments of 
preamp tubes; exclusive 3 -way speaker selector 
switch (use speakers of mixed impedance with- 
out mismatch!); Power Amplifier Distortion - 
Harmonic, 0.55% at 30 watts- IM, 0.74% at 
20 watts; rumble filter switch; variable damp- 
ing. With beautiful "space- saver" case -ready 
for easy, money -saving assembly. 
Shpg. wt, 32 lbs. 
Model Y -762. Net F.O.B. Chicago -, .. $7495 

See our Supplement No. 165 for additional 
knight -kit Hi -Fi values 

SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE Supple- 
ment No. 165 featuring 45 

great Knight -Kits, including 
Test Instruments, Hi -Fi, 
Hobbyist and Amateur kits. 
Write for your copy today. 

CORRESPONDENCE (Continued) 

a test of 1/2 -inch total excursion without 
cross- modulation. On the other hand I 
believe I am right in saying that the 
speaker units used by Mr. Klipsch in 
his assemblies have the limited excur- 
sion to which he refers and must con- 
sequently have the distortion which he 
deplores. 

It is obvious to any observer that 
most speakers do have tight suspension, 
simply to produce the maximum middle - 
range output for the minimum expendi- 
ture on magnet steel. But to cite this 
as a reason why smaller cone speakers 
cannot move more than .06 inch is 
simply ridiculous. Among the famous 
names in speaker design who knew 
how to design good speakers can be 
mentioned Rice, Kellogg, H. J. Round 
and Voigt, and they all used free sus- 
pension. 

Equally absurd is the statement that 
"the undistorted output of a small cone 
at low frequencies would be too small 
to hear." This, of course, derives from 
his supposition that a cone cannot 
move more than .06 inch without dis- 
tortion occurring. The lack of truth in 
this statement must be obvious to 
hundreds of thousands of discrimin- 
ating listener users of various types 
of speakers (including my own) who 
seem to be able to derive a great deal 
of enjoyment by listening to what I 
maintain is much less that an acoustic 
watt, but the real point at issue is the 
argument developed from the assump- 
tion that a 10 -inch piston is capable 
of producing only .0072 watt at 60 
cycles, to take one set of Massa figures. 
If we accept the Massa data (published 
in 1942), which I for one do not, having 
compiled quite different figures in my 
own research department over the 
period 1927 -34, the Hartley 215, with a 
permissible amplitude of 0.375 inch, 
will produce .0072 X 6.25 = .045 acous- 
tic watt at 60 cycles. Can this be heard? 

I have recently completed a strictly 
controlled series of tests on an investi- 
gation into cone behavior. The efficiency 
of the 215 is certainly not more than 

, and the mean ac input to the 
speaker during the tests was 1 watt, 
thus giving an acoustic power output 
of .05 watt. The "audience" was chosen 
from expert musicians or music lovers, 
and they had no difficulty whatever in 
hearing what was going on, whether 
the output was sine wave or music. 
The tests went below audible frequency, 
but several observers stated that re- 
sponse in the 30 -40 -cycle range was 
perfectly satisfactory. A pilot speaker 
with a 55 -cycle bass resonance was used 
as a demonstration of frequency trip- 
ling when trying to reproduce fre- 
quencies below the bass resonance. 

I believe that an acoustic watt in an 
ordinary livingroom would be unbear- 
ably loud. His citation of Keller's pro- 
posal to use 54 8 -inch cones indicates 
that the sound output is going to be 
very considerable indeed, but Mr. 
Klipsch's implied argument can be 
destroyed if he will just convert the 

(Continued on page 20) 
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There was an old woman 
Who lived in a shoe 
Had so many children 
She knew not what to do 

The children were naughty 
And so filled her with dread 
That the little old woman 
Wished she were dead 

A simple solution 
Which brought happiness 
Was the prompt installation 
of Norelco ... F.R.S. 

These wonderful speakers, ̀  
(Twin -coned and true) 
Produced marvelous music 
Throughout the shoe 

The effect ... tranquilizing 
The children ... asleep 
Now the little old woman 
Good order can keep 

For the full throated music 
Resounds through the shoe 
The children are spellbound 
As you will be too 

So go to your dealer 
Do it today 
And find out how "Hi -Fi" 
Your victrola can play 

1 

fiore %o *cc.d Speakers are avail- 
able in 5 ", 8" or 12" sizes in standard 
impedances. Priced from $6.75 to 
$59.98. Blueprints are available for 
the do -it- yourself enclosure builder. 
Norelco Enclosures are available in 
three sizes, priced from $83.75 to 
$119.95. 

ADD TO... and improve any sound system 

with/I'refco® FULL RESPONSE SPEAKERS 

Write today to Dept. D7 for brochure 
and prices of these unique speakers. 

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC. 

High Fidelity Products Division 
230 Duffy Ave. Hicksville, L. I., N. Y. 
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only complete line of 

TV and COMMUNICATION TOWERS 

proven in Profits and Customer Satisfaction 

look at these 
ROHN exclusives 

HOT DIPPED 
GALVANIZED 

The finest, most durable finish is avail- 
able for ROHN Towers and accessories 

. all done entirely on the ROHN 
premises under careful ROHN super- 
vision. 

UNEQUALLED DESIGN 
AND ENGINEERING 

ROHN is the only design that has stood 
up over the years. ROHN has been first 
and foremost ... and always the leader 
in new products to meet the changing 
demands. 

MASS PRODUCTION 
FOR LOW COSTS 

ROHN was the first to utilize mass 
production techniques to build a supe- 
rior tower at the most competitive 
prices. This means no sacrifice in qual- 
ity yet far greater profits for you. 

UNIVERSAL CUSTOMER 
ACCEPTANCE 

Thousands and thousands of installa- 
tions prove the ROHN line first in 
customer satisfaction. 

PIONEER 
MANUFACTURERS 

Pioneers in tower manufacturing -and 
today one of the world's largest manu- 
facturers of this type equipment. The 
ROHN Company was built on satisfac 
tion on the part of distributor, dealer 
and customer alike. 

COMPLETE LINE 
Only ROHN offers a full line -one de. 
pendable one -stop source for all TV in 
stallation equipment. Save headaches, 
save shipping costs, save time ... use 
ROHN unequalled service exclusively. 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ROHN LINE 4. 

no tower 
"All.Purpose" tower- 

Fulfills 75% of your general 
tower needs -is structurally as 
sturdy -yet costs less than the 
well -known Rohn No. 10 Tow. 
er. Ideal for home and indus- 
trial installations, communica- 
tion requirements ... eliminates 
stocking many different tower 
models. Self -supp ortin,e to 50 ft. 
or guyed to I.20 ft.! Easy to climb 
for fast, efficient servicing. Util. 
izes "Magic Triangle" which in 
sures far greater strength and 
stability. Permanent hot -dipped 
galvanized coating. Dependabil. 
ity - a feature customers de- 
mand - is assured with the 
Rohn No. 6 Tower ... de- 
signed to "stand up" for years 
to the rigors of weather and 
climatic conditions. 

tr dit 

Package Tower 

is 

"Space Saver " - cuts storage space 
300% or more! 
Popular PT -48 has almost 50' of 
sturdy tower within a compact 8' x 
20" package! "Magic Triangle" de- 
sign is adapted to a pyramid shape 
using a wide 19" base with progres 
sively decreasing size upward. De 
creases your overhead ... easy to 
transport and assemble - cuts ship. 
ping costs. Galvanized throughout. 
Available in heights of 24, 32, 40, 
48, 56 and 64 feet! 

COMMUNICATIONS 
TOWER 

No.40 

Both Towers Feature THE ROHN 
MAGIC TRIANGLE 
For structural superiority, famed wrap- around 
"magic triangle" design is featured in these 
alhsteel towers. Towers have full 21" wide 
cor.ugated cross- bracing welded to tubular 
steel legs. The exclusive design assures depend- 
able strength and permanence. 

For extreme 
heights and com- 
munication put 
poses of all kinds, 
the Rohn No. 40 
gives you strength 
and durability on 
which you can 
depend. The time 
tested and proven 

equilateral triangle de. 
sign using extra heavy 
duty tubing and corru- 
gated steel cross -bracing 
is utilized. The No. 40 
is structurally sound so 
you can install it for 
heights up to 300'; or 
at lesser heights when 
considerably greater 
strength is required be. 
cause of excessive wind 
or antenna loading. Use 
for radio telephone, 
broadcasting, micro- 
wave relay and all other 
such communication 
purposes. If a particular 
job calls for this type 
tower, save real money 
by using ROHN tow- 
ers. 

Note: For lesser 
heights, use the Rohn 
No. 20 or No. 30 

Tower. 

Telescoping Masts 
Heavy -duty hot -dipped galvan- 
ized steel tubing and rigid joints 
give extraordinary strength. 
Quick installation ... mast at- 
tached to base- antenna fixed, 
then mast hoisted quickly to 
desired height. Utilizes special 
clamp and guy ring arrange- 
ment. Flanged interior section; 
crimped exterior section gives 
mast stability that can't be beat. 
Complete with guy rings and 
necessary erection parts. In 20, 
30, 40 and 50 ft. sizes. Bases 
and ground mounts available. 

ALSO a full line of ROHN ACCESSORIES 
Rotor posts, house brackets, eave tower installation accessories, TV 
brackets, peak and flat roof mounts, 
instant drive -in bases, hinged base 
sections, telescoping mast bases, guy 
ing brackets, UHF antenna mounts, 
erection fixtures, variety of mounts 
and supports for masts or tubing, 

service tables, mast and TV hot. 
dipped galvanized tubing, guy rings, 
"twister -anchors ", rubber tower 
grommets, insulator sections, hinged 
rotor platform, accessory shelf and 
platform and dozens of other items. 
Get the complete catalog TODAY! 

ROHN Manufacturing Company 
I116 LIMESTONE, BELLEVUE 

PEORIA, ILLINOIS 

JULY, 1 957 

ROHN FOLD - 

OVER TOWERS 
These unique fold -over tow. 
ers are perfect for experi. 
mentation, TV service de. 
partments, amateur use, and 
special purposes. Uses regu- 
lar ROHN tower sections 
with kit. Now available in 
standard No. 10 tower to 
50', and in ROHN No. 30 
& No. 40 towers for heavy - 
duty use. 

r 
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE LITERATURE! 

Rohn Manufacturing Company 
116 Limestone, Bellevue 
Peoria, Illinois 

Gentlemen: Please rush me complete details on the full 
line of Rohn Towers and Accessories. 

Firm 

Name 

Address 

Title 

City State 
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MBE 

O I 6 UF 100 

UCTáNCECAPA 

20,000 megawatts 
What's this "big feller" doing in a service ad? 
The story behind it is important to you. 

The "big feller" is known as a "low- inductance energy- storage 
capacitor." It's made by Tobe, and used in nuclear research. 
And get this ... it has a rating of 100,000 volts. What's more, it is 
capable of delivering a peak power of 20,000 megawatts. 

This is just one example of the many types of capacitors Tobe 
has been building for 35 years. This fact is important to you because 
the new quality line of Tobe service capacitors is built to the same 
high standards. The line includes all the popular types required 
to meet 90% of all replacement needs. 

You'll be pleased when you switch to Tobe. So will your 
customers. See your Tobe jobber today for full details, or write 
Tobe Deutschmann Corp., Service Div., 
2900 Columbia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Specify pBE Capacitors Pioneers Since 1922 
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FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY -FOR FREE BOOKLET! 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
ECPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula. Founded 1927 

Dept. 147 -D 3224 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C. 

Please send me your course outline and FREE Illustrated Booklet 
"Your Future in the New World of Electronics" .. . describing 
opportunities and CREI home study courses in Electronic Engineer- 
ing Technology. Q 
CHECK Electronic Engineering Technology 
FIELD OF Broadcast (AM, FM, TV) Engineering Technology 
GREATEST Television Engineering Technology 
INTEREST Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology 

Name 
Age 

Street 

City - Zone State 

Check: Home Study Residence School Korean Veteran 

L 

f 

.. and 2 minutes of 
your time will get you 
started toward success in 

To help us answer your request 
intelligently, please give the 
following information: 

EMPLOYED 
BY 

TYPE OF 
PRESENT WORK 

SCHOOL 
BACKGROUND 

ELECTRON ICS 
EXPERI ENCE 

IN WHAT BRANCH OF ELECTRONICS 
ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED? 

Radio -TV- Electronics 
The same combination of coupon, scissors and a 

few minutes have started thousands of ambitious 

young men on the CREI way toward Electronics career 

success. Let them do the same for you. We 

send you a newly -printed, fact -packed book, "Your 

Future In The New World of Electronics," which 

gives you the whole story, tells you how to prepare 

for high pay, security, 

satisfaction, and the good things 

of life. Don't put it off. 

Do it right now. 

JULY, 1957 '19 
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13[IIID THE ST- 
BUILD ALLIEDS OWN 

knight1. 
Kits 

Here is a typical Knight -Kit value - 
available only from ALLIED -one of 

45 great Knight -Kits you'll find 
in our special Supplement No. 165. 

Write for your FREE copy today. 

knight -kit HOBBYIST VALUE 

2-- RANSISTOR POCKET RADIO 

Model 
Y -262 

$1465 

It's fun to build this efficient pocket -size 
broadcast band radio. Entirely self -con- 
tained, complete with built -in antenna (no 
external antenna required), battery and 
earphone. Features reflex -type 2- transistor 
circuit. Printed circuit panel simplifies as- 
sembly. Has high -gain ferrite -core antenna; 
super -sensitive miniature dynamic earphone 
for excellent tone quality; variable capacitor 
for accurate tuning; months of dependable 
operation from single long -life alkaline cell 
battery supplied. Two simple controls - 
On- Off -Volume and Tuning. Handsomely 
styled leatherette carrying case. Fits coat 
pocket or may be worn from belt; only 
4 x 3% x L % ̂ . Complete, with step -by -step 
instructions. Shpg. wt., 1j' lbs. S 465 
Model Y -262. Net, F.O.B. Chicago. . 

OTHER knight -k t HOBBYIST VALUES 

"l0- IN -1 " LAB KIT 

Y -265 $1265 

"6-IN -l" LAB KIT 

Y -770 $795 

3 -WAY PORTABLE 
RADIO KIT 

Y -730 51995 

"OCEAN HOPPER' 
SW RECEIVER KIT 

Y -740 S1175 

See our Supplement No. 165 for 12 

other knight -kit hobbyist values 

SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE 
Supplement No. 165 
featuring 45 great 
Knight -Kits, including Test 
Instruments, Hi -Fi, Hobbyist 
and Amateur Kits. Write 
for your copy today. 

Dpt.02 -G -7,100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 
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CORRESPONDENCE (Continued from p. 16) 

Massa figures into curves plotted on 
one sheet of paper, a curve for each 
cone diameter from 5 -18 inches. He will 
find that, whereas the required ampli- 
tude for low frequencies drops rapidly 
in the 5 -10 -inch range, it then changes 
very little up to 15 inches and there 
is hardly anything to be gained at all 
by increasing the cone size to 18 inches. 

To conclude, little speakers are not 
the only ones to have had big claims 
made about them but, leaving the 
Madison Avenue technique on one side, 
it is as true in speaker design as in 
other technical fields that knowledge 
of theory and practical experience in 
the laboratory and outside it are essen- 
tial for proper design. I understand that 
Mr. Klipsch is best known for his work 
on enclosures, but the best enclosure in 
the world is not enough. The speaker 
that drives it must be good too, and 
free from all defects so far as our 
knowledge permits. H. A. HARTLEY 
London W. Ii, England 

LUMISTRON PROBLEMS 
Dear Editor: 

This letter is in reference to an 
article by Mahommed Ulysses Fips, 
IRE, on the Lutistron which was fea- 
tured in the April Issue of RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS. 

This article was misleading in stat- 
ing that the average home experi- 
menter could construct a Lumistron. 
Had I not had the facilities of the Gen- 
eral Electric X -Ray Laboratories, con- 
struction of this unit would have been 
impossible. 

The information in the article was 
clear enough in describing the receiver, 
but we had much difficulty with the 
transmitter. In fact, we revised the 
basic wiring before getting an operable 
unit. 

We also found that very good color 
TV reception is possible if the lens is 
exposed to noon -day sun for 30 min- 
utes. We believe this is due to the ex- 
cessive radiation given off by the sun 
at that time ; it seems to have a pe- 
culiar effect on the special metals in 
the glass. 

Thanking you for publishing the 
basic requirements for a Lumistron, 

PETER OLSEN 
General Electric Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

I'D LIKE TO SEE 
Dear Editor: 

In RADIO -ELECTRONICS of May, 1957, 
you ask for devices or circuits readers 
might care to see. Hence this request: 

A circuit or device that might help 
me clean the air in my little bungalow. 
Something all- electronic. 

I've noticed many little advertising 
novelties run by a pendulum and a 
small electromagnet. This brings to 
mind an electric clock run in the same 
manner. E. H. HANSEN 
Metuchen, N. J. 

(Commercial clocks using the above 
principle have been made.- Editor) 

END 

THE RIGHT 

move 
IS TO 

ASTRON 
Everyday more servicemen are buying 

Astron Exact Replacement Capacitors. They 
know they can count on Astron's no -call- 
back construction every time ... they're 
"staminized." 

Protect your reputation as a dependable 
serviceman by using quality capacitors ... 
buy Astron. 

BLUE POINT® Paper 
Tubulars. Finest plastic - 
cased capacitor made; 
exclusive seals lock -out 
moisture, lock -in leads; 
tough heat -prooi shell; 
clearly marked. 

TYPE AP - Ceramic - 
Cased Tubulars.Rugged, 
oil- impregnated, paper 
section construction; 
non -melting end seals 
hold leads firm; eco- 
nomical for all replace. 
ments. 

MINIMITE* "SAFETY 
MARGIN "" Miniature 
Electrolytics. Very sta- 
ble capacitance charac- 
teristics; low resistance 
contacts; crystal clear 
markings; specially 
sealed against moisture. 

FREE SERVICING AID 

Astron offers a 

wide variety of ma- 
terials to help you 
service better . . . 

send for your copy 
of handy, pocket - 
sized Replacement 
Catalogue AC -4D ... 
it will save you 
time! 

TWIST -PRONG "SAFETY 
MARGIN" `Electrolytics 
Wide range of single/ 
multiple- section types; 
reliable operation up to 
85° C; clearly marked 
terminal code. 

TYPE ES "SAFETY MAR- 
GIN" Tubular Electroly- 
tics. Plastic- wrapped, 
moisture -proof sections; 
conservatively rated; 
high quality foil speci- 
ally etched; pre -tinned 
leads. 

TYPE E "SAFETY MAR- 
GIN" Screw -Base Elec- 
trolytics. Mount quickly, 
easily with supplied 
palnut; pre- stripped, 
pre- tinned leads; stable 
operation; special ter- 
minal design stops 
moisture damage. 

ASTRON 
C O R P O R A T I O N 
259 GRANT AVENUE. E. NEWARK. N. J 
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Mr. Independent Service Dealer... 
IF YOU'RE FEELING THE SQUEEZE of 
Rising Costs National Service Company Competition Lack of Manpower 

Better look into the 

BONDED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN PROGRAM 
Today, more than ever before, qual- 
ifying as a Raytheon Bonded Elec- 
tronic Technician will help you in 
many ways: 

First, your service work is backed 
by a Bond issued through one of 
America's largest insurance com- 
panies. This bond means you can 
charge and get a proper price for 
your work because the bond creates 
customer confidence in your shop. 

JULY, 195/ 

Second, you get the services of 
Western Union "Operator 25,' 
who, in answer to requests, is send- 
ing customers to Raytheon Bonded 
Dealers from coast to coast. 

Third, you get the backing of na- 
tional advertising which sells your 
bonded service as the customers' 
best buy: 

Fourth, you become a member of a 
national group of service dealers 
who can feature the national sym- 

bol of superior TV -radio serv- 
ice . . . the Raytheon Bonded 
Decal. Yet you retain your own 
independence. 

Fifth, you'll find technicians pre- 
fer to work for Raytheon Bonded 
Dealer organizations because these 
companies have earned the respect 
of their customers. 

Your Raytheon Sponsoring 
Bonded Tube Distributor will be 
glad to explain the program to you. 

TV -Radio service is your business ... serving you is ours 

RAYTH EON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations 

Newton, Mass. Chicago, III. Atlanta, Go. Los Angeles, Calif. 
Raytheon makest Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes, 

all these )C Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes. 
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Giant over -the -horizon antenna designed by Bell Telephone Lab- 
oratories for "White Alice," Air Force Alaskan defense communi- 
cations network. 

THE huge antenna systems which 
project ultra -high frequency radio 
communications beyond the horizon 
began when a Bell Telephone Labora- 
tories engineer became intrigued with 
a strange phenomenon. Although these 
radio waves were supposed to be use- 
ful only over line -of -sight distances, 
the waves displayed a mysterious tend- 
ency to take off in a giant stride to 
antennas beyond the horizon. 

This phenomenon had been studied 
both here and abroad, but no practical 
use was seen until the engineer became 
interested and thoroughly sifted the ex- 
perimental data. He came up with the 
stimulating conclusion that over -the- 
horizon transmission is far stronger 
and much more dependable than was 
generally supposed. Further he pre- 
dicted that it could be utilized to sup- 
ply dependable broadband communi- 
cations. He and his associates at Bell 
Laboratories confirmed the prediction 
experimentally, then drew up require- 
ments for the first over -the -horizon 
UHF transmission system. 

22 

How UHF radio 

got seven - league 

boots 

This pioneer work at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories has greatly increased the 
usefulness of UHF communications. 
For example, over -the -horizon trans- 
mission now provides critically impor- 
tant communications between remote 
military outposts in the Arctic and in 
the far north. 

For the Bell System it can provide 
important new links for telephone con- 
versations and television. 

Kenneth Bullington, 
B.S.E.E., University 
of New Mexico; M.S., 
Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology; 
recipient of the 1956 

Morris Liebmann Me- 
morial Prize and the 
1956 Stuart Ballantine 
Medal for his contri- 

butions in the field of over -the -horizon ultra- 
high frequency radio transmission. 

Experimental antenna used in early over - 
the- horizon UHF radio transmission re- 
search. Research extended transmission 
from 30 miles line -of -sight to 200 miles. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
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RCA offers you the 

finest training 

at home in 

Radio-TV 

electronics, 

TV servicing, 

Color TV 

SEND FOR THIS 

Rodto Coroorot 
ion at T°rtca 

BOOK NOW,' 

Vaiv. 
RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A SERVICE Of RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
350 WEST FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK14, N. K 

In Canada -RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 
5001 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Que. 

JULY, 1957 

Pay -as- you -learn. You need pay for only one 
study group at a time. Practical work with 
very first lesson. All text material and equip- 
ment is yours to keep. Courses for the beginner 
and advanced student. 

RCA Institutes, Inc., Home Study Dept. RE -77 

350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Without obligation, send me FREE 52 page CATALOG on Home 
Study Courses in Rodio, Television and Color TV. No Salesman will coll. 

Name 
Please Print 

Address 

City zone.... State 

KOREAN VETS! Enter discharge date 
To save time, paste coupon on postcard 
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FOR 
RELIABILITY... 
WHICH 
CAPACITOR 
DO YOU 
PREFER? 

PYRAMID... 
SAID 
4.6 
OUT OF 
EVERY 6 
SERVICEMEN 

CAPACITORS -- RECTIFIERS 
FOR ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT -FOR REPLACEMENT 

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY 

24 
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AR-22 

R 1 

CI 

' 

12'5 easy for yc u tc give your cus- 
tomers EXACTLY what t-e.y 
wart... and at the same time 

EXACTLY what s BEST for them 
...because CDR ROTORS are 

the single answe^l The complete 
lire witn a model for every 

need. .proven performance 
ald cependabllity through 
years of experience. -his 

compilation has made CDR 
ROTORS the favorites 

eve-ywhere...that is why 
your customers 

should -ave CDR 
ROTORS! 

Especially important to,- 
color TV recept,on. 

Critical tuning requ re- 
,' ments call for COR Rotors. 

JULY, 1957 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
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_ _.___ 

ENGINEER'S 
a DB_(J 

CBS- HVTRON Danvers. Massachusett 

... by and for the 
technician, $1.50 net 

... by and for the 
engineer, $7.50 net 

Two new CBS handbooks 

The new CBS Technician's Handbook 
and Engineer's Handbook are complete. 
They contain data for receiving, special 
and picture tubes as well as crystal diodes 
and transistors. Designed for on- the -job 
use, they are single, compact, handy 
volumes that lie flat. They feature 
modern styling for quick, easy refer- 
ence. Supplementary services are avail- 
able. Ask to see these Handbooks at your 
CBS Tube distributor's. You will want 
them both. 

Reliable products 
through Advanced- Engineering 

26 

CBS 
e 

CHECK THESE FEATURES 

Techniciar's Handbook 

Comprehensive data for all popu- 
lar types 

Reference data for selcom -used 
types, grouped by application 

All popular special -purpose tubes 
and semicondJctors 

450 pages 

Handy 5' by 9 inches 

Rugged plastic binder 

Appendix especially prepared for 
service technicians 

Engineer's Handbook 

Complete RETMA engineering 
design data 

Seldom -used types tabulated for 
quick reference 

300 two -color design curves 

650 pages, two colors 

Handy 81/4 by 9' inches 

16 -ring metal binder 

Appendix includes description of 

terms, symbols, characteristics 
ratings, etc. 

tubes semiconductors 
CBS-HVTRON, Danvers, Massachusetts 
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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taw! 12 -WATT Williamson -type HIGH 
FMELITY INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER HF12 

with Preamplifier, 
Equalizer & 

Control Section 

KIT$34'S WIRED $5795 
Ctmpact, beautifully packaged & styled. Provides 
cc mplete "front -end" facilities and true high 
fib:lily' performance. Direct tape head & mag- 
netic phono inputs with NARTR (tape) & RIAA 
{ phono) feedback equalizations. 6 -tube circuit. 
dad triode for variable turnover bass & treble 
fr~dhack -type tone controls, Output Power: 12 
w cons., 25 se pk. IM Dist. (60 & 6000 cps @ 4:1): 
155 @ 12 w; 0.55% @ 6 w; 0.3% @ 4 w. 
Freq. Resp.: 1 w: ±0.5 db 12 cps - 50 ke; 12 te: 
yß.5 db 25 cps - 20 kc. Harmonic Dist: 20 cps: 
29, @ 4.2 w; 1/2% er 2.5 w; 30 cps: 2% @ 1 I w; 
t/f% @ 6.3 w; 40 cps: 15' 02 12 w; It% @ 9.3 w; 
2,00 epa: t/$% @ 12 w; 10 ke: 1% @ 10 w; ütt% 
@ S w. Transient Resp: excellent square wave 
reproduction (4 usec rise. time); negligible ring. 
irog: rapid settling on 10 kc square wave. L,verse 
Feedback: 20 db. Stability Margin: 12 db. Damp- 
ing Factor: above 8,' 20 cps - 10 kc. Speaker 
Cnneetions: 4, 8, 16 ohms. Tone Control Range: 
(s 10 kc, -!-13 db: @ 50 cps, ±16 db. Tubes: 
2- ECC83 /12AX7, 1 -ECC82 /12ÁU7, 2 -EL84, 
1 -£Z81. Size: HWD: 35'S" x 12" x 81/4 ". 13 lbs. 
COMING SOON 

NEW! 50 -WATT 

Ultra- Linear 
HIGH 

FIDELITY 

POWER " 

AMPLIFIER 

HF50 KIT 55795 WIRED 
'8795 

Like the HF60 shown bd::,, the HF50 features 
virtually absolute stability, flawless transient 
response under either resistive or reactive (speaker) 
load, & no bounce or flutter under pulsed condi- 
tions. Extremely high quality output transformer 
with extensively interleaved windings, 4, 8, & 16 
ohm speaker connections, grain -oriented steel, 8: 
fully potted in seamless steel case. Otherwise iden. 
tical to HF60, Output Power: 50 w cont., 100 w pk. 
IM Distortion (60 & 6000 cps @ 4:1): below I% 
at 50 w; 0.5% @ 45 W. Harmonic Dist.: below 
0.50' between 20 cps & 20 kc within I db of rated 
power. Freq. Resp. at I w: ±0.5 db 6 cps -60 
kc: 2:0.1 db 13 cps 30 kc at any' level from 1 

mw to rated power; no leaking or raggedness 
outside audio range. A11 other spees identical to 
ilF60 below. Matching cover Model E -2, $4.00, 

NEW! 

50 -WATT 

Ultra- Linear 

HIGH - 

G (4 FIDELITY 

INTEGRATED POWER AMPLIFIER HF52 
with Preamplifier, Equalizer & Control 

KIT $6995 WIRED $10995 Section 

Combines a power amplifier section essentially 
identical to the HFSO power amplifier with a 
preamp- equalizer control section similar to HF20 
below. Provision for use with electronic crossover 
network & additional amplifier(s). See HF50 for 
response Fe distortion specs; HF60 for square wave 
response, rise -time, inverse feedback, stability 
margin, damping factor, speaker connections; 
HF20 for preamplifier, equalizer & control section 
description. Hum & noise 60 db below rated out- 
put on magnetic phono input (8 my input for 
rated output), & 75 db below rated output on 
high level inputs (0.6 v input for rated output). 

Matching cuver Model E -1, $4.50. 

11 

HIGH FIDELITY PREAMPLIFIER 

HF61A KIT $2495, WIRED $3795 

With sower Supply: 7.'HF61 KIT á2995, WIRED $4495 

\'ill not add distortion or detract from the wide. 
bind or transient response of the finest power 
amplifiers at any control settings. High quality 
feedback circuitry throughout plus the most com- 
p ete control & switching facilities. Heavy -gauge 
sclid brushed brass panel, concentric controls, 
oie- piece brown enamel steel cabinet for lasting 
:tiara( ti: e appearance. Feedback -type, sharp eut 
o'f (t2 db /octave) ,.erateh & rumble filters. Low 
d stoetion feedback equalisation: 5 most common 
recording curves for L1's & 78s including RIAA. 
L,w- distortion feedback tone controls: provide 
1: ge -boost or cut in bass or treble with mid -freqs 
& volume unaffected. Crntralab printed -circuit 
Senior "Compentrol" loudness control with eon - 
ctntric level control. 4 hi -level switched inputs 
( firer, tv, tape, aux.) & 3 low -level inputs (sepa- 
rate front panel low -level input selector permits 
ccnct_rrent use of changer & turntable). Proper 
p.ek -up loading & atenuation provided for all 
q tality cartridges. Ilan bal. control. DC super - 
inposed on filament supply. 4 convenience out- 
lets. Extremely flat wideband freq. resp.: i-1 db 
8.1- ,)0,000 cps: -!-0.3 db 12. 50,000 cps. Extremely 
sensitive. Negligible hum, noise, harmonic or IM 
d stortion. Size: 1.7/8" x 12- 5/16" x 4 -7/8 ". 8 lbs. 

NEW 
60 -WATT Ultra- Linear 

HIGH FIDELITY POWER AMPLIFIER Z HF60 

with ACRO TO -330 OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

KIT 51295 WIRED 59995 

Superlative performance, obtained through finest 
components & circuitry. EFS6 low -noise voltage 
amplifier direct -coupled to 6SN7GTB cathode 
coupled phase inverter driving a pair of Ultra - 
Linear connected push -pull EL34 output tubes 
operated with fixed bias. Rated power output: 
60 w (130 w peak). IM Distortion (60 & 6000 
cps at 4 :1) less than 1% at 60 w; less than 
0.5% at 50 w. Harmonic Distortion: less than 
(1.5% at any freq. between 20 cps & 20 kc within 
1 db of 60 w. Sinusoidal Freq. Resp.: at 1 w: 

kc at any level from I mtv to rated power; no 
peaking or raggedness outside audio range. Square 
Wave Reap.: excellent from 20 cps to 25 kc, 3 usec 
rise -time. Sensitivity: 0.55 v for 60 w. Damping 
Factor: 17. Inverse Feedback: 21 db. Stability 
Margin: 16 db. Hum: 90 db below rated output. 
ACRO TO-330 Output Transformer (fully potted). 
Speaker Taps: 4, 8, 16 ohms. GZ34 extra -rugged 
rectifier (indirectly -heated cathode eliminates high 
starting voltage on electrolytics & delays B+ until 
amplifier .tubes warm up). Input level control. 
Panel mount fuse bolder. Both bias and DC - 
balance adjustments. Std octal socket provided for 
pre -amplifier power take -off. Size: 7" x 14" x 8 ". 
30 lbs. Matching cover Model E -2 84.50. 

NEW 
COMPLETE with Preamplifier, Equalizer 

& Control Section 
20 -WATT Ultra- Linear Williamson -Type 

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER #HF -20 

KIT 54995 WIRED $1995 
A low cost, complete -facility aml,lifkr of the 
highest quality that sets a new standard of per- 
formance at the price, kit or wired. Rated Power 
Output: 211 w (34 w peak). IM Distortion (60 & 
6000 cps /4:1) at rated power: I .'f'7 . Max. Har- 
monic Distortion between 20 & 20.000 cps at 1 
db under rated power: approx. I `; . Mid-band 
Harmonic Distortion at rated power: 11.3!7 . Power 
Response (20 w) : ±0.5 db 20- 20,000 cps; :211.5 db 
10- 40,000 cps. Freq. Resp. (1/4 w'): ±0.5 db 13- 
35,000 cps; -1-1.5 db 7- 50,000 cps. 5 feedback 
equalizations for Ll's & 78s. Low -distortion feed- 
back tone controls: large boosts or cuts in bass or 
treble with mid -frogs. & volume unaffected. Loud- 
ness control & separate level set control on front 
panel. Low Z output to tape recorder. 4 hi -level 
switched inputs: tuner, t:, tape, aux; 2 low-level 
inputs for proper loading with all cartridges. Hum 
bal. control. DC superimposed on filament supply. 
Extremely fine output transformer: interleaved 
windings, tight coupling, careful balancing, grain - 

oriented steel. 81/2" x 15" x 10 ". 24 lbs. 
Matching cover Model F.I. 51.50 

l W COMPLETE with FACTORY -BUILT CABINET - 
2 -WAY HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM #HFS1 $3995 

Ste the "BEST BUYS" NOW IN 
SFOCK at your nearest distributor. 
Fi I out coupon on other side for 
FF EE CATALOG. 

Prices 5';, higher on West ('oast. 

Genuine 2-way book -shelf size speaker system. Jensen 
he,ny duty 8" woofer ((i.8 or. magnet) & matching Jensen 
compression- driver exponential horn tweeter with level 
control. Smooth Clean bass & crisp extended highs free of 
coloration or artificial brilliance. Factory -built tuned bass 
reflex birch hardwood cabinet (nut a kit) constructed to 
high quality standards. Neutral acoustical grille cloth 
framed by a smooth -sanded solid birch molding. Freq. 
Resp. measured 2 ft. away on principal axis in anechoic 
cham;.ter with I watt input - Woofer: i-4 db 80.1800 cps; 
Tweeter: --.2 dó 2800- 10,000 Cps; Crossover Region: 1800- 
2800 cps, shift in level over this region depends on tweeter 
level control setting. Power- handling capacity: 25 watts. 
Size: 23"x1I "x9 ". 25 lbs. Wiring Time: 15 min. 

84 Withers Street, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
Turn page for other EICO ad, 
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for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicing 

FREE CATALOG 
shows you HOW TO SAVE 50% 

on 50 models of top quality 

professional test equipment. 

MAIL COUPON NOW! 

40.41 
NEW! DYNAMIC 

p CONDUCTANCE 

* Mt1111II 
TUBE & TRANSISTOR 

TESTER =+666 
KIT WIRED 
s69" 

s109°s 
COMPLETE with steel cover and handle. 
SPEED, case, unexcelled at curacy & thoroughness. 
Tests all receiving tubes (and picture tubes with 
adapter). Composite indication of Gm, Gp & peak 
emission. Simultaneous sel of any 1 of 4 combina- 
tions of 3 plate voltages, 3 screen voltages, 3 ranges 
of continuously variable grid voltage (with 5S 
accurate pot). New series- string voltages: for 60(1, 
450, 30(1 ma types. Sensitive 200 ua meter. S 
ranges meter sensitivity ( 1 Ste. shunts S 5% pot), 
10 SIX -position lever switches: freepoint connec- 
tion of each tube pin. 10 pushbuttons: rapid insert 
of any tube element in leakage test circuit & speedy 
sel. of individual sections of multi- section tubes in 
merit tests. Direct- reading of inter -element leakage 
in ohm's. New gear -driven roltelsart. Checks n -p -n & 
p -n -p transistors: separate meter readings of col- 
lector leakage current & Beta using internal dc 
power supply. Deep- etched satin aluminum panel; 
rugged grey wrink le steel cab inet.CR.A Adapter S5.50 

5" PUSH -PULL 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

#425 
KIT $44.95 

Wired $79.95 

7" PUSH -PULL 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

#470 
KIT $79.95 

Wired $129.50 

TUBE TESTER 
#625 

KIT $34.95 
Wired $49.95 

tests 600 
mil series 
string type 

tubes 
illuminated 
roll -chart 

Pix Tube Test Adapter $4.50 

NEW! 

COLOR 
and Monochrome 

DC to 5 MC LAB & TV 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE 

NEW! 
TV -FM SWEEP 

GENERATOR & 

MARKER ±368 

'119" 
# =460 
a3 l KIT WIRED 

$7495 5r2950 
Features DC Amplifiers! 

flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 inc. VERT. 
AMPL.: sens. 25 rus my /in; input Z 3 megs: 
direct -coupled & push -pull thruout; K- follower 
coupling bet. stages; 4 -step freq- compensated 
:utenuator up to 1000:1. SWEEP: perfectly linear 
10 cps -1(10 kc (ext: cap. for range to 1 cps); pre- 
set TV V &H positions; auto. sync. ampi. & lim. 
PLUS: direct or cap. coupling; bal. or unbal. 
inputs; edge -lit engraved lucite graph screen; 
dimmer; filter; bezel fits std photo equipt. High 
intensity trace CRT. 0.(16 uses rise time. Push -pull 
hor. ampl., flat to 400 kc, sens. (1J6 ruts my /in. 
Built -in volt. calib. Z -axis mod. Sawtooth & 60 cps 
outputs. Astig. control. Retrace blanking. Phasing 
control. 

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical 
devi.es) with accuratelybiased inereductor for 
excellent linearity. Extremely flat RF output: new 
AGC circuit automatically adjusts ose. for max. 
output on each band with min. amid. variations. 
Exceptional tensing accuracy: edge -lit hairlines 
elìminare.parallax. Swept 0,c. Range 3 -21 t1 me in 
5 fund. bands. Variable Marker Range 2.55 mc in 
3 fund. bands; 60 -2. 5 ins on harmonic band. 4.5 
me Xtal Marker Ose.. xtal supplied. Ext. Marker 
provision. Sweep Width 0 -3 me Iowest max. devia- 
tion to 0 -30 Inc highest max. dev. 2 -stay blanking. 
Narrow range phasing. At tenuators: Marker Size, 
RF ° ine, RF Coarse (4 -step decade). Cables: out - 

put, 'scope horiz., 'scope vertical. Deep- etched 
satin aluminum panel; rugged grey wrinkle steel 
cabinet. 

NEW! RF 
.r-- 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

=324 
KIT WIRED 
52695 $3995 

Sep. volt- 
meter & 
ammeter 

KIT 

$29.95 

Wired 
$38.95 

6V & 12V BATTERY ELIMINATOR & 
CHARGER #1050 

Sep. hi -gain RF 
& lo -gain audio 

inputs. 
Special noise 

locator. Calibra- 
ted wattmeter. 

KIT $24.95 
Wired $39.95 

DELUXE MULTI -SIGNAL TRACER #147 

20,000 Ohms /Volt 
MULTIMETER #565 

KIT 24.95 
Wired $29.95 

NEW! PEAK -to -PEAK 

VTM 232 & UNI - 

PROBE (pat. pend.) 
KIT WIRED 
'2995 $4995 

150 ke to 435 me with ONE generator! Better 
salve than generators selling at 2 or 3 times its 
cost! Ideal for IF -RF alignment, signal tracing & 

trouble-shooting of TV, FAt, AM sets; marker 
gen.; 400 eps audio testing; lab. stork. 6 fund. 
ranges: 150 -400 ke, 400 -1200 ke, 1.2.3.5 nse. 
3.5.11 nse, 11 -37 nse, 37 -145 nee; 1 harmonic 
band 111 -435 me. Freq. accurate to ±1.5 %; 6:1 
vernier tuning & excellent spread at most impor- 
tant alignment fregs. Etched tuning dial, plexi- 
glass windows, edge -lit hairlines. Colpitts RF ose. 
directly plate- nrodulatecl by K- follower for 
improved mod. Variable depth of int. mod. 0-50% 
by 4(111 cps Colpitts osc. Variable gain ext. ampli- 
fier. only 3.0 V needed for 30% mod. Turret- 
mounted coils slug -tuned for Max. accuracy. Fine 
Coarse (3 -step) RF attenuators. RF output 

imV; AF sine leave output to 10 v. 50 -ohm 
,gun].tit Z. 5-way jack -top binding posts for Al' in/ 
o...: toaxial connector & shielded cable for RF out. 

]2AV7, selenium) rectifier; xmfr -operated. 
Veep- etched satin aluminum panel; rugged grey 
wrinkle steel cabinet. 

Half -turn of probe tip selects 
DC or AC -Ohms. 

Uni -Probe - exclusive with 
EICO - only 1 probe performs 
all functions! 

Latest circuitry, high sensitivity & precision, wide 
ranges & versatility. Calibration without removing 
front cabinet. New balanced bridge circuit. High 
7. input for negligible loading. 41/2" meter, can't 
burn -out circuit. 7 man -skip ranges on every 
function. 4 functions: +DC Volts, -DC Volts, AC 
Volts, Ohms. Uniform 3 to I scale ratio for extreme 
wide -range accuracy. Zero center. One zero-adj. for 
all functions & ranges. 1% precision ceramic multi- 
plier resistors. Measure directly peak -to -peak volt- 
age of complex & sine waves: 0 -4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 
1400, 4200. DC /RMS sine volts: 0.1.5, 5, 15, 50, 
150, 500, 1500 (up to 30,000 v. with HVP probe & 
250 mc with PRF probe). Ohms: 0.2 ohms to 
1000 megs. 12AU7, (SALT, selenium rectifier; xfmr- 
operated. Deep -etched satin aluminum panel, 
rugged grey wrinkle steel cabinet. 

TURN PAGE ® Send for 
FOR MORE IECp FREE CATALOG 
EICO VALUES now 

BROOKLYN 11, N. Y. 
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1000 Ohms /Volt 
MULTIMETER 

#536 
KIT $12.90 

Wired $14.90 

Reads 0.5 ohms 
-500 megs, 10 

mmfd -5000 mfd, 
power factor. 

R-C BRIDGE & R-C-L 
#950B 

KIT 
$19.95 
Wired 

$29.95 

COMPARATOR 

VTVM PROBES KIT Wired 
Peak -to -Peak $4.95 $6.95 
RF $3.75 $4.95 
High Voltage Probe -1 $6.95 
High Voltage Probe -2 $4.95 

SCOPE PROBES 

Demodulator $3.75 $5.75 
Direct $2.75 $3.95 
Low Capacity $3.75 $5.75 

EICO, Brooklyn 11, N,Y- C -7 

Show me HOW TO SAVE S0°,ó on Test Equip- 
ment and Hi -Fi. Send me FREE Catalog and 
name of neighborhood distributor. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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Radio -Electronics 

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS 
... New Developments in Bio -electronics .. . 

EW branches of electronics are more rewarding than 
the comparatively recently opened field of biological, or 
medical, electronics. By "rewarding" we refer, not to 
pecuniary remuneration, but rather to the far greater 

rewards attendant on relieving intolerable human suffering, 
conquering disease and circumventing operative procedures. 

The animal body is so constituted that direct access to its 
innermost sites is difficult, if not impossible in some of its 
parts. The most intricate machine can be opened up without 
destroying any of its components. Not so the animal or 
human machine. During a surgical operation, we must cut 
through living tissue, muscles, nerves or bones. True, these 
usually will heal well after a lapse of time, but they will 
never again be exactly the same. Scar tissue, adhesions, 
weakened muscles and structural defects remain. 

Often, too, explorative operations are necessary because 
we still have not learned how to view our internal organs 
directly. Often such operations are in vain -the disease may 
have advanced too far. We have pointed out in the past that 
once electronoptics is achieved -the wedding of ultra -short 
millimeter waves with light waves -we will then have an in- 
strumentality with which the physician or surgeon can view 
even the inside of your heart or the marrow in your bones. 
The medical man can then focus his vision directly on any 
nerve or blood vessel he selects. Yes, in time we will see these 
organs in full color, too -not in vague indistinct shadows 
as with present -day X -rays. 

While a prodigious amount of medical research goes on 
all over the world, it is to be regretted that not a sufficient 
amount of electronic biological research is pursued. The 
reason is that commercial electronic research pays far more. 
Medical research is usually by grant in various institutions 
and the monetary reward is often modest. Rarely does a 
medical research team have an electronic scientist on the 
staff and, when a particularly knotty problem arises, outside 
electronic specialists are invited to help solve the difficulty. 
Likely as not the electronic consultant is not interested in 
any monetary award -there may not be any. Often the con- 
sultant accepts the challenge from purely humanitarian con- 
siderations. 

Thus, recently, when Dr. John T. Farrar of the Rocke- 
feller Institute and the Veterans Hospital Administration, 
conceived the idea of a "radio pill" (RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
June, 1957) , Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin of TV fame (who 
is also an honorary vice president of RCA) was consulted. 
He also happened to be an affiliate in biophysics in the 
Medical Electronics Center of the Rockefeller Institute. 
It fell to him to work out the electronic design and problems. 

While the electrocardiograph has proved an important 
tool for the heart doctors, it still leaves much to be desired. 
The electrocardiograph, as is well known, records the heart 
impulse electrically. The pulsing heart generates its own 
current. This the electrocardiograph measures and records 
on a tape. Even the best modern instruments are difficult 
to attach to the patient, who must be firmly and positively 
connected with electrodes strapped to both legs and arms 
and the region over the heart. This is usually done with a 
messy conductive salt salve. Even then, the instrument occa- 
sionally gives faulty readings. It would seem that, by purely 
inducto capacitive means, the sensitivity of the electro- 
cardiograph could be vastly improved. Inasmuch as the heart 
is in reality an electrical generator, we can imagine two 
large helical inductances -one strapped to the chest, the 
other to the patient's back. By means of a special amplifier 
attached to these inductances, the output of the heart and 
any irregularities in its action will be recorded by the in- 

J U LY, 1 957 

Hugo Gernsback, Editor 

strument. Admittedly, a good deal of research must be done 
before such an inductocardiograph will be perfected. 

Heart microphones are becoming more and more refined. 
A recently perfected one is only about as thick as the lead 
in a pencil. Such microphones are of great value to the 
heart surgeon who must know exactly where the patient's 
heart is defective. The heart normally has a number of 
valves and chambers, any of which might be faulty. Prior 
to surgery, one must know just where and how extensive 
the defect is. This is done by exploring the heart by feeding 
a tiny microphone through a vein in the arm and thence 
directly into the heart. The patient lies over an X -ray tube 
while a technician watches on the fluoroscope screen the 
progress of the microphone as it goes into the various heart 
openings. Another technician listens to the heart noises, 
which give him the information needed. All the while the 
patient is conscious and there is little or no pain. 

The electrohysterograph is another new device coming into 
use by gynecologists. It throws a great deal of light on the 
various phases of pregnancy. It was developed by Dr. S. D. 
Larks, biophysicist of the University of California Medical 
School. The recordings of the electrohysterograph, compared 
to those of the electrocardiograph and the electroencephalo - 
graph, give characteristic tracings of the electrical activity 
of the female uterus. To take a recording, electrodes of the 
device are merely taped on the skin over the uterus. Recently 
a complete electrical record of a birth of a baby from the 
onset of the labor to delivery was obtained. There also seem 
to be differences in the electrical patterns of the pregnant 
and nonpregnant uterus. The electrohysterograph thus may 
be a new tool to verify pregnancy. 

The Electronic Baby was a fanciful essay authored by 
the writer in the Digest of Digests for Christmas, 1946. A 
mythical Dr. Gagnon first built an ectogenetic electronic 
gestation apparatus. Then he extracted an ovum from his 
wife's ovaries. The egg under the microscope was then 
fertilized by the professor's own live spermatozöon. 

The fertilized egg was now placed in a rubberized elastic 
bulb. Highly elastic, it could stretch from the size of a pear 
to a large melon. It was also transparent and the growing 
child could be watched day and night, so no accidents could 
occur. The bulb had two rubber hose connections to supply 
the mother's own blood plasma and dispose of waste fluids. 
Besides the blood, other necessary chemicals were fed the 
embryo so that the food supply was exactly like that of a 
mother during actual pregnancy. 

After nine months, the birth itself was an anti -climax. 
The mother assisted the birth -after all, it was her own 
flesh and blood. But there was no labor, no birth pains, no 
illness, no hospitalization -just an electronic machine. 

The writer naturally was dumbfounded when several 
months ago he learned that a New York physician, Dr. 
Emanuel M. Greenberg, was actually working on an artificial 
womb! While Greenberg's apparatus will not start with a 
fertilized egg, like the one described 11 years ago, it closely 
follows the writer's arrangement. As all obstetricians know, 
many mothers cannot carry their pregnancies to full term. 
There are premature births, many so early that they cannot 
survive even in incubators. Thus in the United States alone, 
thousands of children die annually. 

It is to save these prematures that Dr. Greenberg is now 
working on an artificial womb, which closely parallels 
the writer's gestation apparatus. He will merely transplant 
the premature fetus into an elastic rubber container, similar 
to the one described, until the baby comes to term. -H. G. 
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AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 

THE history of variable damping - 
like that of other innovations in 
the audio field -has been one of 
tremendous initial prestige, fol- 

lowed by disillusionment which has 
driven it into obscurity probably much 
further than it deserves. 

Until I wrote about it before (RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS, November, 1955, "Vari- 
able Damping ... How Good Is It ? "), 
I thought the basic idea was pretty 
simple: variable damping just means 
varying the source resistance of the 
output amplifier. Correspondence and 
discussion since then seem to show that 
I had oversimplified it! 

This basic idea can be explained 
briefly as follows: if an amplifier does 
not change its output voltage when a 
load is connected it has zero source 
resistance, which corresponds to "in- 
finite" damping. (Damping is defined 
as the reciprocal of the ratio between 
source resistance and load impedance, 
and the reciprocal of zero is infinity.) 
Putting some resistance between this 
imaginary "zero- resistance" amplifier 
and the load would produce different 
damping factors. A resistance equal to 
the load would give a damping factor 
of unity (1). 

At first infinite damping, or zero 
resistance, seems to be the limit. But 
then, quite some time ago, someone 
pointed out that even with zero resist- 
ance the voice coil resistance of the 
loudspeaker is still in the circuit and 
provides some damping. To eliminate 
this, the amplifier should have a vega- 

RESPONSE 
DB 

RESPONSE WfTH MIN DAMPING 

RESPONSE WITH MAX DAMPING---*-- 

FRED 

Fig. 1- Variation of amplifier response 
with adjustment of damping control. 

Fig. 2 -Block diagram of a damping 
control used in Bogen amplifiers. 
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Various methods and 

their reluti' e merits 

By NORMAN H. CROWHURST 

tine source resistance to cancel out the 
effect of voice coil resistance. So a 
source resistance equal to the load 
(voice coil) resistance (called a damp- 
ing factor of -1) has been called 
"ultimate damping." 

Different opinions 
In my earlier article I pointed out 

that varying the source resistance will 
vary the frequency response of an 
amplifier (Fig. 1) because of the speak- 
er's impedance. It has been argued 
by some that this change in frequency 
response is not inherently due to dif- 
ferent damping. The argument appears 
to be that we want to hear the change 
made by damping on transient behavior 
alone. To isolate this effect the response 
should be maintained flat under all 
conditions of damping. This is what 
the designers of the Bogen amplifier 
attempted to do. Fig. 2 is a semi -block 
diagram of their damping circuit and 
Fig. 3 shows its main features. 

The circuit varies the amplifier's 
behavior only at the low- frequency end 
because the variable current feedback 
is bypassed at higher frequencies by the 
4 -µf capacitor Cl. So for the medium 
and high frequencies the voltage - 
connected feedback connecting to the 
top of the 2,200 -ohm resistor R1 is the 
only one effective. 

At low frequencies variable current 
feedback is applied to the bottom end 
of R1 because of the reactance of Cl. 
Feedback can be varied from positive 
to negative by the 25 -ohm potentiom- 
eter R2 connected across the dropping 
resistors R3 and R4 in the common 
lead of the voice coil output. With the 
slider all the way over to the R3 end, 
the current feedback is entirely posi- 
tive. When the slider is all the way 
over to the other end, connected to R4, 
the current feedback is negative. With 
the slider in mid -position, there can be 
no current feedback as it is effectively 
at ground. 

The dashed lines in Figs. 4 and 5 
indicate the response of this circuit 
when operated into a resistance load. 
The solid lines indicate the amplifier 
response when operating into a speaker 
load. 

When the current feedback is nega- 
tive, the increased dynamic impedance 
of the speaker at its low- frequency 
resonance (Fig. 1) reduces the feed- 
back and so offsets the reduction in gain 
over this range of frequencies. 

When the current feedback turns 
over to positive so as to raise the gain 
at the low- frequency end, the dynamic 
impedance of the speaker at resonance 
reduces the amount of current feedback 
and tends to hold gain nearer level. 

When there is no current feedback, 
the source resistance of the amplifier 
is entirely determined by the voltage 
feedback. There is a slight rise in 
frequency response due to the dynamic 
impedance of the speaker at this point. 

The solid -line curves of Fig. 4 show 
the variation in frequency response for 
one particular speaker's impedance 
characteristic. This one has a marked 
resonance. In good speakers the res- 
onance should be well damped acous- 
tically, in which case the effect will be 
much less marked and the range of 
responses will be closer to that of Fig. 5. 

FROM 
PREVIOUS 
STAGE 

10 
pf 

DIRECT COUPLED TO 

PHASE SPUTTER 
V2 
I2AT7 

VOL 100 

C T4 

150K 

8+ 

OUTPUT TRANS 

R3 R 

I6n 

en 

COM 

NE,G 

DAMPING COST 

©SWITCH CLOSED WHEN SLIDER 15 AT X 

Fig. 3- Partial circuit of Bogen 
DB2ODF, showing essential components 

of variable damping circuit. 

We realize from an examination of 
the curves in Figs. 4 and 5 that this 
method does tend to offset the change 
in frequency response at the low end 
produced by the change in damping 
factor in conjunction with the speak- 
er's impedance characteristic. In this 
way the change in performance will be 
more nearly that due to damping factor 
alone, isolated from the change in 
frequency response effect. However, 
this method has the disadvantage that 
its compensation for frequency response 
variation is fixed by the design of the 
amplifier and does not automatically 
adjust according to the impedance 
characteristic of the speaker. 

Another disconcerting factor is that 
the maximum damping factor (if a 
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point beyond infinity can be called 
maximum) produced by the maximum 
positive current feedback results in a 
considerable rise in gain below the 
dynamic resonance of the speaker while 
the opposite condition of minimum 
damping factor (negative current feed- 
back) results in a rapid rolloff at this 
point. The former condition can result 
in excessive amplification of undesir- 
able rumble frequencies and may even 
cause overloading because the amplifier 
cannot handle them adequately at this 
increased amplification. 

If a high- quality turntable which 
does not give rise to any appreciable 
amount of rumble is used, this aspect 
of the problem will not be so serious. 

Now, to turn to methods of applying 
variable damping that do not introduce 
frequency discrimination: any arrange- 
ment of this kind will introduce a 
variation in frequency response, meas- 
ured as voltage across the speaker 
terminals, like that in Fig. 1. 

Is constant power possible 

As some manufacturers specify the 
performance of their variable- damping 
control in terms of power delivered to 
the speaker, we have to compare the 
two forms of reference to avoid confu- 
sion. In the condition for maximum 
damping, shown as a straight -line re- 
sponse in Fig. 1, the voltage across the 
speaker is constant, but as the imped- 
ance varies at different frequencies the 
speaker will not draw constant current. 
It will take less current where the 
impedance is higher. This means that 
the power response under maximum 
clamping condition is the inversion of 
the speaker impedance characteristic 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Going to a condition of minimum 
damping - where the source impedance 
is greater than the load impedance - 
the tendency is to deliver constant cur- 
rent to the speaker, which means that 
the voltage developed across it will be 
proportional to its impedance and hence 
the power curve is the same shape as 
the impedance curve shown in Fig. 6. 

At some intermediate condition there 
should be a point where the amplifier 
will deliver cxncstant power to the 
speaker. Some manufacturers make 
claims that imply this or that their 
particular circuit does actually achieve 
constant power drive. As any cir- 
cuit really produces only an equivalent 
source resistance in the amplifier, let's 
briefly analyze what we can expect. 
Fig. 7 shows the equivalent circuit 
where R1 is the amplifier source re- 
sistance, R2 the resistance component 
of the speaker impedance and X, it's 
reactive component. 

Assume that we have a speaker whose 
impedance characteristic is that shown 
in Fig. 8 -a, varying between 16 and 40 
ohms. We can use this to determine the 
power and volt -amp va character- 
istic delivered to the speaker by using 
a source resistance of 25 ohms, which 
is an approximate geometric mean 
between 16 and 40 ohms. 

JULY, 1957 

The speaker will receive equal power 
and equal va at its minimum and 
maximum impedances in the vicinity of 
low- frequency resonance because the 
impedance at the peak in the impedance 
characteristic is resistive and hence va 
and watts will be identical, as at the 
lowest extremity where the impedance 
is also resistive. 

The 25 -ohm speaker impedance is not 
resistive - only 16 ohms is resistive and 
the remainder (approximately 19 
ohms) is reactive. So for calculating 
the va we multiply the current taken 
by the circuit by the voltage across 
both X and R2, while for calculating 
the watts delivered to the speaker we 
multiply the current by the voltage 
across R2 only. At the high -frequency 
end, impedance again reaches 40 ohms. 
This is also not a resistive impedance. 
but consists of a resistance of approx- 
imately 16 ohms with a reactance (at 
a different phase angle) of about 37 
ohms. This means there will be a big 
discrepancy between the va and the 
power delivered to the speaker as rep- 
resented in the curves in Fig. 8 -b. 

These curves represent the nearest 
approximation to constant power - 
or for constant va - that can be 
delivered to a speaker with this im- 
pedance characteristic. Any different 
value of source resistance will result 
in even more variation of both va 
and watts with frequency. From this 
it is obvious that no circuit can auto- 
matically provide a speaker with con- 
stant power at different frequencies as 
the impedance varies but, by judicious 
adjustment of the control, it may be 
possible to achieve an approach as close 
as that seen in Fig. 8 -b. 

Do not assume that this is the opti- 
mum condition. It would be such only if 
the working efficiency of the speaker 
were uniform at all frequencies. The 
condition represented in Fig. 8 cor- 
responds with a damping factor of about 
0.6, which is much lower than is gen- 
erally considered optimum. Also the 
speaker is considered to have the same 
efficiency at its dynamic resonance 
where it has a resistive impedance of 
40 ohms as it has at a frequency when 
its impedance is little more than the 
voice coil resistance. 

Most speakers have a considerably 
improved poauer- collversion efficiency at 
their dynamic resonance in comparison 
with that in the region of 400 cycles. 
This is another way of saying that the 
damping factor for a speaker with this 
kind of impedance characteristic will 
probably be more than 0.6. 

Constant- feedback types 
Now we will consider ways of apply- 

ing the damping factor without provid- 
ing frequency response compensation 
in the manner of the Bogen circuit. 
Several circuits have tried to produce 
true variable damping with a single 
control. This is possible. 

In the Fisher Z -Matic circuit (Fig. 
9) this method of control is achieved 
by placing a potentiometer between a 
point on a voltage divider across the 
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output transformer secondary and the 
far end of a series resistor in the 
common lead. The voltage- divider point 
supplies negative voltage feedback and 
the series resistor provides current 
feedback. When the slider is at one 
end of the potentiometer, the feedback 
is entirely voltage -at the other end it 
becomes entirely current feedback. 

In this kind of circuit, if the load 
impedance connected to the amplifier 
output is correct and resistance values 
have been correctly chosen, the amount 
of feedback applied at different points 
will be constant but the proportions will 
change from voltage to current accord- 
ing to the position of the slider. An 
important point to notice is that if the 
resistor in the common lead for current 
feedback is correct for one output 
tapping, it will not be right for the 
others. In some practical circuits a 
compromise value is chosen, but the 
Fisher Z-Matic switches the resistance 
value when the tap is changed. 

Another circuit that does this, but 
requires two potentiometers, is used in 
the Fairchild 275 amplifier. Here the 
controls (Fig. 10), instead of being as- 
sociated with the output transformer, 
are at the other end of the feedback 
network in the cathode circuit of the 
input stage. To arrange for uniform 
high- frequency compensation to stabi- 
lize the amplifier under all conditions, 
the voltage feedback employs a 30 -µµf 
capacitor (C1) in shunt with a 47,000- 

OUTPUT 
TERMINALS 

1/2 12AT7 
IST AF AMPL 

OO K 

Fig. 9- Fisher Z -Matit circuit applied 
to model 70 -A amplifier. 
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SSW CLOSED AT MAX 

Fig. 10- Partial circuit of Fairchild 
model 275, showing feedback network 
with variable damping incorporated. 
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Fig. 11 - Model 232B Scott 
amplifier partial circuit. 
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3.3K 
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ohm resistor (R1) while the current 
feedback uses a combined resistance 
and inductance in addition to the 220- 
µµf capacitor (C2) shunting the 2,200 - 
ohm resistor (R2). The resistance - 
inductance combination is actually 
achieved by winding an air -core in- 
ductance with resistance wire. 

The Electro -Voice circuit, published 
in RADIO -ELECTRONICS, March, 1955 
( "Variable Damping in Audio Ampli- 
fiers," by Robert F. Scott), employs 
another variant of this arrangement. 
The Scott 265A amplifier also shown in 
that issue uses a dual control, the 
voltage feedback being fed into one side 
of the phase inverter while the current 
feedback goes to the cathode of the 
input stage. 

A more recent introduction to the 
Scott line, the 232B shown in Fig. 11, 
provides a successful method of variable 
damping control using only one poten- 
tiometer. However, the position of the 
resistance in the circuit is such that 
it serves a double function. Its more 
obvious function is to vary the current 
feedback from the resistor in series 
with the output. At the same time, it 
varies the negative voltage feedback 
from the plate of the second stage V1 -b 
to the cathode of the first stage V1 -a, 
because the cathode resistance consists 
of a 4,700 -ohm resistor (R4) in parallel 
with a 2,700 -ohm resistor (R37) and 
the variable 50,000 -ohm resistor (R38) 
in series plus -what is negligible to the 
cathode circuit -the 0.2 -ohm resistor in 
series with the output. 

When R38 is at its zero end, current 
feedback will be maximum; at the same 
time voltage feedback from the plate 
of V1 -b to the cathode of V1 -a will be 
minimum because R4 will be shunted 
down with R37. When R38 is at maxi- 
mum, the current feedback will be 
reduced to a minimum and the voltage 
feedback will be increased to a maxi- 
mum because R4 will be virtually un- 
shunted. 

Beyond- the -infinite damping 
Each of the circuits that vary both 

voltage and current feedback use only 
negative feedback under all circum- 
stances and produce damping factors 
that are always in the positive region. 
Some seem to think, following reasoning 
similar to that of Bogen, that we should 
carry the damping factor through in- 
finity and some distance into the nega- 

16n 

o8a 

o4n 

ola 
00 

oGND 

tive region. They also feel that they 
would like to keep the circuit as simple 
as possible and avoid ganged controls. 
To do this, they vary only the current 
feedback from positive to negative. 

There are two ways to do that. 
Voltage feedback is invariably provided 
as well to produce an initially low 
damping factor as a starting point. 
Sometimes the voltage feedback is pro- 
vided over a longer loop than the cur- 
rent feedback, while at other times the 
current feedback utilizes the longer 
loop. In each case the voltage feedback 
tends to stabilize the gain, but the 
proportion of voltage and current feed- 
back changes with the position of the 
control so as to vary the source im- 
pedance or damping factor. Apart from 
possible stability problems when a 
speaker is connected, the fact that the 
overall amount of feedback changes 
without changing other circuit con- 
stants means that the frequency re- 
sponse of the amplifier must change as 
well, even with a resistance load. 

It is somewhat difficult to predict how 
this change will occur when the voltage 
feedback is over the longer loop but, 
if the current feedback is over the 
longer loop, the predicted kind of re- 
sponse variation - working into a re- 
sistance load - is shown in Fig. 12 for 
a typical case. By careful design, the 
frequency at which the change in re- 
sponse occurs may be pushed beyond 
audible limits, but this does not alter 
the fact that it occurs - it merely 
minimizes its audible effect and it can 
still cause drastic effects upon tran- 
sients, not connected with the effect of 
the damping on the loudspeaker. 

For the reasons last mentioned, I 
would prefer any of the circuits shown 
which do vary voltage and current 
feedback at the same time to keep 
approximately constant total amount of 
negative feedback, particularly those 
of Figs. 9, 10, 11 and the varieties 
shown in the March, 1955, issue. END 

Fig. 12- Variation in overall response 
as the current feedback is varied. 
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Use your amplifier with a tape deck or microphone 

Simple preamp for 
TAPE and 

MIKE 
LINE CORD 

SHIELDED CABLE 
TO AMPL 

AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 

SI 

J2 

By MANNIE HOROWITZ * 

HIGH- FIDELITY amplifiers sel- 
dom provide for using micro- 
phones. Many owners feel that 
a mike input will not only per- 

mit them to put the amplifier to PA 
use but would make their hi -fi equip- 
ment more versatile when recording. 

Playback direct from a tape head 
is not possible with regular amplifiers. 
The tape -head output must be fed 
through a properly equalized preamp 
which is in turn fed to a high -level 
input of the main amplifier. 

Many people connect the microphone 
or tape head into phono inputs. Due to 
the phono equalization, the microphone 
sounds too bassy or muffled and the 
tape is improperly reproduced. 

This preamp provides properly com- 
pensated inputs for both tape head and 
microphone. The desired input as well 
as the proper response curve (Fig. 1) 
is chosen by the four -pole double -throw 
switch. Two poles on the switch pro- 
vide equalization, a third selects the 
input and the fourth shorts the remain- 
ing input to ground to avoid cross -talk 

.r between channels. Output from this 
unit is fed to a tape or auxiliary input 
on the combined amplifier or preamp. 

The circuit (Fig. 2) is of the feed- 
back compensation type similar to the 
one I have used in the phono stage of 
the Eico HF -20 amplifier and HF -61 
preamp. The feedback is from the 
second plate through the compensating 
network to the cathode in the first half 
of the 12AX7. The low output imped- 
ance (4,500 ohms) due to feedback 
makes a cathode -follower output un- 
necessary. The output cable was kept 
short and made from low- capacitance 
shielded wire (less than 80 µµf per 
foot) to limit any loss of highs. 

The unit pictured was built on a 
home -made chassis 5 x 3 x 2 inches. This 
limits the size of the components and 
adds to the difficulty of wiring. I recom- 

* Project engineer, Electronic Instruments Corp. 
(EICO), Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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Preamp with self -contained lower supply. 

S2 

C8 

C7 

Underchassis parts layout. Everything but tube and transformer goes here. 

mend that a standard chassis 6 x 4 x 2 

inches, with a bottom plate, be used. 
This may be made from No. 20 plated 
steel or aluminum. 

Construction aids 
All parts except the selector switch 

are mounted in the chassis. When the 
tube socket is mounted, let pins 1 and 
9 face the rear. The power transformer 
is mounted so the heater and high - 
voltage leads are toward the center. One 
single -lug tie point is placed under one 
mounting screw of the power trans- 
former and the other under one of 
the mounting screws of the tube socket. 
Both these lugs are under the com- 
ponent mounting screws that are to- 
ward the rear of the chassis. The re- 
maining transformer screw and tube 
socket mounts get a ground lug each. 

The wiring is best done in sections. 
The power transformer primary, .02 -µf 
line bypass capacitor and an onoff 
switch are wired according to the 
schematic. The .02 -µf capacitor is 
soldered to the ground lug at the trans- 

S2 

Fig. 1- Response curves of preamp; a- microphone; b -tape head. 

former while the line cord and one side 
of the primary use the tie lug at the 
transformer as a junction point. 

The secondary leads of the trans- 
former, the electrolytic capacitor and 
the vacuum -tube socket are then wired. 
All ground connections are made to the 
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MIKE -TAP HEAD SW SI 
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R5 .2 MEG 
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C3 10 R7 
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C4 A2 PHONO PLUG 

R6 200K SI< 
T 

TO ÁMPL` 

R8 390K C5500ppf 

22K SI-d 
6 A2 

Fig. 2- Circuit of the 
one -tube preamp. 

RI- 120,000 ohms 
R2 -I megohm 
R3, 6- 200,000 ohms, carbon deposited 
R4 -2,700 ohms 
R5-2.2 megohms 
R7 -2,200 ohms 
R8- 390,000 ohms 
R9- 100,000 ohms 
RIO- 68,000 ohms 

All resistors 1/2 watt 10% unless indicated otherwise 

CI, 2, 4, 6, 8 -.02 µf, disc ceramic 
C3 -10 µf, 6 volts, electrolytic 
C5 -500 µµf, disc ceramic, 10% 

ground lug at the tube socket. The tie 
lug is used as a B -plus junction point 
for the 200,000 -ohm plate resistors. 
The 4 -inch leads are left hanging free 
from pins 2 and 3 on the socket. One 
end of a .02 -µf capacitor is left free 
while the other end is connected to 
pin 6. These leads and the capacitor are 
to be connected to the selector switch 
and are not cut to their final lengths 
until the switch has been mounted. Do 
not forget to connect heater pins 4 and 
5 to ground at the socket, as well as 
any shielding mounted on the socket. 

The selector switch is very similar 
to the Centralab type PA -1010. Since 
that switch is available at the parts 
jobber's, a drawing (rear view) for 
prewiring it is shown (see Fig. 3). The 
resistor and capacitor leads connect- 
ing to the switch are 1/2 inch long. The 
remaining lead of the components is not 
cut until the switch is mounted. 

When the switch prewiring is com- 
pleted, mount it with lugs 6 and 7 
closest to the chassis. The two resistors 
from the switch are connected to ground 
at the input jacks. The tape rolloff 
capacitor (C6) is grounded at the 
tube socket. The tape jack is con- 
nected to the lead from lug 11 on the 
switch and the mike jack is connected 
to the capacitor prewired to the switch. 

Connect the lead from pin 2 on the 
socket to lug 10 on the switch and the 

RB 

T+, J2 

120K 

TO GND AT INPUT JACK 

R2 IMEG 

TÓ PIN 2 ON TUBE SOCKET 

TOJI CI .02 

C7 -30 -50 µf, 150 volts, electrolytic 
JI, 2 -phono jacks 
S1-4-pole double -throw (Centralab PA -1010) 
T -Power transformer, primary 115 volts, secondary 

115 volts, 15 ma dc; 6.3 volts, 0.6 ma (Triad R54X) 
V- ECC83 / 12AX7 
Rectifier- selenium, 50 ma (Sarkes Tarzian model 50) 
Chassis -6 x 4 x 2 inches, with bottom plate 
Socket -9 -pin miniature, shielded, with tube shield 
Tie lugs-1 terminal (2) 
Switch, spst toggle 
Phono plug 
Line cord with plug 
Miscellaneous hardware 

pin 3 lead to lug 1. Connect the re- 
maining .02 -µf capacitor to lug 4. The 
shielded lead from the output cable is 
covered with spaghetti and connected 
to a ground terminal at the socket 
while the center wire gets connected to 
lug 4 on the switch. 

Run the output cable through the 
hole on the side of the chassis and 
solder a phono plug on the free end. 

For a minimum of noise, be certain 
that all connections are solid and clean. 
Use your favorite contact cleaner to 
clean the socket and switch. It is best 
to use carbon- deposited resistors, es- 
pecially in the plate circuits. The tube 
used in the experimental model was the 
Amperex low- noise, low -microphonic 
ECC83 /12AX7. 

Hum and noise measured better than 
45 db below 0.5 -volt output. Experi- 
menting with more filtering, do fila- 
ments and full -wave rectification may 
improve this. However, Audio League 
reports seem to indicate that noise 
levels of this magnitude are negligible. 

It should also be noted that the 
microphone input had a tendency to 
oscillate when open. About 15 µµf 
across the input eliminated this. The 
capacitor was omitted from the cir- 
cuit since connecting a microphone 
load automatically puts large capaci- 
tances across the input, making the 
unit completely stable. END 
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Fig. 3- Prewir ng circuit of selector switch Sl. 
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ELECTRONIC VOICE 
FOR SILENT CHIEF 

By ARTHUR S. GOODWIN 

CHIEF Mazeppa, a wooden Indian 
who has not uttered so much as a 

grunt in 70 years, now possesses a 
voice - thanks to electronics. 

Chief Mazeppa has stood guard at 
the door of Greenfield's Smoke Shop in 
St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada through 
long weary years. He has always been 
undaunted by the stares and comments 
of curious tourists, although it is quite 
possible he would have liked, on oc- 
casion, to talk back to a few. 

Jack Greenfield, the present custodian 
of Chief Mazeppa, has fitted this stolid 
citizen with an intercommunication unit. 
The venerable redman can say hello to 
passersby and even strike up a con- 
versation with startled strangers. 

The dusky warrior, a representative 
of an almost extinct tribe, is rolled in- 
side the shop at night as a precaution 
against kidnaping. 

The first time that the noble chief 
tried out his voice was a bright Satur- 
day morning. He chided a girl who was 
having her picture snapped with her 
arm draped rather lovingly about him. 

It took the visitors several moments 
before they recovered from their sur- 
prise and found the source of the In- 
dian's voice. Chief Mazeppa had made 
more new friends, and Mr. Greenfield 
was able to welcome them to the city. 

The Chief has been silent for 70 
years, but with the aid of a tiny loud- 
speaker tucked under his right arm, he 
is the only wooden Indian able to catch 
up with a lifetime of conversation. END 
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Compact 20 -watt hi -fi amplifier is built on 9 x 7 x 2 -inch chassis 
TI 

C8 

J2 
J3 R3 

TERM STRIP 
Completed 20 -watt amplifier. 
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Audio 
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There's plenty of room under this amplifier's chassis. 
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Circuit of AEL 30W. 

JULY, 1 957 

By A. Y. C. TANG 

Ni: M E ROUS basic audio amplifier 
circuits, usually employing corn - 
plex theories to achieve higher 
fidelity, have been published. 

However, only people who have the 
expensive test equipment, time, patience, 
money and the ability to solve problems 
can afford to experiment with such 
circuits. Sometimes a slight change of 
electrical components could lead the 
experimenter into several weeks of 
misery. 

Here we present a basic audio ampli- 
fier* which provides 20 watts of audio 
power with only 1.5', intermodulation 
distortion at rated output. 

This amplifier can be built on a 
9 x 7 x 2 -inch chassis because of its 
simple circuitry. Layout of the compo- 
nents has been tested and proved to be 
good design. 

Let us look at the electronic design 
(see diagram) . Two 1614's are used in 
push -pull to obtain the required 20 -watt 
output. With cost limitations in mind. 
a Stancor A -8072 output transformer 
was used in Ultra- Linear fashion. 
Overall response of 20- 20,000 cycles 

AP :I. 30W (level oped by Audio Elect tonic 
Laboratories, Ca mbri(lì;e. M asp. 

RI -pot, 500,000 ohms (Mallory SU -50) 
R2 -pot, 60 ohms, 2 watts, wirewound 

(Mallory M -60PK) 
R3 -pot, I ohm, 4 watts, wirewound (Mallory M -IPK) 
R4-100 ohms, 10 watts 
R5- 20,000 ohms, 5 watts 
R6- 33,000 ohms, I/3 watt 
R7, 13- 47,000 ohms, 2 watts 
88- 270,000 ohms, 2 watts 
R9 -300 ohms, 4 watts 
RIO, II, 14-470,000 ohms, 1/7 waft 
R12 -680 ohms, 1/2 watt 
R15 -3,000 ohms, 1/2 watt 
R16 -25 ohms, 10 watts 
CI, 2, 3, 5, 9 -.047 pf, 600 volts 
C4-250 µf, 50 volts, electrolytic 
C6-47 µµf, 600 volts 
C7 -16 it 600 volts, electrolytic 
C8 -20-20 µf, 500 volts, can type electrolytic 
JI -phono lack 
J2, 3 -pin jacks 
TI -power transformer, 900 volts cf, 125 ma; 5 volts, 

3 amps; 6 volts 3 amps (Chicago PV -200) 
T2- output transformer, primary, 9,000 or 10,000 

ohms; secondary, 500. 16 and 8 ohms, with 
6,000 -ohm taps, used for secreen connec- 
tion (Stancor A -8072; Merit A -3101, UTC 
CG -19 and UTC S -16) 

V I -12AX7 
V2, 3 -1614 
V4 -5U4GB or GZ34 
switch -s pst 
Chassis -7 x 9 x 2 inches 
Fuse -3 amp (3AG) 
Fuse holder- finger type 
Miniature socket -9 pin (1) and shield 
Octal sockets (3) 
Terminal strips (3)- barrier type screw, 4 terminals 

(Jones No. 141); also Jones No. 2000 terminal 
strip No. 2005, Jones lug type terminal strip 
No. 52 

Miscellaneous hardware 
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within 2 db is easily achieved. Further 
investigation showed that UTC -CG19, 
Merit A -3101, even UTC -S16 trans- 
formers, can be used satisfactorily in 
the circuit without changes. 

The split -load or cathodyne phase 
inverter is quite linear due to its large 
amount of inverse feedback. Distortion 
is very low. The required gain comes 
from a single 12AX7 triode stage. 

Overall negative feedback voltage is 
taken from the secondary of the output 
tl ansformer and applied to the first 
triode stage. To compensate individual 
speakers we incorporated variable -cur- 
rent feedback which can be turned off 
if desired. Through a listening test 
one can determine what the optimum 
amount of current feedback should be. 

The power supply is conventional, 
using an R -C filter circuit. The require- 
ment is a power transformer capable 
of supplying 450 volts at 120 ma. A 
Chicago PV -200 is recommended. The 
rectifier is a 5114 -GB used for its slen- 
der shape and good heat dissipation con- 
struction. A current -limiting resistor 
saves the first electrolytic capacitor, 
which should be a high- quality unit. 

The layout of the chassis has been 
carefully designed. Use a 7 x 9 x 2 -inch 
chassis. (A larger chassis may be 
necessary due to variations in trans- 
former size. Measure the transformers 
you obtain and determine the chassis 
size. -Editor) Drill all the holes in the 
side. Then proceed to drill holes for 
mounting capacitor and tube sockets, 
also for the terminal strips and 
the test jacks. Mount the power trans- 
former beside the audio output trans- 
former, then all other components. 

Study the circuit again and get 
ready to solder. See photo for place- 
ment of resistors and capacitors. Lay- 
out of hookup wires is not critical. A 
common ground bus should start at the 
phono socket which contacts the chassis. 
If there are other ground points on the 
chassis, hum might be introduced from 
the ground loops. 

Check the finished amplifier, making 
sure everything agrees with the circuit 
diagram. Make sure there are no vis- 
ible shorts between wires or wire and 
chassis. Insert the fuse and connect 
the speaker to the proper impedance 
of the output transformer. Plug in the 
line cord and turn the unit on. 

If the amplifier oscillates, unplug the 
line cord and check the schematic again. 
If no error is found, reverse the pri- 
mary leads of the output transformer 
to the plates of the 1614's. Reverse the 
leads to the screen grids of the 1614's. 

Before using the amplifier in a sys- 
tem, balance the pair of 1614 tubes. 
Use a do voltmeter between the test 
sockets. Rotate potentiometer R2 until 
there is no voltage difference between 
these points. 

With the amplifier in an audio sys- 
tem, tune in a program and adjust cur- 
rent feedback control for best listening. 

There should be no problem of over- 
heating. The operating temperature of 
the chassis should be around 130 °F. 

END 
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Amplitude -responding 
cartridges 

cartridges 

By JULIAN D. HIRSCH 

IN the preceding articles we described 
a number of magnetic cartridges. 
Despite their constructional differ- 
ences, the operating principle of all 

these units is the same. They deliver 
an output voltage proportional to the 
velocity of stylus motion imparted by 
the record groove. 

In this concluding article, we describe 
a few amplitude- respondhig types. The 
output of these cartridges depends only 
on the amplitude of stylus displacement. 

An examination of the RIAA record- 
ing characteristic (see Fig. 1) shows 
the reason for one of the major advan- 
tages of amplitude -responding pickups. 
The solid line in Fig. 1 shows the actual 
recorded velocity of the record when 
RIAA equalization is used. The dashed 
line shows the response of the playback 
equalizer required to deliver a flat out- 
put from such a record with a true 
velocity -responding pickup. 

Fig. 2 shows the recorded amplitude 
of the same RIAA record. Below ap- 
proximately 500 cycles these records 
are, roughly speaking, recorded with 
constant amplitude. Between 500 and 
2,500 cycles a constant -velocity char- 
acteristic is used and above 2,500 cycles 
a pre- emphasis in recording converts 
the response to constant amplitude. 

A perfect amplitude -responding pick- 
up would give a reasonably flat output 
from such a recording. With a slight 
modification of the mid -frequency re- 
sponse (usually accomplished in the 
mechanical design of the cartridge) the 
better constant -amplitude cartridges 
deliver an output flat within ± 2 or 3 
db over the entire recorded range when 
playing an RIAA equalized recording. 

Most amplitude- responding car- 
tridges are the piezoelectric type. These 
make use of the fact that, when a 
crystal of Rochelle salt or a small piece 
of barium titanate ceramic which has 

Above -Sonotone series 3 cartridge. 
Below -Electro -Voice model 84. 

been properly treated is bent or twisted, 
a potential is developed between its op- 
posing surfaces. Although Rochelle salt 
crystals have been used for many years 
in low -cost phono cartridges, they are 
subject to deterioration from heat and 
humidity. Ceramic cartridges, on the 
other hand, are virtually indestructible 
in normal use and practically all the 
better amplitude- responding cartridges 
have ceramic elements. 

Sonotone series 3 ceramic cartridge 
The Sonotone series 3 cartridge (see 

photo) is the latest and finest of ce- 
ramics developed by the Sonotone Corp. 
Fig. 3 is a sketch of its internal con- 
struction. The ceramic element is ap- 
proximately ya x 1/16 x 1/64 inch. 
One end is clamped between rubber 
blocks which serve as damping elements 
and hold the electrical contacts against 

oUTPUT OF VELOCITY - 
RESPONOING PICKUP 
FROM RIAA RECORD 

FLAT EQUALIZED OUTPUT 

RIRA PLAYBACK 
` EQUALIZATION 

won, 2.5KC 

FREQ 

Fig. 1 -RIAA recording characteristic 
and complementary playback equaliza- 

tion curve. 
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JEWEL THRUST BEARING 

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SCREW 

LIFT BUTTON 

COUNTERWEIGHT 

COUNTER- 
WEIGHT 

MOUNTING SPRING 

DYNAMIC DAMPING 

-JEWEL BEARING 

DYNETIC CARTRIDGE 
OFFSET NEEDLE 

Above -Shure Studio Dynetic pickup. 

ARM -REST MAGNET 

BUTTON SPRING 

the silver- coated surface of the ceram- 
ic. Near the element's other end an- 
other rubberlike damping block posi- 
tions the element and provides some 
damping and vertical compliance. At 
one end of the element a short, stiff 
metal strut is firmly fastened. At the 
other end of this strut is a forklike 
depression. Up to this point the series 
3 cartridge is very similar to Sonotone's 
lower - priced series 2 and generally 
quite similar to most other low -cost 
ceramic cartridges. Two unique fea- 
tures of the series 3 are the damping 
vane and the special hollow stylus arm. 

As seen in Fig. 3, the damping vane 
is attached to the lever arm which 
bends the end of the ceramic element. 
The region surrounding this vane is 
filled with a special damping grease. 
The grease offers resistance to any 
rapid motion of the vane and thus 
;lamps mechanical resonances in the 
moving system of the cartridge. 

Earlier Sonotone ceramic cartridges 
used a stylus mounting generally sim- 
ilar to the one in series 3 cartridges. 
The stylus jewel is located at the end 
of a metal arm, the other end of which 
is fastened to a damping material. The 
forklike end of the driving arm which 
protrudes from the cartridge body en- 
gages the stylus arm approximately at 
its mid- point. 

In the turnover cartridge, model 3T, 
t ̂ e entire stylus arm may be rotated 

1UTPUT OF UNEQIMLIZED AMPLITUDE- RESPONDING 
PICKUP RIAA RECORD 

wGti 500 
FREQ 

2 55 

Fig. 2- Output of unequalized ampli- 
tude- responding pickup from a RIAA 

record. 

FIXED RUBBER SUPPORT 

RUBBERLIKE DAMPING 

BLOCS 

' DAMPING VANE 1 

4 /4...-.-DANPISG 

i CERAMIC ELEMENT 

GREASE 

OUfPUTDGE 

HOLLOW STYLUS ARM FIXED END OF STYLUS BAR 

Fig. 3- Internal construction of Sono - 
tone 3T cartridge. 
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Right- Moving- magnet cartridge o 

180° by flipping the stylus lever from 
one side of the cartridge to the other. 
The stylus assembly is mounted at a 
slight upward angle so that the stylus 
arm is always being pressed against 
the driving arm. There is enough flex- 
ing at the base of the stylus arm to 
allow the stylus assembly to be rotated. 

Although the series 3 stylus looks like 
the series 2, it is actually a hollow tube 
of light metal. In earlier types of Sono - 
tone cartridges, a solid stylus arm was 
used. The hollow arm, of course, has 
lower mass and therefore improves 
high- frequency response. 

The output of the Sonotone series 3 
cartridge is approximately 0.5 volt 
from a normal LP record. It has a com- 
pliance comparable to that of many 
magnetic cartridges (2 x 10 -" cm/ 
dyne). The stylus mass is only 6 milli- 
grams. The normal tracking force is 
4 -6 grams in a good professional tone 
arm or 6-8 grams in a record changer. 

In common with all ceramic car- 
tridges, the Sonotone series 3 requires 
a rather high terminating resistance if 
proper bass response is to be realized. 
At least a 2- megohm resistance should 
be used. Higher values will slightly 
emphasize the bass, while lower values 
will give a thinner bass. To use this 
cartridge with a preamplifier that is 
equalized for magnetic cartridges, a 
simple R -C network (see Fig. 4) will 
convert the amplitude response of the 
cartridge to velocity response. The 
values shown in Fig. 4 will result in a 
response flat within 1.5 db from 20- 
12,000 cycles on a velocity basis. The 
value of R determines the voltage ap- 
pearing at the preamp input and should 
be in the region of 10,000- 47,000 ohms. 
Incidentally, this network will perform 
a similar function for any amplitude - 
responding cartridge though the smooth- 
ness of the final response will naturally 
depend on the quality of the cartridge. 

Electro -Voice model 84 
The E -V model 84 cartridge is a 

ceramic type designed to cover an audio 

CARTRIDGE 

lol 

i 
ADAPTER NETWORK 

f CABLE 

68K 
R TO PREAMP INPUT 

Fig. 4- Adapter network converts am- 
plitude response to velocity response. 

Fig. 5 (Right) -Mounting of ceramic 
element in Electro -Voice model 84. 

Shure pickup. Note offset stylus. 

range of 20- 15,000 cycles with a re- 
sponse flat within ± 2.5 db when termi- 
nated in 3 megohms or more. Like the 
Sonotone cartridge, its output is ap- 
proximately 0.5 volt. The lateral com- 
pliance is high (1.2 x cm /dyne) 
and most of the general statements 
made about amplitude- responding car- 
tridges apply to it. 

The E -V model 84 is normally sup- 
plied as a single- stylus cartridge, with 
a choice of 1- or 3 -mil sapphire or 
diamond styli. A turnover version is 
also available, which consists of two 
cartridges mounted back to back in a 
yoke. The internal structure of the E -V 
84 is different from that of other ce- 
ramic cartridges. Fig. 5 is a sketch of 
its moving system. 

The lateral compliance is largely ob- 
tained from the short, thin metal strip 
marked "compliance arm ". One end of 
this strip is firmly clamped to the body 
of the cartridge case and the other is 
driven by the stylus. The stylus arm is 
long (about r/2 inch) so that the lateral 
compliance at the stylus tip is high de- 
spite the relatively stiff metal section. 

The ceramic element is driven from 
the point where the stylus arm joins 
the compliance arm. It makes an angle 
of approximately 20° with the stylus 
arm. The fixed end of the ceramic 
element is supported in a block of rub- 
berlike damping material. The electrical 
connections are made at this end. The 
vertical compliance of this cartridge is 
obtained largely through the use of a 
long stylus arm of thin cross- section. 
The lateral compliance arm is rather 
stiff in the vertical plane. 

E -V obtains smooth, wide -range re- 
sponse by a novel damping system. The 
entire body of the cartridge- including 
the complete ceramic element, the com- 
pliance arm and the portions of the 
stylus arm within the cartridge -is en- 
closed in a damping grease, apparently 
a silicone, with the appearance and con - 
sistency of cold cream. The nonreplace- 
able portion of the stylus arm protrudes 
from the cartridge body through a rub- 

METAL SUPPORT CLAMPED TO CARTRIDGE CASE 

COMPLIANCE ARM 

FIXED STYLUS BAR 

B ELEMENT 
RUBBER SEAL RUBBERUKE 

SUPPORTING BLOCK 

CARTRIDGE 
OUTPUT 

REPLACEABLE STYLUS BAR 
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ber seal. It is a hollow tube of rectangu- 
lar cross -section, into which a replace- 
able stylus is inserted. 

The mid -range response of the E -V 
84 is slightly modified from a true 
amplitude response to give a more 
nearly flat response to an RIAA equal- 
ized record. E -V also sells an adapter 
unit which converts the response of its 
cartridges to a velocity characteristic 
for use with magnetic preamplifiers. 
This is essentially the same sort of 

Weathers F -M capacitance cartridge. 

network described with the Sonotone 
cartridge. 

An interesting variation of the model 
84 is the 84 -M, designed to drive a 
magnetic preamplifier input stage hav- 
ing a 47,000 -ohm input resistance. It 
delivers a flat response from a constant - 
velocity signal with about 30 millivolts 
output from an LP record. Presumably 
the inherent response of the 84 -M is 
an unmodified constant -amplitude re- 
sponse in contrast to the internally 
modified response of the standard model 
84. When converted to a velocity char- 
acteristic by simply using a low- resist- 
ance termination, the response is flatter 
than would be obtained from the usual 
ceramic cartridge connected thus. 

Although the E -V 84 is somewhat 
different in physical form than most 
other high -quality cartridges, a com- 
plete kit of adapting bushings and 
screws is supplied for installing it in 
most tone arms and changers. 

Weathers FM capacitance pickup 
The Weathers FM capacitance pick- 

up, though an amplitude- responding 
device, has little in common with the 
ceramic cartridges previously described 
or with any other cartridge for that 
matter. It is characterized by the high- 
est compliance (14 x 10" cm /dyne), 
the lowest moving mass (1 milligram) 
and the lowest stylus tracking force 
(1 gram) of any pickup available. 

This has been achieved by using a 
pickup structure in which lateral stylus 
displacement varies the capacitance in 
the grid circuit of a rf oscillator. This 
frequency - modulates the oscillator, 
which operates in the vicinity of 20 
mc. A simple but ingenious circuit 
utilizes the small variation in plate 
current of the oscillator as its frequency 
is varied to develop an audio voltage 
output proportional to the amplitude of 
the stylus displacement. The output of 
the oscillator unit is at a high -im- 
pedance level so the length of shielded 
cable connecting it to the amplifier 

38 

should not exceed 4 feet. 
Due to the unusually low stylus force 

and high compliance of this cartridge, 
it is recommended for use only in the 
special Weathers arm designed for it. 
The arm is made of light wood and in 
its current version uses viscous clamp- 
ing in both lateral and vertical planes. 

Another unusual feature of the pick- 
up is the small sable brush which is 
mounted on the side of the cartridge. 
This brush serves a dual purpose: It 
prevents lint from accumulating on the 
stylus and interfering with its proper 
operation and it absorbs most of the 
downward force of the arm. This actual 
downward force is about 3 grams, yet 
only 1 gram is effective as stylus force. 
The Weathers stylus -force gauge shows 
that only 1 gram of upward force is 
needed to lift the stylus out of the rec- 
ord groove, yet 3 grams is required to 
lift the brush completely from the rec- 
ord surface. This makes the pickup 
much easier to handle since there is a 
strong tendency for a 1 -gram pickup to 
float out of the user's hand. 

Fig. 6 is a sketch of the Weathers 
pickup system. The stylus is electrically 
a part of the outer shell of the cartridge 
while the inner or stationary electrode 
is insulated from the cartridge shell. 
Inside the plastic body of the cartridge 
is a small stepup autotransformer. Its 
output is fed through a 4 -foot length of 
special flexible shielded wire to an oscil- 
lator. Since this lead forms a part of 

FIXED ELECTRODE 

pickup has been announced by Shure 
Brothers, Inc. Dubbed the Studio Dy- 
netic, it is sold only as a complete sys- 
tem with pickup and matching arm. 

The pickup offers several unique fea- 
tures. The cartridge itself is very small 
and plugs into a special fitting on the 
arm. The horizontal pivot is close to the 
stylus. An adjustable counterweight 
permits setting stylus force between 
1 and 2 grams. The arm itself does not 
move in the vertical plane. A small 
plastic button on the top of the arm is 
depressed to raise the stylus from the 
record surface. It is not possible to dam- 
age the stylus or the record accidental- 
ly. Jewel bearings are used for both 
lateral and vertical pivots. A novel 
damping system, described as "dy- 
namic damping," which does not affect 
the tracking of even severely warped or 
eccentric records, is used in the arm. 

A closup of the cartridge shows the 
required offset angle built into the 
stylus shoe. The arm is straight and 
the stylus is replaceable. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the internal con- 
struction of the Dynetic cartridge. Two 
identical coils are mounted symmet- 
rically with respect to the permanent - 
magnet rod attached to the stylus shoe. 
Lateral motion of the stylus rotates the 
magnet about its long axis and alters 
the balance of magnetic flux entering 
the cores of the two coils. This gener- 
ates a voltage in the coils proportional 
to stylus velocity. Due to the symmet- 

<FT SHIELDED CABLE 

iG'¿i ( 
STYLUS ARM STEPUP AJTOTRAII5 
(MOVABLE ELECTRODE) 

PREAMP 

SIMPLIFIED O5C CKT 

Fig. 6- Weathers FM pickup has built -in stepup transformer, oscillator circuit. 

the oscillator's tuned circuit, it must 
be used in the length supplied, and not 
shortened nor extended. 

Oscillator adjustment is simple and, 
once made, remains relatively un- 
changed. The oscillator unit has two 
optional outputs: One, marked AES, 
provides an output equalized for the 
AES recording characteristic. This 
may be fed directly to the input of a 
power amplifier. The second output is 
marked PREAMP and is a constant - 
amplitude response output. An adapter 
unit is available which converts this 
constant -amplitude response to a veloci- 
ty response. When it is used, the sys- 
tem may be plugged into the magnetic 
input of a conventional preamplifier. 

The stylus is mounted on a plate 
which may be easily slid in or out of 
the cartridge without tools. Both l- 
and 3 -mil styli are available and a turn- 
over model of this cartridge has two 
cartridges back to back in a yoke. 

Shure Studio Dynetic pickup 
In the first article of this series a 

statement was made that no moving 
magnet pickups are currently on the 
market. Since then, a moving magnet 

rical coil structure, hum pickup from 
external magnetic fields is minimized. 
A high -permeability shield is also in- 
corporated in the pickup. The magnet 
does not exert a significant attraction 
to a steel turntable. 

The lateral compliance of the Dy- 
netic pickup is greater than 6 x 10' 
cm /dyne, and the effective mass at the 
stylus tip is 1.5 milligrams. In spite of 
these high -performance parameters, the 
stylus is replaceable by the user with- 
out difficulty. The output of this car- 
tridge is of the order of 5 to 6 millivolts 
and its impedance is sufficiently low so 
that considerable lengths of shielded 
cable may be connected to it without 
adversely affecting its high -frequency 
response. END 

I I 

COIL H2 C 
OFFSET STY Xl« 

J: 
STYLUS 

Fig. 7- Construction of Shure Studio 
Dynetic pickup, a moving magnet car- 

tridge. 
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Simplest Electronic Organ 
By HAROLD C. HUBBARD 

SINCE the development of the vacu- 
um -tube audio oscilator and the 
early days of the Trautonium 
and Theremin, radio technicians 

and experimenters have dreamed of 
making a simple musical instrument 
that would have a selection of tone 
qualities, be easy to play and inexpen- 
sive and easy to build. Here is such 
an instrument. This electronic organ 
uses a new type of one -tube oscilla- 
tor and a tone changer that produces 
reed, string and flute tones, plugs into 
the mike jack of an existing amplifier 
and operates without a B- supply. 

Other monophonic instruments de- 
veloped in the past were rather compli- 
cated when we consider that they pro- 
duced only one note at a time. Con- 
structing these instruments meant 
much work and a considerable outlay 
of cash, and then the result was too 
often a novelty instead of a musical 
instrument. 

It would seem that a solo (single 
note at a time) musical instrument 
would be easy to design, but this has 
not been the case heretofore. While 

.4 monophonic electronic organ featuring an unusual oscil- 
lator that operates without plate or grid voltage supplies 

frequency stability is not as important 
as in polyphonic instruments, it should 
be such that the instrument is in tune 
without any adjustments each time it 
is plugged in. Ordinarily this means 
a well -regulated power supply which 
increases the cost. If the device is 
really simple, it lacks musical quality - 
sounding either monotonous as a pro- 
ducer of sine waves or, if relaxation 
oscillators were used, the low notes 
were a semimusical buzz. 

A unique oscillator 
This article tells how to build a 

simple electronic musical instrument 
using the Hubbard oscillator upon 
which patents will soon be issued. 
It can be built in a few evenings at a 
cost of only a few dollars. Yet it 
will not sound like a musical code 
oscillator and key -click filters are not 
needed. More than one flute quality 
can be had and it will be a little more 
than a sine wave. Also, a string tone 
can be produced with precise propor- 
tions of harmonics with fundamental 
so that the composite will have body in 

TUNING COIL 

the medium -low register like a bass 
viol and not like an electronic 
squawker. 

It may be well to point out to ex- 
perimenters who are beginners in elec- 
tronic music that the fundamental is 
absent in the lowest register of many 
instruments generally since the body 
of column of that instrument will not 
resonate at such a low frequency. In 
this case, just as in the instance of 
musical output from a small speaker, 
the ear supplies the fundamental. If 
a heavy fundamental is added at this 
low fundamental frequency and if the 
act of the ear supplying the fundamen- 
tal is part of the characteristic of a 
certain instrument, then the simulated 
tone will not sound like the true in- 
strument. 

In this instrument, it was decided 
where either a string or reed tone 
was desired, the harmonic content at 
different frequencies would be a func- 
tion of a resonating circuit, that cir- 
cuit being a "resonator" or "sound 
box," thus producing more natural 
music. Also, it makes it possible to 

SIGNAL COIL (VOLUME 
CONTROL) 

PLUG TO AMPL STOPS 

The organ with cover removed. Only three stop switches are on these models. 
Circuits shown provide wider range of tone coloring with four switches. 
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IST OCT 2ND OCT 3RD OCT 

CAP 
VALUES 

Cl A56 C13 .1 C25 .024 

CM C2 .35 C14 .107 C26 .022 

C3 .4 C15 .09 C27 .013 

C4 .34 CI6 .07 C28 .013 

C5 .25 C17 .065 C29 .013 

C6 .2 C I8 .06 C30 .009 

IST OCT 2ND OCT 3RD OCT 

EM C7 .28 C19 .04 C31 .008 

G C8 .2 C20 .05 C32 .0058 

G* C9 .19 C21 .042 C33 .006 

A CIO .15 C22.03 C34 .0045 

Bp CII .14 C23.03 C35.004 

B Cl2 .13 C24.021 C36.004 

C2 C4 C6 XC8 XCIO Cl2 XC14 CI6 XCI8 C20 XC22 C24 XC26 

IST OCTAVE 

'C C*0 D* E F FMG GMA 

2ND OCTAVE 3RD OCTAVE 

T 

1 r TUNING BUS SELECTS SERIES CAPACITOR 

I o 1 ^^I-750K 

!fi 

CI-.056 µf 
C2-0.35 µf 
C3-0.4 µf 
C4-0.34 µf 
C5-0.25 µf 
Co, 8-0.2 pf 
C7-0.28 pf 
C9-0.19 if 
CIO-0.15 µf 
CII-0.14 pf 
C12-0.13 µf 
C13, 42-0.1 µf 
C 14-0.107 µf 
C 15-.09 µf 
C16-.07 µf 
C 17-.065 tif 
CI8-.06 µf 
CI9-.04 µf 
C20-.05 µf 

C400ppf C38.02 
i 

SEE TEXT '. 

1I7L7-GT 

V 

7 

3 6 

KEYBOARD &TUNING CAPACITORS,CATHODE BUS KEYS OSCILLATOR," 

Fig. 2- Schematic diagram 
have as high as 10 tone colors of around 
15 cents each. (At an octave relation- 
ship of 1 to 2 there are 1,200 cents in 
an octave -100 cents between two re- 
lated semitones.) The actual construc- 
tion and wiring are so simple a sche- 
matic and a few hints are all that are 
necessary. The device is built in four 
parts as shown in Fig. 1: the oscillator, 
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SEE Fig.3 

°BREAK WHEN USING LI 

OSCILLATOR CHASSIS 

ÁLNICO 
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I 
-1117V AC/DC 

I REED & 
o HORN FLUTE FLUTE REED 

Cu-,,D3 C41.01 C42,.1 C43=r.( 

T b 

SI S3. S4 

STOP BOARD 

C21-.042 µf 
C22, 23-.03 µf 
C24-.021 µf 
C25-.024 µf 
C26-.022 µf 
C27, 28, 29-.013 pf 
C30-.009 µf 
C31-.008 µf 
C32-.0058 µf 
C33-.006 µf 
C34-.0045 µf 
C35, 36-.004 µf 
C37-400 µµf 
C38-.02 µf 
C39-100 µµf 
C40-.03 µf 
C41-.01 µf 
C43-.003 pf 
All capacifors, paper, mica or ceramic, 100 volts or 

of the organ using a 117L7 -GT. Power 
keyboard and tuning capacitors, stop 
board and vibrato. The original instru- 
ment (Fig. 2) uses a 117L7 -GT. A 
second model, used in some photo- 
graphic illustrations, has a 6V6 con- 
nected as in Fig. 3. 

The choice of tubes is left to you. 
Most tubes will work when connected 
as triodes. A power amplifier tube is 

ALUMINUM CHANNEL 

SPONGE RUBBER KEY STOP TOY PIANO KEYS 

TUNING BUS 
CATHODE BUS 

SWITCHES OPEN- STRING 

_ 101:114=4:c ®a 
PL-55 PHONE PLUG TO MIKE JACK I 

higher. Cl through C36 should be selected from an 
assortment of standard values and padded where 
necessary for proper tuning. 
RI- 750,000 ohms, I/2 watt or larger 
R2 -1,000 ohms, I/2 watt or larger 
TI -audio output transformer, 50,000 ohms plate -to- 

plate primary, 3-6 ohms secondary (Chicago 
RO -I13 or equivalent) secondary not used 

T2 -audio output transformer, 14,000 ohms plate -to- 
plate primary, 16 ohms secondary (Chicago 
Standard RO -111 or equivalent) 

LI -see text Part 2 

U-2,000 turns No. 26 dcc wire (see Fig. 3) 
L3- Waldom 1,500 -ohm universal replacement speaker 

field coil 
V- 117L7 -GT, 6V6, 6Y6 etc., see text 
SI, 2, 3, 4-spst switch, toggle or equivalent 
Terminal strips, mounting boards, keyboard from toy 

piano, see text 
Parts for vibrato, see text 

line supplies only the heater. 
recommended for the oscillator because 
its cathode emission is higher than in 
voltage amplifier types. The 117L7 -GT 
seems to be less susceptible to line - 
voltage drops of long duration, but 
many of these tubes have high leakage 
and will not operate in this circuit. 
The 6V6 fed by a 6.3 -volt filament 
transformer will reflect line drops of 

6V6 TI (OUT PUT XFORMER) 
T2 

;`41", .. ..i 

STOP BOARD SWITCHES FORM STOP BOARD 

One of many models. 
Dots on "tabs" show 

TONE CHANGER MASONITE PANELS 

ALUMINUM CHANNEL 

This one is shown with 1- octave keyboard. 
switch positions for different tone colors. 
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KEY CON "ACTS 

r- 

ITUNNG BUS 

co* 

of 
BUS 

TO VIBRATO (SPAR VOICE COIL) 

_I- 

(Z) 

. 
HrR,ETC :6.3V PC 

IMO B 
é 

ISU°PLY 

SIGNAL COIL 

L2 

TONE CHANGER 2" DIA SIG COIL 2000 TURNS 
N. 26 OCC 50n(APPROX) 

Fig. 3- Diagram of the 6V6 
input 

lie "Du 

UP-SHAPED SHIELD 

Tom- ¡'' ' 11 
PICKUP 
ALDOM UNIVERSAL 

ALNICO ,1] FIELD COIL 

DETAIL OF TONE CHANGER 

oscillator and tone -changer details. The 6.3 -volt 
is the sole power supply. 

°000 Ó °0 g°° 0000 

PcP,PF 
0000 00°0 000 ° 

PLUG FOR WALL OJTLET 

Fig. 

/6.3V AC POWER &VIBRATO 

4 -One setup for organ. 

M}Y.4dTE -_ 

A_1NINJM i 
ON EACH OE (2) 

SIDE VIEW 

Fig. 5 -Parts layout for oscillator. 

long duration, but not enough to be 
serious. This type of tube must also 
be hand -picked for oscillation. Most 
6L6's and 6Y6's are excellent in this 
circuit. As many as eight 6Y6's have 
been tried in the same chassis with 
the frequency varying only about 
cycle. If the instrument is moved 
around into locations of low line volt- 
age, it can be tuned either by induc- 
tance in the grid circuit or by varying 
slightly the resistance across the sec- 
ondary of the output transformer. 
These voltage problems are not corn - 
mon in most localities and should not 
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be confused with surges and fluctua- 
tions of short duration which are of 
no consequence in this device. 

Parts placement, shielding 
Placement of parts is not critical 

except for the vibrato motor and the fil- 
ament transformer (if a 6V6 is used). 
These must be kept 2 feet or more 
from the oscillator, if unshielded. 
Slight 60 -cycle beats can spoil a sweet 
cutting string tone. For this reason, 
the filament transformer and vibrato 
were mounted as shown in Fig. 4. put 
into a case and left as a power supply 
near the 117 -volt outlet. 

If it is desired for some reason to 
mount the transformer near the oscil- 
lator, then the oscillator must be 
mounted in a box made of ?á -inch steel. 

Either the 117 L 7 -GT or 6V6 model 
oscillator parts can be mounted as 
shown in Fig. 5. Use a Masonite panel, 
do not use metal chassis or shields 
unless the whole unit is shielded. Metal 
chassis and partial shields merely act 
as sensitive probes for 60 -cycle pickup. 

The stop -board panel is a piece of 

AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 

Masonite trimmed to dimensions to 
suit the case you select. No finished 
size is given because some builders will 
want the oscillator chassis mounted at 
the end of the keyboard, others the 
arrangement used on the 117L7 model. 

The holes for the switches are drilled, 
then the panel is sprayed flat black. 
Color spray paint in pressure cans may 
be used if desired. When dry, masking 
tape is used, just leaving the "stop 
tabs" to be sprayed white right over 
the flat black. See photos. This dressed 
the stop board up more than the switch- 
es could do, and it is a good way to 
indicate which tone colors you may 
have by showing the switch positions. 

It is recommended the oscillator 
chassis be built first. Plug it into an 
amplifier and try different tubes. Re- 
member the B -plus "power supply" is 
the electron space charge of the tube 
and a good tube will cover a much 
greater range than a poor one. Spend 
a few minutes here trying different 
tubes even though the first one pro- 
duces amazing results. 

During this procedure, hook different 
values of capacitors between points 
X in Fig. 3. Also, short across tie 
points marked "to vibrato." Cement 
or solder a small Alnico bar magnet 
(the type glued to many novelties) onto 
a thin 6 -inch steel ruler (the kind sold 
in dime stores). Let the Alnico slug 
vibrate or oscillate near the core of 
Ti while holding the opposite end of 
the scale between thumb and fore- 
finger. By changing values of capaci- 
tors at points X in Fig. 3 you can 
enjoy the tone colors possible while 
producing different frequencies. A 
decade or substitution box will be a 
handy item here as well as later in 
final tuning. A switch across points 
Z serves as a key during this test. 

The oscillator chassis can be wired 
and assembled in very short order and, 
outside of added keyboard capacitors, 
is the generator for all frequencies 
and shaper for all tones. Once you see 
how simple it is and listen to it experi- 
mentally you will have all the inspira- 
tion needed to build the keyboard and 
vibrato to be described in the conclu- 
sion of this article. 

(Before writing us and quoting os- 
cillator and vacuum -tube theory as 
proof of the impossibility of this cir- 
cuit, we suggest that you give it a 
try. Parts can be found in the average 
junkbox. We know it works. We've 
tested a simple 4 -note oscillator and 
have heard tape recordings made with 
a 3- octave instrument. 

The transformers that work best at 
lower frequencies are those with a high 
inductance and low resistance. Power 
transformers with the high -voltage 
secondary as the oscillator coil and the 
117 -volt primary as the output coil 
have been made to work as low as 25 
cycles. Tubes that will not work as 
a triode alone can be made to oscillate 
by cascoding as in the 117L7 circuit 
where the pentode cathode is returned 
to the plate of the diode section. - 
Editor) TO BE CONTINUED 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 

i 

Thrce test instruments that speed serricing 
these difficult circuits 

FLYBACK and 
SWEEP -CIRCUIT 

By ROBERT F. SCOTT 

OBSCURE troubles in horizontal 
deflection circuits are often 
hard to localize, particularly 
when failure of one component 

causes others to change value or break 
down. When such troubles occur, the 
technician must locate and replace all 
defective components before applying 
power to the set for more than a few 
seconds at a time. 

Failure to locate all faults can 
damage expensive components just re- 
placed. For example, an open cathode 
resistor in the horizontal oscillator may 
leave the output tube without excita- 
tion. This, in turn, can cause the out- 
put tube to go gassy and may burn out 
the flyback transformer. If a technician 
spots a defective flyback transformer 
and replaces it without determining 
the cause of the trouble, subsequent 
tests with power applied to the set 
can damage the transformer just re- 
placed. 

Test -equipment manufacturers have 
recognized the need for speedy and 
complete testing in deflection circuits 

N`, 15.734 KC: 

THORIIZONTTAL GRID DRIVE 

¡L OO15 

470o. 

IOK 

22 K 

.00 1 
oc,l 

270ppf 

and have developed a number of new 
instruments for this purpose. 

Dynamic sweep analyzer 
The Win- Tronix model 820 Dynamic 

Sweep Circuit Analyzer is a signal - 
substitution type instrument for local- 
izing trouble in sync, sweep oscillator 
and output circuits, output trans- 
formers, yokes, and picture and damper 
tubes. Its circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

When the FUNCTION switch is thrown 
to SIGNAL SUBSTITUTE, V 1 -a oscillates 
at approximately 15,734 cycles and 
applies a sawtooth signal to the HORI- 
ZONTAL GRID DRIVE output jack and the 
grid of V2, the built -in horizontal out- 
put stage. This setup localizes trouble 
in horizontal deflection circuits. 

In a set with no raster, the oscil- 
lator tube is pulled or the grid cou- 
pling capacitor is cut loose from the 
horizontal output grid. If the raster 
returns when the 15 -kc signal is applied 
to the output grid, the trouble is some- 
where in the oscillator circuit. No 
raster indicates output circuit trouble. 

o 
5101-a 

3 

4 
--o 

160K 

VI-a 

SI01-b 

2 

30 

4 

2.2 MEG 

2 

3 

vl-a 8 b I2AU7 

.047 .01 

.001 

TEST GND 

2 5101-c 
o 
3 

4 -o 

Next, the test leads are connected 
between the output jack at the plate 
of V2 and the output plate cap on the 
primary of the flyback transformer. A 
raster on the screen accompanied by a 
dim glow on the OVERLOAD indicator 
shows that the defect is between the 
grid and plate circuits of the set's 
horizontal output stage. It can now be 
pin -pointed by measuring the de volt- 
ages on the horizontal output tube's 
screen and cathode. 

If the raster does not appear when 
the transformer is driven by the ana- 
lyzer or if the OVERLOAD lamp glows 
brightly, there is a defect in the yoke, 
flyback, width coil, damper tube or 
associated components. One by one, 
disconnect the width coil, keyed age 
connections, R -C network across the 
horizontal yoke windings and all other 
components not absolutely needed for 
high voltage and deflection. A compo- 
nent or network is defective if a raster 
is obtained and the OVERLOAD lamp 
drops to normal brilliance when it is 
disconnected from the circuit. If the 

270K t 510I-d 

EO2 
-j`l a *3 

1 .-0 4 

.047 - YZ 

VI-D 

7 

4.7 MEG 

-4 

HORIZONTAL 
XFMR DRIVE 88Q8 -GA 

47n HORIZ OUTPUT 

15K 

Qo GND 

IMEG 100180 8 
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OVERLOAD .047 

J j6O% 

VERT DRIVE 

IRON CORE FLYBACKS 

AIR CORE FLYBACKS 

TYPE 

t 
BL 6 WH YOKES 

502-a it COLOR YOKES 

117V AC 

WWEA OFF 

2 O 
SIGNAL SUBSTITUTE 

3 CONTINUITY TEST 
4 

SHORT TEST 

Fig. 1- Circuit of the model 820 Dynamic Sweep Analyzer. 

SI01 -a TO f FUNCTION Sw C6AN6E03 

5102 -a ib TYPE SW (GANGED) 
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PLï5 t MINUS PULSE 

PULSE SELECTION 
3 os 3W 

PROX .1 

TO TV TEST 
PO1NTS 

GNU 

.002 

FROM VERT DRIVE JACR 

100K 

GND 

VERTICAL SYNC CABLE ADAPTER FOR POSITIVE d NEGATIVE PULSES 

PROBE 47 ppf ti 

TO TV TEST POINTS I I (FROM NOW GRID DRIVE 

22R 

GNO GND 

HORIZONTAL SYNC CABLE ADAPTER,NEGATIVE PULSES ONLY 

Fig. 2 -Cable adapters used with the 
820 produce sync pulses. 

overload still exists, look for a short 
in the flyback transformer. 

Failure of the overload indicator to 
light at all shows an open circuit in 
the output section. Check or replace 
the damper tube and fuse in the boosted 
B -plus circuit and check the primary 
and high- voltage windings of the fly- 
back with an ohmmeter or the con - 
tinuity -test circuit in the analyzer. 

Test for shorted turns 
Throwing the function selector to 

SHORT TEST sets up the analyzer for 
detecting shorted turns in flyback 
transformers and yokes. V1 -a is con- 
verted to a blocking oscillator operat- 
ing at around 500 cycles. Its grid is 
tied to the grid of V1 -b through a 
270,000-ohm resistor. Now, V1 -b oper- 
ates as a do amplifier with a 100,000 - 
ohm plate load resistor shunted by a 
neon lamp in a voltage- divider network. 
The TYPE selector switch is thrown to 
CALIBRATE and the calibrate- frequency 
(cAL -FREQ) is adjusted so the neon 
indicator flickers slowly and steadily 
with the test leads open. 

The TYPE selector is then thrown to 
the position specified for the type of 
flyback transformer being tested. The 
plate cap is removed from the output 
tube, the damper and high- voltage 
rectifier tubes are removed, the yoke 
plug is pulled or the hot lead dis- 
connected and one lead of the width 
coil is broken. The test leads from the 
analyzer are then connected across the 
flyback terminals specified in the 
manual. If the neon lamp continues to 
Clicker, the flyback is not shorted and 
should now be tested for continuity and 
leakage between windings. 

The test procedure for yokes is 
basically the same as for flybacks. They 
are disconnected from the flyback and 
the damping resistors are cut loose 
from the vertical winding. 

JULY, 1957 

Right - Win -Tronix 
Dynamic Sweep Cir- 

cuit Analyzer. 

Below left - Sync 
pulse adapter for the 
Win - Tronix model 

820. 

Below right -Model 
382 In- Circuit Hori- 
zontal System Ana- 
lyzer made by Simp- 

son. 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

I NIRMNI;( 

DYNAMIC SWEEP CIRCUIT A ANALYZER 

The first step in checking the ver- 
tical deflection circuit is to disconnect 
the output grid coupling capacitor from 
the oscillator or discharge tube and 
apply a 60 -cycle sawtooth from the 
VERT DRIVE jack to the output grid. If 
vertical deflection returns, the trouble 
is at some point ahead of the output 
grid. The test lead is then moved back 
step by step toward the oscillator until 
the defective stage or component is 
located. 

If deflection does not return with 
the drive signal applied to the output 
grid, the trouble is in the vertical out- 
put transformer or the yoke. If the 
yoke checks good, the trouble is in the 
output transformer and its replacement 
is necessary. 

Continuity tests 
Circuit continuity is tested with the 

selector switches set to CONTINUITY 
TEST and CALIBRATE and the CAL -FREQ 
control turned fully clockwise so the 
neon indicator lights when the test 
leads are shorted. A continuous and 
steady glow of the indicator shows 
continuity when the test leads are 
connected across yoke windings, coils 
on flybacks and other transformers, 
speaker voice coils, resistors and tube 
heaters and filaments. 

Test for leakage 
Leakage resistance up to 300 meg- 

ohms between windings or between a 
winding and core is tested with the 
820 adjusted for continuity tests and 
the test leads connected to separate 
windings or to a winding and the core. 
A component with no appreciable leak- 
age will cause the indicator lamp to 
go out. If it flashes, leakage resistance 
in megohms is approximately equal to 
50 times the interval between flashes 
in seconds. For example, one flash every 
6 seconds shows leakage resistance of 
300 megohms or so and one every 3 
seconds indicates leakage of approx- 
imately 150 megohms. 

Sync troubleshooting 
Vertical roll and horizontal pulling 

are often caused by an open circuit, 
short or other defect that prevents an 
adequate sync signal from reaching the 
deflection oscillators. These defects can 
be localized by signal substitution with 
the 820. Fig. 2 shows simple adapters 
that can be used to convert the saw - 
tooth signals available at the VERT 

DRIVE and HORIZONTAL GRID DRIVE jacks 
into sync pulses. 

The vertical sync adapter provides 
signals with positive- and negative- 
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Knight -kit Flyback Checker. 

ciated components without disturbing 
the receiver circuitry. It tests flyback 
transformers, yokes, width and lin- 
earity coils and measures capacitance 
from 10 µµf to 0.1 µf in three ranges. 
The circuit is shown in Fig. 3. 

When testing for shorts, the 6K6 -GT 
operates as a 1 -kc oscillator with feed- 
back supplied through the grid winding 
of the oscillator transformer. It is 
keyed on and off at a 60 -cycle rate by 
the ac plate voltage from the 116 -volt 
tap on the power transformer. Strength 
of oscillation is indicated by a 60 -sa 
meter with a full -wave rectifier con- 
nected across 68,000 ohms of the 268- 
000 -ohm grid leak. The in- circuit test 
is made with one test lead clipped to 
the horizontal output plate lead and the 
other to ground. 

This effectively places the entire 

OSC TRANS 

IA . o 

IIIVAC o 
400a o 

4W 

METER ADJUST 

S2 SW-POS 2 - SHORTS 
3 -CONTINUITY 
4 -1000 MMFD 
5-.01MFD 
6 -.I LIFO 

Fig. 3- Simpson model 382 In- Circuit Horizontal System Tester circuit. 

IITVAC 

TI 
8S4 -A 
AUDIO DSC 

Fig. 4- Circuit of the 1 -tube 

going pulses or negative and positive 
pulses alone.- This enables the tech- 
nician to duplicate the normal vertical 
sync signal at any point in the sync 
chain. The horizontal sync adapter 
provides negative pulses only. 

The model 915/960 Sync Pulse 
Adapter (see photo) is available for 
use with the 820. It provides both nega- 
tive- and positive -polarity vertical and 
horizontal sync pulses. 

Simpson 382 
This instrument is called the In- 

Circuit Horizontal System Analyzer be- 
cause it permits initial tests for shorts 
in the output transformer and its asso- 
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Knight Flyback Checker. 

horizontal output circuit in parallel 
with the grid winding of the oscillator 
transformer. A shorted turn anywhere 
in the horizontal output system reduces 
the circuit Q to the point where the 
voltage developed across the 68,000 -ohm 
resistor causes the meter to read RE- 
PLACE. 

Open circuits do not load the test 
oscillator so when you have an in- 
operative circuit that tests GOOD, check 
the continuity of the yoke, linearity 
and width coils and the individual 
windings of the flyback transformer. 

When the FUNCTION switch is turned 
to CONTINUITY, the meter and its recti- 
fier are in series with the test leads 

across the 315 -volt section of the power 
transformer. The circuit then operates 
as an ac ohmmeter, indicating con- 
tinuity by reading in the GOOD area of 
the bottom scale and an open circuit 
by reading REPLACE. 

The capacitance ranges use an ac 
ohmmeter circuit with the scales cali- 
brated in capacitance units. The meter 
deflection is determined by the range 
and the ac reactance of the capacitor 
under test. Approximately 315 volts is 
applied to the test leads on the 10- 
1,000 -µµf range, 31.5 volts for capac- 
itors up to .01 if and 3.15 volts for 
values to 0.1 µf. 

Knight -kit flyback checker 
Allied Radio's flyback checker kit is 

similar in its basic operation to the 
Simpson 382 and most of those cur- 
rently available. It checks for shorted 
turns in flyback transformers, yokes, 
width and linearity coils and other 
inductors with a Q of 1 or higher and 
inductance between 3 mh and 2 henries. 
Continuity checks can be made in any 
circuit or component with resistance 
from 0 to 500,000 ohms. 

The circuit of the Knight -kit checker 
is shown in Fig. 4. The tube is an audio 
oscillator with feedback from plate to 
grid supplied through transformer T2. 
Power transformer Ti supplies 60 -cycle 
ac to the plate so the circuit oscillates 
only on that portion of the input cycle 
that makes the plate positive with 
respect to the cathode. The grid returns 
to ground through the CALIBRATE con- 
trol, the 47,000 -ohm resistor and one 
winding of T2. The strength of oscilla- 
tion is indicated on a 400 -sa meter in 
series with the grid. 

The component being tested for 
shorts is connected in parallel with the 
grid winding of T2 through the test 
leads. The added inductance raises the 
oscillator frequency and increases grid 
current causing the meter to read in 
the GOOD area of the scale. If the 
inductor has one or more shorted turns, 
it absorbs power from the feedback 
circuit and the meter pointer falls to 
zero or some point in the SHORTED 
TURNS section of the scale. 

Continuity tests are made with the 
element or circuit under test connected 
directly between the oscillator grid and 
ground. If the circuit resistance is less 
than I/z megohm, the grid current drops 
and the meter indicates that continuity 
is OK. An open circuit or one with 
resistance above 500,000 ohms or so 
will not affect the oscillator's operation 
and the meter reads OPEN. END 

NEXT MONTH 

By Robert F. Scott 

Inexpensive Instruments 

as Service Aids 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 

Adapt your signal generator 
to measure in tcrmccliatc- 

f reqnenct/ band widths 

I '2 

VARIABLE 
FREQ 

OSG 

Bandwidth 
Marker Genratoi 

By RICHARD GRAHAM 
THE typical radio -TV signal gener- 

ator is a paradoxical piece of 
equipment. It is usually required 
to cover a frequency range of 125 

kc to 215 mc, a frequency ratio of 1,700 
to 1. On the other hand, it must be 
accurate enough to serve as a marker 
generator for TV and FM receiver 
alignment. 

These two requirements are incon- 
gruous. The wide frequency range 
covered in five or six bands always 
results in insufficient bandspread for 
marker purposes. Any technician or 
experimenter who has tried to measure 
the bandwidth of an FM or TV if strip 
accurately by using a servicing type 
of signal generator will attest to that. 

It is generally agreed that the ac- 
curacy of most signal generators is 
adequate for alignment purposes. Ac- 
tually it makes little difference if, for 
example, the center frequency of an 
FM if is 10.5 mc instead of 10.7. 

We can say that, while the accuracy 
of the usual signal generator is accept - 
able, the differential accuracy necessary 
for bandwidth measurements or marker 
purposes is poor because of poor band - 
spread. 

This situation is easily corrected with 
the accessory unit described here. The 
bandwidth marker generator is used 
with a signal generator and acts as an 
electronic bandspreader at any fre- 
quency of the signal generator. 

The block diagram of the marker 
generator is shown above and the sche- 
matic at the right. The signal gen- 
erator's output is fed to a frequency 
mixer in the marker generator. The 
output of a vfo in the bandwidth marker 
is also fed to this mixer. The mixer's 
output is four frequencies which cor- 
respond to the sum and difference of 
the two input frequencies as well as 
the two mixer input frequencies. A 

JULY, 1957 

parallel -tuned circuit in the output of 
the mixer selects the desired sum fre- 
quency. This output appears across 
a high -impedance parallel -tuned circuit 
and is transformed to a low impedance 
by a cathode follower. 

The vfo is designed to cover two 
bands of frequencies. The oscillator 
covers 5.0 to 5.5 mc or a frequency 
change of 5110 kc in one range and 5 
to 10 me in the second. Effectively the 
signal generator output can be shifted 
within 500 kc or 5 mc. 

Using the marker generator 
Supp <e we wish to align an FM 

tuner said want to tell accurately when 

the if bandwidth is 200 kc at the 3 -db 
points. If the response is made much 
wider than this, the sensitivity of the 
tuner will suffer; if it is made narrow- 
er, the audio quality deteriorates to an 
obvious extent. 

Now, if the vfo in the bandwidth 
marker generator is made to operate 
over a frequency range of 5.0 to 5.5 
me and the signal generator is set at 
5.4 mc, the mixer output, which will 
be the sum of these two frequencies, 
can be varied over a range of 10.4 to 
10.9 mc. This frequency change at 10.7 
me of only 500 kc is accomplished by 
adjusting the marker generator's cali- 
brated oscillator. The result is a max- 

67 VAC 

63 VA VI RER 54 

+ 
1251 
SOUA 

635/ 2A TO HTRS ( PINS 3 I.4) f 

OSEE PARTS UST 

Circuit of two -tube marker generator. 

RI- 10,000 ohm: 
R2- 27,000 ohms 
R3 -1,800 ohms 
54 -1,000 ohms, I watt 
RS- 100.000 ohms 
All resistors 1/4 wott unless noted 
CI, 2 -7-4S -µµf ceramic trimmers 
C3-7S µµf, air variable 
C4-22 ppf, S00 volts, mica 
CS, 6 8, 10, 11 -.01 pf, 600 volts, disk ceramic 
C7- 1'0-20 pf, ISO volts, electrolytic 
C9 -SO put, air variable 
JI, 2 -coas connectors 
II -36 turns, tapped 10 turns from bottom and, 

No. 30 silk -covered wire, CTC 154 1/7 -inch- 
diameter slug -tuned form. 

L2 -15 turns, tapped 8 turns from bottom end, 

No. 30 silk -covered wire, CTC LS3 %-inch - 
diameter slug -tuned form - 

L3-rf choke (Ohmite Z14) 
Sl -spdt rotary 
S2, 3-spst toggle 
T -power transformer, primary 117 volts; secondary 

125 volts, SO ma, 6 volts 2 amps 
V1-6856 
V2-6C4 
Selenium rectifier -65 ma 
Sockets (1), 7 -pin miniature 
Tube shield 
Chassis -41/2 s 8 x 11/2 inches 
Cabinet -6 s 5 s 9 inches 
Knobs 
Miscellaneous hardware 
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Top- chassis view shows layout of major components. 

R2 C6 

Space no problem under chassis of this 

imum of 500 kc of frequency change at 
10.7 mc with a bandspread of 180° on 
the marker generator's dial. 

While the 500 -kc frequency change is 
ideal for FM tuner alignment, it is too 
narrow for TV work. Here is where the 
5 -10 -mc range comes in. It will give a 
calibrated frequency change up to 5 mc 
in the same manner as in the previous 
example. 

The bandwidth marker uses two 
tubes. Mixer and oscillator are com- 
bined in one 6BE6. The cathode fol- 
lower output is a 6C4. 

The two oscillator ranges are selected 
by switching variable trimmer capac- 
itors Cl and C2 in series and shunt 
with C3, the main oscillator tuning 
capacitor. 

The tuning of the mixer output 
covers 10 to 25 and 23 to 48 mc in two 
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marker generator. 
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ranges. Switch S2 shorts out part of 
the mixer plate coil (L2) to change the 
tuning range. This frequency range 
covers the common FM and TV inter- 
mediate frequencies. 

The unit is housed in a 6 x 5 x 9- 
inch aluminum utility box. Construc- 
tion is straightforward. Details can be 
seen in the photographs. It is advisable 
to mount L2 and S2 close together. 
This prevents additional capacitance 
that can cause a dead spot in the out- 
put tuning when switch S2 is closed. 

Alignment procedure 
This requires a receiver capable of 

tuning 5-10-mc range. 
The first step in alignment is to set 

trimmers Cl and C2 at approximately 
mid -capacitance. Set the main variable 
tuning capacitor C3 for maximum 

capacitance. Set S1 to the 5 -mc position. 
Tune the receiver to 5 mc. Place the 
receiver antenna near the generator. 
Adjust coil Ll until the oscillator 
carrier is heard. Now set S1 to the 
500 -kc position. Adjust C2 until the 
oscillator carrier is heard at 5 me in 
the receiver. Tune the receiver to 5.5 
mc. Set C3 for minimum capacitance. 
Adjust Cl until the oscillator carrier 
is heard at 5.5 mc. Repeat adjustments 
of Cl and C2 several times since each 
will affect the other. It also may be 
necessary to set S1 back in the 5 -me 
position and readjust Ll. 

This procedure will automatically in- 
sure that the oscillator will reach 10 me 
when Si is in the 0 -5 -mc position and 
C3 is rotated to minimum capacitance. 
However, it might be better to check 
this point by setting the receiver to 10 
nie with the antenna near L1 and 
rotating C3 toward minimum capac- 
itance. A strong carrier should be 
noted at some position of C3, at or near 
minimum capacitance. If it isn't, repeat 
the alignment of L1, Cl and C2. 

When the frequency extremes of the 
oscillator are set on both ranges, it is 
necessary only to set the receiver to 
the intermediate frequencies to obtain 
the remaining calibration points. When 
the calibration is completed, it's a good 
idea to coat the cardboard scale with 
colorless nail polish or Polystyrene Q 
dope to give it a hard surface. 

L2 can be adjusted by setting the 
receiver to 10 mc. Place the antenna 
near the cathode -follower output. Set 
a signal generator feeding into the rf 
input connector on the front panel to 
5 mc. With the internal oscillator at 
5 mc, S2 open and CO at maximum 
capacitance, adjust L2 for maximum 
output in the receiver. This adjust- 
ment can also be made in the initial 
use of the instrument as an oscilloscope 
frequency marker. At this time C9 is 
set at slightly less than maximum 
capacitance and L2 adjusted for max- 
imum marker height on the scope. 

To use the bandwidth marker gener- 
ator it is always necessary to remember 
that the output frequency will differ 
from the signal generator frequency 
by 5 mc. If the desired output fre- 
quency is 10.7 mc, the signal generator 
is set for either 5.7 or 15.7 mc. The 
lower frequencies usually have more 
bandspread on most signal generators 
-hence greater accuracy. Therefore it 
is usually better to use the lower fre- 
quency. Switch S2 is set for the fre- 
quency output range and C9 is 
adjusted for maximum output. This is 
done during the visual alignment of the 
if under test. Simply adjust CO for 
maximum marker pulse height. 

The bandwidth marker generator is 
applied to circuits and alignment prob- 
lems in precisely the same manner as 
the signal generator was when used 
alone. Except now, of course, the 
marker generator frequency dial is 
adjusted to give specific frequency 
changes called for in alignment proce- 
dures. END 
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BUILD 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

a versatile probe set 
By EARL T. HANSEN 

AST month we described the construc- 
tion and application of direct - 
alignment, isolation and high - 
frequency probes. We continue 

with another probe that any oscilloscope 
owner will find valuable for extending 
the usefulness of his instrument, the 
low- frequency detector probe (Fig. 1) . 

This is a half -wave shunt type crystal 
demodulator probe for general use in 
rf circuits where wide -band audio (or 
video) output is not required. The 
low frequency referred to is the mod- 
ulated signal range and not the rf 
under observation. The useful rf range 
is approximately 100 kc to 250 mc. 
The audio output range is from dc to 
about 10 kc. The input capacitance is 
2.5 µµf and causes very little loading 
or detuning in critical circuits. Resistor 
R2 in Fig. 1 isolates the cable from the 
rf source and consequently eliminates 
cable resonance. 

IOOppf 100K--. R2 

CI RI 

D 

.- 
CATH 

XTAL DIODE 

Fig. 1- Low -frequency detector probe. 

The probe can be used for signal 
tracing in the tuner and if strip of a 
TV set although the horizontal sync 
will be attenuated and distorted. If the 
technician is interested only in the 
presence of the signal and is not con- 
cerned with sync clipping, ac ripple, 
etc., this probe is quite satisfactory. 
It is recommended for use in radio rf 
and if circuits. On local AM broadcast 
stations a signal can probably be ob- 
served on the loop antenna and followed 
through the receiver to the detector. 

This is the probe for observing the 
response curve or aligning a single 
video if stage. To view the response 
curve of a single stage, the properly 
terminated sweep generator output 
cable is connected to the grid of the 
preceding stage. The low impedance of 
the cable swamps out the grid tuned 
circuit and prevents it from influencing 

IF SWEEP GEN 
CONNECTED HERE 

TI 

LOW -FREQ DETECTOR PROBE TO SCOPE 

g4TRAP 
I 

In 13 

200.. SWAMPING RESISTOR 

(ADDED TEMPORARILY) 

Fig. 2 -How if response of a single 
stage is observed. 
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Part II: Construction and application 
of low -frequency detector 

and low -capacitance probes 

the curve. The detector probe is con- 
nected to the plate of the following stage 
(Fig. 2). To prevent T3 from influenc- 
ing the curve and being detuned by the 
probe, the coil must be shunted with a 
swamping resistor; 200 ohms is a 
typical value. With this arrangement 
the response curve of T2 and its trap 
is presented on the scope. Any regenera- 
tion in the stage would show up as a 
sharp peak. Do not overload the stage; 
it would cause a distorted response 
curve. 

The 200 -ohm swamping resistor could 
be included in the probe but this would 
limit its use. Connect the resistor as 
close to the tuned circuit as possible. 
This avoids long leads in a resonant 
loop, as would be the case if the resistor 
were in the probe. 

Video amplifier bandwidth can be 
checked by connecting the detector 
probe to the grid or cathode of the 
picture tube, whichever the signal is 
applied to. A video sweep generator is 
then connected to the grid of the video 
amplifier tube. Its frequency sweep 
must range from 0 to 5 mc. The hori- 
zontal input to the scope is connected to 

SWEEP GEN ZERO-BEAT POINT 

4.5 MC TRAP 

Fig. 3 -Video response curve, as shown 
by the low- frequency detector probe. 

a 60 -cycle variable -phase ac source, as 
in other response -curve presentations. 
Some scopes have this source built in; 
others must use the source provided 
by the sweep generator. The observed 
curve will be similar to Fig. 3 in a 
normal video amplifier. 

Another important use for this probe 
is sweep -checking the bandwidth of 
chrominance amplifiers in color re- 
ceivers. This applies to chroma circuits 
ahead of the demodulators as well as 
I and Q bandpass amplifiers after 
synchronous demodulation. The setup 
is very similar to that described for 
video amplifiers. The sweep generator 
(0 -5 mc) is again connected to the 
grid of the video amplifier. The probe is 
applied to any luminance or chro- 
minance circuit up to the picture tube 
and the cumulative response curve at 
that point seen on the scope. Adjust 
the chroma gain and generator output 
to give sufficient amplitude but do 

not distort the signal by overloading. 
Markers may be injected by lightly 
coupling a signal generator to the video 
amplifier grid. 

Both the high- and low- frequency 
detector probes can also be used with 
a vtvm to indicate relative values of rf 
and can be calibrated to give accurate 
readings up to the voltage limitations 
of the diode crystals used. 

The builder may prefer to call this 
probe "rf demodulator," which may be 
more descriptive of its general- purpose 
use. 

Low- ca paci +ante probe 
This is probably the most widely used 

probe in the group, particularly in TV 
servicing (Fig. 4). It is also known as 
the high -impedance probe. The band- 
width is more than adequate and ex- 
ceeds that of most scopes, being flat 
from dc to over 10 mc. Resistive and 
capacitive loading are only one -tenth 
of that with the direct probe. The only 
disadvantage is the 10 -to -1 attenuation. 
However, this is inconsequential be- 
cause of reserve oscilloscope gain and 
the high -amplitude signals usually en- 
countered in TV circuits. 

This probe is used when it is desired 
to observe a signal waveform with a 
minimum of circuit loading. This would 
apply to the video detector and all the 
circuitry beyond it, including the sync 
section, sweep oscillator and amplifiers, 
blanking, horizontal afc, chroma band - 
pass, color apt, synchronous demodula- 
tors, power supply and audio. The ex- 

R3 

C2' SEE TEXT 

Fig. 4 -Low- capacitance probe. 

ception is the high- voltage pulse at the 
flyback transformer. A special high - 
voltage capacitive divider probe is best 
for this application. Nevertheless, the 
low- capacitance probe can be used to 
get an accurate picture of the wave- 
form if the tip is held an inch or two 
away from the point to be tested. This 
would present the waveform on the 
scope but it would be difficult to meas- 
ure the peak -to -peak value by this 
method. 

This probe is the only one in the 
group which requires adjustment when 
built. It must be adjusted to give equal 
attenuation at all frequencies. First 
make sure the input step attenuator 
in the scope is properly compensated. 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 

To do this, use the direct probe and 
view the composite video signal on the 
video detector foal resistor of a normal- 
ly operating TV chassis. Use a 30 -cycle 
scope sweep. The presentation should 
be similar to that of Fig. 5. It will 
probably be inverted -the important 
point is to make sure the vertical and 
horizontal sync pulse tips have the 
same apparent amplitude. 

Should the image be similar to that 
of Fig. 6 or 7, refer to the scope in- 
struction manual for adjustment pro- 
cedure. Make this check at all settings 
of the attenuator switch. If the ampli- 
tude is not sufficient at the high at- 
tenuation position, move the direct 
probe to the video amplifier output for 
greater deflection. If the scope does not 
have an input attenuator switch, these 
checks can be disregarded if a wave- 
form similar to Fig. 5 can be seen on 
the scope. 

If the signal shown is similar to Fig. 
7 and no means of adjustable corn - 
pensation is included in the scope, the 
instrument should be considered in- 
adequate for any TV service work 
except alignment and response -curve 
checks. 

The next step is to determine the 
value of the scope input resistance so 
that the proper value of R3 (Fig. 4) 
can be determined. If the scope has 
response to dc, turn the input switch 
to the dc position and measure the 
input resistance from the vertical 
terminal to ground, with the scope off. 
Input resistance of a non -dc scope can 
be measured as in Fig. 8. A 60 -cycle ac 
voltage (6.3 volts is satisfactory) is 
applied to the vertical input of the 
scope and the vertical amplitude ad- 

Fig. 5- Composite 
video signal at out- 
put of video ampli- 
fier, as seen with 
the low- capacitance 
probe. Sweep rate 

30 cycles. 

Fig. 7 -Video 
through the low - 
capacitance probe 
when there is in- 
sufficient compen- 

sation. 

justed to show a large deflection cover- 
ing a certain number of divisions. A 
variable resistance (0 to 5 megohms) 
is placed in series with the 60 -cycle 
voltage source and the vertical input 
terminal. This resistance is varied until 
the screen image indicates one -half the 
previous amplitude. The variable re- 
sistance is removed and measured with 
an ohmmeter. This is equal to the scope 
input resistance R5 (Fig. 9). 

To make the probe's 10 -to -1 attenua- 
tion correct, the value of R3 must be 
nine times the resistance of R5. Ex- 
ample: R5 is 0.5 megohm. Then R3 
equals 0.5 x 9, or 4.5 megohms. A 
1.7- megohm 72 -watt resistor would be 
satisfactory. 

This resistor determines the low - 
frequency attenuation ratio. The high - 
frequency attenuation or compensation 
is determined by the ratio of C2 in Fig. 
4 to C5 in Fig. 9, the latter being the 
total cable and scope input capacitances. 
C2 must be one -ninth the value of C6. 
Since C5 is not known or easily meas- 
ured, it is simpler and more accurate 
to estimate the capacitance and adjust 
it to an exact value, using a video 
signal. Since the input capacitance C5 
to the scope and cable will be some- 
where between 55 and 125 µµf, an ap- 
proximation of C2 would be 8 or 10 
µµf. This value can be tried and a 
signal from the video amplifier ob- 
served. 

If the value is exactly correct, the 
horizontal and vertical sync pulses 
will be at the same level, as in Fig. 5. 
If the vertical pulse extends beyond 
the edge of the horizontal portion as in 
Fig. 7, capacitor C2 is too low and 
should be increased by a twisted wire 
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Fig. 6 -Video sig- 
nal as seen with 
the low- capacitance 
probe when it is 
overcompensated. 
Sweep rate 30 

cycles. 

Fig. 10 -Same sig- 
nal as Fig. 5 with 
the scope sweep 
rate changed to 

7,875 cycles. 

gimmick or by substituting a capacitor 
of slightly greater value. If the vertical 
pulse group is depressed in the hori- 
zontal as in Fig. 6, capacitor C2 is too 
large. This can be changed to one of 
lower capacitance or a variable trimmer 
(3-30 µµf) can be added to the input 
of the scope and adjusted to accomplish 
the same effect. The amount of input 
capacitance added to the scope by this 
variable trimmer is negligible and it is 

SODPE 

8.3V AC VERT IN 0 

SCOPE 

R4 -o 
8.3V AC 0-5 MEG VERT IN 

Fig. 8- Method of determining scope 
input resistance. See text. 

SCOPE 

FEMALE PHONO CABLE CONNECTOR 

C5= TOTAL SCOPE L CABLE CAPACITANCE 

Fig. 9- Breakdown of total scope and 
cable capacitances. 

a very accurate method of adjusting 
probe compensation. 

Many low- capacitance probes have 
a variable capacitor in the probe itself. 
This necessitates a larger and bulkier 
housing. A little extra effort in adjust- 
ing the probe during construction allows 
a light streamlined job to do all the 
larger ones will, and do it more con- 
veniently. 

It is interesting to note that Figs. 6 
and 8 indicate that, when the probe is 
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improperly compensated, the picture 
information modulates the amplitude of 
the sync pulse tips. An open age bypass 
capacitor in a TV set can cause a sim- 
ilar effect (Fig. 6 especially). 

On some scopes probe compensation 
holds entirely correct at only one setting 
of the scope input attenuator. This is 
because the scope input capacitance 
changes slightly when the attenuator 
is switched. Little can be done about 
this without considerable modification 
to the scope. Therefore the probe should 
be adjusted to the most often used 
setting of the attenuator. The changes 
in compensation caused by switching 
are usually very slight and are men- 
tioned only in explanation of effects 
that might be temporarily puzzling. 

When using this probe with scopes 
that have built -in peak -to -peak voltage 
calibrators, keep in mind that the pres- 
entation on the scope tube will be one - 
tenth that actually in the circuit under 
test. 

Figs. 4, 10, 11 and 12 show video 
signals at the output of the video am- 
plifier with a properly adjusted low - 
capacitance probe. Fig. 11 shows hum 
modulation causing poor sync and im- 
proper shading of the TV picture. The 
cause in this case was an oscillator 
mixer tube (5J6) with heater -to -grid 
leakage. Fig. 12 indicates horizontal 
sync pulse distortion causing horizontal 
and vertical jitters. The cause was an 
ungrounded picture -tube coating and 
two missing tuner -tube shields, allow- 
ing the high -voltage pulses to be ra- 
diated into the tuner circuits. 

To summarize, the direct probe is 
used for audio or other signals where 
some circuit loading will not be objec- 
tionable. The alignment isolation probe 
is used at the video detector load resis- 

.Q\\\\\\\\ 

Fig. 11 -Video 
with excessive 60- 
cycle ac. Video am- 
plifier output 
through low-capa- 
ci tance probe. 
Sweep rate 30 

cycles. 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

tor or tuner check point when the re- 
sponse curve is to be viewed. The high - 
frequency detector probe (video if) is 
used for signal tracing in the if section 
of a TV chassis. The low- frequency de- 
tector (rf demodulator) probe is used 
for general signal tracing in rf if 
circuits and for bandwidth checks in 
video and chroma circuits. The low - 
capacitance probe is used in all other 
applications, especially when minimum 

loading 
desired. 

Fig. 12 -Video sig- 
nal with distorted 
sync pulses. Low - 
capacitance probe 
at video -amplifier 
output. Sweep rate 

7,875 cycles. 

of the circuit under test is 
Pleasant probing! END 

Parts List 
RI, 2- 100,000 ohms 
R3 -To be determined, see text 
R4 -5 -meg pot 
R5 -input resistance of scope 
CI -100 µµf 
C2 -To be determined, see text 
C3, 4, 5- Distributed capactances in probe and scope 
D- CK706, I N295, I N34 crystal diode or equivalent, 

see text 

Primer for Tube Buyers 
Q I sometimes see tubes advertised for sale at 

prices much lower than list. How come? 

A Not all tubes are of the same quality. Some 
dealers offer seconds, rejects or otherwise less 
than perfect tubes at lower prices. 

Q Isn't that illegal? 

A No! Unethical -Yes, since the reader has the 
right to expect that unless otherwise stated the 
tubes offered for sale are new and unused. 

Q Well, why do you permit such advertising? 

A RADIO -ELECTRONICS doesn't. Maybe we're old 
fashioned, but the publishers of RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS insist that their readers be told what 
kind of tubes they are being offered. Since 

JULY, 1957 

January 1956 we have demanded that mail - 
order tube advertisers state specifically that the 
tubes advertised are new and unused, not re- 
jects or rebranded merchandise. If the tubes 
do not meet those standards, the advertisers 
must say so. 

Q Well what do you gain out of that? 

A Financially, if that's what you mean, we gain 
nothing! In fact, if you check back over issues 
prior to January 1956, you'll find we've lost 
some of this advertising. But we are protecting 
our readers -and our advertisers. And since 
we're not in business for just the fun of it, we 
feel that that will help build our circulation - 
and our advertising income. 
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EXPERIMENTER'S POWER SUPPLY 

50 

By THOMAS R. HUGHES 

THIS power supply is designed for 
operating two or three pieces of 
equipment at one time for testing 
and developing receivers, power 

amplifiers, etc. It consists of three sep- 
arate sections: a main plate supply 
providing a fixed do voltage; a supply 
of 0 -350 volts dc, variable, for fixed 
bias or other purposes ; a supply of 
0 -24 volts dc, variable, at 3 amperes 
for a filament supply of low -level stages 
or other low- voltage needs. 

Each section (Fig. 1) is completely 
isolated from the line and other sections 
by its own isolating transformer, pre- 
venting feedback or crossover within 
circuits being fed. Aside from the door- 
bell transformer and 26 -volt 3- ampere 
selenium rectifier used in section 3, and 
the 1 -to -1 ratio isolating transformer 
used in section 2, all major components 
can be bought at stores dealing in war 
and manufacturer's surplus stocks. 

Section 1 is a standard power pack 
fed from a TV plate and filament trans- 
former rated at 800 volts center -tapped 
and 225 milliamperes. One 6.3 -volt wind- 
ing delivers 10 amperes, one 1.5 amperes 
and one 5 -volt winding 3 amperes. The 
B -plus output of this section can be 

Top - The completed experimenter's 
power supply; with cover lifted all con- 
trols are exposed. Center -Rear view 
shows the output connections. Bottom 
-Underchassis wiring and parts layout. 
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jumped from around 350 volts to over 
400 by switching a 10 -µf heavy -duty, 
oil -filled shunting capacitor ahead of 
the first smoothing choke. 

This supply is well filtered by two 
10 -henry chokes and 40 -µf shunting 
capacitors with a variable voltage - 
divider resistance load. No voltage 
regulation is used in any of the three 
sections because they are well under- 
rated for normal use. 

The second section is a selenium rec- 
tifier voltage -tripler circuit, using a 
four -deck selector switch to change 
from a single half -wave to a doubler 
and then to a tripler connection, giving 
a selection of three voltage ranges. 

At these ranges the voltage can be 
gradually faded toward zero by a rheo- 
stat in the 117 -volt line ahead of T2. 
In this way it is not necessary to sacri- 
fice any dc power by I=R loss in volt- 
age dividers or fixed resistors. 

This supply contains a 10 -henry 
smoothing choke and 16 -µf capacitor, to 
iron out ripple. All components are 
rated for at least 200 ma. 

The third section consists of a 3- 
ampere full -wave selenium rectifier fed 
from the secondaries of a heavy duty 
doorbell ringing transformer. With a 
two -deck selector switch, the secondary 
taps of this transformer can be re- 
connected from 8 to 16 or 24 volts. The 
output is filtered by 8,000 pf. 

Here again, the secondary voltage 
is lowered by a rheostat and resistors 
on the line side of the transformer and 
the I`R loss avoided on the dc side. 
A selector switch inserts additional re- 
sistors in series with the rheostats if 
the load is too light to produce the 
required voltage dropping within the 
rheostat winding. A double -throw tap 
switch determines whether the resistor 
bank will be used with section 2 or 3. 

AC RECEPTACLES 

RI R2 

40/450V + .. 
IOH% 00MAll 

10/600V 
150' 

+SEES6TEXT 

6 
B 

117VAC IN 

Design of Chassis 
The chassis was laid out to shield the 

filtered sections from the ac compo- 
nents and conductors and separate the 
selenium rectifiers and capacitors from 
all heat -producing parts. An aluminum 
plate was used for the deck to which 
all transformers and chokes were bolted, 
thus, there could be no magnetic path 
from one to another through it. All 
cores were rotated 90° from adjoining 
units. 

The aluminum plate was mounted ap- 
proximately 4 inches high to give plenty 
of room for mounting capacitors and 
rectifiers underneath. The heat-produc- 
ing parts were mounted above the deck 
where plenty of air circulation is per- 
mitted by cane -metal covers (See 
photos) . 

To protect the controls on the front 
and the plugs to be inserted on the 
rear from mechanical injury, both the 
front control and rear terminal panels 
are recessed. 

The front half of the cane -metal 
cover is hinged and tilts back over the 
rear. The rear half of the top can be 
lifted off pegs without removing any 
screws but the back vertical section 
of the screen is screwed in place be- 
cause the same screws and nuts hold 
some chokes and transformers in place. 

The two ends of the chassis were 
made from 20 -gauge galvanized sheet 
steel and the front panel and rear 
terminal board and bottom cover plate 
were made from remnants of 24 -gauge 
galvanized sheet steel. 

Fig. No. 2 shows how the material 
was cut and bent to make the two 
ends. In each position that tinsnips 
could not reach, a row of four small 
holes was drilled for starting a saw 
and a fine -tooth hacksaw blade (pointed 
like a keyhole saw) was used to saw 
along the line. Bends were made by 
clamping between pieces of angle iron 
in a 4 -inch vise and creasing with a 
light hammer. 

The drum- shaped rolls at the top 
corners were made, after all bends 
were complete, by clamping a section of 
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Fig. 2- Layout for construction of the 
power -supply cabinet. 

2 -inch- diameter metal shafting at the 
place and bending the top extension 
down over it to meet the front part. 
Where there was overlapping, the edge 
was trimmed off with a hacksaw. Small, 
aluminum countersunk head rivets were 
used to fasten a small patch of sheet 
metal inside this joint. The joint was 
filled with acid -core solder and then 
the rivet heads and solder were 
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Resistors: I -500, I- 1,000, I -2,500 ohms, 10 watt ; 

RI -5 (see text): 1 -15 ohms, 20 watts; 1 -500 -ohm 
0.3- ampere wirewound rheostat; 1-500 -ohm 25 -wa t 
wirewound rheostat. 
Capacitors: I -10 pf, 600 volts, oil filled, pape ; 

1 -16 pf, 2 -40 pf, 3-80 pf, 450 volts, electrolytic ; 

2 -1,000 pf, 25 volts, electrolytics; 3 -2,000 pf, 6 
volts, electrolytics. 
Switches: 1-4-pole double -throw selector switch 
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(contacts on 2 decks) I -3 -pole 3- position 3 -deck 
selector switch; I-4 -pole 3- position selector switch; 
4 -spst; I -dpst, IO amperes. 
Transformers and chokes: I- shielded transformer, 
800 volts et at 225 ma, 6.3 volts at 10 amp, 6.3 volts 
at 1.5 amp, 5 volts at 3 amp; I- isolation trans- 
former, 40 watts; I -bell transformer, 117 volts to 8, 
16 24 volts at 3 amp; 2 -10 -henry 200 -ma, 150 -ohm 
shielded smoothing choke. 

Miscellaneous: I- selenium rectifier, 26 -volt, 3 -amp, 
full -wave bridge type; 3- selenium rectifiers, 150 - 
volt 250 -ma, half -wave type; 2 -3 -amp fuses and 
holders; 1 -0.25 -amp fuse and holder; I -I -amp fuse 
and holder; I- high -voltage fuse and holder; 1-0.25 - 
amp 510 -810 fuse and holder; I -5U4G and socket; 

1 -117 -volt pilot lamp and assembly; I- chassis and 
cabinet (see text); I -line cord; knobs, output 
terminals. 

Fig. 1 -The experimenter's power supply is actually three independent systems. 
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smoothed down flush with the outer 
surface. 

The chassis sections are bolted to- 
gether with 6 -32 machine screws and 
nuts and the bottom cover plate at- 
tached at blind flanges by sheet -metal 
screws. 

Because the cover tips back over the 
top, there was no logical way of mount- 
ing a handle in the center for carrying 
the chassis. The outfit weighs around 40 
pounds and any handle must be sub- 
stantial. The 11 /0x31/2 -inch sections were 
bent in near the top in each end to pro- 
vide flush hand holes. Thus, both hands 
are used to carry the set and the 
handles provide a smooth surface for 
distribution of pressure on all fingers. 
In addition, a certain amount of venti- 
lation is provided at these locations for 
transformers located in the ends. 

Ventilating covers 
Cane metal is intended for ventilat- 

ing panels in doors of water -heater 
cabinets, etc., in kitchens or service 
porches and can be bought in sheets 
at hardware stores or cabinet shops. 
Along the edges and running through 
its pattern are strips of solid metal 
about 1/8 or 3/16 -inch wide. I always 
lay out covers so that solid strips are 
along the edges to give a finished ap- 
pearance. If this is not possible, fold the 
sharp ends of the lattice work back 
over a piece of soft iron wire (any 
gauge from 16 to 10) to form a neat 
rolled edge. 

At the sides of the front cover that 
tips back to expose the controls, 3/4 -inch 
flanges were bent over to give it 
strength. Where it was bent to conform 
to the 1 -inch radius rolls at the top 
corners of end pieces, the lattice -work 
sections were carefully trimmed out 
of the flanges, with diagonal cutters, 
to meet after the roll was made. These 
tips were joined by soldering (with 
acid -core solder) to make the side flange 
continuous around the bend. 

For the hinge, the back edge of this 
cover was rolled over a 3/16 -inch rod; 
it doesn't matter where the lattice work 
is cut off. Fig. 2 shows a Sts -inch flange 
bent down at the inside top edge of 
the end pieces. A hole was drilled in 
this flange at each end to receive the 
hinge rod. The rod is cut to extend past 
the flanges and can be slid endwise 
while inserting in one end and then 
slid back through the hole in the other 
end. 

The cane -metal section above the 
terminal board at the rear was flanged 
at the bottom for bolting in place and 
along the sides for finishing. At the 
top corners things didn't jibe for se- 
curing it by bolts through the flanges. 
So, to finish and strengthen the top 
edge and fasten it to the chassis ends, 
two small angles were bent from 24- 
gauge sheet steel. These were fitted 
together, one inside the other, with 
ears on the ends of one for bolting to 
the chassis end sections. 

These angles were clamped over the 
edge of the cane -metal back piece by 
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three 4 -36 machine screws with the 
nuts topside. The top cover that mates 
with this section had the flange bent 
under so that openings in the cane 
metal would seat over these three screw 
tips and hold it in place. Some small 
angle clips were bolted to the end sec- 
tions, just back of the hinge, to hold 
the front edge of this section. 

Angle clips were bolted to the front 
control panel and riveted to the end 
sections for supporting the aluminum 
deck section. Soft 1/s -inch tinner's rivets 
were used on the ends, with the heads 
inside. The holes were countersunk 
from the outside so that after the 
rivet ends were peened into the flared 
holes they could be smoothed down 
flush with the outer surface of sheet 
metal. 

The top edge of the control panel 
was doubled over to leave a finished 
edge. A sheet of .012 -inch Lucite was 
crimped under this folded edge with 
a piece of 1 -inch medical tape folded 
over the Lucite and extending past the 
edge of the metal to keep from cut- 
ting the Lucite. Before the controls 
were finally installed, the Lucite was 
pulled down over the front of the 
panel and held in place with pieces of 
small chrome auto -molding and 4 -36 
screws and nuts. 

A razor blade was used to cut out 
the Lucite at the holes for control 
shafts. Then a piece of white paper was 
placed behind the Lucite and holes cut 
through it also. I typed labels and 
instructions on this paper. Then the 
controls were ready for installing. Lock - 
nuts were used front and back on the 
shafts of all controls. The front nut 
was adjusted for the desired length 
of the shaft and tightening was done 
by the rear nut so that the Lucite 
would not be damaged. 

Fuses and controls 
Since this unit is to feed various 

equipment, all sections are fused. Three 
fuses are in the transformer primaries 
and a fourth is used for all four ac 
line plugs. The fuse in the center -tap 
lead of the plate supply is mounted 
in a clip inside the chassis, above the 
aluminum deck. 

Since the contacts of the voltage - 
range selector switches short adjoining 
clips as they are rotated, it is well 
to de- energize the primary while shift- 
ing to the next range. 

The section -2 range selector (upper 
left -hand corner of panel) controls the 
four decks of contactors (S1 -a -d). The 
control to the right of it is the section - 
2 voltage reducer. 

When section 2 is connected to a load 
requiring its full rated 200 ma, this 
rheostat will fade the voltage down to 
30 %, or less, of full range. However, 
when it is connected to a lighter load, 
additional 10 -watt resistors are con- 
nected in series with the rheostat. The 
control directly below the voltage re- 
ducer is the resistor selector. 

To the right of the section -2 voltage 
reducer is the section -3 reducer. It con- 

trots a 500 -ohm 0.3- ampere rheostat. 
This rheostat will also need resistors 
inserted in series with it for controlling 
light loads. 

Below the section -2 range selector, at 
the left of the panel, is the handle of a 
2 -deck tap selector. This switch trans- 
fers the resistor selector from one rheo- 
stat to the other and leaves the re- 
maining rheostat connected straight 
through. 

To the lower right hand of the other 
control knobs is the section -3 range se- 
lector. It controls a three -deck selector 
switch (S2 -a -c) , with S2 -c switching 
in a capacitor. 

Since I could obtain only two 1,000- 
µf capacitors at 25 volts from surplus 
stocks but could get plenty of 2,000 -µf 
units at 6 volts, I use the third deck 
to switch in three 2,000 -pf capacitors in 
parallel on the 8 -volt range. I need the 
6.3 volts mostly and this satisfactorily 
clips ripple. 

Assembling 
Before assembling, I painted the in- 

side of the end sections, the aluminum 
deck and the cane -metal grilles with 
some tough auto enamel which was 
left over from another job. These parts 
were baked in the sun for a week 
before assembly. 

All capacitors except Cl were of the 
aluminum -can twistlock variety, mount- 
ed in groups on sections of 3/32 -inch 
electrical fiberboard by drilling holes 
in the fiber for the tabs to extend 
through and crimping the tabs. They 
were mounted so no cans touched any 
part of the chassis as the chassis was 
not used for any ground path. 

The three selenium rectifiers were 
mounted in a row by passing an 1/8-inch 
rod through the brass tubes in their 
centers. The ends of the rod were 
threaded with a 6 -32 die for nuts to 
mount brackets at the ends and keep 
the rectifiers from rotating. 

Holes were made through the alumi- 
num deck with a 1 1/16 -inch knockout 
punch at locations where groups of 
wires had to pass through. Switch Si 
was mounted on the aluminum deck by 
a bracket at its rear. 

Since the most complicated wiring 
was in the connections between this 
control and the rectifiers and capacitors 
of the section -2 tripler circuit, a start 
was made with these parts mounted 
on the aluminum deck. After all con- 
nections were made between the rec- 
tifiers and capacitors below deck and 
the selector switch above, the final 
leads were extended for connecting to 
other components as assembly pro- 
ceeded. 

The double -throw tap selector switch, 
which mounts snugly below Sl, was 
wired next and mounted in its slot on 
the control panel with leads brought out 
for connecting to surrounding controls. 
Pieces of white medical tape were used 
to stick tabs on the leads and they were 
identified by writing on the tabs with 
a lead pencil. 

In assembling the chassis, the flanges 
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at the sides of the control panel lock 
behind the flanges of the end sections 
to conceal their edges. While these 
flanges were hooked together and the 
end sections spread apart, the alumi- 
num deck was inserted into the end 
sections. The deck was then lowered 
onto its supporting clips as the ends 
were swung into position and the shaft 
of S1 was inserted through its hole 
in the front panel. 

The other selector switches were 
wired and leads brought out before 
mounting in place on the panel because 
the controls fit together too snugly for 
wiring in place. 

Only a fair mechanic who has done 
a little shaping of sheet metal should 
tackle the construction of the chassis. 

Terminal board 
Some of the rear plugs are not 

readily available but were sorted out 
of surplus odd lots in supply houses. 
So- called battery plugs were used for 
some of the low- voltage connectors al- 
though such are not normally intended 
for use as convenience outlets. They 
are not provided with a large enough 
fiber insulating plate that they can 
be mounted in an opening through the 
sheet metal. Instead, I drilled a 1/4 -inch 
hole in the sheet metal where each 
connecting pin reaches through, allow- 
ing a clearance all around the pins of 
at least 1/16 inch from the metal. The 
plug receptacles were then mounted 
back of these holes by two 4 -36 screws 
and nuts. 

By having a different type of plug 
for each voltage or class of supply, 
no one will make a mistake and damage 
some equipment by plugging it into 
the wrong outlet. 

A four -prong Jones plug was used 
for supply from section 2 although 
only two prongs are of any value. There 
are two plugs of the same type con- 
nected in parallel for each of the 
classes of supply normally used. This 
is so that two pieces of equipment can 
be furnished plate or filament voltage 
at the same time. And, of course, all 
plugs are polarized. 

The plugs and switches of the ac 
line were shielded as much as possible 
from the rest of the chassis. All line 
wires pass from the front to the rear 
through the trough raceway. These 
shields were made from scraps of thin 
metal. 

It is possible that this shielding was 
unnecessary but I took every precau- 
tion possible to prevent hum pickup. 
I even fed the indicator light at the 
top of the control panel by a two - 
conductor shielded cable from below. 

Shielded feeders are brought up 
from the filtered B plus of section 
1 to a terminal plate in the top of 
the chassis. Various resistors can be 
grouped at this terminal plate for a 
shunting load or voltage dividers 
(R1 -5). Resistors R1 -3 are chosen to 
add with R4 and R5 (if needed) for 
making up a usual shunting load of 
25,000 ohms. END 
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Re: FM -3 AFC Conversion 
Had trouble adding age to your Heathkit 
FM -3 or 3A tuner? Try these suggestions 

WE have received inquiries 
from readers who did not 
get satisfactory performance 
after adding afc to their 

Heathkit FM -3 tuners as described in 
the January 1957 issue. Heath Com- 
pany engineers had previously success- 
fully modified several tuners and re- 
port, on inquiry, that the main difficulty 
seems to be in the germanium afc diode. 

Two diodes of the same type may 
have conductance curves that vary 
widely. Optimum performance is usu- 
ally obtained when the diode is operated 
on the knee of the curve. The best 
operating point for your diode can be 
obtained by varying the cathode volt- 
age of the 6C4 until the afc action is 
most positive or until a fairly strong 
station covers the widest possible tun- 
ing spread. 

If the afc does not work the 6C4 
operating voltages are incorrect, the 
diode is reversed or one of the newly 
installed components is defective. To 
change the operating point of the di- 
ode, try a different value of resistance 
for the 6C4 plate load resistor, cathode 
resistor or by loading the grid with a 
fairly high resistance to ground. This 
applies only to the modification where 
the 6C4 cathode supplies bias and actu- 
ating voltage for the diode as in Fig. 
3 of the article. 

When it is impossible to obtain cor- 
rect calibration after conversion, it 
will probably be necessary to replace 
the 10- or 14 -µµf N750 temperature 
compensating capacitor (across the os- 
cillator coil on the tuning assembly) 
with a lower value. Try a 4.7 -µ4 N750 
unit. 

A substantial improvement was made 
in two of the tuners by increasing the 
size of the capacitor (10 µµf) in series 
with the diode and the oscillator grid. 

A value of around 20 µµf worked nicely. 
In some cases, this larger coupling 
capacitor may affect calibration and 
necessitate a reduction in the tempera- 
ture- compensating capacitor mentioned 
above. 

This afc circuit is sensitive to signal 
strength. Control action is usually good 
on strong and medium signals but may 
be slight or non -existant on weak ones. 
The if alignment must be good or the 
set will respond only to very strong 
signals. 

6X4 

6X4 

TO CSC PLATE (6U8 PIN I) 
TO 6C4 PLATE 

TORF &IF AM L5 (PIN 51 

IOOn I1(12W 8.2K 

0011 2áT33550, x.20 O TOOV 

= Fig. 1 

TO SC PLATE 6U8 PIN I) 
TO C4 PLATE (FIN 5) 

6.8K 47K 

TO RF & IF AMPLS 

IK/2W 

6.8K 
47K 

20 2 150V 

Fig. 2 

Modifying the FM -3A. Most of the 
circuit differences in the FM -3 and 
FM -3A are at points involved in the afc 
modification. In the FM -3 the 6C4 
alone is decoupled from all other cir- 
cuits by a 47,000 -ohm resister and 2 -µf 
capacitor as in Fig. 1. The diagram of 
comparative circuits in the FM -3A 
(Fig. 2) shows the oscillator and 6C4 
decoupled from the remaining circuits 
by an 8,200 -ohm resistor and 20 -µf ca- 
pacitor. If your tuner is a model 
FM -3A, change its circuit to agree with 
that of the FM -3 before modifying for 
afc. END 

Ocoming... 

in 

next 
TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER - 
MODULATOR delivers 10 watts. 

month's 
issue... 

This easily built amplifier will in- 

terest phono amateurs and audio 
enthusiasts alike. 

SERVICING GATED BEAM DETECTORS 

INEXPENSIVE INSTRUMENTS AS SERVICE AIDS 
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e asy_to-li n 9 
FM tuner 

By ROBERT ABBATECOLA 

ON E of t.hc- major drawbacks in 
the construction of an FM 
tuner is the problem of align- 
ment after it is built. The 

tuner described in this article is de- 
signed to overcome this obstacle by 
using a 6BN6 gated -beam limiter detec- 
tor tube, a type used in many modern 
television receivers. 

The tuner is constructed on a 5 x 7 
x 2 -inch chassis although it could also 
be built on a smaller one. Only stand- 
ard, easily obtained components are 
used. The construction itself will pre- 
sent no problems if all the usual pre- 
cautions for building a vhf tuner of this 
kind are taken. For instance, keep all 
component leads and wiring as short 
as possible and use a separate ground 
tie point for each individual tube and 
its components. To help prevent oscilla- 
tion, connect the center ground post of 
each tube socket to the nearest ground 

This FM tuner 
is also ease to 

COiIStiifet 

ANT TERMINALS V4 

POWER 
ADAPTER 

T2 V3 TI V2 
DIAL 

VI LI,L2 

Tuner with adapter for 
amplifier. 

point. Use ceramic or mica -filled sockets. 
This tuner has only four high -gain 

tubes (Fig. 1). A 6CB6 pentode is used 
for the rf amplifier, feeding the pentode 
section of a 6U8, used as a rf mixer. 
The 6U8 triode section acts as a Hartley 
oscillator. From the 6U8 mixer, the 
signal is fed to the 6CB6 10.7 -mc if 
amplifier. The last tube is a 6BN6 
limiter detector. This tube also provides 
age for the tuner, through a 1N120 
diode connected to the quadrature grid 
and coil. Fig. 2 shows the top of the 
chassis, illustrating the parts layout. 
It will help keep component leads short. 
The tuning capacitor is mounted in the 
center of the chassis. The 6CB6 rf 
amplifier is mounted to the right of the 
front section of the variable capacitor 
with antenna coils L1 and L2 directly in 
front of the tube at the top of the 
chassis to isolate them from the rf 
stage. A short length of 300 -ohm ribbon 

SI 

TUNING 
CONTROL 

power connection to 

line is run to the antenna terminal. 
The 6U8 is mounted on the left side, 

opposite the middle section of the tun- 
ing. capacitor. The rf coil is under the 
chassis (Fig. 3) directly below the 
middle section of the tuning capacitor. 
The last section of the tuning capacitor 
is used as the local oscillator, and the 
oscillator coil is mounted under the 
chassis, 90° out of line with the rf coil 
to help prevent mutual coupling. A 
small copper shield is mounted on the 
chassis to shield the rf coil from the 
oscillator coil. Next in line is Tl, then 
the 6CB6 if amplifier, then T2 with the 
6BN6 last. No volume control is in- 
cluded in the design of the tuner be- 
cause most amplifiers already have one. 

After the photographs were taken, 
a 6E5 was added to aid in tuning. Al- 
though not essential, the 6E5 can be 
used in aligning the tuner. 

The tuner is connected to a power 

ANT 

LI L2 7.50ppf C2347100 

I 

(2Opytf - PER 

CSECTION 

VI S 147PIlt 

1/2 8U8 

6 I ottó i T KII 1; 

V2 -4 

Rn 5 6BN C20 
Y3 if } 1 Y4 

I I 

C32 
f- 

v 

LS i C26-33p0 

C. 

1 

b T 1-c TrC4 R 

-17-50pf 

7K 

33 

RIS 33K CATH 

C 2712sppf 
C34 

I/26U8 16 

R21 

J.JMEG 
C22 001 Cz! O 1N120 

C35 110 

0.001 / 6005 CERAMI4 

PHONO INPUT 

I ó I ó I 2 b 

51 iy OUTPUT 

CI -a, -b, -c -3 -gang 20- µµf -per- section variable 
C2, 3, 4-7 -50 µµf ceramic trimmer 
CS to C19, C2I, C31 to 34- .001 -psf 600 -volt ceramic 
C20, 28, 29- .01 -µf ceramic 
C22 -.001 µf 
C23, 24-47 -µµf mica 
C25 -5 -µµf mica 
C26-33 -µµf mica 
C27 -2.5 -µµf mica 
C30 -10 -µµf mica 
C35 -10 -µf 450 -volt electrolytic 
C36- .001 -µf 600 -volt ceramic 
All resistors Va watt 
R1 -470,000 ohms 
R2 -100 ohms 
R3, 12, 19- 33,000 ohms 
R4, 13-470 ohms 
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RS, 10, 20 -1 megohm 
R6, 8- 47,000 ohms 
R7, 9 -4,700 ohms 
RI1 -150 ohms 
R14 -250 -ohm carbon potentiometer 
RI5 -220 ohms 
R16- 22,000 ohms 
R17 -1,500 ohms 
R18- 82,000 ohms 
R21 -3.3 megohms 
LI -1 turn No. 16 enamel wire, 

close to ground end of L2 

L2 -31/2 turns No. 16 enamel 
3/4 inch long 

L3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10-14 turns No. 22 enamel wire, 
3/16 -inch ID, closewound 

L4-3 turns No 16 enamel wire, 1/4 inch, ID, % inch 

1/4 inch ID, spaced 

wire, 1/4 inch ID, 

long 
L5 -31/2 turns No. 16 enamel wire, 1/4 inch ID, 5/16 

inch long, tapped 1/7 turn from ground end 
LI I -34 turns No. 30 enamel wire on 3/4- inch -diameter 

iron core, slug -tuned coil form (Cambridge 
Thermionic Corp. LS3 or equivalent). 

DI -1N120 crystal diode 
TI, 2- 10.7 -mc FM if transformer (J. W. Miller 1463 

or equivalent) 
51 -3 -pole 2- position rotary switch (Mallory 3242J 

or equivalent) 
VI, 3 -6CB6 
V2 -6U8 
V4 -6BN6 
VS-6E5 
Chassis, output connectors, knobs, assorted hard- 
ware. 

Fig. 1- Schematic diagram of the FM tuner. 
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LI,L2 IN FRONT OF TUBE 

ANT TERMINALS 

PHONO 
OUTPUT 

V2 TI V3 T2 NR14 

Fig. 2 -Top chassis view. indicating 
layout of large components. 

supply delivering 250 volts at 40 ma, or 
power can be taken from the amplifier, 
since little current is needed. 

We made an adapter from an old tube 
base and an octal socket (see photo 
at the head of the article) to allow 
taking power from the amplifier with- 
out installing an additional socket in 
the power supply. The adapter is 
plugged into one of the output tube 
sockets and the tube plugged into the 
socket on the adapter. To wire the 
adapter we soldered wires to all the 
pins on the socket. Then, using a four - 
conductor cable we connected leads to 
the screen grid terminal, filament ter- 
minals and the ground terminal, bring- 
ing the cable out through a hole drilled 
in the tube base. Next we brought the 
wires from the socket down through 
the respective tube pins and soldered. 

Alignment procedure 
To align the tuner all that is re- 

quired is a rf signal generator and 
a vtvm. If a 6E5 eye tube is used, it 
will be connected to the agc line at 
the junction of R1, R5, R10, R19, and 
the chassis ground measuring the agc 
voltage. Therefore, while it would be 
handy to connect a vtvm at this point, 
it is not entirely necessary. With the 
tuner turned on, check the eye tube 
or vtvm. The eye should be fully open 
and the voltmeter should read less than 
1 volt. If the eye is not fully open or 
the voltmeter reads more than 1 volt, 
the tuner is probably oscillating. Take 
some .001 -µf ceramic capacitors and 
connect them at different points in the 
circuit to see if the oscillation will 
stop. Any point in the circuit can be 
bypassed with the .001 -µf capacitors 
except control grids or plates. In our 
tuner, we found that, by substituting 
a .01 -µf capacitor in place of a 
cathode bypass on the 6CB6 if amplifier, 
we were able to eliminate the oscilla- 
tions. Each tuner presents a different 
problem and the above solution will 
not apply in every case. 

After checking the tuner for oscilla- 
tions, connect an rf signal generator 
through a .001 -µf capacitor to the 
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Fig.3 -Small parts 
layout as seen un- 

der the chassis. 
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control grid, pin 2, of the 6U8 and 
ground. Turn the tuning capacitor 
until its plates are fully intermeshed. 
With the signal generator adjusted for 
a 10.7 -me unmodulated signal and with 
the vtvm or eye tube connected as 
described above, adjust if transformers 
Ti and T2 and quadrature grid coil 
L11 for maximum voltage or a minimum 
shadow on the 6E5. Reduce the output 
of the signal generator as the age volt- 
age increases, repeating the adjustments 
on T1 and T2 and L11 each time. The 
next step is to align the rf section. The 
signal generator should be tuned to 
about 106 me and connected to the 
antenna input terminals of the tuner. 
The tuning capacitor is tuned for an 
indication on the vtvm or the 6E5. 
If there is none, try adjusting oscillator 
trimmer capacitor C4 to get a signal 
with the tuning capacitor near its 
minimum capacitance. Then adjust the 
rf and antenna trimmer capacitors C2 
and C3 for maximum indication. 

If your signal generator sloes not 
cover the FM band (88 -108 mc), con- 
nect an antenna to the tuner and see 
if an FM station can be received. Know- 
ing the frequency of the station. adjust 
the oscillator trimmer capacitor, bring- 
ing the station to about the proper 
position of the tuning capacitor. Peak 
the rf and antenna trimmer capacitors 
for maximum indication. Adjust the 
tuner to receive a station toward the 
high end of the band and readjust the 
oscillator trimmer if necessary. Also, 
repeak the rf and antenna trimmers 
for maximum agc voltage. Next, tune 
to a station at the low end of the band. 
Should the FM band go beyond the full 
range of the tuning capacitor, spread 
the oscillator coil out slightly and re- 
adjust the oscillator trimmer capacitor. 
If the band is covered by a small 
portion of the tuning range, squeeze 

COPPER SHIELD 

the oscillator coil slightly and realign. 
Now for the tracking of the rf and 
antenna coils. Tune to a station at the 
high end of the band and adjust the 
rf trimmer for maximum age voltage. 
Then tune to a signal at the low end 
of the band and retune the rf trimmer 
capacitor for maximum voltage or eye 
closure, noting whether the trimmer 
has to be increased or decreased in 
capacitance. If its capacitance has to 
be decreased, separate the turns of rf 
coil L4 slightly. If an increase is neces- 
sary, squeeze the turns of the coil L4 
together slightly. Repeat this procedure 
until there is no change of the trimmer 
capacitor either at the high or low end 
of the band. The tuning capacitor will 
then be tracking across the whole band. 
The above steps also apply to antenna 
coil L2. 

With the tuner connected to a suit- 
able amplifier, tune in the weakest 
receivable station and adjust the 6BNG 
cathode potentiometer R14 for the best 
quality and minimum hash, not for 
maximum gain. You will notice that 
hash and distortion will increase on 
either side of this point. Once this is 
done readjustment will not be necessary 
for a long time or until the GBN6 is 
replaced. Use a carbon. potentiometer. 

In the off position switch SI discon- 
nects the heater, B plus and output of 
the tuner, connecting a phonograph to 
the amplifier. In the on position. heater 
and B -plus voltages are supplied to 
the tuner, the phonograph is removed 
from the input of the amplifier and the 
tuner is connected. We used a TV 
antenna coupler on our regular tele- 
vision antenna to receive both the 
television and FM signals. A folded 
dipole on the tuner will work well for 
local stations, or a regular FM antenna 
can be installed to obtain more distant 
stations. END 
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new 
QUALITY CONTROL 
signals for maintaining TV pic- 
ture quality are now being 
transmitted by the ABC tele- 
vision network. They appear on 
the viewer's screen as two 
bright horizontal lines in the 
"vertical interval" shown here 
at the top of the screen. They 
would normally be blocked out 
by the receiver mask. The 
viewer may get a correct pic- 
ture by rolling the bar down a 
little with the hold control and 
setting the brightness till the 
gray portion between the two 
bright lines just becomes black. 

The signals are even more 
valuable to engineers at net- 
work stations, who watch the 
square waves on their wave- 
form monitors (shown at left). 
The signal is referred to as an 
Amplitude Reference Signal 
and takes 4 of the 525 scanning 
lines. Its height sets the level. 
Bottom of the pulses is the 
black, top the white reference. 
Distortion or misshaping of the 
square waves indicates corre- 
sponding distortion of the sig- 
nal. Thus ringing, peaking, loss 
of frequencies at either end of 
the video spectrum can be rec- 
ognized and identified immedi- 
ately. 

ELECTRONIC DRIVE operates this new hi -fi turntable at 
four speeds without mechanical switching. Not only is more precise 
and trouble -free speed control claimed than with mechanical speed - 
change systems, but it works on 50 -cycle or other non -standard cur- 
rent. The drive circuit powers a hysteresis motor with 30 -, 60 -, 81- or 
141 -cycle ac. in effect, the motor becomes a four -speed unit. 

The belt- driven turntable, introduced by Fairchild, uses five tubes 
in the drive unit. A 12BH7 double triode in a Wien bridge oscillator 
circuit supplies voltage of the desired frequency to a I2BH7 push - 
pull preamplifier, which feeds another 12BH7 driver. This is cathode - 
coupled to a pair of push -pull class -B 25BQ6 -GA's, which supply the 
motor through a matching output transformer. 
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END OF THE BREADBOARD 
and research kits is foreshadowed by this 
Transimulator, with the help of which 
practically any transistor circuit can be de- 
signed without arranging components, cut- 
ting wires or making Fahnestock clip con- 
nections. It is made by Sprague Products 
Co. "for transistor circuit designing." Short 
of high power, the manufacturer states, 
any ac or direct -coupled amplifier stage, 
multivibrator, switching, phasing or push - 
pull circuit can be simulated with any de- 
sired type of transistor. Everything for re- 
sistance- coupled stages is built in, with 
voltages, biases and loads continuously 
variable. Almost any desired external con- 
nection, including extra voltage supply, 
meters, degeneration, bypass, various types 
of coupling and, of course, signal input 
and output can be made at the five -way 
binding posts on the panel of the Tran- 
simulator. 

SOLID, OPAQUE METAL 
windows and lenses made from a silicon 
material have been developed by Ray- 
theon. The new optical material, purified 
to 1 part impurity in 100 million, allows in- 
visible heat rays from subzero targets to 
reach a supersensitive infra -red detector. 
Use of this material may make it possible 
to detect enemy planes, ships and missiles 
from longer distances in total darkness 
without revealing the observer's position. 
The silicon optical parts could also be used 
as prisms, lenses and windows in devices to 
analyze petroleum products and help chem- 
ists to identify new compounds needed for 
better plastics and other synthetic materials. 
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THE use of printed circuitry in 
television receivers is increasing 
rapidly, and service technicians 
must adopt special techniques in 

repairing this relatively new type of 
wiring. These techniques do not con- 
sist of any new approach to servicing 
or troubleshooting procedure- basical- 
ly, this need not change. However, 
certain new tools and methods are 
required and should be used in the 
recommended manner. 

"Printed" circuits in various branches 
of electronics are of many types. Two 
are used predominantly in television 
receivers - etched circuits, using a 
photoengraving process, and plated 
circuits, used for the past few years 
by Motorola. Of the two, the etched 
circuit is the most popular and is easily 
distinguished by certain characteristics. 
The conductor pattern is noticably 
raised over the face of the insulating 
board by as much as .003 inch. The 
edges of the conductors are not as 
smooth as those of plated circuits. This 
can be seen easily with a magnifying 
glass. Finally, the back of the etched 
conductor is extremely rough. 

An etched circuit is made from a 
laminated plastic board having a sheet 
of thin copper foil bonded to one side. 
A layout diagram of the desired circuit 
is made, and then a photographic nega- 
tive is made of the drawing. The copper 
foil is then coated with a material that 
makes it photosensitive. 

A contact print of the negative is 
made on the copper foil, which is then 
photographically developed. Finally, 
after developing, the phenolic board is 
immersed in an etching solution. In 
the etching process the unexposed por- 
tions of the copper foil are eaten away, 
leaving a precise copper reproduction 
of the desired circuit bonded to the 
board. Using this process, line width 
of as little as .01 inch can be repro- 
duced accurately. Holes are then 
punched in the board, into which the 
leads of the various components are 
inserted. These are mounted on the 
side opposite the copper wiring. When 
all the parts are mounted and mechan- 
ically tightened, the entire wiring side ' of the board is dipped into molten 
solder to make all connections simul- 
taneously. In this process the copper 
wiring is also tinned. The last step 

+ consists of applying a coating of sili- 
cone resin varnish to the wiring to 
prevent short circuits due to dust and 
moisture. 

In working with these etched cir- 
cuits, the technician can work on the 
top side of the board and still see the 
printed circuit by placing a lamp of 
about 50 watts under the board. (Some 
of the early printed circuits were not 
translucent. -Editor) Do not use a 
lamp of more than 75 watts as over- 
heating can easily damage the copper 
foil and the laminate board. 

On the subject of heat, a low- wattage 
soldering iron is desirable. Although 
a 100 -watt iron can be used with care, 
a smaller unit of 35 to 50 watts is 
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advisable. Only in extreme emergen- 
cies or after considerable experience 
with etched circuits should a soldering 
gun be used. In keeping with the low - 
heat approach, a low- temperature rosin - 
core solder (60% tin and 40!; lead) 
should be used. Shorts from excess 
solder form easily and are difficult to 
find. Thus, use solder sparingly to keep 
it from spreading. 

Broken wiring 
In general, standard components are 

used in printed- circuit boards. How- 
ever, in continuity checking extreme 
care must be used in checking for 
breaks in the foil. Many technicians 
have found it profitable to invest in a 
magnifying glass. Breaks in the wir- 
ing are sometimes hairline thin and 
easily overlooked. 

If the break is very small -just a 
crack -it can be fixed by flowing some 
molten solder into it. If the separation 
is large -1/32 inch or so -the break 
should be jumped with a piece of solid 
hookup wire, allowing some slight 
overlap on each side. Pigtail trim- 

Early model etched circuit hoard. 
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mings from resistors and capacitors 
are splendid for this purpose. In com- 
paratively rare cases, when the break 
is very large and the jumper wire may 
cause a short, use an insulated wire. 

If the copper foil becomes raised 
from the board due to excessive heat 
or mechanical prying, cut off the raised 
portion and treat the separation simply 
as a large break in the wiring. 

Should it be necessary to remove a 
printed- circuit board, do so with cau- 
tion. (Normally this will be done only 
when the entire board is to be replaced. 
Under these conditions damage to the 
board is of no consequence. Editor) 
In some cases the slightest flexing of 
the board will cause the foil and 
mounting lugs to loosen. Thus, before 
removing the mechanical binding de- 
vices that hold the board, clear any 
wiring or mechanical obstructions 
around it. 

In sets using wire -wrap connections 
on the board where the connection has 
been opened, do not wrap the wire back 
onto the original terminal after the 
repair has been made. A good pro- 
cedure is to cut the wiring to the board 
(where necessary), leaving about 1/9 

inch of the color coded wire as a refer- 
ence point for reconnection -made by 
soldering to the wire -wrap lug. 

When printed -circuit boards are 
mounted to the chassis by lances to 
which they are soldered, removal re- 
quires a specific procedure. To prevent 
bending the board, apply heat to the 
point where the eyelet of the etched 
board is soldered to the lance, and 
simultaneously apply pressure to the 
back of the board through the board 
hole in the chassis. When the solder 
melts, gently force the board forward 
to the point where the lance is flush 
with the eyelet. Then let the junction 
cool. Do not try to clear the eyelet 
from the lance in one operation. Con- 
tinue this procedure at all lances hold- 
ing the board. Then when each lance is 
flush with its eyelet, follow the same 
procedure a second time to clear each 
eyelet from its lance and free the board 
from the chassis. 

While flexing the printed- circuit 
board should be avoided, in some stub- 
born cases of intermittent circuitry 
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Fig. 1- Brightness control modifica- 
tion in Admiral 22C2 chassis. 

it may be helpful. A slight flexing of 
the board sometimes aids in localizing 
a trouble such as an intermittent break 
ir the wiring. 

In probing printed circuitry, it is 
often necessary to remove the silicone 
resin on the wiring. This can best be 
done by using a silicone solvent, such 
as Xylene. Almost as effective, depend- 
ing upon the resin, is lacquer thinner 
or denatured alcohol. Where work has 
been completed and the wiring is to 
bz re- covered, clear lacquer can be 
applied with a brush. Krylon spray also 
serves this purpose extremely well. 

The precise approach to servicing 
printed circuits depends upon the par- 
ticular set and trouble. The above, 
however, is a general outline to be 
used on all such sets. 

Excessive brightness 
I Im re a peculiar case of too much 

minimum brightness on an Admiral 
chassis 22C2. With the brightness con- 
trol set to its maximum counterclock- 
wise position, instead of the picture tube 
being ent off, the brightness just di- 
minishes slightly and bright retrace 
lines can be seen. I have experimented 
with a vertical retrace blanking cir- 
<wit but this only affects the retrace 
lines. The brightness potentiometer has 
been replaced, along with all other com- 
ponents in the cathode and control grid 
circuits of the picture tube. I have 
noticed trouble similar to this on other 
sets of this type, but none quite so 
bad. 1 would appreciate some type of 
blanking circuit or other change that 
might correct this condition. -T. R., 
Detroit, Mich. 

The solution to this problem can be 
stated rather exactly since this is a 
common trouble in the Admiral 22C2 
and similar chasses. Fig. 1 shows the 
brightness control circuit of this model. 
As can be seen, the voltage on the 
control grid can be varied from ground 
potential to some B -plus value. The 
voltage on the cathode is relatively 
fixed, being determined largely by the 
voltage divider formed by resistors R1 
and R2. What has happened is that 
the voltage on the cathode is not suf- 
ficiently positive so that, even with 
the control grid at ground potential, 
the bias on the 21EP4 is not enough 
to bring the tube to cutoff. 

The solution, therefore, is simple. It 
consists of varying R1 and R2 so as 
to place a higher voltage on the cathode 
of the 21EP4. This can be done by 
decreasing the value of Rl and increas- 
ing the value of R2. A wide range of 
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values can be used, but these shown 
(R1, 270,000 ohms; R2, 1 megohm) have 
been tried in numerous sets and provide 
excellent brightness operation, with the 
tube going into cutoff when the bright- 
ness control is turned counterclockwise. 

Parasitic oscillations 
The raster on a Westinghouse chassis 

V -2342 is covered with sharp horizontal 
streaks and has a scalloped effect from 
top to bottom. This trouble takes place 
whether or not a station is tuned in and 
in some instances the condition gets so 
bad that the picture breaks up and 
tears. 

128Q6-GTB / 12CU6 124 GTA 
HC)RR.OUT r DA 

INSERT CHDKE HERE-"1 

directly in parallel with the flyback 
winding and the damper circuit. If 
this does not completely cure the 
trouble, change the value of capacitor 
C428 from 0.1 pf to approximately 
.047 pf. The higher capacitive react- 
ance will help squelch parasitic oscil- 
lations. 

Power transformer hum 
A very annoying case of hum has 

developed in an Olympic DA chassis 
after the set has been in operation for 
2 hours or so. The hum appears to be 
coming from the power transformer. 
This unit is a peculiar box type trans- 

3.31 H 

(428 Con 

.15 
TO KEYED AGC 

Fig. 2 -Stop parasitic oscillations in a Westinghouse V -2342. 

I noticed something that may give a 
clue to the trouble. When the brightness 
is decreased, the amount of streaking 
and scalloping increases. When the 
brightness is increased, the trouble is 
almost eliminated and there is a normal 
picture. The setting of the horizontal 
hold control has some effect on the 
trouble, but not much. The trouble ap- 
pears almost certain to be in the hori- 
zontal sweep circuit. I have checked as 
best I can, but have not been able to 
come up with a solution. I ha re replaced 
the horizontal oscillator and output 
tubes, the damper and the high- voltage 
rectifier. All these check good, as do 
all components in these circuits. -F'. N., 
Olympia, Wash. 

Trouble such as streaking and scal- 
loping can be caused by a great many 
defects, but occurring together and 
with the effect that the brightness 
control has, this seems almost certainly 
a case of some sort of parasitic oscil- 
lation. The principal effect of varying 
the brightness is to vary the load on 
the high -voltage power supply, and 
thus vary the high voltage. In cases 
of parasitic oscillations in the hori- 
zontal output circuit, the solution is 
usually in loading down the troublesome 
individual circuit. In this case it ap- 
pears very much like the fault lies in 
the damper circuit. 

Since you have changed the tube, 
first try placing a 3.3 -ph choke in the 
cathode lead of the 12AX4 damper 
(Fig. 2). If this does not help, short 
out C429 from the horizontal deflection 
yoke circuit. This will load down or 
dampen the entire output circuit by 
placing the horizontal deflection coils 

foriner and the only temporary solu- 
tion I have come up with is to hit it. 
But then the hum reappears hours later. 
Since the set works perfectly well, and 
I cannot find an exact replacement 
transformer, I would like to know of 
some way to reduce or eliminate the 
hum. Any suggestions would be appreci- 
ated-T. M., Columbus, Ohio. 

You apparently have a very early 
model of this chassis since every recent 
one appears to be of the standard 
variety. However, other manufacturers 
have had considerable trouble with hum 
in this type of unit and the general cure 
in the field has been to dent or dimple 
the top and sides of the transformer 
with a few taps from a hammer. The 
units are pretty rugged, and you can 
hit them hard. 

Another solution to this problem is 
to open the transformer and place wood 
wedges around the sides on the inside. 
Make these wedges good and tight. If 
denting and wedging do not help, re- 
place the transformer with one of 
standard construction. If you can't 
find an exact replacement, use one of 
slightly higher ratings, and use drop- 
ping resistors to get the proper B 
voltages. END 

MORE about 

PRINTED CIRCUITS 

in next month's 
TV Clinic 
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Servicing modern damper circuits 
The workings of 

typical flyback systems and 

how to troubleshoot them 

By MATTHEW MANDL 
TELEVISION CONSULTANT 

ANY troubles in the high - 
voltage and horizontal- deflec- 
tion systems of television 
receivers originate in the crit- 

ical damper circuit. When the damper 
tube or associated components become 
defective, symptoms can include raster 
ripple, light vertical bars, poor linear- 
ity, incorrect brightness, loss of high 
voltage, fuse blowing or other troubles. 

The damper tube conducts during the 
second transient alternation developed 
by the collapsing magnetic field of the 
horizontal deflection coils. Fig. 1 in- 
dicates the sweep waveform and the 
dotted lines show the transient voltage 
which would normally be developed in 
the absence of a damper tube. The 
transient produces one or more white 
vertical bars near the left of the screen 
since it occurs during the initial portion 
of the horizontal scan. When a transient 
voltage builds up, the beam moves 
forward more rapidly; when it declines, 
the beam reverses direction and moves 
toward the left of the screen (Fig. 2). 
This periodic forward- and -back move- 
ment of the beam at one particular 
place along the horizontal scan produces 
the white vertical line indicative of in- 
sufficient damping. 

The first alternation of the transient 
(caused by the collapse of the field 

SAWTOOTH SWEEP WAVEFORM 
REYBASK TRANSIENT 
REVERSED IN PHASE 

` TRANSIENT ABSORBED BY DAMPER 

HORIZ OUTPUT 

IST PART OF 
TRANSIENT 
USED FOR 
FLYBACK 

Fig. 1- Dotted waveforms are oscilla- 
tions in circuit not using damper tube. 
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around the deflection coils) does not 
cause the damper tube to conduct since 
it places a negative potential on the 
plate of the damper. This negative al- 
ternation develops the flyback voltage 
which is stepped up in the horizontal 
output transformer and then rectified, 
producing the high voltage for the 
second anode of the picture tube. The 
second (positive) alternation of the 
transient causes the damper tube to 

SHARP RISE CAUSES FAST FORWARD TRACE 

DECLINE CAUSES REVERSE BEAM TRACE 

INCLINE CAUSES FORWARD TRACE AGAIN 

WHITE BAR WHERE BEAM TRACES FORWARD,BAq(b FORWARD AGAIN 

Fig. 2 -How a white vertical bar is 
produced on the picture tube screen. 

conduct but, instead of the energy being 
wasted by having it dissipate through 
the resistance of the network, it is 
utilized for two important purposes: 

It provides the initial scanning volt- 
age of the horizontal line trace. Since 
the horizontal output tube is alternate- 
ly driven into conduction and to cutoff, 
a portion of the initial horizontal scan 
is missing during the time when the 
horizontal output tube is not conducting. 
The resistance of the damper tube 
circuit is regulated so that there is a 
gradual decay of the second alternation 
of the transient, and the damped wave 

is used to fill in the scanning gap which 
would exist otherwise. 

The energy is also used to boost the 
low -voltage power supply by adding an 
additional 50 to 250 volts. The amount 
of additional voltage contributed by the 
damper circuit depends on the type of 
horizontal output system and the 
amount of conduction in the damper 
tube. Since the damper conducts in- 
termittently, the voltage developed is 
pulsating and some filtering is neces- 
sary. The filter system of the voltage 
boost network usually employs two 
small -value capacitors and a choke coil 
similar to that used in conventional 
low -voltage power supplies. 

Commercial types 
Damper circuit design depends on the 

type of horizontal output system em- 
ployed. There are two general methods 
in use in modern receivers, one consist- 
ing of the isolation type flyback shown 
in Fig. 3. This flyback system has been 
in use for a long time, though most 
modern receivers employ the auto - 
transformer method. Since, however, 
the isolation type flyback is still found 
in receivers, the technician should be 
familiar with its characteristics. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the flyback sys- 
tem uses a horizontal output trans- 
former with two secondary windings. 
One winding furnishes the filament 
voltage for the high -voltage rectifier 
tube, and the other secondary winding 
is connected to the horizontal deflection 
coils as well as to the damper tube. 
The voltage boost section is in the 
cathode circuit of the damper tube and 
consists of two capacitors and a choke 
coil used for linearity adjusting. The 
repetition rate of the pulse frequency 
is 15,750 cycles per second, so filter 
requirements are not as severe as for 
a low- voltage power supply. Hence the 
filter capacitors are usually small. The 
one attached directly to the cathode 
may be approximately .05 µf.; the one 

(Continued on page '74) 
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An unproved niodcl of what >>'us ulreu 
outstanding instrument. 

* Performance is unmatched in this price range. 

* Incorporates the e.rtra features required 
for color TV servicing. 

HEATHKIT ETCHED CIRCUIT, PUSH -PULL 

5" Oscilloscope Kit 
COLOR TV 

The previous Heathkit oscilloscope (Model 0 -10) which 
was already a most remarkable instrument, has been im- 
proved even further with the release of the Heathkit 
Model 0 -11. It incorporates all the outstanding features 
of the preceding model, plus improved vertical linearity, 
better sync stability, especially at low frequencies, and 
much -improved over -all stability of operation, including 
less vertical bounce with changes in level. These improve- 
ments in the Model 0 -11 circuit make it even more ideally 
suited for color TV servicing, and for critical observations 
in the electronic laboratory. Vertical response extends 
from 2 CPS to 5 MC without extra switching. Response 
only down 2.2' DB at 3.58 MC. The l I -tube circuit 
features a 5UP1 cathode -ray tube. Sync circuit functions 
effectively from 20 CPS to better than 500 kc in five steps. 
Modern etched circuit boards employed in the oscillo- 
scope circuit cut assembly time almost in half, permit a 
level of circuit stability never before achieved in an 
oscilloscope of this type, and insure against errors in 
assembly. Both vertical and horizontal output amplifiers 
are push -pull. Built -in peak -to -peak calibrating source - 
step-attenuated input - plastic molded capacitors and top - 
quality parts throughout - pre- formed and cabled wiring 
harness - and numerous other "extra" features. A pro- 
fessional instrument for the serviceshop or laboratory. 
Compare its specifications with those of scopes selling in 
much higher price brackets. You can't beat it! . 

II A FUL PAY 
SEND FOR DETAILS OF HEATH 

TIME- PAYMENT PLAN. 

FEWER DOLLARS BRING MORE REAL 
QUALITY. 

Factory -to -you sales eliminate extra profit margin. 
"Build -it- yourself" eliminates labor charge. 
Heath purchasing power cuts component costs. 

2 PERSONAL SERVICE ASSURES 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION. 

You deal directly with the manufacturer. 
We are Interested in you before and after sale. 

RE ' S 
WHY h HEATH 

COMPANY 
A SUBS /DIARY OF DAMSTROM, IN 

BENTON HARBOR 20, MIC 
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3 PROVEN DESIGNS MEAN RELIABLE 
PERFORMANCE. 

Research and development efforts concentrated on kits 
only. 
All kits guaranteed to meet advertised specifications. 

4, EVERY KIT BACKED BY WORLD -WIDE 
REPUTATION. 

The world's largest manufacturer of electronic equip- 
ment in kit form. 
Producer of more than a million electronic kits for the 
home workshop and industry. 

5 EASY TIME -PAYMENT PLAN TO FIT YOUR 
BUDGET. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Heu HEATHKIT ETCHED CIRCUIT 

GREATEST SELECTION . 
Whether your particular special interest is in servicing, 
ham -radio, high-fidelity, 

or just ex eri Heathkifs to fill your 
P menfing_fhere 

are service is 
needs. You can equip on entire P or lab, buy a complete ham station or high- 

fidelity system, or set up a 

more 
really 

home workshop, by choosing from the 

thyourself" 
electronic kits by 

than 

Just 
different 

through 
the kits displayed in this y 

Heath. Just glance throw 
of the tremendous in t 

od, and you will idea Y of low-priced, some idea 
elec- 

tronic equipment available. priced, high quali ty 

5t" Oscilloscope Kit 
*. Brand new model with improved performance 

specifications. 

* Full 5" scope for service work at a remarkably 
low price. 

* Attractively styled front panel in charcoal gray with 
sharp white lettering. 

* Easy to build from step -by -step instructions and large 
pictorials. Not necessary to read schematic. 

This new and improved oscilloscope retains all the outstanding features of the 
preceding model, but provides wider vertical frequency response, extended sweep - 
generator coverage, and increased stability. A new tube complement and improve- 
ments in the circuit make these new features possible. Vertical frequency response 
is essentially flat to over 1 mc, and down only 11/2 DB at 500 kc. The sweep 
generator multivibrator functions reliably from 30 to 200,000 CPS, almost twice 
the coverage provided by the previous model. Deflection amplifiers are push -pull, 
and modern etched circuits are employed in critical parts of the design. A 5BP1 
cathode -ray tube is used. The scope features external or internal sweep and sync, 
one volt peak -to -peak reference voltage, 3- position step- attenuated input, adjustable 
spot -shape control, and many other "extras" not expected at this price level. A 
calibrated grid screen is also provided for the face of the CRT, allowing more 
precise observation of wave shapes displayed. The new Model 0M -2 is designed 
for general application wherever a reliable instrument with good response charac- 
teristics may be required. Complete step -by -step instructions and large pictorial 
diagrams assure easy assembly. Shpg. Wt. 

21 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT LOW CAPACITY PROBE KIT 
Oscilloscope investigation of high frequency, high im- 
pedance, or broad bandwidth circuits encountered in 
television requires the use of a low- capacity probe to 
prevent loss of gain, circuit loading, or waveform dis- 
tortion. The Heathkit low- capacity probe may be used 
with your oscilloscope to eliminate 
these effects. It features a variable cap- 
acitor, to provide correct instrument 
impedance match. Also, the ratio of 
attenuation can be varied. 

No. 342 

S35ó 
Shpg. Wt. I Lb. 

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT 
This handy device allows simultaneous oscilloscope observation of 
two signals by producing both signals, alternately, at its output. It 
features an all- electronic switching circuit, with no moving parts. 
Four switching rates are selected by a panel switch. Provides actual 
gain for input signals, and has a frequency response of ± 1 DB from 
0 to 100 kc. Sync output provided to control and 
stabilize scope sweep. Will function at signal levels as 
low as 0.1 volt. This modern device finds many ap- 
plications in the laboratory and service shop. It 
employs an entirely new circuit, and yet is priced 
lower than its predecessor. 

MODEL 5 -3 

$2195 
Shpg. Wt. 8 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT SCOPE DEMODULATOR PROBE KIT 
Extend the usefulness of your oscilloscope by employing 
this probe. Makes it possible to observe modulation of 
RF or IF carriers found in TV and radio receivers. 
Functions much like an AM detector to pass only modu- 
lation of signal, and not the signal itself. Among other 
uses, it will be helpful in alignment 
work, as a signal tracer, and for deter- 
mining relative gain. Applied voltage 
limits are 30 volts (R MS) and 500 
volts DC. It uses an etched circuit 
board to simplify assembly. 

JULY, 1957 

NO. 337-C 

$350 
Shpg. Wt. I Lb. 

HEATHKIT VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT 
This entirely new voltage calibrator produces near -perfect square 
wave signals of known amplitude. Precision 1% attenuator resistors 
assure accurate output amplitude, and multivibrator circuit guaran- 
tees good, sharp square waves, as distinguished from clipped sine 
waves. Output frequency is approximately 1000 CPS. Fixed outputs 
selected by panel switch are; .03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10, 30, and 100 volts 
peak -to- peak.. Allows measurement of unknown 
signal amplitudes by comparing to known peak -to- 
peak output of VC -3 on an oscilloscope. Will also 
double as a square wave generator at 1000 cycles for $12so 
determining gain, frequency response, or phase - ` 
shift icharacteristics of audio amplifiers. Equally Shpg. WI 4 Lb :. 
valuable in the laboratory or in radio and TV service 
shops. 

MODEL VC -3 
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HEATHKIT ETCHED CIRCUIT 
VACUUM TUBE Voltmeter Kit 

14" 
Shpg. Wt. 

7 Lbs. 

Easy to build -a pleasure to use. 

` I% precision resistors employed for high accuracy. 

Etched circuit board cuts assembly time in half. 

The fact that this instrument is the world's largest- selling 
VTVM says a great deal about its accuracy, reliability, 
and overall quality. The V -7A is equally popular in the 
laboratory or service shop, and represents an unbelievable 
test equipment bargain, without a corresponding sacrifice 
in quality. Its appearance reflects the performance of 
which it is capable. A large 41/2" panel meter is used for 
indication, with clear, sharp calibrations for all ranges. 
Front panel controls consist of a rotary function switch 
and a rotary range selector switch, zero- adjust, and ohms - 
adjust controls. Precision 1% resistors are used in the 
voltage divider circuits and etched circuits are employed 
for most of the circuitry. This makes the kit much easier 
to build, eliminates the possibility of wiring errors, and 
assures duplication of laboratory instrument performance. 
This multi -function VTVM will measure AC voltage 
(rms), AC voltage (peak -to- peak), DC voltage, and re- 
sistance. There are 7 AC (rms) and DC voltage ranges of 
0 -1.5, 5, 15. 50, 150, 500, and 1500. In addition, there are 
7 peak -to -peak AC ranges of 0 -4, 14, 40, 140, 400, 1400, 
and 40(10. 7 ohmmeter ranges provide multiplying factors 
of Xl. X10, X100, X1000, X10K, X100K, and X1 meg- 
ohm. Center -scale resistance readings are 10, 100, 1000, 
10K, 100K ohms, 1 megohm, and 10 megohms. A DB 
scale is also provided. The precision and quality of the 
components used in this VTVM cannot be duplicated at 
this price through any other source. Model V -7A is the 
kind of instrument you will be proud to own and use. 

HEATHKIT Etched Circuit 
RF PROBE KIT 
This RP probe extends the frequency 
response of any t 1- megohm VTVM. 
so that it will measure RF up to 250'- 
megacycles within 10 °; . Employs 
printed circuits for increased stability 
and case of assem- 
bly. Ideal for ex- 
tending service and Sol S laboratory appli- 
cations cations Of v 
Heathkit VTVM. Sbpg. Wt. t Lb. 

ETCHED CIRCUIT 
PEAK -TO -PEAK PROBE KIT 

Use this peak -to -peak probe with 
your t l- megohm VTVM to measure 
peak -to -peak voltages directly on 
the DC scales of the instrument. 
Will measure p -to -p voltages in the 

frequency range of S ke to 5 mc. 
Employs etched circuit boards for 
increased circuit stability and sim- 
plified construction. Extend the use- 
Nines:: of your 
VTVM. NOTE: NO. 338 -C 
Not required 

Wt. for the Heathkit 
V -7A. VTVM. 2 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT 20,000 OHMS /VOLT VOM KIT 
Sensitivity of this instrument is 20,000 ohms -per -volt DC and 5,000 ohms -per -volt AC. Measuring 
Langes are 0 -1.5, 5, 50, 150, 500, 1500, and 5000 volts for both AC and DC. Also measures current 
in the ranges of 0 -150 microamperes, 15 ma, 150 ma, 500 ma, and 15 a. Resistance ranges provide 
multipliers of XI, N.100, and X 10,000, resulting in center scale readings of 15, 15,000, and 150,000 
ohms. DB ranges cover from -10 db to +65 db. Housed in attractive black bakelite case with 
plastic carrying handle. this fine instrument provides a total of 25 meter ranges MODEL MM -1 

on its two -color scale. It employs a sensitive 50 microampere, 41/2" meter and Ide 
features all 1 `?,, precision multiplier resistors. Requires no external power, and is, $L7 so 
therefore, valuable in portable applications where no AC power is available. Shpg. Wt. 6 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT 30,000 VOLT DC 

HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE KIT 
This probe provides a multiplication factor of 100 on the DC ranges of the 
Heathkit t l- megohm VTVM. Precision multiplier resistor mounted inside 
the two -color plastic probe body. Plenty of insulation 
for completely safe operation, even at highest TV poten- 
tials. Designed especially for TV service work. 
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No. 336 

$4 5° 
Shpg. Wt. 2 tbs. 

HEATH COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. 
BENTON HARBOR 20. MICH- 

HEATHKIT HANDITESTER KIT 
The Model M -1 measures AC or DC voltage at 0 -10, 30, 300, 
1000, and 5000 volts. Direct current ranges are 0 -10 ma, and 
0 -100 ma. Ohmmeter ranges are 0 -3000 (30 ohm center scale) 
and 0- 300,000 ohms (3,000 ohms center scale). Uses a 400 
microampere meter for sensitivity of 1000 ohms -per -volt. A 
very popular test device for the home experimeter, electricians, 
and appliance repairmen, and for use as an "extra" instru- 
ment in the sers ice shop. lts small size and rugged construction 
make it perfect for any portable application. 
Easily slips into your tool box, glove corn- 
partment, coat pocket, or desk drawer. Top 
quality, precision components employed 
throughout. Shpg. Wt. 3 Lbs. 

MODEL M -1 

S145ó 
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CONTROLLED QUALITY .. 
Incoming parts inspection, and inspection of ma- 
terial coming off of our own production line assures you of the finest "build -it- yourself" kit that money can buy. Each kit contains all the components you need for assembly -and you can have confidence in the quality of the parts themselves. In addition to this inspection procedure, an extensive proof - building program for each new kit guarantees easy - 

to- follow instructions and reliable performance. 

HEATHKIT NEW AUDIO VACUUM TUBE 

Voltmeter Kit 
* Brand new circuit for extended frequency response 

and added stability. 

* Ten accurate ranges from 0 -.01 to 0 -300 volts. 

* Modern, functional panel styling. "On -off" switch 
at both extreme ends of range switch. 

This brand new AC vacuum tube voltmeter emphasizes stability, broad frequency re- 
sponse, and sensitivity. It is designed especially for audio measurements, and low -level AC 
measurements in power supply filters, etc. Employs a cascode amplifier circuit with 
cathode -follower isolation between the input and the amplifier, and between the output 
stage and the preceeding stages. An extremely stable circuit with high input impedance 
(1 megohm at 1000 CPS). Response of the AV -3 is essentially flat from 10 CPS to 200 
kc, and is usable for tests even beyond these frequency limits. Increased damping in the 
meter circuit stabilizes the meter for low frequency tests. Nylon insulating bushings at 
the input terminals reduce leakage, and permit the use of the 5 -way Heath binding post. 

The extremely wide voltage range covered by the AV -3 makes it especially valuable not 
only in high -fidelity and service work, but also in experimental laboratories. AC (RMS) 
voltage ranges are 0 -.01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 300 V. Decibel ranges cover 
-52 DB to +52 DB. An entirely new circuit as compared to the previous model. Em- 
ploys 1% precision multiplier resistors for maximum accuracy. Handles AC measure- 
ments from a low value of one millivolt to a maximum of 300 volts. 

HEATHKIT AUDIO WATTMETER KIT 

This instrument measures audio power directly at 4, 8, 16, or 
600 ohms. Load resistors are built in. Covers 0 -5 MW, 50 
MW, 500 MW, 5 W, and 50 W full scale. Provides 5 switch - 
selected DB ranges covering from -10 DB to +30 DB. Large 
41/2' 200 microampere meter and precision 
multiplier resistors insure accuracy. Frequen- 
cy response is ± I DB from 10 CPS to 250 kc. IAA 
Functions from AC power line. Use in the $2950 
audio laboratory or in home workshop. Shpg. Wt. 6 Lbs. 

MODEL AWI 

MODEL AV -3 

$2995 Shpg. Wt. 
5 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT AUDIO ANALYZER KIT 

This multi -function instrument combines an AC VTVM, an 
audio wattmeter, and an intermodulation analyzer into one 
case, with combined input and output terminals and built -in 
high and low frequency oscillators. The VTVM ranges are 
.01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 300 volts (RMS). Wattmeter 
ranges are .15 MW, 1.5 MW, 15 MW, 150 
MW, 1.5 W, 15 W, 150 W. IM scales are 1 %o, 

3 %, 10 %, 30%, and 100 %. Provides in- 
ternal load resistors of 4, 8, 16, or 600 ohms. 
A valuable instrument for the engineer or $4995 
serious audiophile. Shpg. wt. 13 Lbs. 

MODEL AA -1 

HEATHKIT HARMONIC DISTORTION METER KIT 

The HD -1 is equally valuable for the audio engineer or the 
serious audiophile. Used with a low- distortion audio signal 
generator, this instrument will measure the harmonic content 
of various amplifiers under a variety of conditions. Functions 
between 20 and 20,000 CPS, and reads distortion directly on 
the panel meter in ranges of 0 -1, 3, 10, 30, and 100 percent 
full scale. Built -in VTVM for initial reference settings and final 
distortion readings has voltage ranges of 
0 -1, 3, 10, and 30 volts. 1% precision re- MODEL HD -I 
sistors employed for maximum accuracy. 
Features voltage regulation and other "ex- $495Q 
tras ". Meter calibrated in volts (RMS), per,- 
cent distortion, and DB. Shpg. Wt. 13 Lbs. 

JULY, 1 957 

HEATHKIT AUDIO OSCILLATOR KIT 

Producing both sine waves and square waves, the Model AO -I 
covers a frequency range of 20 to 20,000 CPS in three ranges. 
An extra feature is thermistor regulation of output for flat 
response through the entire frequency range. AF output is pro- 
vided at low impedance, and with low dis- 
tortion. Produces good sine waves, and good, 
clean square waves with a rise time of only 
two micro- seconds for checking square wave 
response of audio amplifiers, etc. Designed $2450 
especially for the serviceman and high- 
fidelity enthusiast. A real dollar value in test Shpg. Wt. 10 Lbs. 

equipment. 

MODEL AO -1 
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HEATHICIT 

Less than 0.1% distortion - ideal for hi fi work. 

Large 41/2" meter indicates output. 

* Step -type hating for maximum convenience. 

Audio 
Generator Kit 
This particular audio generator is "made to order" for high 
fidelity applications. It provides quick and accurate selec- 
tion of low- distortion signals throughout the audio range. 
Three rotary selector switches on the front panel allow 
selection of two significant figures and a multiplier for 
determining audio frequency. In addition, it incorporates 
a step -type output attenuator and a continuously variable 
attenuator. Output is indicated on a large 41/2" panel 
meter calibrated in volts and in db. Attenuator system 
operates in steps of 10 db, corresponding with the meter 
calibration. Output ranges are 0 -.003, .01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, 
and 10 volts rms. A "load" switch provides for the use 
of a built -in 600 ohm load or an external load of higher 
impedance when required. Output and frequency indi- 
cators accurate to within ± 5 %. Distortion is less than .1 

of 1% between 20 cps and 20,000 cps. Total range is IO 
cps to 100 kc. New engineering details combine to provide 
the user with an unusually high degree of operating effi- 
ciency. Oscillator frequency selected entirely by the switch 
method means that accurate resetability is provided. Com- 
parable to units costing many dollars more, and ideal for 
use in critical high fidelity applications. Shop and compare, 
and you will appreciate the genuine value of this pro- 
fessional instrument. 

HEATHKIT RESISTANCE 

SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT 
The RS -1 contains 36 IO' 1 -watt re- 
sistors ranging from 15 ohms to 10 
megohms in standard RETMA val- 
ues. All values are switch -selected for 
use in determining desirable resist- 
ance values in MODEL RS -1 experimental cir- 
cuits. Many 
applications in 
radio and TV 
service work. Shpg. Wt. 2 Lbs. 

$550 

HEATHKIT DECADE 

CONDENSER KIT 
Precision, I silver -mica capac- 
itors are employed in the Model 
DC-I in such a way that a selec- 
tion of precision capacitor values 
is provided ranging from 100 
mmf (.001 mfd) to 0.11 mfd 
(110,000 mat() in 100 mmf steps. 
Extremely valuable in all types of 
design and de- 

MODEL DC -1 velopment 
work. Switch- 
es are ceramic 
wafer types. 

Shpg. Wt. 3 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT CONDENSER 
SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT 

This kit contains 18 RETMA stand- 
ard condenser values that can be 
selected by a rotary switch. Values 
range from 0.00001 mfd to 0.22 turd. 
All capacitors rated at 400 volts 
or higher. Ca- 
pacitors are 
either silver - 
mica. or plastic 
molded. 

MODEL CS -1 

$5 50 
Shpg. Wt. 2 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT AUDIO GENERATOR KIT 

The Model AG -8 is a low cost, high performance unit for use 
in service shop, or home workshop. It covers the frequency 
range of 20 cps to 1 me in five ranges. Output is 600 ohms, and 
overall distortion will be less than .4 of 1% from 100 cps through 
the audible range. Output is available up to 10 volts, under no 
load conditions, and output remains constant 

MODEL AG -8 within ±1 db from 20 cps to 400 kc. A five - 
step attenuator provides control of the out- $2950 put. Precision resistors are employed in the 7 
frequency determining network. Shpg. Wt. "Lb'. 

HEATHKIT DECADE RESISTANCE KIT 

The Model DR -I incorporates twenty I% precision resistors arranged around 
five rugged switches so that various combinations of switch positions will 
provide a total range of I ohm to 99,999 ohms in I- 
ohm steps. Switches are labeled "units," "tens, " "hun - 
dreds," "thousands,' and "ten thousands." Use it for 
ahnt-meter calibration in brider circuits as test values 
in multiplier circuits, etc. 

MODEL DR -1 

$t95ó 
Shpg. Wt. 4 Lbs. 

HEATH COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. 

BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH. 
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HEATHKIT VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY KIT 
This power supply is regulated for stability, and the amount of 
DC output available from the power supply can be controlled 
manually from zero to 500 volts. Will provide regulated output 
at 450 volts up to 10 ma, or up to 130 ma at 200 volts output. 
In addition to furnishing B -plus, the power supply provides 6 
volts AC at 4 amperes for filaments. Both the B -plus output 
and the filament output are isolated from 
ground. Ideal power supply for use in experi- MODEL PS -3 

mental work in the laboratory, the home work- $3550 
shop, or the ham shack. Large 41/2" panel 
eneter indicates output voltage or current. Shpg. Wt. 17 Lbs. 
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BONUS PERFORMANCE 
If a single word had to be selected to describe Heath tC emp 

Company advertising 
policy, it would be "conserva- 

tive." 
and his emeOn 

that the performance 
specifica- 

tions 
descriptions 

ate es accurate. 
exaggerated, 

performance 
and that the the conservative 

side so 
specify Perform on or exceeding you 

can be sure of equaling sconce g our specifications. 
In almost 

in- 
stance kits will do more most xver in construction, 

and 
e than we claim, y in- 

standard can calibration Extra care 
n extend against 

accurate 

ad- 
vertised levels. performance 

well beyond a 

HEATHKIT 

Signal 
Generator Kit 

No calibration required with pre -aligned coils. 

Modulated or unmodulated RF output. 

110 me to 220 me frequency coverage. 

Here is an RF signal generator for alignment applications in the service shop or the 
home workshop. Thousands of these units are in use in service shops all over the 
country. Produces RF signals from 160 kc to 110 mc on fundamentals on five bands. 
Also covers from 110 mc to 220 mc on calibrated harmonics. RF output is in 
excess of 100,000 microvolts at low impedance. Output is controllable with a 
step -type and a continuously variable attenuator. Front panel controls provide 
selection of either unmodulated RF output or RF modulated at 400 cps. In addition, 
two to three volts of audio at approximately 400 cps are available at the output 
terminals for testing AF circuits. Employs a 12AU7 and a 6C4 tube. Built -in power 
supply uses a selenium rectifier. 

One of the most outstanding features about the Model SG -8 is the fact that it 
can be built in just a few hours, even by one not thoroughly experienced in elec- 
tronics work. Complete step -by -step instructions combined with large pictorial 
diagrams assure successful assembly. Pre -aligned coils make calibration from an 
external source unnecessary. 

$1950 Shpg. Wt. 
8 Lbs. 

O 

HEATHKIT LABORATORY GENERATOR KIT 
This laboratory RF signal generator covers from 100 kc to 30 me 
on fundamentals in five bands. The output signal may he pure 
RF, or may be modulated at 400 cycles from 0 to 50'; . Provision 
for external modulation has been made. RF output available up 
to 100,000 microvolts. Output controlled by a fixed step and a 
variable attenuator. Output impedance is 50 ohms. Panel meter 
reads RF output or percentage of modulation. 

MODEL LO-1 Incorporates voltage regulated B+ supply, 
double shielding of oscillator circuits, copper 
plated chassis, and other "extras." 54895 

Shpg. Wt. 76 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT TV ALIGNMENT GENERATOR KIT 
This improved sweep generator model provides essential stability 
and flexibility for work on FM, monochrome TV, or color TV 
sets. Covers 3.6 me to 220 mc in four bands. Provides usable out- 
put even on harmonics. Sweep deviation from 0 -42 mc, depend- 
ing on base frequency. All -electronic sweep circuit eliminates 
unwieldy mechanical arrangements. Includes built -in crystal 
marker generator providing output at 4.5 me 
and multiples thereof, and variable marker 
covering 19 to 60 mc on fundamentals and from 50 
57 to 180 me on harmonics. Effective two- $49 
way blanking. Shpg. Wt. 16 Lbs. 

MODEL TS -4A 

HEATHKIT LINEARITY PATTERN GENERATOR KIT 

This instrument supplies information for white dots, cross -hatch 
pattern, horizontal bar pattern, or vertical bar pattern. It feeds 
video and sync signals to the set under test, with completely con- 
trolled gain, and unusual stability. Covering channels 2 to 13, 
the LP -2 will produce 5 to 6 vertical bars and 4 to 5 horizontal 
bars. The dot pattern presentation is a must for the setting of 
color convergence controls in the color TV set. Panel provision 
made for external sync if desired. Use for adjustment of vertical 
and horizontal linearity, picture size, aspect MODEL LP -2 
ratio, and focus. Power supply is regulated for 
added stability. Essential in the up -to -date TV $ 

2Z5O 
service shop. 

Shpg. Wt. 7 Lbs. 

JULY, 1957 

HEATHKIT CATHODE RAY TUBE CHECKER KIT 
This instrument checks cathode emission, beam current, shorted 
elements, and leakage between elements in electro- magnetic 
picture tube types. It eliminates all doubt for the TV serviceman, 
and even more important, for the customer. Features its own 
self -contained power supply, transformer operated to furnish 
normal test voltages for the CRT. Employs spring -loaded switches 
for maximum operator protection. Large 41/2" meter indicates 
CRT condition on "good -bad" scale. Luggage - 
type portable case ideal for home service calls. 
Special "shadowgraph" test permits projection 
of light spot on screen. Also gives relative check $ZZ 
of picture tube screen coating. Shpg. wt. 10 Lbs. 

MODEL CC -1 
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HEATHKIT 

:2950 
Shpg. Wt. 

12 Lbs. 

Attractive counter -style cabinet. 

Wiring-harness simplifies assembly. 

Large 41/2" meter with two -color "good -bad" 
scale. 

Separate tube element switches prevent obsol- 
escence. 

It 

66 

HEATHKIT PORTABLE 
TUBE CHECKER KIT 

This portable tube checker is identical, 
electrically, with the Model TC -2. How - 
ever, it is housed in an attractive and 
practical carrying case, finished in prox- 
ylin impregnated material. The cover is MODEL 

detachable, and the hardware is brass TC -2P 

plated. This rugged unit is ideal for home $3 
iF 

SQShpg. Wt. 
service calls or any portable application. 15 tbs. 

Tube Checker Kit 
This fine piece of test gear checks tubes for quality. 
emission, shorted elements, open elements, and filament 
continuity. Will test all tube types normally encountered 
in radio and TV service work. Sockets provided for 4. 5, 
6, and 7 -pin large, rectangular, and miniature types, 
octal and loctal types, the Hytron 9 -pin miniatures, and 
pilot lamps. Condition of tubes indicated on a large 41/2" 
meter with multi -color `good -had" scale. An illuminated 
roll chart is built right in, providing test data for various 
tube types. This tester provides switch selection of 14 
different filament voltage values from 0.75 volts to 117 
volts. Individual switches control each tube element. 
Close tolerance resistors employed in critical test circuits 
for maximum accuracy. A professional instrument both 
in appearance and performance. 

The Model TC -2 is very simple to build, even for a 
beginner. It employs a color -coded cable harness for 
neat, professional under- chassis wiring. Comes with at- 
tractive counter style cabinet, and portable cabinet is 
available separately. At this price, even the part -time 
serviceman can afford his own tube checker for maxi- 
mum efficiency in service work. 

HEATHKIT TV PICTURE TUBE 
TEST ADAPTER 
Designed especially for use with the Model 
TC -2 tube checker. Use it to test TV picture 
tubes for emission, shorts, etc. Consists of 
12 -pin TV tube socket, 4 ft. cable, octal 
connector, and necessary technical data. 
Not a kit. 

MODEL 355 

$4só 
Shpg. Wt. 

1 Lb. 

HEATHKIT 
DIRECT READING 
CAPACITY METER KIT 

Operation of this instrument 
is simplicity itself. One has 
only to connect a capacitor 
to the terminals, select the 
proper range, and read the 
capacity value directly on 
the large 41/2" meter cali- 
brated in mmf and mfd. 
Ranges are 0 to 100 mmf, 1,000 mmf, 0.01 
mfd, and 0.1 mfd full scale. Precision cali- 
brating capacitors supplied. Not susceptible 
to hand capacity ;effects. Residual capacity 
less than 1 mmf. Especially valuable in pro- 
duction line checking, or in quality control. 

HEATHKIT VISUAL -AURAL SIGNAL TRACER KIT 
Although designed primarily for radio receiver work, this 
valuable instrument finds extensive application in FM and 
TV servicing as well. Features a high -gain channel with de- 
modulator probe, and a low -gain channel with audio probe. 
Will trace signals in all sections of a radio receiver and in 
many sections of a FM set or TV receiver. Uses built -in 
speaker and electron beam eye tube for in- 
dication. Also features built -in wattmeter 
and a noise locater circuit. Provision for 
patching speaker and /or output transformer 
into external set. 

MODEL T -3 

$235? 
Shpg. Wt. 9 Lbs. 

MODEL CM -1 

$29só 
Shpg. Wt. 

7 Lbs. 

HEATH COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. 
BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH. 

HEATHKIT CONDENSER CHECKER KIT 
The Model C -3 consists of an AC powered bridge for both 
capacitive and resistive measurements. Bridge balance is in- 
dicated on electron beam eye tube, and capacity or resistance 
value is indicated on front panel calibrations. Measures 
capacity in four ranges from .00001 mfd to .005 mfd, .001 
mfd to .5 mfd, .1 mfd to 50 mfd, and 20 mfd to 1000 mfd. 
Measures resistance in two ranges, from 100 ohms to 50,000 
ohms, and from 10,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Selection of 
five different polarizing voltages for check- 
ing capacitors, from 25 volts DC to 450 
volts DC. Checks paper, mica, ceramic, 
and electrolytic capacitors. Indicates power 
factor of electrolytic condensers. 

MODEL C -3 

$1950 
Shpg. Wt. 7 Lbs. 
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PIONEER DESIGN 
New and unique approaches 

to instrument and 
ment designs are o Heath Company equip. 

all our development 
efforts on 

tradition. 
since this is our prime it r This logically Y -and n 

projects, 
results in 

not just a sideline. circuit deli more eft 

from 
f, more reliable designs-and 

you benefit fro this 
engineering progress. Bu leader in the 

constant 
electronic kit 

Buying from the undisputed 

com- 
pletely modernequipment, ku field assures you of design features, with outstanding advanced 

HEATHKIT 

Impedance 
Bridge Kit 

1/2% precision resistors and silver -mica 
capacitors. 

Battery -type tubes, no warm -up required. 

Built -in phase shift generator and 
amplifier. 

The Model IB -2 is a completely self- contained unit. It has a built -in power 
supply, a built -in 1000 cycle generator, and a built -in vacuum tube detector. 
Provision has been made on the panel for connection to an external detector, 
an external signal generator, or an external power supply. A 100 -0 -100 micro- 
ampere meter on the front panel provides for null indications. Measures 
resistance from 0.1 ohm to 10 megohms, capacitance from 10 mmf to 100 
mfd, inductance from 10 mh to 100 h, dissipation factor (D) from 0.002 to 1, 
and storage factor (Q) from 0.1 to 1000. L/ of 1% decade resistors employed 
for maximum accuracy. Typical accuracy figures are: resistance, ±3T; 
capacitance ±3 %; inductance, ±10 %; dissipation factor, -- ±-20 %; storage 
factor, ±20 %. Employs a Wheatstone bridge, a Capacity Comparison bridge, 
a Maxwell bridge, and a Hay bridge. Special two- section CRL dial provides 
maximum convenience in operation. Use the Model IB -2 for determining 
values of unmarked components, checking production or design samples, etc. 
A real professional instrument. 

:5y=ó Shpg. Wt. 

12 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT "Q" METER KIT 
The Q Meter permits measurement of inductance from I micro - 
henry to 10 millihenries, "Q" on a scale calibrated up to 250 full 
scale, with multiplying factors of 1 or 2, and capacitance from 
40 mmf to 450 mmf, ±3 mmf. Built -in variable oscillator per- 
mits testing components from 150 kc to 18 mc. Large 41/2" panel - mounted meter is features. Very handy for checking peaking 
coils, chokes, etc. Use to determine values of 
unknown condensers, both variable and fixed. MODEL QM -1 

Compile data for coil winding purposes, or 
measure RF resistance. Distributed capacity, $44 
and Q of coils. Shpg. Wt. 74 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT ISOLATION TRANSFORMER KIT 
This device isolates equipment under test from the power line. 
It is rated at 100 volt -amperes continously, or 200 volt -amperes 
intermittently. AC -DC sets may be plugged directly into the IT -1 
without the chassis becoming "hot." Additionally, since the IT -I 
is fused, it is ideal for use as a buffer between the power line and 
a questionable receiver, or a new piece of equipment. Protects 
main fuses. Features voltage control, allowing 
control of the output from 90 volts to 130 volts. 
Panel meter monitors output voltage. A very 
handy device at an extremely low price. 

MODEL IT -1 

$165° 
Shpg. Wt. 9 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT 6 -12 VOLT BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT 
This completely modern battery eliminator will supply DC out- 
put in two ranges for both 6 -volt and 12 -volt automobile radios. 
The output is variable for each range, so that operating voltage 
can be raised or lowered to determine how the receiver functions 
under adverse conditions. Range is 0 -8 volts DC or 0 -16 volts 
DC. Will supply up to 15 amperes on the 6 -volt range, or up to 7 
amperes on the 12 -volt range. Two 10,000 microfarad output 
filter capacitors insure smooth DC output. Two 
separate panel meters indicate output voltage MODEL BE -4 

or output current. Makes it possible to test $3150 
automobile radios inside at the workbench. J 
Will also double as a battery charger. Shpg. Wt. n Lbs. 

JULY, 1957 

HEATHKIT 6 -VOLT VIBRATOR TESTER KIT 
This instrument functions very much like a tube checker, to test 
auto radio vibrators. Vibrator condition is indicated on a simple 
"good -bad" scale. Tests for proper starting and overall quality 
of operation, of both interrupter and self- rectifier types of 6 -volt 
vibrators. The model VT -1 is designed to operate from any bat- 
tery eliminator capable of delivering continuously variable out- 
put from 4 to 6 volts DC at 4 amperes or more. It is an ideal 
companion unit for the Heathkit Model BE -4 
battery eliminator. The construction book for 
the VT -I contains vibrator test chart for popu- 
lar 6 -volt vibrator types. A real time saver! 

Shpg. Wt. 6 Lbs. 

MODEL VT -1 

$14 5ó 
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HEATHKIT DX -100 PHONE AND CW Transmitter Kit 

s189 °° 
Shipped motor freight unless 

otherwise specified. 
550.00 deposit required 
on c.o.d. orders. 

* Phone or C141 on 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 
meters. 

* Built -in VFO, modulator, and power supplies. 

* High quality components used throughout for re- 
liable performance. 

* Features 5 -point TVI suppression. 

HEATHKIT COMMUNICATIONS TYPE 

ALL BAND RECEIVER KIT 
This receiver covers 550 kc to 30 me in four bands, and is ideal 
for the short -wave listener or beginning amateur. It provides 
good sensitivity and selectivity, combined with good image re- 
jection. Amateur bands clearly marked on illuminated dial 
scale. Employs transformer type power supply -electrical 
bandspread- antenna trimmer -separate RF and AF gain 
controls -noise limiter- headphone jack- MODEL AR -3 
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and automatic gain control. Has built -in $299? IWO for CW reception. 
CABINET: Fabric covered cabinet with alumi- tNCLEXCIScuiTE 

T 
NC 

A 

NEW 
X 

num panel as shown. Part 91 -15A. Shipping Class Cabinet/ 
weight 5 lbs. $4.95 Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

The Heathkit DX -100 transmitter is in a class by itself in 
that if offers features far beyond those normally received 
at this price level. It takes very little listening on the bands 
to discover how many of these transmitters are in opera- 
tion today. A truly amazing piece of amateur gear. The 
DX -I00 features a built -in VFO and a built -in modulator. 
It is TVI suppressed, and uses pi network interstage coup- 
ling and output coupling. Will match antenna impedances 
from approximately 50 to 600 ohms. Extensive shielding is 
employed. and all incoming and outgoing circuits are 
filtered. The cabinet features interlocking seams for sim- 
plified assembly and minimum RF radiation outside of 
the cabinet. Provides a clean strong signal on either phone 
or CW. with RF output in excess of 100 watts on phone, 
and 120 watts on CW. Completely bandswitching from 
160 through 10 meters. A pair of 1625 tubes are used in 
push -pull for the modulator, and the final consists of a 
pair of 6146 tubes in parallel. The VFO dial and meter 
face are illuminated, and all front panel controls are 
located for maximum convenience. Panel meter reads 
driver plate 1, final grid I, final plate I, final plate voltage, 
and modulator current. The chassis is constructed of heavy 

16 gauge copper -plated steel. Other high- quality com- 
ponents include potted transformers, ceramic switch and 
variable capacitor insulation, silver -plated or solid -silver 
switch terminals, etc. All coils are pre -wound, and the 
main wiring cable is pre- harnessed. The kit can be built 
by a beginner from the comprehensive step -by -step in- 
structions supplied. It is a proven, trouble -free rig, that 
will insure many hours of `on- the -air" enjoyment in your 
ham shack. 

HEATHKIT VFO KIT 

You can go VFO for less than you might expect. Here is a 
variable frequency oscillator that covers 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 
11, and 10 meters with three basic oscillator frequencies, that 
sells for less than S20. Provides better than IO volt average RF 
output on fundamentals. Plenty of drive for most modern 
transmitters. Requires a power source of only 
250 VDC at 15 to 20 ma. and 6.3 VAC at MODEL VF -1 

0.45A. Incorporates a regulator tube for 
stability. Illuminated frequency dial reads fre- 
quency directly on the band being employed. 
Temperature- compensated capacitors offset 
coil heating. 

$19 5 ) 
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

EASY ON THE BUDGET! 

You can buy Heathkits on an easy time -payment plan 
that provides a full year to pay. Write for complete 
details and special order blank. 

HEATH COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. 

BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH. 

NEW HEATHKIT CW TRANSMITTER KIT 

The brand new Hcathkit Model DX -20 Transmitter is one 
of the most efficient little rigs available today. Featuring an 
entirely new circuit, it is ideal for the novice, and even for 
the advanced -class CW operator. A 6DQ6A final amplifier 
provides plate power input of 50 watts. A 6CL6 oscillator is 
employed, and a 5U4GB rectifier. The transmitter features 
one -knob bandswitching to cover 80, 40, 20, 15, II and 10 
meters. It is designed for crystal excitation, 
but may be excited by an external VFO. A 
pi network output circuit matches antenna MODEL DX -20 
impedances between 50 and 1000 ohms. 
Front panel controls are functionally located 
for your convenience. If you appreciate a 
good signal on the CW bands, this is the 
transmitter for you! Shpg. Wt. 18 lbs. 

$3595 
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DOLLAR -SAVING ECONOMY . , There would be no particular achievement in selling 
inexpensive 

merchandise at a low price- althou gh it is 
being done every day. However, there is something to 
crow about when through tremendous purchasing power and factory-to -you distribution, 

Heath Company 
can offer top-quglity equipment, components, at such low 

using name-brand 
economy, 

as opposed to the 
paces. This is real economy, 

say, there d is 
50- called "bargains ". Needless to a big difference. 

HEATHKIT PHONE AND CW 

Transmitter Kit 
* 6146 final amplifier for full 65 -watt plate power 

input. 

* Phone and CW operation on 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, 
and 10 meters. Pi network output coupling. 

* Switch selection of three crystals - provision for 
external VFO excitation. 

The DX -35 features a 6146 final amplifier to provide 65 watts plate power input 
on CW, with controlled carrier modulation peaks up to 50 watts on phone. L addi- 
tion, it is a most attractive transmitter. Modulator and power supplies are built -in, 
and the rig covers 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, and 10 meters with a single band -change 
switch. Pi network output coupling provided for matching various antenna im- 
pedances. A 12BY7 buffer stage provided ahead of the final amplifier for plenty 
of drive on all bands. 12BY7 oscillator and 12AU7 modulator. Provision for switch 
selection of three different crystals. Crystals reached through access door at rear. 
Front panel controls marked `off -CW- stand -by- phone ", "final tuning ", "antenna 
coupling ", "drive level control ", and "band change switch ". Panel meter indicates 
final grid current or final plate current. A perfect low -power transmitter both for 
the novice, and for the more experienced operator. A remarkable power package 
for the price. Incidentally, the price includes tubes, and all other components neces- 
sary for assembly. As with all Heathkits, comprehensive instruction manual assures 
successful assembly. 

HEATHKIT ANTENNA IMPEDANCE METER KIT 

This instrument employs a 100 microampere panel meter and 
covers the impedance range of 0 -600 ohms for RF tests. Func- 
tions up to 150 mc. Used in conjunction with signal source, 
such as the Heathkit Model GD -1 B grid dip meter, the Model 
AM -1 will determine antenna resistance and 
resonance, match transmission lines for mini- 
mum standing wave ratio, determine receiver 
Input impedance, etc. Will also double as a 
phone monitor. A very valuable device for 
many uses in the ham shack. 

MODEL AM -I 

$1454e) 
Shpg. Wt. 2 Lbs. 

MODEL DX -35 

5 Shpg24 

Lb. 

Wt. 

s. 

HEATHKIT "Q" MULTIPLIER KIT 

The QF -1 functions with any receiver with an IF frequency 
between 450 and 460 kc that is not AC -DC type. Operates 
from the receiver power supply, requiring only 6.3 VAC at 
300 ma. and 150 to 250 VDC at 2 ma. Simple to connect with 
cable and plugs supplied. Provides additional selectivity for 
separating two signals, or will reject one sig- 
nal and eliminate heterodyne. A big help on 
crowded bands. Provides an effective Q of 
approximately 4,000 for Sharp "peak" or 
"null ". Tunes to any signal within the IF 
bandpass of the receiver, without changing 
main receiver tuning dial. 

MODEL OF -1 

$995 
Shpg. Wt. 3 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT ANTENNA COUPLER KIT 

This device is designed to match the Model AT -I transmitter to 
a long -wire antenna. In addition to impedance matching, this 
unit incorporates an L -type filter which attenuates signals 
above 36 megacycles, thereby reducing TVI. Designed for 52 
ohm coaxial input. Handles power up to 75 watts, 10 through 
80 meters. Uses a tapped inductor and vari- 
able capacitor. Neon RF indicator on front MODEL AC -1 

panel. Copper -plated chassis -high quality 
components throughout -simple to build. 
Eliminates waste of valuable communications 
power due to improper matching. A "natu- 
ral" for all AT -1 transmitter owners. 

JULY, 1957 

$145ó 
Shpg. Wt. 4 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT GRID DIP METER KIT 

The grid dip meter was originally designed for the ham shack. 
However, its use has been extended into the service shop and 
laboratory. Continuous frequency coverage from 2 mc to 250 
mc with pre -wound coils. 500 microampere panel meter em- 
ployed for indication. Use for locating parasitics, neutralizing, 
determining RF circuit resonant frequencies, 
etc. Coils are included with kit, as is a coil 
rack. Front panel controls include sensitivity 
control for meter, and phone jack for listen- 
ing to zero -beat. Will also double as an ab- 
sorbtion -type wavemeter. 

MODEL GD -1B 

$1995 
Shpg. Wt. 4 Lbs. 
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HEATHKIT BROADCAST 

MODEL BR -2 
(Less Cabinet) 

Shpg. Wt. 10 Lbs. 

X18,. 

INCLUDING NEW 

EXCISE TAX* 

BAND Receiver Kit 
You need no previous experience in electronics to build 
this table -model radio. The Model BR -2 receiver covers 
550 kc to 1620 kc and features good sensitivity and selec- 
tivity over the entire band. A 51/2 " PM speaker is em- 
ployed, along with high gain miniature tubes and a new 
rod -type built -in antenna. Provision has been made in the 
design of this receiver for its use as a phonograph ampli- 
fier. The phono jack is located on the back chassis apron. 
A transformer operated power supply is featured for 
safety of operation, as opposed to the usual AC -DC 
supply commonly found in "economy radio kits." Don't 
let the low Heathkit price deceive you. This is the kind 
of set you will want to show off to your family and friends 
after you have finished building it. 

Construction of this radio kit is very simple. Giant size 
pictorial diagrams and detailed step -by -step instructions 
assure your success. The construction manual also includes 
an explanation of basic receiver circuit theory so you can 
"learn by doing" as the receiver is built. The manual even 
provides information on resistor and capacitor color codes, 
soldering techniques, use of tools, etc. If you have ever 
had the urge to build your own radio receiver, the out- 
standing features of this popular Heathkit deserve your 
attention. 

ATTENTION BEGINNERS .. . 
This kit is an ideal "first project" if you have never built 
a Heathkit before. A good chance to "learn by doing." 

* 51 -inch PM speaker. 
* Provision for phono jack. 

*Transformer - operated 
power supply. 

* Miniature tubes and high - 
gain IF transformer. 

* Rod -type built -in antenna. 
Good sensitivity and se- 
lectivity. 

HEATHKIT PROFESSIONAL RADIATION COUNTER KIT 

This sensitive and reliable instrument has already found ex- 
tensive application in prospecting, and also in medical and 
industrial laboratories. It offers outstanding performance at a 
reasonable price. Front -panel meter indicates radiation level, 
and oral indication produced by panel- mounted speaker. 
Meter ranges are 0.100, 600, 6,000 and 60,000 counts per 
minute, and 0 -.02, .1, 1 and IO milliroent- 
gens per hour. The probe, with expansion 
cord, employs type 6306 bismuth counter 
tube, sensitive to both beta and gamma radia- 
tion. It is simple to build, even for a beginner. 

MODEL RC -1 

$7995 
shpt'. Wt. 8 Lbs. 

CABINET: Proxylin impregnated fabric covered plywood cabinet 
available for the BR -2 receiver as shown. Complete with alumi- 
num panel, reinforced speaker grill, and protective rubber feet. 
Shipping weight 5 lbs., part No. 91.9A $4.95* 

HEATHKIT CRYSTAL RECEIVER KIT 
The crystal radio of Dad's day is back again, but with big 
improvements! The Model CR -I employs a sealed germanium 
diode, eliminating the critical "cat's whisker" adjustment. It is 
housed in a compact plastic box. and features two Hi -Q tank 
circuits, employing ferrite core coils and satiable air tuning 
capacitors. The CR -I covers the standard broadcast band from 
540 kc to 1600 kc, and no external power is MODEL CR -1 

required for operation. Could prove valuable 
for emergency signal reception, This easy -to- 
build kit is a real "learn by doing' experience 
for the beginner, and makes an interesting 
project for all ages. 

$'95 
INCLUDING NEW 

EXCISE TAX* 
Shpg. Wt. 3 tbs. 
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* Amazing new circuit for 
high efficiency. 

* Compact, portable and rugged. 

* Stable circuit requires only one 671/2 volt "B" battery 
and two 11/2 volt "A" batteries. 

HEATH COMPANY 
1:erA Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. 

BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH. 

HEATHKIT ENLARGER TIMER KIT 

The Model ET -1 is an easy -to -build device for use by amateur 
or professional photographers in controlling the timing cycle 
of an enlarger. It covers the range of 0 to l minute with a con- 
tinuously variable, clearly calibrated scale. The timing period 
is pre -set, and the timing cycle is initiated by depressing the 
spring -return switch to the "print" position. Front panel pro- 
vision is made for plugging in the enlarger and a safelight. The 
safelight is automatically turned "on" when 
the enlarger is "off ". Handles up to 350 
watts. The timing cycle is controlled elec- 
tronically for maximum accuracy and relia- 
bility. Very simple to build in only one 
evening, even by a beginner. Shpg. Wt. 3 Lbs. 

MODEL ET -1 

$eso 
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COMPREHENSIVE 
INSTRUCTIONS 

. , The step -by -step assembly instructions provided Heothkit are the finest available anywhere. begins at the 
with each 

beginning, and Each manual ing or experience assumes previous train- 
ing 
means that on the part of the kit builder. our kits can be built successfully This 

matter manuals are tested by 
y 

by ° "Yone 
who can follow instructions. 

As a m 
Y having the kit 

of from in our office who has had built b Ironies, This is 
no previous experience y someone 

your guarantee 
complete 

thorough 
o instruction material. °f cf and thorough 

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY 

Preamplifier Kit 
5 switch- selected inputs, each with its own level 
control. 

Equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and Early 78's. 

Separate bass and treble tone controls, and 
special hum control. 

Clean, modern lines and satin -gold enamel finish. 

Literally thousands of these preamplifiers are in use today, because the kit meets 
or exceeds specifications for the most rigorous high -fidelity applications, and 
will do justice to the finest available program sources. Provides a total of .5 

inputs, each with individual level controls (three high -level and two low- level). 
Frequency response is within 1 DB from 25 CPS to 30,000 CPS, or within 
11/2 DB from 15 CPS to 35,000 CPS. Hum and noise are extremely low, with 
special balance control for absolute minimum hum level. Tone control pro- 
vides 18 DB boost and 12 DB cut at 50 CPS, and 15 DB boost and 20 DB 
cut at 15,000 CPS. Cabinet measures only 12- 9/16" W. x 33/4" H. x 43/4" D, 
and it is finished in beautiful satin -gold enamel. 4- position turnover and 4 
position roll -off controls provide "LP," "RIAA," "AES," and "early 78" equal- 
ization, and 8, 12, 16, and 1 flat position for roll -off. Derives operating power 
from the main amplifier, requiring only 6.3 VAC at 1 ampere and 300 VDC 
at 10 MA. Easy to construct from step -by -step instructions and pictorial dia- 
grams provided. 

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT 

Illuminated slide -rule dial covers 88 to 108 MC. 

Modern circuit emphasizes sensitivity and 
stability. 
Housed in attractive satin -gold cabinet to 
match WA -P2 and BC -1. 

This amazing new FM tuner can provide you with real high - 
fidelity performance at an unbelievably low price level. Cover- 
ing 88 to 108 MC, the modern circuit features a stabilized, 
temperature- compensated, oscillator, A.G.C., broadbanded 

40. Q 4-5!. 

MODEL 
WA -P2 

:195 
(With Cabinet) 

Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

IF circuits, and better than 10 UV sensitivity for 20 DB of 
quieting. A high gain, cascaded, RF amplifier is used ahead of 
the mixer to increase overall gain and reduce oscillator leak- 
age. It employs a ratio detector for high efficiency without 
sacrifice in high -fidelity performance. IF and ratio transformers 
are pre -aligned, as is the front end tuning unit. This means the 
kit can be constructed by a beginner, without elaborate test 
and alignment equipment. The FM -3A is designed to match 
the WA -P2 preamplifier and the BC -I AM MODEL FM -3A 
tuner. An illuminated slide -rule dial is em- $2595 
ployed for frequency indication. Step -by -step di7 
instructions and large pictorial diagrams INCLUDING NEW 

assure success. EXCISE TAX 

(With Cabinet) 
Shpg. Wt. 7 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT 
This AM tuner has been designed especially for high -fidelity 
applications. It incorporates a low- distortion detector, a 
broadband IF, and other features essential to usefulness in 
high -fidelity. Special voltage -doubler detector employs crystal 
diodes for low distortion. Sensitivity and selectivity are excel- 
lent. Audio response is t 1 DB from 20 CPS to 2 kc, with 5 

DB of pre- emphasis at 10 kc to compensate for station roll -off. 
MODEL BC -1 Covers the standard broadcast band from 

550 to 1600 kc. Incorporates a 10 kc whistle - 
filter and provides a 6 DB signal -to -noise 
ratio at 2.5 UV. RF and IF coils are pre - 
aligned, and power supply is built -in. Incor- 
porates AVC, two outputs, and two antenna 
Inputs. 

JULY, 1957 

$2595 
INCLUDING NEW 

EXCISE TAX 

(With Cabinet) 
Shpg. Wt. 8 Lbs. 

HEATHK IT ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER KIT 
This unusual device functions to separate low frequencies and 
high frequencies so that they may be fed to separate amplifiers 
and to separate speakers. This eliminates the need for conven- 
tional cross -over circuits, since the Model XO -1 does the com- 
plete job electronically. Cross -over frequencies of 100, 200, 
400, 700, 1,200, 2,000 and 3,500 CPS are selectable with front 
panel controls on the XO -1, and a separate level control is 
provided for each channel. Minimizes inter - 
modulation distortion problems. Handles un- 
limited power, since frequency division is 
accomplished ahead of the power stage. 
Attenuation is 12 DB per octave, with sharp 
"knee" at cut -off frequency. Shpg. Wt. 6 Lbs. 

MODEL XO -1 

$1895 
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HEATHKIT ADVANCED -DESIGN 

MODEL 
W -5M 

Shpg. Wt. 31 Lbs. 

Express Only 

MODEL W -5 
Consists of Model W -5M 
plus Model WA -P2 pre- 
amplifier. 

Shpg. Wt. 38 Lbs. 

Express only.... $79.50 
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* Full 25 watt output with KT- 
66 output tubes. 

* All connectors brought out 
to front chassis apron. 

* Protective cover over all 
above -chassis components. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

Amplifier Kit 
This 25 watt unit is our finest high -fidelity amplifier. Using 
a special design peerless output transformer, and KT -66 
output tubes by Genalex, the Model W -5M provides per- 
formance characteristics unsurpassed at this price level. 
Frequency response is ± 1 DB from 5 to 160,000 CPS 
at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion is less than 1% at 25 watts 
and 1M distortion is less than 1% at 20 watts (60 
and 3,000 CPS, 4 to 1). Hum and noise are 99 DB 
below 25 watts. Damping factor is 40 to 1. Input voltage 
for 5 watts output is 1 volt. Tubes employed are a pair 
of 12AU7's, a pair of KT -66's and a 5R4GY rectifier. 
Measures 13 -3/32" W. x 81/2" D. x VA" H. Output im- 
pedance is 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Featured, also, is the "tweeter 
saver" which suppresses high frequency oscillation, and a 
new type balancing circuit requiring only a voltmeter for 
indication. This balance is easier to adjust, and results in 
a closer "dynamic" balance between output tubes. The 
Model W -5M provides improved phase shift character- 
istics, reduced IM and harmonic distortion, and improved 
frequency response. Conservatively rated high -quality com- 
ponents are used throughout to insure years of trouble -free 
operation. No technical background or training is required 
for assembly. Step -by -step instructions are provided for 
every stage of construction, and large pictorial diagrams 
illustrate exactly where each wire and component is to be 
placed. An amplifier for music lovers who can appreciate 
subtle differences in performance. Just ask the audiofile 
who owns one! 

HEATHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS -WILLIAMSON TYPE 

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

This 20 -watt high -fidelity amplifier employs the famous Acro 
sound Model TO -300 "ultra -linear" output transformer and 

5881 output tubes. The power supply is built on a separate 
chassis, and the two chassis are inter- connected with a power 
cable. This provides additional flexibility in mountings Fre- 
quency response is t 1 DB from 6 CPS to 150 kc at I watt. 
Harmonic distortion is only 1% at 21 watts, and I M distortion 
is only 1.37 at 20 watts. (60 and 3,000 CPS). Output impe- 
dance is 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Hum and noise are 88 DB below 20 
watts. A very popular high -fidelity unit employing top -quality 
components throughout. 
MODEL W -3M: Shpg. Wt. 29 Lbs. Express only $49.75 

MODEL W -3: Consists of Model W -3M plus Model WA -P2 pre- 
amplifier. Shpg. Wt. 37 Lbs. Express only $69.50 

HEATHKIT 7 -WATT 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

This amplifier is more limited 
in power than other Heathkit 
models, but it still qualifies as 
a high -fidelity unit, and its per- 
formance definitely exceeds 
that of many so- called "high - 
fidelity" phonograph ampli- 
fiers. Using a tapped- screen 
output transformer of new de- 
sign, the Model A -7D provides 
a frequency response of 11/2 
DB from 20 to 20,000 CPS. Total distor- 
tion is held to a surpris- MODEL A -71) 
ingly low level. Output 
stage is push pull. and $1795 
separate bass and treble, 
tone controls are pro- INCLUDING rim 
vided. Shpg. Wt. 10 Lbs. EXCISE TAX 

MODEL A -7E: Similar to the A -7D, except 
that a 12SL7 tube has been added for pre - 
amplification, Two inputs, RIAA compensa- 
tion, and extra gain. $19,95+ 

HEATHKIT SINGLE CHASSIS -WILLIAMSON TYPE 

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

The 20 -watt Model W -4AM Williamson type amplifier is a 
tremendous high -fidelity bargain. Combining the power sup- 
ply and main amplifier on one chassis, and using a special - 
design output transformer by Chicago Standard brings you 
savings without a sacrifice in quality. Employing 5881 output 
tubes, the frequency response of the W -4AM is t 1 DB from 
10 CPS to 100 kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion is only 1.5% 
at 20 watts. Output impedance is 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Hum 
and noise are 95 DB below 20 watts. 

MODEL W -4AM: Shpg. Wt. 28 Lbs. Express only $39.75 

MODEL W -4A: Consists of Model W -4AM plus Model WA -P2 pre- 

amplifier. Shpg. Wt. 35 Lbs. Express only $59.50 

HEATH COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. 

BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH. 

HEATHKIT 20 -WATT HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

This high- fidelity amplifier features full 20 -watt output using 
push pull 6L6 tubes. Built -in preamplifier provides 4 separate 
inputs, selected by a panel- mounted switch. It has separate 
bass and treble tone controls, each offering 15 DB boost and 
cut. Output transformer is tapped at 4, 8, 16, and 500 ohms. 
Designed primarily for home installations, but also used ex- 
tensively for public address applications. True MODEL A -9B 
high -fidelity performance with frequency re- 
ponse of 1 DB from 20 CPS to 20,000 CPS. $35 50 
Total harmonic distortion only 170 (at 3 DB 
below rated output). Shpg. WI. 23 Lbs. 
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All prices marked with a } federal excise tax that now applies Plies t o 
a new tuners and some receivers 

be to in kit for e amplifiers, even though they may m Since the tax is in effect 1956, we have no choice at of July 
5o This n 

but to reflect it i ate is just to let n our kit increasing 
our 

on 
You know w prices we are not includin some kits, but g this new tax in them, merely 

Thank you, 
HEATH COMPANY 

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY 

Range Extending 
SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 

High quality speakers of special design - 15" woofer 
and compression -type super- tweeter. f Easy -to- assemble cabinet of furniture -grade plywood. 
Attractively styled to fit into any living room. 
Matches Model SS -1. 

This range extending unit is designed especially for use with the Model SS -1 speaker 
system. It consists of a 15" woofer, providing output between 35 and 600 CPS, and 
a compression -type super- tweeter that provides output between 4,000 and 16,000 
CPS. Cross -over frequencies are 600, 1,600, and 4,000 CPS; The SS -1 provides the 
mid -range, and the SS -1B extends the coverage at both ends of the spectrum. Together, 
the two speaker systems provide output from 35 to 16,000 CPS within - 5 DB. 
This easy -to- assemble speaker enclosure kit is made of top -quality furniture -grade 
plywood. All parts are pre -cut and pre -drilled, ready for assembly and the finish of 
your choice. Complete step -by -step instructions are provided for quick assembly by 
one not necessarily experienced in woodworking. Coils and capacitors for proper 
cross -over network are included, as is a balance control for super- tweeter output 
level. The SS -I and SS-1B can provide you with unbelievably rich audio reproduction, 
and yet these units are priced reasonably. The SS -1B measures 29" H. x 23" W. x 
171/2" D. The speakers are both special- design Jensens, and the power rating is 35 
watts. Impedance is 16 ohms. 

$9995 
Shpg. Wt 80 Lbs. 

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM K I T 

frs 

MODEL 
SS -1 

$3995 
Shpg. Wt. 30 Lbs. 

y_ Special bass -reflex enclo- 
sure. 
Two separate speakers for high and low fre- 
quencies. v Kit includes all parts and complete instructions 7 for assembly. 

design ducted -port, 

This speaker system is a fine reproducer in its own right, covering 
50 to 12,000 CPS within ± 5 DB. However, the story does not end 
there. Should you desire to expand the system later, the SS -1 is 
designed to work with the SS -1B range extending unit - providing 
additional frequency coverage at both ends of the spectrum. It can 
fulfill your present needs, and still provide for the future. The SS -1 
uses two Jensen speakers; an 8" midrange -woofer, and a compression - 
type tweeter. Cross -over frequency is 1,600 CPS, and the system is 
rated at 25 watts. Nominal impedance is 16 ohms. The cabinet is a 
ducted -port bass -reflex type. Attractively styled, the Model SS -1 
features a broad "picture- frame" molding that will blend with any 
room decorating scheme. Pre -cut and pre -drilled wood parts are of 
furniture grade plywood. The kit is easy -to- build, and all component 
parts are included, along with complete step -by -step instructions for 
assembly. Can be built in just one evening, and will provide you with 
many years of listening enjoyment thereafter. 

HEATH COMPANY A 

ORDER 
BLANK 
NOTE: All prices subject to 
change without notice. 
Enclosed find ( ) check ( ) 
money order for 
Please ship C.O.D. ( ) postage 
enclosed for pounds. 
On Express orders do not in- 
clude transportation charges - they will be collected by 
the express agency at time of 
delivery. 
ON PARCEL POST ORDERS in- 
clude postage for weight shown. 
ORDERS FROM CANADA and 
APO'S must include full remit- 
tance. 

Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH. 

Name 

Address 

City & Zone State 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

SHIP VIA 
Parcel Post 

Express 

Freight 

Best Way 

QUANTITY ITEM MODEL NO. PRICE 

i 

I` 
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(Continued from page 59) 
on the other side of the choke is usually 
.035 µf. 

Since the filter coil inductance has 
a bearing on the amount of ripple, it 
can be utilized to control linearity by 
providing an adjustable powdered -iron 
core. This affects the linearity of the 
horizontal line trace at the left side of 
the screen as it is drawn in or out of the 
coil. The voltage -boost ripple is filtered 
less, of course, when the slug is moved 
away from the center. 

The flyback circuit in Fig. 3 uses the 
transformer for matching the imped- 
ance of the horizontal deflection coils 
to the horizontal output tube impedance 
by the turns ratio between the primary 
and secondary windings. The primary 
also has an autotransformer function 
and steps up the pulses at the anode 
of the horizontal output tube to an 
amplitude sufficient for high -voltage 
rectification. 

A typical autotransformer type of 
horizontal sweep system is shown in 
Fig. 4 and is used in the RCA 21- S -501U 
as well as in the receivers of many other 
manufacturers. Here, the impedance of 
the horizontal deflection coils is matched 
to the plate impedance of the horizontal 
output tube by suitable taps on the 
primary winding. In most instances the 

IB3-GT 
HV RECT 

VERT OSr 
4401( 

7.035 T.D47 
TO VERT OUTPUT 

Fig. 3- Flyback circuit using isolation 
type horizontal output transformer. 

:FC. 

WIDTH COST 

Ire 

HV TO CRT 

6W4 -GT 

HORIZ LIN 

TO HORIZ DEFL COILS 

I /4A 

83Q6-GT 
HORIZ SWEEP 
OUTPUT 

9 900ST 

I B3-GT 
HV FELT 

15.4HVTO RT 

HORIZ DEFL OILS 

8AX4-GT 
DAMPER 

'WIDTH 

.047 

120ppf 

ITO AGC AMPL, 

=330ppf 

SpH 
8+ 

2270ppf 

Fig. 4 -The RCA 21- S -501U uses an 
autotransformer in its flyback system. 
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8CD8 -G 
HORIZ OUTPUT 

183-GT 
HV RECT 

8AX4-GT (2) 
DAMPERS 

725V DoosT 

HORIZ LIN 

350v T oá6 O \A 

Fig. 5 -For improved damping this circuit uses two 6 AX4 -GT's. 

TO HORIZ DEFL COLS 

F's I conk 

impedance of the horizontal deflection 
coils has been increased in contrast to 
the low- impedance coils used in the 
older systems. It usually has only a 
single secondary winding, for the fila- 
ments of the high -voltage rectifier tube. 

The autotransformer system is highly 
efficient and produces sufficient voltage 
for the larger- screen picture tubes with- 
out any need for voltage doubling. Since 
no secondary winding is employed for 
the deflection coils, the damper tube 
connections are reversed as compared 
to the isolated secondary winding type 
damper system. The waveform for the 
Fig. 4 system has opposite polarity. 
Thus the first alternation of the tran- 
sient is in a positive direction. Since this 
places a positive potential on the cath- 
ode and a negative potential on the 
plate of the damper tube, it will not 
conduct. During the second alternation, 
however. the negative transient makes 
the plate positive with respect to the 
cathode and the tube conducts. 

On occasion, two damper tubes may 
be employed for better transient sup- 
pression. A typical system of this type 
is shown in Fig. 5. Two 6AX4 -GT damp- 
ers are used, connected in parallel and 
thus capable of passing twice the cur- 
rent of a single tube. If one such tube 
becomes defective, it should not be re- 
placed without checking the remaining 
tube to ascertain the degree of emis- 
sion left in the old tube. If the emission 
in the old tube has declined consider- 
ably, it will mean that the new tube 
assumes most of the burden of conduc- 
tion and may be overloaded and hence 
short- lived. When one tube needs to be 
replaced and the other has low emis- 
sion, both should be replaced. 

A similar two -tube damping system 
using 6AX4 -GT is used in Westing- 
house's color receiver chassis V- 2284 -15. 

Servicing factors 
A light vertical bar at the left of the 

screen indicates nonlinear scan usually 
caused by improper damping. Before 
the damper tube is replaced, however, 
check the setting of the drive control 
since excessive drive increases the 

transient pulse amplitudes to the point 
where the damper circuit can no longer 
dissipate the energy properly. The 
symptoms of overdrive are also left - 
hand stretch and in some instances 
center compression. 

If adjusting the drive control does 
not eliminate the white vertical bar, a 
new damper tube should be tried. If this 
does not remedy the condition, check 
the linearity control as well as the 
two filter capacitors in the voltage 
boost circuit. 

Occasionally a severely misadjusted 
linearity control also contributes to the 
appearance of light vertical bars and 
for this reason the linearity control 
setting should be checked in conjunction 
with the width control setting. Failure 
to obtain proper horizontal linearity by 
adjusting these two controls (plus the 
drive control) calls for a check of the 
damper tube and associated compo- 
nents. 

Several white vertical bars accom- 
panied by raster ripple or distortion 
(Fig. 6) usually indicates an open 
voltage -boost filter capacitor or one of 
incorrect value. In such an instance, 
replace the units or use a capacitor 
checker which will test the capacitance 
of the voltage -boost capacitors as well 
as their leakage factor. 

Leaky boost filter capacitors or over- 
drive can cause repeated failure of the 
damper tube because of excessive cur- 
rent through it. Too high a setting of 

Fig. 6- Vertical bars and raster ripple 
produced by defective boost capacitor. 
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the drive control can also contribute to 
arcing in the damper section. If the 
drive control and boost capacitors are 
not at fault, arcing may be caused by 
an accumulation of dust on the socket 
and leads of the damper tube or to the 
proximity of the leads to each other or 
to the chassis. The point where arcing 
occurs can be discovered by operating 
the receiver in a darkened room, with 
the back removed and the high- voltage 
cage opened. If the arcing is inter- 
mittent, its location is usually indicated 
by the corona. And once the location has 
been found, the leads can be separated 
and cleaned of dust or grease. In 
crowded compartments it may be neces- 
sary sometimes to place a small piece 
of mica, cambric or insulating plastic 
between sections which arc. 

Arcing is also produced when the 
insulation of damper or high- voltage 
rectifier tube circuit wiring is cracked 
or broken. In such cases high- voltage 
spaghetti tubing can be used or coat 
exposed parts with insulating cement. 

It is difficult to ascertain whether 
the damper tube is passing an excessive 
amount of current since the cathode or 
plate circuit would have to be opened 
and a current- reading device inserted. 
Since manufacturers do not list the 
normal current, it is preferable to check 
for abnormal currents by measuring the 
voltages as indicated on the service 
notes for the receiver. Voltage measure- 
ments can be macle at the screen of the 
horizontal output tube and at the out- 
put of the voltage -boost system and 
compared with the service notes for the 
receiver under check. Under most con- 
ditions test equipment should not be 
used for voltage checks at the plate of 
the horizontal output tube since the 
high pulse voltages can damage ordi- 
nary test equipment. 

Since leakage in a damper tube loads 
down the horizontal output system, it 
decreases the amount of high voltage in 
proportion to the leakage. Hence, a 
decline or loss of high voltage may be 
caused by the damper tube. 

In most receivers the boosted B -volt- 
age obtained from the damper is applied 
to the bottom of the horizontal output 
transformer primary for application to 
the plate of the horizontal output tube. 
For this reason, failure of the damper 
tube or an open circuit such as could 
be caused by a defective linearity coil 
will remove horizontal output tube 
plate potential, and hence, high- voltage. 
Thus, the loss of high voltage should 
include a check of the damper system 
as well as testing the horizontal output 
tube and the high- voltage rectifier. 

In some receivers the B -boost poten- 
tial is applied to the vertical output 
stage and other circuits. Hence, loss or 
decline of the boost potential can affect 
the performance of these circuits. A 
reduction in damper efficiency may not 
only result in the generation of white - 
bar interference, but may also result 
in a decline in the vertical and hori- 
zontal sweep waveform amplitudes and 
consequent raster shrinkage. END 
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666 
VOM 

METER OVERLOAD PROTECTION AND OVERLOAD SIGNAL 
LIGHT. It is fused to prevent most common burn -outs and 
instrument damage. The 666 has complete meter movement 
overload protection. An overload signal light warns the opera- 
tor of overloads, or incorrect polarity. 

RAPID, RELIABLE AND ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS 

43 Unduplicated Ranges. 
Long (4 7/s ") Scales are Color -Coded for clarity. 
Illuminated Dial for easier reading. 

AC CURRENT RANGES (from 1.5 MA to 15 Amps) MEAN FEWER 
INSTRUMENTS TO CARRY 

RELIABLE PERFORMANCE 

Doubly Shielded 45 UA movement assures continuous accuracy. 
Permanent Accuracy 3 % DC, 4 % AC. 
Sensitivity: 20,000 Ohms /Volt DC, 2,000 Ohms /Volt AC. 

CONVENIENT TO CARRY 

This instrument, with its unbreakable steel case, fits into the 
provided handsome leather carrying case which has space 
for all accessories. 
Lightweight: 4 lbs. 4 oz. 
Compact: 33/4" x 6 s/s " x 71/2 ". 

Complete with Probes, Power Cord, Batteries and 
Leather Carrying Case at your Parts Distributor. $64.50 

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT AND ELECTRONIC COMPANY 

151 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena, California 
[IPO11 10 uieml. III 19 2ill1 Si . N. Lail A. N 1 
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2 new CENTURY TELEVISION 

N- CIRCUIT time- 
saving test instruments '- 

for the serviceman 
IN- CIRCUIT SELENIUM RECTIFIER 

TESTER "all 

THE SRT -1 CHECKS 

ALL RECTIFIERS BOTH IN- CIRCUIT AND 

OUT -OF- CIRCUIT - with 100% effectiveness 

Quality (current emission) 

/ Fading (falling emission after 
warm -up) 

Shorts t/ Opens 
Arcing ,/ Life Expectancy 

ONLY THE SRT -1 CHECKS 
ALL RECTIFIERS IN- CIRCUIT 

The need for an in- 
circuit rectifier tester is 

now greater than ever. 
With the trend for com- 
pactness and low prices, 
manufacturers are re- 
sorting more and more 
to transformer -less TV 

and radio 
sets. 

IN- CIRCUIT. CONDENSER 

TESTER WV 
Actually steps in and 

takes over where all 
other in- circuit con- 
denser testers fail. The 
ingenious application of 
a Double Parallel Bal- 
ance principle gives the 

CT -1 a tremendous 
range of 
operation. 

only 

$3495 
checks in- circuit: 

Quality of over 80% of all size condensers 
including leakage, shorts, opens and 

intermittents. 
,1 Value of all condensers 200 mmfd. to .5 n fd. 

Electrolytics for quality - any size. 

Transformer, socket and wiring leakage 
capacity. 

checks out -of- circuit: 
Quality of 100% of all size condensers 

including leakage, shorts, opens and 
intermittents. 
Value of all condensers 50 mmfd. to .5 mfd. 

,! Electrolytics for quality - any size. 

;' High resistance leakage to 300 meg ohms. 

,' New or unknown condensers. 

See other CENTURY INSTRUMENTS at 
your local distributor. 

Order from your Century Parts Jobber, or mail to 

CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 
1 1 1 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola, N.Y. 

Send instruments checked below. It is under- 
stood they are fully guaranteed. 

p In- Circuit Selenium Rectifier Tester $29.95 
In- Circuit Condenser Tester 34.95 
Enclose payment for postpaid delivery - or 
C.O.D. plus charges. 

Name 

Address 
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IN our December, 1956 column, we 
claimed a first in describing what ap- 
peared to be a new form of radio - 
wave propagation. 

As often happens with something 
new, we found that it has been with us 
for some time, and we are just realizing 
what it is. Reports of high -band recep- 
tion over distances of 1,000 miles and 
more first began to show up in 1952, but 
were always placed in the "who can 
believe this" file. 

Mrs. Doris Johnson, a top dx'er of 
Longview, Wash., reports reception of 
channel 2, Honolulu, Hawaii, at 1251 
PST, March 9. Doris had been looking 
for KONA since the F2 first began its 
rise last fall, but observed nothing, even 
on days when amateur 6 -meter signals 
were skipping between the Islands and 
the West Coast (2,700 miles). 

Reception lasted a brief 30 seconds, 
"very black in contrast, no sound and 
tended to fade slightly." 

In the file, we find similar reports of 
positive -identification long -haul burst 
reception from Seybold, Dunkirk, N. Y.; 
Schafer, Kenmore, N. Y., and Hill, 
Gallipolis, Ohio. In each case, the paths 
have been basically north south. 

The time varies from 0600 EST to 
2400 PST. Most reports center after 
1800 local time. It looks as if we have 
a good deal more to learn about meteor - 
scatter work, or whatever it is that 
causes brief instances of skip recep- 
tion on our screens. 

From all indications, we have a 
new world record for television recep- 
tion. With the sunspot cycle hitting its 
PEAK right now (the highest peak ever 
recorded by man), F2 skip between the 
BBC in London and Australia (10,800 
miles) is now an accomplished fact. 
The proud holder of the record, Norman 
Burton of Revesby, New South Wales, 
Australia, beg-an observations in Octo- 
ber 1956, with a communications re- 
ceiver and a special vertical antenna 
orientated on the Great Circle route. 

Reception has been noted on 21 occa- 
sions on the 41.5 -mc sound channel and 
on three instances both sound and 45 -mc 
video have been intercepted. The chan- 
nel-2 (British) 48.25 -mc audio channel 
has been heard faintly on one occasion. 

At home 
Dx'er Barney Rauch of Peoria, Ill., 

notes meteor -burst reception at 1204, 
March 9, from WNCT, channel 9, a dis- 
tance of 950 miles- another fine exam- 
ple of meteor -burst reception. 

Tropospheric dx broke loose along the 
southern edge of the Great Lakes on 
Feb. 6-7, with several observers report- 

By ROBERT B. COOPER 

ing high -band signals of excellent qual- 
ity over distances as great as 600 miles. 
Billy Meers and George Bergen of La 
Grange, Ky., note reception of WIBW, 
560 miles, channel 13, for 2 hours on the 
evening of Feb. 6. Dx -er Ed Prond of 
Dolton, Ill., noting 10 uhf stations from 
3 states with WFMJ, 351 miles, his best 
for the evening. 

The annual spring tropospheric open- 
ing along the Gulf Coast appeared in 
three segments on March 11, 17 and 22. 
Ray Escoffier, Clarence Rareshide of 
New Orleans, and Ed Bourgeois, Norco, 
La., report 600 -mile reception on all vhf 
channels and from the extremes of Flor- 
ida, Texas and all points between. 

If the records of past years can be 
relied upon, the peak of the sporadic -E 
season should occur during the last 
week of June and first week of July. 
The season began earlier than last year 
with substantial openings occurring fre- 
quently after the 15th of April. Recep- 
tion from South American stations 
should have been possible on May 1 

throughout the southwestern United 
States, and we are interested in hearing 
any unusual reports for this date. 

Sporadic -E can and does occur at all 
hours of the day or night and is unpre- 
dictable in most respects. Newcomers 
to the television dxing game will find 
E skip an excellent way to break into 
the hobby. Watch your lower vhf chan- 
nels (especially those not taken by 
strong local stations) and, if your an- 
tenna is rotatable, check in all direc- 
tions for signs of unusual reception. 
The early morning and early evening 
hours are especially productive. 

August will find E skip dwindling in 
frequency of occurrence and by the 15th 
of August it may disappear almost en- 
tirely for another season. Openings oc- 
curring after Aug. 1 will most likely be 
weak and sporadic, in the afternoon. 

One of the largest annual meteor 
showers is also scheduled for August 
and promises to bring a large increase 
in the burst count for MS dx enthusi- 
asts. The Perseid shower is scheduled 
to peak 0200 on Aug. 12, but should 
provide very good MS conditions from 
Aug. 1 through 20. The period of 2200 
to 0400 should be the most productive. 
This would be an excellent time to 
watch the high vhf channels. 

Dx forms 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS provides printed 

TV dx report forms to any dx'ers. Just 
drop a postcard with your name and 
address to TV Dx Column, RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS, 154 W. 14 St., New York 11, 
N. Y. END 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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You Have More 

TO SELL WITH A 

Win egal rl 
The more sound selling facts you can put 
before a customer, the more chance you 
have of closing a sale! And the Winegard 
Color'Ceptor gives you selling points no 
other antenna can offer ... exclusive buy- 
ing appeals that clinch 9 out of 10 sales! 

They See the Gold and They're Sold 
The gold- anodized finish of the Color'Ceptor 
gives it a rich, quality appearance not found 
in any other antenna. When you show the 
Color'Ceptor alongside competitive models, 
the Color'Ceptor is so distinctive, so finished - 
looking that it is invariably selected by your 
customers. Gold anodizing has a practical 
sales advantage, too. It provides immunity 
to corrosion -prevents deterioration in per- 
formance, 

If the V'inegard Color'Ceptor won't 
tiring in a station you want to see . . . 
nothing will! Proof of performance was 
dramatically illustrated when Robert Sey- 
bold of Dunkirk, New York -using a Wine- 
gard Antenna -broke all long distance re- 
ception records in 1956 (see Radio -Electronics 
Magazine Jan. '57). Equipped with optional 
signal- boosting Power -Pack and patented 
" Electro- Lens "* focusing the Color'Ceptor 
is second to none for long distance reception 
and clear, watchable pictures in both black - 
and -white and color! 

,factory -authorized 

ANTENNA 
SPECIALISTS 

Installation Service Soles 

The Sign of Better Business 
The Winegar(' Authorized - Dealer decal (pic- 
tured above) is proving a real business - 
builder for every dealer who displays it. 
Heavily promoted in Wincgard's national 
advertising, the decal tells the world that 
"here's the place to buy the gold- anodized 
Color'Ceptor." 

Want More Details? 
Mail coupon below for all the facts on 
Color'Ceptor's spectacular success story ! 

Winegard gives you everything you need 
to make antenna sales boom -the product. 
free display, national advertising, proven 
sales techniques. Join the swing to Wine- 
gard -it's the best move you can make! 

WINEGARD COMPANY 
Dept. A -7, 3000 Scotten Blvd. 
Burlington, Iowa 

Name ] Please rush me free 4 -color descriptive liter- 
ature on your gold -anodized Color'Ceptor 
and information on display material. ] I'm interested in the complete line of new 
1957 Winegard antennas. 

Company 

Address 

City State 

ten n a 

Note: 
Each geld Color 'Ceptor 
you inst I helps sell an- 

cther. Orce folks see 

tnese br £ht gold an- 

tannas sprauting ip in 

tieir ne,çloorhood they 
won't be satisfied until 
trey owr the gold an- 

tanna, tie! 

Horizontal Di-activity 
co 0° 

Cain Chart 
CL -4X with Power -Pack 

Ca'or'Ceptor ColorCeptor 
Model CL -4X - $44.90 Model CL -4 - $29.95 
If Colcr ' :eptor won't Er ng in a staion yo want to see 

nctsiig will! 

Exclusive Color'Ceptor features 
Completely non- corresive gold- erad'zed Brush. 

Power -Pack -up to 47.19E more satsitivity. 
Pot. 'f ectro -lees "* - clearer pictu-es at greater distance 

Winegard Colcr '7.eptors are cones - 
tently advertised it leading national 
magazines yotr cistomers reach 

zss?T) - ter mluunal 

Hal slIwI d 
/r4//*/ 

, 3011111 

g191P1liUGl6 f'(ti t _ _ _ 

3000 Scotian Elvd., eer,ington, Iowa 
Cable Adcress Western Unior JRWCO 

'Pat. No. 2,'0e,1CS Copyright USA, 1.57 
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SAVE D 
by the SCOPE 

Can rent waveform 
s(le'es keystone fault 

By ROBERT G. MIDDLETON 

An example of keystoning. In the de- 
fective set keystone was reversed, with 
narrowest scan at bottom of screen. 

THE set came into the shop with a 
keystone raster (see photo). We 
started work by changing the 
yoke. When this failed to do the 

trick, the flyback transformer was sus- 
pected and replaced. When neither 
cleared up the keystone, we looked 
around for some stray magnetic field 
that might have distorted the electro- 
static lens of the picture tube. Failing 
to locate such a field, we checked the 
sweep circuits. 

This set did not show any dc voltage 
or resistance values far enough off 
to supply any clue of circuit misbe- 
havior. That's when it got dubbed a 
dirty dog (they're the worst kind) and 
tossed into the doghouse. 

It was an ideal situation to tackle 
with a scope. 

A 2 -ohm resistor was inserted in 
series with the return lead of the 
horizontal deflection coil and the scope 
connected across it (see Fig. 1). The 

Fig. 1 -Scope is connected across a 2- 
ohm resistor in series with return lead 
of horizontal deflection coils to observe 

current waveform. 

Fig. 2- Waveform of defective set. 
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pattern seen in Fig. 2 was obtained 
with a 20 -cycle sweep. 

Three periods of disturbance can be 
seen on the 15,750 -cycle current wave- 
form. The waveform itself appears as 
a shading in the display because of the 
low sweep rate and the dense distribu- 
tion of the horizontal waveform cycles. 
The important aspect of this display is 
the outer contour, which shows three 
periods of disturbance (each occupying 
1/60 second). This is a typical modula- 
tion waveform. The horizontal wave- 
form was being molulated by the 
vertical waveform in the sweep and 
horizontal oscillator circuits of the re- 
ceiver. 

When this was observed, it revealed 
6S4 
VERT OUTPUT 

tamed through a small capacitor. In 
such a case using a direct cable and 
probe often attenuates the pulse con- 
siderably and misleads the operator as 
to the nature of the trouble. Eventually 
we can expect to find probe data pub- 
lished with the waveform and peak -to- 
peak voltage data. Happy day! 

It may come as a surprise to learn 
that some beginning technicians make 
the error of using a low- capacitance 
probe when checking if circuits, and a 
demodulator probe when checking 
video- frequency circuits. Many oper- 
ators have come to grief by attempting 
to use a resistive isolation probe in 
sync or sweep circuits. These matters 
may seem elementary, but they are real 

M SYNC DISC 

6SN7 -GT 
HORIZ OSC 660ppf 

1 

I330ppt 

8.2K 

.5K 

VERT DEFL COILS 

} 

HORIZ LOCK! 

820a + h. 

B+ 120 

Fig. 3 -Open 20 -tif bypass capacitor allowed sawtooth current of ver- 
tical output circuit to modulate plate supply of horizontal oscillator. 

TO HORIZ OUTPUT 

that the circuit action was faulty and 
that some of the voltage from the 
vertical output circuits must be back- 
ing up into the horizontal oscillator 
circuit. A search was started for open 
or defective bypass capacitors. The 
second trial found the culprit, a prac- 
tically open 20 -µf capacitor bypassing 
the horizontal oscillator supply line (see 
Fig. 3). When this capacitor was re- 
placed, the receiver's operation returned 
to normal. 

Scopes are valuable 

This job pointed out the great value 
of supplementing dc voltage and re- 
sistance measurements with ac wave- 
form and peak -to -peak voltage measure- 
ments. In the case of Fig. 1, the 
peak -to -peak voltage should have been 
constant but it was not. The variation 
at a 60 -cycle rate was the clue to a 
quick cure for the trouble. 

The technician's chief problem is to 
determine whether a waveform is cor- 
rect. For example, the waveform at the 
plate of a keyed agc tube is often ob- 

stumbling blocks to the less- experi- 
enced. 

Of course when a situation such as 
Fig. 2 arises, the technician will get no 
benefit unless he "uses his bean." First 
of all, there are practically no service 
data available on current waveforms 
and how to obtain them. Second, only 
limited information is available on 
waveform distortions of this type 
which involve complex waveform corn - 
positions. 

There is no point in buying a scope 
unless the technician is somewhat of 
a rugged individualist, with enough 
gumption to make a definite effort to- 
ward self- improvement. 

Many scopes have been purchased by 
service technicians in the belief that a 
pair of test leads can be connected to 
the instrument, the power turned on 
and screen patterns checked which will 
immediately point to the trouble in the 
receiver under test. 

The variable of time is a very im- 
portant factor in using a scope. With 
the proper apprenticeship a scope will 
pay for itself a hundred times over. END 
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TRANSOCEANIC 

TV 

By CALVIN R. GRAF, WSLFM 

WITH the 11 -year sunspot 
cycle expected to hit its peak 
in late 1957, the possibility 
for transoceanic television 

reception becomes more likely as the 
sunspot number increases. European 
TV stations, especially the BBC, have 
been received as far south as southern 
Texas and west to California beginning 
in October and continuing the rest of 
the year. In San Antonio, Tex., recep- 
tion of England, Northern Ireland, 
France, Switzerland and Germany have 
been almost daily occurrences. Best and 
most often reception is in the frequency 
range of 41 to 50 mc. 

As the sunspot number increases, the 
F2 layer of the ionosphere, because of 
increased ionization, is better able to 
reflect high- frequency signals for longer 
paths and longer periods of time. Dur- 
ing a sunspot minimum the maximum 
usable frequency for long- distance 
paths might be as low as 10 -20 mc, but 
at the sunspot peak, it might rise as 
high as 50 -70 mc for certain paths. 
And the sunspot cycle maximum ex- 
pected in late 1957 might be the highest 
experienced in our lifetime! It has 
been reported that KPRC -TV, channel 
2, Houston, Tex., has been received in 
South Africa, a distance of nearly 9,000 
miles. 

The accompanying chart lists loca- 
tions, frequencies, lines per picture, 
video antenna power and antenna 
polarization of many TV stations which 
can easily be received. Remember that 
in most countries the number of scan- 
ning lines which form the picture are 
different from those of the United 
States. Except for the United States, 
Canada and a few South American 
countries which use 525 lines, most 
countries use 405, 625 or 819. This 
means the pictures cannot be locked in 
on a receiver designed for 525 lines 
without modifying the receiver circuit. 
Moreover, since our TV receivers have 
fixed channels which are different from 
other countries almost none of the 
frequencies will coincide. Most other 
countries use amplitude modulation for 
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DX 

the sound carrier while we use fre- 
quency modulation. A shortwave re- 
ceiver covering 40 to 50 mc or a con- 
verter is desirable. 

Frequen- 
cies fmcl 

Station Video Audio 
Great Britain 

London 45.0 41.5 34 V AM 405 
Belfast, N.I. 45.0 41.48 20 H AM 405 
Holme Moss 51.75 48.25 100 V AM 405 
N. Hessary Tor. 51.75 48.23 16 V AM 405 
Kirk o'Shotts 

Scotland 56.75 53.25 100 V AM 405 
Norwich 56.75 53.25 10 H AM 405 

France 52.4 41.25 50 H AM 819 
Switzerland 48.25 53.75 30 H FM 625 
Australia 64.25 69.75 100 FM 625 
Russia 49.75 56.25 40 H FM 625 
'Effective radiated power. 

German audio has been received on 
45.625 and 48.8 mc (50 kc /swing FM). 
Russian programs are on from 1100- 
1500 EST, with the stations closed 
down Thursdays for maintenance. 

Reception of European stations is 
best between mid -morning and noon. 
Australia should be best from mid- 
afternoon to evening. Since propagation 
is by the F2 layer, the sun should be 
near noon at the mid -path point. 

Most of the European stations re- 
ceived in south Texas have been heard 
from 0830 to 1230 CST, with the lower 
frequencies lasting the longest. During 
the months of November and December, 
1956, BBC TV audio on 41.5 me was 
received almost every day and BBC 
video on 45 me was received about 
three -fourths of the time. Occasionally, 
frequencies as high as 53 me are re- 
ceived. 

When conditions are good, it doesn't 
require much of an antenna to receive 
transoceanic TV. A simple 300 -ohm 
vertical folded dipole cut to 41.5 me 
has picked up TV signals from five 
European countries. Signal strength is 
so great at times that the BBC has 
been heard using a pocket screwdriver 
for an antenna inside a concrete build- 
ing! It doesn't take much -give it a 
try. END 
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,uII'D TOE SOT - 
BUILD ALLIED'S OWN 

Knight= 
Kits 

Here is a typical Knight -Kit value - 
available only from ALLIED -one of 

45 great Knight -Kits you'll find 
in our special Supplement No. 165. 

Write for your FREE copy today. 

knight -kit HI -FI VALUE 

25 -WATT LINEAR-DELUXE AMPLIFIER KIT 

Model 
Y-755 

$44" 

Luxury quality at modest cost! Williamson - 

type circuit delivers 25 watts of virtually 
flawless response. Can be used with any 
tuner or preamp with a full set of controls 
(for volume, tone and equalization). Printed 
circuit wiring board for simplified assembly; 
balance control for precise matching of 
output tubes; variable damping control. 
Response: ± 0.5 db, 10- 120,000 cps at 20 
watts. Harmonic Distortion: 0.15% at 30 
watts. Intermodulation: 0.4% at 20 watts. 
Output Impedances: 4, 8 and 16 ohms. 63/1. 
x 14 x 9" deep. Chrome -plated chassis. With 
all parts, tubes and easy -to -follow instruc- 
tions. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs. 

544" Model Y -755. Net, F.O.B. Chicago 
Y -759. Metal top cover for above $4.25 

OTHER knight -kit HI -FI VALUES 

FM HI -Fl TUNER KIT 
Model Y -751 

$3715 

IO -WATT HI -FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

Y-753 $2350 

20 -WATT H1 -FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

Y-750 $3575 

See our Supplement No. 165 for other 
knight -kit Hi -Fi values 

free SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE 
Supplement No. 165 

e-.. featuring 45 great 
Knight -Kits, Including Test 

,s Instruments, Hi -Fi, Hobbyist 
- and Amateur Kits. Write 

for your copy today. 

socvl 

ORDER FROM 

ALLIED RADIO 
Dp$.02 -G -7.100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 
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Superior's New Model TW -11 TUBE TESTER STANDARD PROFESSIONAL 
Test.. all tubes, including 4, 5, 6 7 Octal, 
Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyratron, Miniatures, 
Sub- miniatures, Novais, Sub -minors, Proximity 
fuse types, etc. 
Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Action Switch- 
es for individual element testing. Because all 
elements are numbered according to pin- number 
in the RMA base numbering system, the user 
can instantly identify which element is under 
test. Tubes having tapped filaments and tubes 
with filaments terminating in more than one 
pin are truly tested with the Model TW -11 as 
any of the pins may be placed in the neutral 

position when necessary. 
The Model TW -11 does not use any combination 
type sockets. Instead individual sockets are 
used for each type of tube. Thus it is impos- 
sible to damage a tube by inserting it in the 
wrong socket. 
Free -moving built -in roll chart provides com- 
plete data for all tubes. All tube listings print. 
ed in large easy -to -read type. 

NOISE TEST: Phono -jack on front panel for 
plugging in either phones or external amplifier 
will detect microphonic tubes or noise due to 
faulty elements and loose internal connections. 

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE 
SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW- CURRENT TUBES -Previously, on emission -type tube testers, it has been standard practice to use one scale for all tubes. As a result, the calibration for low- current types has been restricted to a small portion of the scale. The extra scale used here greatly simplifies testing of low- current types. 

The Model TW -I I operates on 105 -130 Volt 60 Cycles A.C. Comes 
housed in a beautiful hand -rubbed oak cabinet complete with 
portable cover. 

DOT PATTERN GENERATOR (FOR COLOR TD): 
Although you will be aile to use Inost of 

v regular stase herd , Ilinment for servicing Color TV 
the one addition which is a musts' Is a Dot Pattern 
Generator. The hot I "stiro projected on any color 
T\ Itece t 1 I - .I - tissli T\ 511 will enable 

mint, for I color pint t.,e nit.. 
e S 

Superior's New T Model TD -55 

$419 

FOR 
TESTER 

The Experimenter or Part -time Serviceman, who has delayed purchasing a higher priced Tube Tester. The Professional Serviceman, who needs an extra Tube Tester for outside calls. The busy TV Service Organization, which needs extra Tube Testers for its field men. 
Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by: 

I. Simplification of all 2. Elimination of old style sockets used for testing obsolete tubes (26, 
switching and controls. 27, 57, 59, etc.) and providing sockets and circuits for efficiently 

testing the new Nova! and Sub -Minor types. 
You can't insert a tube in wrong socket more than one pin. In such cases the element or internal It is impossible to insert the tube in the wrong socket connection often completes a circuit. when using the new Model TD -55. Separate sockets are Elemental switches ore numbered in strict accord - used, one for each type of tube base. If the tube fits once with R.M.A. specification. in the socket it can be tested. 
"Free- point" element switching system 
The Model TD -55 incorporates a newly designed element 
selector switch system which reduces the possibility of 
obsolescence to an absolute minimum. Any pin may be 
used as a filament pin and the voltage applied between 
that pin and any other pin or even the "top- cap ". 
Checks for shorts and leakages between all elements 
The Model TD -55 provides a super sensitive method of 
checking for shorts and leakages up to 5 Megohms be- 
tween any and all of the terminals. Continuity between 
various sections is individually indicated. This is impor- 
tant, especially in the case of an element terminating at 

Superior's New 
Model TV -50 

One of the most important improvements, we believe, is 
the fact that the 4 position fast -action snap switches are 
all numbered in exact accordance with the standard 
R.M.A. numbering system. Thus, if the element terminat- 
ing in pin No. 7 of a tube is under test, button No. 7 
is used for that test. 
The Model TD -55 comes complete with op- 
erating instructions and charts. Housed in 
rugged steel cabinet. Use it on the bench - 
use it for field calls. A streamlined carry- 
ing case. included at no extra charge, 
accommodates the tester and book of in- 
structions. 

s269s 

ENDMETER 
A versatile all- inclusive GENERATOR which provides ALL the outputs for servicing: 

A.M. Radio F.M. Radio Amplifiers Black and White TV Color TV 
7 Signal Generators in One! 

le R.F. Signal Generator for A.M. 
R.F. Signal Generator for F.M. 
Audio Frequency Generator 

R. F. SIGNAL GENERATOR: The VARIABLE AUDIO ERE- 
Model TV -50 (ienolmter provides QUENGY GENERATOR: Its nplete 'age l'or . \\I. m d addition to a fired 400 ev. F.M. :tl igntn1nf. Generate.. Radio cle sine -wave audio, the Frequencies from 100 Kilocycles Model TV -50 Genomr[er to 60 from le.s , J fiveles provides variable 300 tots :uul from 6o peseerfues to 

le to a 20.0(10 cycle 180 Me::..vet -1es on powerful har- 
peaked 

c. 
ics. peaked w 

' 

audio signal. 
MARKER GENERATOR: The Model TV -50 includes all the 
raust frequently ne edel arker points. The following mark- 

9 provided: I5 Kc.. 62.5 he.. 456 Kr., 6110 Kr., I(0íl K 141111 he.. 1600 5e (100 Kr., 2500 Ke.. :1579 
us... I 5 hI -.. 5 Mo.. 10.: M. 357ll Ke. Is the color burst 

Bar Generator 
Cross Hatch Generator 
Color Dot Pattern Generator 
Marker Generator 

BAR GENERATOR: The CROSS HATCH GENERATOR: T` Model TV -50 Genometer will 
project a cross -hatch pattern 
on any TV picture tube. the 
pattern will consist of shifting horizontal and vertical 
lines interlaced to provide a 
stable cross hatch effect. 

Model TV 50 pro.lect5 an 
actual Bar Pattern o 

n 
any 

TV Receiver Screen. Pat- 
tern will consist of 4 to 
16 horizontal bars or 7 to 
20 vertical bars. 

THE MODEL TV -50 comes abso- 
lutely complete with shielded leads 
and operating instructions. 
Only NET 

Superior's New 
Model TV -40 PICTURE TUBE TESTER 

NOT A GADGET -NOT A MAKE -SHIFT ADAPTER, BUT A WIRED PICTURE TUBE 

TESTER WITH A METER FOR MEASURING DEGREE OF EMISSION -AT ONLY $15,85 
Of course you can buy an adapter for about $5 -which 
theoretically will convert your standard tube tester into a 
picture -tube tester; or a neon type instrument which sells 
for a little more and is supposed to be "as good as" a 
metered instrument. Superior does not make nor do they 

80 

recommend use of C.R.T. adapters or neon gadgets because 
a Cathode Ray Tube is a very complex device, and to 
properly test it, you need an instrument designed exclu- 
sively to test C.R. Tubes and nothing else. 

Tests ALL magnetically deflected tubes... in the set ...out of the set...in the carton!! 
Tests all magnetically deflected picture tubes from 7 
inch to 30 inch types. 
Tests for quality by the well established emission method. 
All readings on "Good -Bad" scale. 

EASY TO USE: Simply insert line cord into any 110 volt A.C. 
outlet, then attach tester socket to tube base (Ion trap need not 
he on tube). Throw switch up for quality test...read direct on 
Good -Bad scale. Throw switch down for all leakage tests. 

Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up to 5 Model TV -40 C.R.T. Tube Tester comes ab- 
megohms. solutely complete - nothing else to buy. 

Housed in round cornered. molded bakelite 
Test for open elements. case. only $158u 

EXAMINE BEFORE YOU BUY! 
USE APPROVAL FORM ON NEXT PAGE 
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For the first time ever: ONE TESTER 
PROVIDES ALL THE SERVICES LISTED' BELOW! 

Superior's 
New Model 7 

/CAPACITY BRIDGE SECTION 

CONDENSER BRIDGE 
with a range of .00001 Microfarad to 1000 Microfarads (Measures 
power factor and leakage too.) 

ßESISTANCE BRIDGE 
with a range of 100 ohms to 5 megohms 

SIGNAL TRACER 
which will enable you to trace the signal from antenna to speaker 
of all receivers and to finally pinpoint the exact cause of trouble 
whether it be a part or circuit defect. 

IT'S A 

TV ANTENNA TESTER 
The TV Antenna Tester section is used first to determine if o 
"break" exists in the TV antenna and if a break does exist the 
specific point (in feet from set) where it is. 

Specifications 

'SIGNAL TRACER SECTION 
4 Ranges: .00001 Microfarad to .005 Microfarad; .001 Microfarad to .5 
Micròfarad; .1 Microfarad to 50 Microfarads; 20 Microfarads to 1000 Micro- 
farads. This section will also locate shorts, and leakages up to 20 megohms. 
And finally, this section will measure the power factor of all condensers from 
.1 to 1000 Microfarads. (Power factor is the ability of a condenser to retain 
a charge and thereby filter efficiently.) 

"RESISTANCE BRIDGE SECTION 
2 Ranges: 100 ohms to 50,000 ohms; 10,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Resistance 
can be measured without disconnecting capacitor connected across it. (Except, 
of course, when the R C combination is part of an R C bank.) 

As Design Engineers, we the undersigned would like to 

say that the Model 76 
is in our oP 

com- 

bination unit of its kind we have been p vil esdeto 
des`gn. 

Although it is comparatively a low-priced it ill, 

after you become acquainted wth its multiple 
services, be 

your most frequently S. LITT 

L. MELENKEVITZ 

A built -in high gain pentode voltage amplifier, plus a diode rectifier, plus a 
direct coupled triode amplifier are combined to provide this highly sensitive 
signal tracing service. With the use of the R.F. and A.F. Probes included with 
the Model 76, you can make stage gain measurements, locate signal loss in 
R.F. and Audio stages, localize faulty stages, locate distortion and hum, etc. 
Provision has been made for vse of phones and meter if desired. 

"TV ANTENNA TESTER SECTION 
Loss of sync., snow and instability are only a few of the faults which may 
be due to a break in the antenna, so why not check the TV antenna first? The 
Model 76 will enable you to locate a break in any TV antenna and if a break 
does exist, the Model 76 will measure the location of the break in feet from 
the set terminals. 2 Ranges: 2' to 200' for 72 ohm coax and 2' to 250' for 300 
ohm ribbon. 

Model 76 comes complete with all v 
accessories including R.F. and A.F. 
Probes; Test Leads and operating in- NET 
structions. Nothing else to buy. 

Only 

$ 

SHIPPED ON APPROVL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C.O.D. 
Try any of the instruments 

on this or the facing page 
for 10 days before you 

buy. If completely satis- 

fied then send down pay- 

ment and pay balance as 

indicated on coupon. No 
Interest or Finance 
Charges Added! If not 
completely satisfied return 
unit to us, no explanation 
necessary. 

JULY, 1957 

r 
MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 

Dept. D359, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y. 

Please send nie the units checked. I agree to pay down payment 
within 10 days and to pay the monthly balance as shown. It is 
understood there will be no finance or interest charges added. It is 
further understood that should I fail to make payment when due, 
the full unpaid balance shall become immediately due and payable. 

Model TW. II...._ ....Total Price $47.50 
511.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 
monthly for 6 months. 

Naine 

Address 

City- Zone........ State 

All prices net, F.O.B.. N. Y. C. 

Model 70 Total Price $26.95 
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00 
monthly for 4 months. 

Model TV -50 Total Price $47.50 
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance 56.00 
monthly for 6 months. 

Model TD- 55_.........._.. Total Price $26.95 
56.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00 
monthly for 4 months. 

Model TV40 Total Price $15.85 
53.85 within 10 days. Balance $4.00 
monthly for 3 months. 

1 
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ELECTRONICS 

OUR capacitor tester probably 
has an adjustment marked power 
factor with a dial graduated from 
0 to 50 or 60. When checking elec- 

trolytics you set this adjustment and 
read the power factor. If that reading 
exceeds some certain value, what does 
it mean ? Will the capacitor allow 
excessive ripple voltage when used in 
a power supply filter? Is its effective 
capacitance less than the measured 
value? Will it do a poor job of by- 
passing? Is it getting toward the end 
of its useful life? (The answer to all 
these questions is "yes. ") 

Some simple experiments will bring 
out the real meaning of capacitor 
power factor. First, use your capacitor 
tester to measure capacitance and 
power factor of an electrolytic which 
is in good condition. Then connect a 
20- or 30 -ohm resistor in series with 
the capacitor and make a second mea- 
surement. It will be necessary to move 
the power -factor pointer to a higher 
number. 

Try a paper capacitor of the largest 
value on hand, at least 0.5 tif. Then 
connect a resistor of several hundred 
ohms in series and make another check. 
Again you will have to move the power - 
factor pointer to a higher number. 

Adding series resistors increases the 
power factor. Obviously the extra re- 
sistance must increase the loss or waste 
of energy. The power factor of a ca- 
pacitor is a measure of the energy that 
is lost or wasted as the capacitor 
charges and discharges when acted up- 
on by alternating voltage. 

Almost any kind of energy loss in 
any electrical device may be repre- 
sented as an equivalent resistance. In 
the case of a capacitor we represent the 
loss by resistance in series with a pure 
capacitance (see Fig. 1). This is the 
series resistance you added during the 
preceding experiments. 

Although series resistance changes 
the power factor we cannot measure the 

(PLIED 
ALTERNATING 

VOLTAGE 

S EQUIVALENT 

SSS SERIES 
RESISTANCE 

CAPACITANCE 

T 
Fig. 1- Representative circuit for en- 

ergy loss in a capacitor. 
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hat it means 
What effect does a capacitor's power factor 
have in filter and bypass circuits? 

factor in ohms. This is because power 
factor depends on capacitance, frequen- 
cy of the applied voltage and the in- 
ternal series resistance. If you really 
want to know what power factor is, 
read the next four paragraphs. Other- 
wise skip to the effects of power factor 
in filtering and bypassing. 

In a perfect capacitor, one without 
any losses, current would lead the 
applied alternating voltage by exactly 
90 °, as seen in Fig. 2 -a. The power 
factor would be zero. In ceramic, mica 
and many paper capacitors, the power 
factor actually is close to that. 

If a capacitor has internal series re- 
sistance just equal to its capacitive 
reactance, both in ohms, current will 
lead the voltage by 45 °, as in Fig. 2 -b, 
and the power factor will be 0.707. Less 
internal resistance allows greater lead 
and smaller power factors. More re- 
sistance reduces the lead, brings cur- 
rent more nearly into time (phase) 
with the applied voltage and increases 
the power factor. 

Capacitor power factor is equal to 
the cosine of the angle by which current 
leads applied voltage. No cosine can 
be greater than 1.00, so maximum 
power factor is 1.00. Lesser values are 
stated as decimal fractions. It is cus- 
tomary to change these fractions to 
percentages: 0.707 becomes 70.7 %, 1.00 
becomes 100 /0 and so on. 

Fig. 3 shows relations between power 
factors as percentages and capacitive 
reactances as fractions or multiples of 
internal series resistance. Power fac- 
tors up to 20% or 30%, when changed 

CURRENT 

ONE CYCLE -N 
I 

I 

. /I / I / 

VOLTAGE,,/ r T 
LEAD 

CURRENT 

\ / 
\ / 

i 

/ 
VOLTAGE 

'EA 

LEAD 

Fig. 2 -a -In ideal capacitor, current 
leads voltage by 90° ; b -When internal 
resistance equals capacitive reactance, 

current leads voltage by 45 °. 

By H. P. MANLY 

back to decimal fractions, nearly equal 
the ratio of internal resistance to ca- 
pacitive reactance. 

Ripple voltage 
Because we will be talking about 

ripple voltage at some length, let's 
begin with some of its characteristics. 
Ripple is the alternating voltage or 
alternating component that accompan- 
ies do output voltage delivered from 
the filter of power supply. It is usually 
specified as a percentage of do output 
voltage. If ripple is 5 volts rms, with 
100 dc volts, the ripple would be 5%. 

Ripple can be reduced in four ways: 
1. by more filter capacitance; 2. by more 
load resistance and smaller load cur- 
rent; 3. by higher frequency; 4. by 
smaller power factor in filter capacitors. 

Were everything else to remain un- 
changed, doubling the capacitance 
would halve the ripple and halving the 
capacitance would double the ripple. 
This inverse proportion would also hold 
for load resistance and frequency, pro- 
vided nothing else changed. 

In practice the proportions do not 
work . out so precisely because change 
in one element varies the effect of 
others. The stated proportions hold 
fairly well with changes of capacitance, 
vary widely with changes in load and 
are close for changes in frequency. The 
effect of power factor is due for special 
consideration. 

At the filter output of any ordinary 
power supply there will be some 
ripple voltage. What we want to de- 
termine is the extent to which filter 
capacitors with high power factors in- 

100 

90 

80 

W 60 

40 

É 30 

2 

10 

0 .2 .4 .0 .8, I O L2 1.4 16 LU 24 22 2.4 
SERIES RESISTANCE 

AS FRACTION OR MOLT PLC OF CAPACITIVE REACTANCE C %C 1 

Fig. 3- Relation between power factors 
and capacitive reactance. 
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It's Florida for the kind of missile work 
only RCA can offer electronic technicians 

RCA careers are beginning for electronic 
technicians every day at the Missile Test 
Project at Patrick Air Force Base on 
Florida's central east coast. Each offers 
a unique opportunity to work on testing 
of all types of missiles now under 
development or planned. What's more, 
you can contribute to the Vanguard 
Satellite launching and tracking. 

There's a broad range of RCA oppor- 
tunity for technicians on all levels. A 
basic knowledge of electronics qualifies 
you for many of these openings. Com- 
plete facilities include latest electronic 
and optical data acquisition and trans- 
mission systems. Liberal RCA benefit 
program ... relocation assistance, too. 
You'll live well in Florida. 

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC. 

JULY, 1957 

Make sour future in one of these field 
or shop assignments: 

RADAR - RADIO -TELEMETRY 

TIMING -INSTRUCTING 

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT 

Mail the coupon for booklet which 
describes our Florida missile program 
and its advantages. 

r 
Mr. H. N. Ashby, Employment Mgr., Dept. N -15G 
RCA Service Co., Inc., Missile Test Project 
P. O. Box 1226, Melbourne, Fla. 

Please send me brochure with the information on RCA 
employment advantages in Florida. 

MIN 

Name Age Married Yes n No 

Address U.S. Citizen Yes 7 No 

Electronics Experience (Include Mil. Service & Tech. Schools1 

Earliest Date Available 
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PRECISION 
...manufacturers of fine 
electronic test instruments 
for over 25 years... 

INTRODUCES 

P 
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A c 
quality test 
instruments 
in kit form 
For the first time - 
a line of test instrument kits 
engineered and produced under 
the auspices of a major test 
equipment manufacturer ... and 
conveniently available directly 
from your own local 
electronic parts distributor. 

PRECI.SIO *'s 
25 years of experience 
is your assurance of 
superior quality, styling, 
performance and value. 

Model V -70 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER KIT 
wide -range peak to peak. 

Net Price: $31.50 

Model B -10 
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT 

with speciz I low -ripple output. 
Net Price: $41.95 

COMING SOON... 
Model G -30 -RF Signal Generator 

Model Z -80 - Audio -RF Signal Tracer 

Model M -40 -High Sensitivity V -O -M 

Model C -20 
RESISTANCE - CAPACITY -RATIO 

BRIDGE KIT 
10 mmfd to 2000 mfd 

1/2 ohm to 200 megohms. 
Net Price: $20.95 

Model S -50 
5" CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 

push -pull vertical and 
horizontal amplifiers. 

Net Price: $47.50 

Available and on display at lead- 
ing electronic parts distributors. 
Write for descriptive bulletin. 

P 

Model T -60 
TUBE CHECKER KIT 

full free -point lever selector system. 
Net Price: $36.75 

CIOI ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 
70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L. I., N. Y. 

A DIVISION OF PR EC /S /ON Apparatus Company. Inc. 

Export: 458 Broadway, New York 13, New York 

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10, Ont. 
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crease the ripple above minimum. Min - 
imum ripple would be that with any 
given capacitance, load and frequency 
when using a capacitor of smallest 
practicable power factor. 

It is possible to have power factors 
as small as 29 or 3% in electrolytics, 
but the factor usually is something be- 
tween 5% and 10%. In some of the 
earlier electrolytics, including wet 
types, power factors were as great as 
25% or more. 

Fig. 4 shows how an increase in power 
factor raises the ripple above mini- 
mum. Except for critical applications 
requiring low ripple, a power factor 
as great as 25(7( may cause no serious 
trouble. However, at a 50% power 
factor ripple may increase 15' or 
more and for still greater factors the 
ripple goes up rapidly. 

While an increase of power factor as 
a percentage above minimum may not 
appear serious there is another effect 
which may mean trouble. There is the 
change of ripple waveform with greater 
power factors. With factors up to 
almost 40' the waveform is nicely 
rounded (see Fig. 5 -a). Sharp peaks. 
as in Fig. 5 -b, develop at about 70',ß 

power factor. With 907 power factor 
the waveform becomes a sawtooth and 
little filtering effect remains (see Fig. 
5 -c). Sharp peaks change a soft audio 
hum into a noisy buzz. 

Power factor and frequency 
Most testers measure power factor at 

a frequency of 60 cycles. Power factor 
increases as frequency rises. It happens 
this way. Internal resistance remains 
constant but capacitive reactance drops 
with rising frequency. Then the ratio 
of resistance to reactance goes up. Fig. 
3 shows that power factor will increase 
as this ratio becomes greater. Accord- 
ingly, the power factor must increase 
with a rise of frequency. 

Let's see what this increasing power 
factor means when a capacitor is used 
for bypassing a wide range of audio 
frequencies, say from 100 to 5,000 
cycles. 

To answer this question we must 
remember that the object of bypassing 
a resistor is to reduce the alternating 
voltage across it. If there were no by- 
pass capacitor, the ac voltage across 
the resistor would depend only on re- 
sistance and current. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8 °O 

POWER FACTOR -PER CENT 

Fig. 4- Ripple increases as the power 
factor goes up. 
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From 
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for your Delco Radio service work! 
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Tops in performance and value 
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To get your share of the growing, profitable 
battery market -sell the batteries that helped 
make the new transistor radios possible. 
Amazing Mercury Batteries, pioneered by 
Mallory, lead all others in small size, long 
life, fade -free performance. No wonder 
they're the leading choice of set manufac- 
turers and distributors! 

Mallory Mercury Batteries stay at full 
strength for months on the shelf. They 
last far longer and cost far less per hour 
of use. They deliver the unequalled per- 
formance that builds repeat sales. And 
they're backed by consistent Mallory 
promotion and strong Mallory adver- 
tising in the Saturday Evening Post, 
Time, Newsweek and Business Week. 

Get full facts today from your 
Mallory distributor, on the 
TWIN -LINE of Mallory Mercury 
and Zinc -Carbon Batteries ... 
leaders in profit and performance 
for both transistor and vacuum - 
tube portable radios. 

For vacuum tube 
radios -Mallory Zinc - 
Carbon Batteries. 
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The bypass capacitor has capacitive 
reactance. When the capacitor and its 
reactance are across the resistor, the 
combination offers impedance to alter- 
nating current. Then ac voltage across 
the combination will depend not on 
resistance and current but on imped- 
ance and current. 

As we all know, the reactance of a 
capacitor decreases when frequency 
increases. The decreasing reactance 
drops the impedance of the paralleled 
resistor and capacitor, so ac voltage 
across the combination decreases as 
frequency goes up. 

Experiments were carried out with 
one paper and three electrolytic capaci- 
tors, all having measured capacitances 
close to 8.5 Af and all used as bypasses 
across a 158 -ohm resistor. Frequency 
was varied from 100 to 5,000 cycles. 
Alternating current from the audio 
generator was held constant at all fre- 
quencies. Alternating voltage across 
the capacitor resistor combination was 
measured with an oscilloscope and sepa- 
rate calibrating standard. The test 
setup is shown in Fig. 6. 

Alternating voltage across the re- 
sistor was maximum, of course, with 
no bypass capacitor. This voltage was 
considered as 100 %. Connecting any of 
the capacitors dropped the alternating 
voltage. Had voltage dropped propor- 
tionately to decreasing impedance it 
would have followed the short -dashed 
curve of Fig. 7. 

Measurements with the paper capaci- 
tor yielded the solid -line curve. Prac- 

a 

b 

Fig. 5- Waveforms of filter output at 

different power factors: a -40' - ; 11 

70 %: 
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AUDIO CURRENT SCOPE 

ISBA ao 

POLARIZING BATTERY 

o 

8.50 
CAPACITOR 

AUD O GENERATOR 

ßf0 
Fig. 6 -Test setup for measuring ratio 
between ac voltage drop and frequency. 

tice always seems to vary more or less 
from theory, but the paper capacitor 
performed much as would be predicted 
from falling impedance. An electro- 
lytic of exceptionally small power 
factor gave a nearly identical curve. 

A second electrolytic with a power 
factor of about 9% at 60 cycles pro- 
duced the curve drawn with alternate 
dots and dashes. The third electro- 
lytic, whose power factor was about 
32 %, at 60 cycles, produced the curve 
drawn with long dashes. 

It is apparent that an electrolytic 
with a power factor up to about 10% 
at 60 cycles is an effective bypass to 
nearly 1,000 cycles, and not too bad 
at higher frequencies. A capacitor with 
30 %r power factor begins to fall down 
on the job around 300 cycles. If power 
factor is not too great at low frequen- 
cies, the drop of reactance with rising 
frequency more than compensates for 
any increase of power factor. But a 
power factor which is large at low 
frequencies gets so bad at higher fre- 
quencies that it overcomes falling re- 
actance and ruins the bypassing. 

Internal series resistance and power 
factor of an electrolytic increase to 
quite an extent during its life. If leak- 
age does not become excessive, this rise 
of power factor may be the thing which 
finally causes unsatisfactory operation. 
In any event, power factor gives a 
clue to useful life remaining for an 
electrolytic. Factors from 15% on up 
usually mean that old age is creeping 
up and trouble is due before long. 

Abnormally high operating tempera- 
tures will dry out the electrolyte in 
many electrolytics. This increases the 
internal resistance and power factor - 
temporarily after small temperature 

(Continued on page 90) 
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Fig. 7- Relation of voltage drop to 
frequency at different power factors. 
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eitv Miniature Electroly tics 

Mat1ìoflT quality 

. . . 
at moderate 

cost 

Here's a brand new line of Mallory submini- 
ature electrolytic capacitors. Known as the 
TT series, they offer a complete range of 
aluminum cased electrolytics featuring 
Mallory quality at moderate cost. 
These tiny capacitors are especially well 
suited for replacement service in compact 
portable radios. The electrical characteristics 
make them ideal for transistor circuitry and 
for all battery operated equipment. 
Mallory TT Capacitors are available in a 
complete range of capacities and voltages - 
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working. The tiniest of the line measures 
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For rugged, subminiature replacement capac- 
itors, depend on the new Mallory TT series 
-complete information is available through 
your local Mallory Distributor. See him to- 
day -for all your electronic component needs. 
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Is a Degree Essential 

for an Electronic 

Engineering Career? 

88 

`.'Student" Fred Gunther in the IBM school 

Fred Gunther has no degree. Yet, today, at 

IBM, Fred is a Technical Engineer working on 

America's biggest electronics project. His 

story is significant to every technician who 

feels that lack of formal training is blocking 

his road to the top. 

Let's go back to 1950 and watch Fred Gunther, 
at 18, as he goes about the business of determin- 
ing his life's work. Fred spent almost a year 
trying his hand at various jobs. None of these 

turned out to be the one that Fred wanted to 
devote his life to. So, still undecided about his 

career, Fred entered the Navy for a four - 

year hitch. 

Fred learned something very valuable in the 
Service, as have many other men who eventu- 
ally discover the electronics field. His aptitude 
tests revealed him as an excellent electronics 
prospect, and he received ten months' training 
in electronics fundamentals and radar. Upon 
his discharge in 1955, he was an Electronics 
Technician, First Class. 

Something even more important to Fred's 
career occurred during his Service hitch. He 

began to hear such terms as "automation" .. . 

"data processing" ... "electronic computer." 
"Then, one evening, while glancing through the 

paper," he recalls, "I spotted a story about 

Project SAGE." 
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What is Project SAGL? 

SAGE means Semi -Automatic Ground 
Environment. It is part of America's 
radar warning system -a chain of de- 
fense that will ultimately ring our 
country's entire perimeter. At the 
heart of this system are giant elec- 
tronic computers, which digest data 
filtered in from Texas towers, picket 
ships, reconnaissance planes, ground 
observers. The computers analyze 
this information for action by the 
Strategic Air Command and other de- 
fense units. These computers are the 
largest in the world. Each contains 
perhaps a million parts- occupies an 
entire city block. They are built for 
the Project by IBM. 

Answering instructor's questions 

Fred joins IBM 

SAGE fascinated Fred, for it em- 
bodies the most advanced electronic 
concepts. And, when he learned that 
IBM would train him for six months, 
at full salary, plus a living allowance, 
to become a Computer Units Field 
Engineer, he seized the opportunity. 
Fred started his new electronics career 
in the IBM school, with twenty other 
technicians. He attended classes 8 
hours a day. Courses consisted of 
some 20 subjects- computer circuitry 
and units, maintenance techniques - 
everything he would need to become 
a full- fledged Computer Units Field 
Engineer. 

Assigned to McGuire AFB 

His six months' training completed, 
Fred was assigned in May, 1956, to 
McGuire Field, where the first of the 
giant SAGE computers is located. 
Here he assisted in the cable installa- 
tion for this vastly complicated elec- 
tronic giant. He helped to set up the 
computer, interconnect its many sec- 
tions, check it out and make it ready 
for operation. Fred spent five months 
JULY, 1957 

at McGuire, but his education was 
riot yet completed. 

Becoming a 
Computer Systems Engineer 

"I like to think it was due to my in- 
terest and grade of work," Fred says, 
"but at any rate, last October I 
was invited to return to Kingston for 
further training -to become, in fact, 
a Computer Systems Engineer. Natu- 
rally, I was proud and pleased, for 
this training would give me a much 
greater range of understanding ... 
make me more valuable to the com- 
pany and myself ... and give me a 
chance to assume actual engineering 
responsibility." Fred completed the 

At the operating console of the computer 

Computer Systems course. After sev- 
eral months of outstanding work in 
his new capacity, he received a third 
promotion -to Technical Engineer - 
in a field engineering liaison group. 

What does the future hold? 
What does the future hold for Fred 
Gunther, now that he has become a 
Technical Engineer? "It's hard to 
even set a goal in a field as rapidly 
moving as this," Fred says, "but with 
my IBM training back of me, the 
future sure looks good. I've advanced 
from Radar Technician to Computer 
Units Field Engineer to Computer 
Systems Engineer to Technical Engi- 
neer in two years -and received a val- 
uable electronics education besides!'' 

ow about YOU? 

Since Fred Gunther joined IBM 
Military Products and the Project 
SAGE program, opportunities are 
more promising than ever. This long - 
range program is destined for increas- 
ing national importance, and IBM 
will invest thousands of dollars in the 
right men to insure its success. 

If you have 2 years' technical 
schooling -or equivalent experience 
-IBM will train you for 6 months 
as a Computer Units Field Engineer. 

If IBM considers your experience 
equivalent to an E.E., M.E., or 
Physics degree, You'll receive 8 
months' training as a Computer Sys- 
tems Engineer. 

After training, you will be assigned 
to an area of your choice within the 
United States. You receive salary, 
not wages, plus overtime pay. In 
addition, every channel of advance- 
ment in the entire company is open, 
and IBM is a leader in a field that is 
sky- rocketing in growth. And, of 

Home to the family, Pemberton, N. J. 

course, you receive the famous IBM 
company -paid benefits that set stand- 
ards for industry. 

WHY NOT WRITE- today -to: 
Nelson Heyer, Room 3107 

Military Products Division 
IBM Corp., Kingston, N. Y.? 

You'll receive a prompt reply. Per- 
sonal interviews arranged in all areas 
of the United States if your résumé 
of experience and education indicates 
you have the qualifications. 

IBM MILITARY 
PRODUCTS 

DATA PROCESSING 

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS 

MILITARY PRODUCTS 

SPECIAL ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 

TIME EQUIPMENT 
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ELECTRONICS 
(Continued from page 87) 

rises but permanently after extreme 
temperatures. In the internal resistance 
that causes high power factor there 
is energy dissipation as heat, which 
tends to raise the power factor further. 
Power factor will also increase at low 
temperatures, but will return to its 
former value at normal temperatures. 

We might think that high power fac- 
tors would decrease the do output volt- 
age from a filter seriously. Actually 
the decrease is no more than about 
2<< with a power factor as great as 
50', . Such a loss is negligible. 

Capacitor testers 
Most of the testers which have power - 

factor dials measure capacitance with 
a bridge circuit similar to the simplified 
one shown in Fig. 8. An internal stand- 
ard capacitor is balanced against the 
capacitor being measured. If the mea- 
sured capacitor has much internal re- 
sistance, the bridge cannot be balanced 
until a resistance in series with the 
standard capacitor is adjusted to com- 
pensate for the measured capacitor's 
resistance. When this compensating re- 
sistance is suitably calibrated, it be- 
comes a measurement of power factor 
in the tested capacitor. 

AC VOLTAGE 

CAPACITANCE# 
DIAL 

BALANCE 

INDICATOR 

RANGE 

MEASURED 

CAPACITOR 

STANDARD 

CAPACITOR 

POWER FACTOR 

DIAL 

Fig. 8- Typical circuit for measuring a 
capacitor's power factor. 

The power factor dial on a tester may 
or may not be accurately calibrated. 
Close calibration is not essential be- 
cause, as you can see from the graphs 
and diagrams, moderate variations of 
power factor have little effect on re- 
ceiver performance. In a general way 
we may say that any power factor in 
excess of 20'Í is likely to cause trouble 
in critical applications. A factor a- 
large as 40') to 50% should mean 
rejection for any applications. 

An approximate check for calibra- 
tion of a power -factor dial can easily 
be made. In series with a high- quality 
paper capacitor whose value is 1 ¡If 

within 2% connect a 680 -ohm 5' . 

fixed composition resistor. This com- 
bination should require setting the 
power -factor pointer somewhere be- 

tween 23.5 and 26.5 on its dial. Were 
the series capacitor and resistor of 
exact values, the dial setting would be 
25 or 25'4. 

If the pointer is far off to begin with, 
it may be set to a corrected position 
without difficulty on most testers. This 
will allow close calibration at and near 
the center of the dial range. Errors 
may exist for lower and higher read- 
ings but the variations should be un- 
important in practical servicing. END 
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using the 
Breadboard setup for checking Unijunction circuits. 

This new double -base diode has a number of 
useful applications. Try some! 

UNIJUNCTION 

pARALLELING 

the development 
of the transistor have been the 
invention and development of spe- 
cial semiconductor devices. Many of 

these have as great a potential as their 
better known and older cousin, the 
transistor. 

Among the most promising of these 
devices is a unit with characteristics so 
unique that it can be used as an 
oscillator when combined with only one 
other component, plus a power source! 
Closely akin to the common diode and 
the triode transistor, it has properties 
different from either. Its potential ap- 
plications include possible use in com- 
puters, ham gear, test instruments, 
radar, television and special types of 
control and measurement equipment. 

Invented by General Electric and 
developed under a U. S. Air Force con- 
tract, this device was originally called 
a double -base diode due to its physical 
similarity to a junction diode in having 
not one, but two, base connections. To- 
clay the unit is termed a Unijunction 
transistor, a name indicating that it 
has control characteristics similar to 
those of a transistor but is equipped 
with a sir) gle junction instead of the 
two common to junction triode transis- 
tors. 

The construction of a Unijunction 
transistor is diagrammed in Fig. 1 -a 
and the schematic symbol to represent 

JULY, 1957 

By LOUIS E. GARNER. JR. 

it is shown in Fig. 1 -b. Lead con - 
nections for the G -E type 4JD5A1 
Unijunction transistor (formerly the 
G- EZJ -14) are identified in Fig. 1 -c. 

Basically, this semiconductor device 
consists of a small bar or rod of N -type 
semiconductor material with a lead 
connection brought out from each end. 
The bar serves as the base electrode 
and its two connections are identified 
as base 1 (B -1) and base 2 (B2). A 
simple p -n junction is formed along 
the bar and serves as the emitter elec- 
trode (E). Various semiconductor ma- 
terials may be used in the bar. Some 
of the early double -based diodes were 
made of germanium, but the present 
4JD5A1 Unijunction transistor is a 
silicon device. 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
BAR 

B2 

Ì 
BI 

IDENTIFYING TAB 

C 

Fig. 1 -The Unijunction transistor; a- 
construction; b- schematic symbol; c- 

lead connections. 

If the two base leads are connected 
together externally and used as a single 
electrode, the Unijunction transistor 
behaves as a conventional junction 
diode with base (B1 and B2) and 
emitter electrodes. Connected in this 
fashion, it can be used as a rectifier or 
as a detector, like any junction diode. 

However, when Unijunction transis- 
tor operation is desired, do voltages are 
applied between base 1 and base 2 and 
between base 1 and the emitter. The 
emitter and base 2 are generally made 
positive with respect to base 1. Under 
these conditions, with relatively low 
voltages applied, the Unijunction tran- 
sistor acts essentially like a high -value 
resistor. A small emitter current can 
flow with a value directly proportional 
to the applied emitter voltage. 

As the emitter -to- base -1 voltage is 
raised, a point is reached at which the 

k 
N 

CUTOFF 
REGION 

MINIMUM POINT (VALLEY) 

NEGATIVE 

RESISTANCE 

EGION ahl 
o EMITTER CURRENT 

Fig. 2- Typical input characteristics. 
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Saw tooth oscillator of Fig. 3. 

emitter current suddenly increases. In 
effect, the emitter -to- base -1 resistance 
drops from a very high to a very low 
value. The action is roughly analogous 
to that of a thyratron tube when it 
"fires." Thus, if the triode transistor 
can be considered as the semiconductor 
or solid -state counterpart of the vac- 
uum tube, then the Unijunction transis- 
tor, in a similar fashion, can be consid- 
ered as the semiconductor counterpart 
of a gas -filled triode or thyratron. 

This change from a nonconducting to 
a conducting state is brought about by 
injecting minority carriers * into the 

*In a conventional conductor, such as copper, 
electric current flow consists of a movement of 
free electrons through the material. In a semi- 
conductor, such as germanium, an electric cur- 
rent may be made up both of free electrons 
carrying a negative charge and of "holes" carry- 
ing a positive charge. A "hole" is an electron 
deficiency in the molecular structure of the 
material and can be transferred from molecule 
to molecule through the material, behaving as 
if it were a positive -charged particle with the 
mass of an electron. 

There are three basic types of semiconductors: 
intrinsic, having an equal number of free elec- 
trons and "holes "; p -type, having a surplus of 
positive "holes"; a -type, having a surplus of 
negative electrons. Transistors are made of 
p- and n -type semiconductors. 

However, with either type of semiconductor, 
not all current flow will be made up by the 

OUTPUT 

RI 

CO 

o-IOMA 

B2 

O 
CI 

°SEE TEXT a - 

Fig. 3- a- Sawtooth oscillator circuit; 
b- sawtooth produced by the generator. 

BI 
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junction region. The action is similar 
to injecting minority carriers into the 
base region of a triode transistor. The 
presence of these injected carriers 
causes an appreciable drop in the 
emitter -to- base -1 resistance. 

Input characteristics 
The basic operating characteristics 

of the Unijunction transistor are shown 
graphically in the curve of Fig. 2. As 
the emitter voltage is gradually raised 
there is a small, but steady, increase 
in emitter current. This is shown by 
the line to the left of the peak. Until 
the peak is reached, its behavior is 
like that of a conventional high -value 
resistance. The emitter current (bias) 
is very small, in the order of a few 
microamperes. 

Once the peak is reached the emitter 

predominant particle. Thus, although positive 
"holes" predominate in a p -type I for "positive ") 
semiconductor, there are some electrons avail- 
able. Similarly, although negative electrons pre- 
dominate in an n -type (for "negative") semi- 
conductor, there may be "holes" available. Since 
the opposite type of particle is present in smaller 
or minority quantities, they are called "minority 
carriers." 

Thus, "holes" are minority carriers in n -type 
semiconductors while electrons are minority car- 
riers in p -type semiconductors. 

b 

bias current suddenly increases. The 
emitter current may continue to in- 
crease even as the applied voltage is 
lowered. This gives the curve a nega- 
tive or downward slope and is charac- 
teristic of devices having negative 
resistance which exhibit this same 
general characteristic. 

Among vacuum tubes, a tetrode oper- 
ated with the plate at a lower voltage 
than its screen grid may behave in a 
similar fashion. An increase in applied 
voltage can result in a decrease in 
current and vice versa. This character- 
istic in a vacuum tube is used in the 
dyna tron oscillator. 

Among other types of semiconductor 
devices, the point- contact transistor, 
with an alpha greater than one, can 
exhibit a negative resistance character- 
istic when used in a circuit which 
places its base above circuit ground; 
hence the reason for this type of 
transistor's instability except in com- 
mon- or grounded -base circuits. 

After the negative resistance region 
(Fig. 2), a minimum point or valley 
is reached beyond which the Uni- 
junction behaves as if it were a con- 
ventional (positive) resistor -that is, 
increases in emitter voltage result in 
corresponding increases in emitter cur- 
rent. Its effective resistance under such 
conditions is much lower than before 
the peak was reached. For example, 
before the peak is reached, the effective 
input resistance of the device may be 
in the tens of thousands or even hun- 
dreds of thousands of ohms. After the 
valley is reached, the effective input 
resistance may be in the tens or hun- 
dreds of ohms. 

The input characteristics curve of 
the Unijunction transistor exhibits 
three distinct regions: a high (positive) 
resistance region before the peak is 
reached, called the cutoff region ; a 

region of negative resistance between 
the peak and minimum points of the 
curve ( the valley) , sometimes called 
the transition region; a region of low 
(positive) resistance past the valley, 
called the saturating region. 

Practical circuits can be designed to 
operate along the slopes of any of 
these regions (cutoff, transition and 
saturating) or to utilize the slopes of 
two or more regions. Often, the cutoff 
and transition (negative resistance) 
regions are used. 

Tentative specifications of the 
4JD5A1 Unijunction transistor are 
given on page 99. 

As with any electronic device, the 
possible circuit applications of the Uni- 
junction transistor are limited only by 
the requirements and imagination of 
the circuit designer. We will try to 
outline a few typical circuits, but re- 
member that space limitations prohibit 
an exhaustive treatment of circuitry. 
Anyone interested in using the Uni- 
junction in his own work will find it 
worth while to set up some of the 
experimental circuits shown, do his 
own tests and try devising new circuits. 
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WITH THESE TRUMPETS 
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DRIVERS 
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Unlimited to Match Every 
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Widest Response 
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Best Value 
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Model PA -50 - The ultimate in deluxe, advance -design. Features: extended high and low frequency range, high- est continuous duty power capacity, Super W magnet, bi- sectional construction, greatest conversion efficiency, husky built -in multi -match transformer with terminals conveniently located at base of unit. Especially recom- mended for church chimes, carillons, organs; fast set -up time ideal for rental or semi- permanent systems; outstand- ing performance characteristics. The answer to the tough- est sound problem. Nothing finer! 
Response: 70 to 10,000 cps. Power Capacity: Full Range 50 watts, Adjusted Range 100 watts. Impedance: 16 ohms. Transformer Impedances: 100/165/250/500 /1000/. 2000 ohms, 70 r. Line Power Tops: 50/30/20/10/5/2,5 watts. List Price: $57.50. 
Model PA -NF - Without question the finest driver unit ever offered. For applications requiring the greatest powet handling capacity, maximum sensitivity, widest range frequency, response, plus rugged lifetime construction. Features completely die -cast aluminum housing. Water- tight voice terminals are located at base of housing for added convenience. Increased sound output cuts amplifier requirements in half! 
Response: 70 to 10,000 cps. Power Capacity: Full Range 50 watts, Adjusted Range 100 watts. Impedance: 16 ohms. List Price: $47.50. 
Model SA -30 - High efficiency and response of Model SA -HF, plus "battleship" construction for maximum dur- ability against abuse or in hazardous environments. Com- pletely die -cast aluminum housing and built -in matching transformer for connection to high impedance lines or "constant voltage" systems. Exclusive water -tight durai gland nut cable entrance. Shockproof bi- sectional speaker construction. 
Response: 80 to 10,000 cps. Power Capacity: Full Range 30 watts, Adjusted Range 60 watts. Impedance: 16 ohms. Transformer Impedances: 45/165/250/500/1000 /2000 ohms, 70 v. Line Power Taps: 30/20/10/5/2.5 watts. List Price: $47.50. 

Model SA -HF -Often called "the workhorse of the sound industry." Meets most p.a. and industrial requirements. Response to 10,000 cycles and more efficient than the Model MA -25. Will deliver that extra punch needed to cut through heavy noise. Use for speech or high quality music. Tropicalized and hermetically sealed for continuous top flight performance even under adverse weather conditions. Response: 80 to 10,000 cps. Power Capacity: Full Range 30 watts, Adjusted Range 60 watts. Impedance: 16 ohms. List Price: $36.00. 
Model MA -25 - Use this rugged, weather -proof driver unit where response to 6500 cycles is adequate or to pre- serve "balance" when used with high cut -off frequency trumpets. Low in cost, high in quality, featuring high effi- ciency magnet, tropicalized 2" voice coil, "rim- centered" breakdown -proof bakelite diaphragm. 
Response: 85 to 6500 cps. Power Capacity: Full Range 25 watts, Adjusted Range 50 watts, Impedance: 16 ohms. List Price: $27.50. 
Program response adjusted to horn cut -o,a, 
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USE ANY UNIVERSITY DRIVER FOR EFFICIENCY, ECONOMY AND ADAPTABILITY NEVER BEFORE POSSIBLE! 
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Since the Unijunction is a relatively 
new device, not all distributors will 
have it in stock. For price contact the 
General Electric Co., Semiconductor 
Products, Electronics Park, Syracuse, 
N. Y. The transistors are available, but 
prices will be high, at least for a time. 

Sawtooth oscillator 
Knowing that the Unijunction tran- 

sistor has some characteristics roughly 
analogous to those of a thyratron tube, 
you may conclude that the unit will, 
like a thyratron, operate as a simple 
relaxation oscillator. It can and will! 
A typical relaxation oscillator circuit is 
seen in Fig. 3 -a. This type of circuit 
can provide a linear sawtooth for use 
as a sweep signal in oscilloscopes. TV 
receivers, radar, TV cameras or other 
types of equipment. 

Referring to Fig. 3 -a, R1 may have 
values ranging from 1,000 to 47,000 
ohms and Cl values of from .002 to 0.5 

pf, depending on the exact waveshape 
needed and the desired repetition rate. 
Although a 9 -volt dc power source was 
used a higher (or lower) supply voltage 

gi may be used, as long as the maxi- 
', 1 4 I 1 t ! H Ii b Y mum ratings of the transistor are not 

exceeded. 
51 In operation, Cl is gradually charged 

LO %I MI, fUi' .F. r..0 through Rl. The E-to-Bl voltage rises 
as Cl charges. As long as this voltage 
is below the peak value (see Fig. 2), 
the transistor's input (E- to -B1) re- 
sistance is high. When the peak is 
reached, the transistor suddenly 
switches to a conducting state and Cl 
discharges rapidly through the low E- 
to-B1 resistance. With Cl discharged, 
the transistor returns to its noncon- 
ducting state, the E-to-Bl resistance 
becomes quite high and the action can 
repeat. 

The output signal waveform depends 
ï upon what portion of R1 -C1's charging 
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°SEE TEXT - a- 

9V 

meters, the emitter -to- base -2 resistance 
may take the place of fixed resistor R1. 
With such an arrangement, Rl may be 
omitted and the circuit will oscillate 
with just the transistor and o,le other 
component (C1), plus the power supply! 

Pulse generator 
The basic sawtooth oscillator circuit 

can supply fairly sharp pulses if re- 
sistive loads are placed in series with 
the two base electrodes. This modifi- 
cation of the basic circuit is shown in 
Fig. 4 -a. Series resistors R2 and R3 
may have values ranging from less 
than 100 to as high as several thou- 
sand ohms. The values for R1 and Cl 
may be the same as for the basic saw - 
tooth oscillator. 

In operation, the pulse is formed by 
the current surge through the series 
resistor(s) as the transistor "fires" 
and discharges Cl. A negative -going 
pulse is formed between B2 and circuit 
ground (across R2) while a positive - 
going pulse is developed between BI 
and ground (across R3). A typical 
negative -going pulse is shown in Fig. 
4 -b. 

If only a single pulse is needed, hav- 
ing either positive or negative polarity, 
then one of the resistors (R2 or R3) 
may be omitted and replaced with a 

direct connection. The pulse shown in 
Fig. 4 -b was obtained with the follow- 
ing circuit values: R1, 1,800 ohms; Cl, 
.05 pf ; R2, 470 ohms; do supply, 9 

volts. R3 was omitted. 

Driven sweep 
Another variation of the basic cir- 

cuit is shown in Fig. 5 -a. This circuit 
will deliver a sawtooth signal only when 
driven by an external signal. The wave - 
shape of the driving signal is relatively 
unimportant - it may be a sine or 
square wave, pulse or triangular wave - as long as it has a definite positive - 
going component. Potential applications 
of the driven sweep include its use as 
the slave sweep in a cathode -ray oscillo- 
scope, synchroscope or in a radar in- 

dicator as well as in special computer 
circuits. 

Referring to the schematic diagram, 
assume first that no signal is applied 
between the base electrodes. Note that 
no dc voltage is applied to these two 
electrodes. Cl is charged through series 
resistor R1 to the full do supply voltage, 
but the transistor does not "fire" since 
there is no voltage between B1 and B2. 

When a signal, such as a sine wave, 
is applied between B2 and B1, B2 is 

b 

Chelsea 50, Mass. Fig. 4 -a -Pulse generator circuit ; h- pulse waveform. 
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Here is a typical Knight -Kit value - 
available only from ALLIED -one of 

45 great Knight -Kits you'll find 
in our special Supplement No. 165. 

Write for your FREE copy today. 

knight -kit INSTRUMENT VALUE 

S" GENERAL -PURPOSE SCOPE KIT 

Model 
Y -146 

x4950 

Feature for feature, the world's best scope 
kit value. Equal in performance to wired 
units several times its price. Ideal for radio 
and TV servicing. audio work and hundreds 
of other applications. Phantastron sweep 
circuit provides extreme sweep linearity; 
retrace blanking on all rangea eliminates 
retrace lines; vertical sensitivity is three 
times that of comparably priced scope kits. 
Printed circuit and laced wiring harness 
speed assembly. SPECIFICATIONS: Vertical 
Response- ± 3 db. 3 cps to 1.5 mc.; t 6 db 
to 2.5 mc. Vertical Sensitivity -.025 rms 
v /inch. Sweep-15 to 150.000 cps in 4 ranges. 
Horizontal Sensitivity -.07 rms v /inch. Vert- 
ical Input Imp. -3.3 meg shunted by 45 
mmfd. Calibrating Voltage: 1 volt peak -to- 
peak, applied by push- button switch. Com- 
plete with 5" CRT, wire, solder, etc. 9% z 
13 ,84 x 17N ". Shpg. wt. 28 lbs. 
Model Y -146. Net, F.O.B. (-hic: t',,... , S495° 

OTHER knight -kit INSTRUMENT VALUES 

i: 
5' WIOE-BAND SCOPE KIT 

Y-144 56900 

VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT 

Y -136 51215 

HIGH -GAIN SIGNAL 
TRACER KIT 

Y-135 52650 

_0 ést 
TV -FM LINEAR 

SWEEP GENERATOR 

Y -123 $4415 

See our Supplement No. 165 for I8 ether 
knight -kit instrument values 

SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE 
Supplement No. 165 
featuring 45 great 
Knight -Kits, Including Test 
Instruments, HI -Fl. Hobbyist 
and Amateur Kits. Write 
for your copy today. 

Dpf.02 -G -7,100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill. 
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Fig. 6- Waveforms in frequency- divid- 
er circuit. a- driven with sine wave; 
h -driven with square wave; c- output 

2 when driven with square wave. 

Next, an external signal is applied 
across R.3; the positive half -cycle of this 
signal, superimposed upon the fixed 
charge of Cl, is sufficient to "fire" the 
transistor. Cl is discharged through 
the emitter base -1 circuit and through 
R3, then recharges again. The applied 
input signal will be superimposed 
upon the sawtooth waveform produced 
as Cl charges and will again "fire" the 
transistor as the "peak)" is approached. 

This action keeps repeating as long 
as a signal is applied to the input. Each 
time the transistor "fires," a pulse is 
developed across R4, as in the basic 
pulse generator (Fig. 4 -a). 

Cl's charging time is a function of 
circuit parameters and this time, in 
turn, determines the numbers of cycles 
of the applied signal which are accepted 
before the circuit "fires" and delivers 
an output pulse. The waveshape of the 
applied signal is relatively unimportant. 

The types of signal obtained at the 
emitter (output 1) with sine- and 
square -wave input signals are shown 
in Figs. 6 -a and 6 -b, respectively. A 
typical output pulse obtained from B2 
(output 2) with a square -wave output 
is shown in fig. 6 -c. Note how the pulse 
divides the square wave into a fixed 
number of cycles. 

Input signal frequencies were 6,000 
cycles for Fig. 6 -a, 4,000 cycles for Fig. 
6 -b, and 3,000 cycles for Fig. 6 -c. END 
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tU(,t.iilar capacitors 
give p,z hetter 
performance 
and longer life! 

All Aerovox P88N molded tubular capaci- 
tors are manufactured by a unique low - 
pressure, low- temperature molding process 
that insures perfectly centered sections with 
uniform wall thickness on every single unit. 
Only Aerovox gives you round, uniform, un- 
distorted, coaxially- centered sections solidly 
imbedded in the right plastic for superb 
mechanical, electrical and climatic charac- 
teristics. 

NOT THIS NOR THIS AND NEVER THIS 000 
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section section 
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diwaylr 
THIS 

Compressed 
rection 

Perfectly centered, undistorted, unim- 

paired section protected by uniform 

and adequate plastic wall thickness. 

That's the inside story why Aerovox Duro- 

nite capacitors are recognized for their 

top performance and utmost reliability 
and extra- generous service life. Your local 

Aerovox Distributor carries a complete 

stock of Aerovox capacitors to meet ALL 

your service needs. Drop in soon and ask 

for a copy of the latest Aerovox 

catalog or write 

AEROVOX CORPORATION 

DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION, 
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Ont. 

Export Ad Auriema, 89 Broad St., New York, N. Y., 
Cable: Auriema, N. Y. 
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Fig. 5- Special Unijunction circuits; a- driven sweep; b- frequency divider. 
driven positive on alternate half- cycles. 
When B2 is driven positive, the transis- 
tor "fires," discharging Cl. Capacitor 
Cl then recharges through Rl and the 
entire cycle is repeated the next time 
B2 is driven positive. 

Since Cl is discharged and recharged, 
forming the sawtooth output signal, 
only when the applied drive signal 
makes B2 positive with respect to Bi, 
the waveshape of the drive signal is 
not too important. For example, if in- 
stead of a sine -wave, a single positive - 
going pulse were applied to the circuit 
the output signal would be one cycle. 
Frequency divider 

The computer designer or the engi- 
neer working with complex electronic 
systems often requires a "frequency - 
dividing" circuit - one that will pro- 
vide an output signal for a specific 
number of cycles of an applied signal 
given frequency. The Unijunction is 
well suited to this type of circuitry. 

A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 
5 -b. This circuit eombines some of the 
features of the "free -running" relaxa- 
tion oscillator with the basic character- 
istics of a driven sweep. 

Refer to the schematic diagram. Let 
us assume, that there is no signal ap- 
plied to the input terminals (across 
R3). Cl is charged through Rl, R4 and 
R3. R3 is kept fairly small compared 
to R1 and R4 and, therefore, can be 
ignored as far as the charging cycle 
is concerned. The maximum voltage to 
which Cl can charge is determined by 
the ratio of Rl plus R4 and R2, or by 
the ratio of Rl and R2 alone if the 
alternate circuit arrangement is chosen 
(R1 returned to positive side of power 
supply instead of B2 -shown by the 
dotted line). If the ratio of this voltage 
divider is properly chosen, Cl can be 
charged to just below "firing" voltage. 

JULY, 1957 

MASTER THE BASICS OF TELEVISION 
the easy RIDER "picture book" way 

BASIC TELEVISION by Dr. Alexander Schure 
The whole world of black and white ielevision 
is before you for only 810.00. 
The new 5- volume Rider "picture book" course 
that teaches the complete basic principles and 
practices of black and white television easily. 
quickly and understandably. You can master 
the basics of television easily, rapidly and 
thoroughly with this "learn by pictures" train- 
ing course. 

Its so easy to learn 
Here's how this easy, illustrated course worTs. Every page covers one complete idea ! There's 
at least one big illustration on that same page 
to explain it! What's more, an imaginary instructor stands figuratively at your elbow. doing "demonstrations" that make the theory 
easy for you to follow and understand. Then. at the end of every section, you'll find a review that highlights the important topics you've just covered. You build a thorough, step -by- step knowledge at your own pace -as fast as you yourself want to go. 

BASIC TELEVISION uses the same methods that have proven so successful in the famous 
Rider picture books on electricity and elec- tronics. This comprehensive course presents 
Basic Television in simple, down -to -earth language that everyone can understand -re- gardless of previous education. All that is assumed is that you have a knowledge of radio. Every phase of television is made instantly clear -explained in plain English sU; t crted by carefully prepared, large and exciting draw- ings that make every idea crystal clear. 

5 complete volumes 
It starts with the transmitter and discusses in detail the following subjects: Volume 1 deals with the transmitter; the handling and the operation of the camera ; formation of the pic- ture signal and the general content of the transmitter. Volume 2 covers the organization of the entire TV receiver treating each section individually from antenna to picture tube. Volumes 3, 4 anti 5 contain the TV receiver circuit explanations. Each volume covers a specific number of sections in the receiver. In effect, the presentation is like a spiral -first 

an overall view of the whole and then the detailed explanation of each part. The most perfect modern teaching technique. The result -maximum understanding. 

Learn at home -no correspondence 
This course is so complete, so different -there's no need for the usual letter writing, question and correspondence. You learn in the comfort of your home, in your spare time . . . at your own pace. 

10 -day examination -Money Back. Guarantee 
Send today for these exciting new training courses -you risk nothing! When you receive the volumes, examine them in your own home for 10 full days. If, at the end of that time, you're not completely satisfied, simply return your full purchase price! 

:1.4.198, soft cover 5 volumes, $10.00 per set; X198 -H, cloth bound in a single binding, $11.50 

TV PICTURE TUBE -CHASSIS GUIDE 
by Rider Lab Staff 
No busy service technician can afford to be without this easy -to -use TV tube Mention 
guide. It covers all picture tube types used in TV receiver production from 1PiG to February 
1957 -over 7,000 listings. This reference guide 
is organized by chassis number. and in some 
cases, by models so that the technician can immediately locate the correct picture tube type simply by knowing the chassis number. 
#204 08 pp. $1.35 

MARINE RADIOTELEPHONE PERMIT 
Q & A MANUAL (3rd class operator) 

by Milton Kaufman 
Here is the Q & A Manual for all boat ownery who must comply with the new FCC regula- tions requiring 3rd class radiotelephone opera - tors permits. Complete with questions and answers and discussion. Added features include 
a listing of the specifications of radiotele- phone equipment suitable for this purpose. and FCC examining offices. 
#206, soft cover only $1.35 

ENERGY by Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. 
A remarkable book that examines and ex- plains the fundamental forces about us. This classic non -mathematical exposition of this important subject by the eminent English physicist has been specially edited and illus- 
Erased for this long- awaited reprint. The sub- ject of energy is presented in a crystal -clear fashion. The author's brilliant word pictures are amazingly thorough and generate corn plete understanding. Illustrated. Soft cover. 
64 pp. #200 Only SI.25 

REPAIRING TELEVISION RECEIVERS 
by Cyrus Clickstcin 
The most modern completely practical book -. written by an expert with.long experience in 
television rec-eiver repair. Devoted to trouble- 
shooting and repair techniques which are 
modern, yet down -to- earth. Covers the use of 
simple as well as elaborate test equipment of 
all kinds. Profusely illustrated. 
Soft Cover, 212 pp., 5". x 8S, ", illus. 
#191 Only $1.ao 

IF YOU WANT THE EST IN TV SERVICE INFORMATION 

PNILCO Gt EMERSON SYLVANIA 2ENpN WESSNGNOUSt 
ADMIRAL R C A MOTOROLA HOFFMAN CROSIFY PACNAID6Lll 

Corers P,od,o,on 1950.1956 

RIDER'S NEVI S D O SERVICE 
('neto dwera,n only..) 

ONLY 50í PER CHASSIS AT YOUR LOCAL 1O66E1. 

GETTING STARTED IN AMATEUR RADIO 
by Julius Berens W2P1K 
written for the individual who wants to get 
a license to own and operate his own amateur 
r olio transmitter. It explains the license 
classes and requirements for each. Funda- 
mentals of electricity and electronics ex- plained in easy -to- understand language. 
Sample transmitting circuits. Stress placed 
on learning the International Morse Code, with a diagram of a code oscillator, and code memorization techniques. Numerous questions 
and answers given as an aid for license ex- aminations. Explanation of the FCC regula- 
tions. #199, soft cover, 128 pp. (approx.) $2.40 

BASIC SERIES by 
Van Valkcnburgh, Nooger & Necillc, Inc. I 

The fabulous picture -text books that teach faster and easier! The theory, principles, and I practice of electricity, electronics, and syn. I chros and servos are here presented in al manner that permits a rapid grasp of the 1 fundamentals of these vitally important sub- I jests. Over 2,000 specially prepared illustra -I tions present, explain, and make every topic I discussed picture -clear. I 

Basic Electricity I 
#169, .oft rover, 5 vol.., 62 -1 PP., I 

per set 610.00 1 4'16911, rlotl, bound in single binding....5I1.50 I 
Basic Electronics 

4170, non corer, 5 sols., 550 p p., 
per set $10.00 

17o11, doll, hound in ' ingle binding.... $11.50 
Basic Synchros and Servomechanisms 

1110, oft cover, 2 vol.., 270 pp.. 
per Pei S. S.30 I 

I11011, clod, bound in single binding $6.95 

FREE! FREE! Handsome genuine 
leather, gold- stamped bookmark, if 
you write today for FREE 1957 
Spring- Summer Catalog RE -7. 

If your jobber, book or department 
store does not sell the Rider 
books you want. order direct by checking book desired in this ad. 
Add state and city tax where 
applicable. Canadian prices ap- proximately 6% higher. 

RIDER 
BOOKS 

ssPPt 
Rsel 

JOHN F.RIDER PUBLISHER,INC. lie West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
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Note: Records below are I2 -inch LP 
and play buck with RIAA curve unless 
otherwise indicated. 

A Hi -Fi Carnival With Strauss 
Paulik conducting Vienna State 

Opera Orchestra 
Vanguard VRS -948 

The combination of authentic Viennese per- 
formance and the superlative brilliance of the 
recordings is irresistible. This is probably the best 
yet. As a show -off and demonstration record it 
has few equals, let alone superiors, what with a 
truly awe -inspiring drum, a big string bass, bril- 
liant high highs, nigh perfect definition and, 
when played loudly, almost complete presence 
and realism. The Acceleration and Wiener Brut 
waltzes are the most familiar. In addition, there 
are two other waltzes, five polkas and a galop. 

Hi -Fi links With Strauss 
Paulik and Vienna State Opera 

Orchestra 
Vanguard SRV -104 

A special demonstration record, this is a tre- 
mendous bargain at $1.95. It contains three of 
the most popular waltzes, two polkas, two 
marches and a czardas from the series of Van- 
guard recordings of the music of the Strausses. 
Though the drum is not as big as in A Hi -Fi Car- 
nival With Strauss (VRS -948), it shares the 
other virtues of the series. Especially notable is 
the definition of the snare drums and tambourine. 

Brass and Percussion 
Mortoti Gould Brass Band 

RCA Victor LM -2080 
If you love brass bands, here at long last is a 

recording which plays and plays very well the 
favorite marches as written and without any 
progressive modernizations and presents a big 
brass band with almost complete presence and 
realism. The selections include seven Sousa, four 
Goldman and three Gould marches, in a recording 
which almost does the impossible- bringing a 50- 
oc 00 -piece band right into the living room. 

Under Analysis 
Sauter -Finnegan Orchestra 

RCA -Victor LPM -1341 
If you prefer pop music, this is one of the few 

recordings anywhere near the class of the above 
several classics. Here Sauter -Finnegan take apart 
11 popular classics such as Avalon, Stardust, I 
Get a Kick Out of You, and put them together 
again with a really big drum, deep marimba, bass 
sax, plenty of percussion, a big bass and all the 
fixings to produce a very impressive sound. 

BRITTEN: Young Person's Guide to the 
Orchestra 

DOHNANYI: Variations on a Nursery 
Tune 

Slatkin conducting Concert Arts 
Orchestra 

Capitol P -8373 
Put this on the required listening list. The Britten piece is engagingly instructive in showing 

off the nature and capabilities of various instru- 
ments and is recorded with the fine definition 

JULY, 1957 

needed to make it really useful as a test or dem- 
onstration piece. The percussion section is espe- 
cially fine and the fugue offers a real measure of 
system definition. The Dohnanyi Variations is a 
delightful musical spoof as well as a demonstra- 
tion of what a good man can do even with so 
trite a theme as "Twinkle, Twinkle Litttc Star." 

Marimbas Mexicanas 
Marimba Chiappas Orchestra 

Capitol of the World T- 10043 
This should delight just about every hi -fi fan 

and his family and friends as well. The Marimba 
Chiappas -a consort of marimbas plus plenty of 
Latin American percussion -plays bright tunes 
with brilliant rolls, a sharp rhythm, good bass 
beat and plenty of high highs. It will give both 
woofers and tweeters a good workout. 

Chopin by Starlight 
Carmen Dragon conducting 

Hollywood Bowl Orchestra 
Capitol P -8371 

Ten of Chopin's most popular piano pieces in 
big, lush orchestral transcriptions with the excel- 
lent sound the Bowl orchestra so consistently 
dishes out. 

Music of Great Keyboard Masters 
Sascha Gorodnitzki, pianist 

Capitol P-8374 
If you like your piano pieces played on the piano, here is a baker's dozen of outstanding con- 

cert encores, including a couple by Chopin, as 
well as Liszt, Debussy, Schumann, Rachmaninoff, 
Prokofiev and Paderewski, adequately played on a resonant piano and very well recorded. 

MOZART: Concerto for Clarinet 
Quintet for Clarinet 

Benny Goodman, Clarinet 
Munch conducting Boston Symphony 

and Quartet 
RCA Victor LM -2073 

Two of the greatest clarinet show pieces played 
by the greatest jazz clarinetist. Experts may 
quibble about Benny's expressiveness but the ordinary listener will enjoy the very satisfying 
sound. 

STRAVINSKY: Soldier's Story 
As performed at Edinburgh Festival 

in 1954 
RCA Victor LM -2079 

A unique work, this might be called a fairy 
story with music. The small ensemble of ses-en 
instruments and three voices is faithfully re- 
corded with an intimacy which goes over nicely 
in a living room. Some may object to having 
the tale told in cockney and Oxford accents but 
otherwise this is an authoritative recording. 

BACH: Sonatas asid Partitas for 
Unaccompanied Violin 

Nathan Millstein 
Capitol PCR -8370 (three 12 -inch LP's) 

I don't suppose anybody but Bach buff, and 
fiddlers will want to listen to more than 2 hours 
of Millstein fiddling Bach but those who do will 

notes 

and 

quotes ,- 
loudspeaker logic 

for the newcomer 

to high fidelity 

PART 11 

the extended range loudspeaker 

The loudspeaker in 
your true high fidel- 
ity system is the 
component which 
generates sound. An 
alternating electrical 
signal from the pow- 
er amplifier causes 
the loudspeaker cone 
to vibrate. The qual- 
ity of your loud- 
speaker will largely determine the quality of 
the sound you hear. Independent authorities 
recommend that from Sys to i/z of your total 
investment should be budgeted to your loud- 
speaker system. Almost without exception 
they agree that you should begin with top 
quality loudspeaker components. 

All dynamic loudspeakers have many parts 
in common. They are all made with a frame, 
a permanent magnet, a cone, and a voice 
coil. Yet the difference between the loud- 
speaker in your table model radio and a true 
high fidelity precision transducer is as great 
as the difference between a bargain counter 
alarm clock and a navigational chronometer. 
The difference is in design, in materials, and 
in precision craftsmanship. 

It is possible with a single speaker, prop- 
erly enclosed, to reproduce every note tran- 
scribed on today's excellent recordings. Such 
a speaker is called an "extended range" unit. 
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., manufacturers 
of JBL Signature loudspeakers, produce sev- 
eral such models -each the very best in its 
class. Through advanced engineering design 
and precision craftsmanship they do make of ... "every note a perfect quote." 

JBL Signature speakers are made with 
large voice coils -coils with two to four times 
the diameter found elsewhere. In the 15" 
Model D130 Extended Range Loudspeaker, 
for example, the voice coil is 4" in diameter. 
It is made of hair -fine aluminum ribbon which is actually wound on its narrower edge. Magnetic circuitry is exceptionally refined. 
Frames are rigid castings. They are the most 
efficient speakers made anywhere. All of these features lead to the most lifelike repro- duction of sound available. They are avail- able from dealers who specialize in audio 
components. For the name of the audio spe- 
cialist in your community, and your free copy 
of the JBL Signature catalog, send us your 
name and address on a card or in a letter. 

every note a perfect quote 

"JBL" means 

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC. 

2439 FLETCHER DRIVE, LOS ANGELES 39, CALIF. 
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CUSTOMERS 

STOP CB* WITH C -D 
*STOP SERVICE CALL BACKS with Cornell -Dubilier's popular "UP" 
Twist Prong Electrolytics- specified by leading manufac- 
turers as original equipment, adopted by "profit- conscious" 
technicians and the top choice for wide -coverage replace- 
ment service. Call- back -free dependability is the big reason 
why more C -I) Capacitors are in use today than any other 
make. Complete catalog available. Write to Dept. ST-47. 

Cornell -Dubilier Elect ric Corp., South Plainfield, New Jersey. 

SAVE TIME AN l) )II IN 1:V- INSIST on C -D Twist Prong 
ELECTROLYTICS. 

stop call backs... insist on 

CORNELL -DUBILIER CAPACITORS 
SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N. J.; NEW BEDFORD. WORCESTER & CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE & HOPE 

VALLEY. R. I.; INDIANAPOLIS. IND.; SANFORD. PUQUAY SPRINGS & VARINA. N. C. VENICE. CALIF.: 

ß SUB.: THE RADIART CORP.. CLEVELAND. O.. CORNELL.DUBILIER ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL. N. Y. 

fieep 

up 

new developments 

Read Gernsback 
Library Books 

BASIC AUDIO COURSE -No. 66 52.75 
UNDERSTANDING HI -FI CIRCUITS 

-No. 64 2.00 
TV -IT'S A CINCH -No. 62 2.90 
TRANSISTOR TECHNIQUES-No. 61 1.50 
RAPID TV REPAIR -No. 60 2.00 
SERVICING RECORD CHANGERS -No. 59 2.90 
MAINTAINING HI -FI EQUIPMENT - 

No. 58 2.90 
THE V.T.V.M. -NO. 57 2.50 
HIGH -FIDELITY CIRCUIT DESIGN - 

No. 56 Hard cover only 5.95 
SWEEP AND MARKER GENERATORS FOR 

TELEVISION AND RADIO -No. 55 2.50 
PROBES -No. 54 2.50 
RADIO- CONTROL HANDBOOK -No. 53 2.25 
THE OSCILLOSCOPE -No. 52 2.25 
TRANSISTORS -THEORY AND 

PRACTICE -No. 51 2.00 
TV REPAIR TECHNIQUES -No. 50 1.50 
RADIO & TV TEST INSTRUMENTS - 

No. 49 1.50 
HIGH -FIDELITY- DESIGN. CONSTRUC- 

TION, MEASUREMENTS -No. 48 1.50 
RADIO & TV HINTS -No. 47 1.00 
TELEVISION TECHNOTES -No. 46 1.50 
RADIO TUBE FUNDAMENTALS -No. 45 1.00 
BASIC RADIO COURSE - 

No. 44 Hard cover only 2.25 
MODEL CONTROL BY RADIO -No. 43 1.00 

On sale at all better parts distributors 
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NEW RECORDS (Continued) 

be rewarded with just about the definitive re- 
cording of these works, one which reveals every 
facet of both the music and the virtuosity of 
technique necessary to play it well. In the first 
movement of the third partita there is a re- 
markable series of fingering transients. A superb 
recording of the violin. 

DELIBES: Sylvia (Complete) 
Robert Irving conducting 

Philharmonia Orchestra of London 
RCA Victor LM -2036 

This British recording is another example of 
very fine balance and excellent definition. The 
drums are nice but never excessive; the triangle 
is beautifully round. The liveness is just right for 
an illusion of presence: the solo instruments are 
very natural. Portions of Sylvia are old hi -fi war 
horses and those sections in this version provide 
very fine demonstration. However, in addition 
this presents the complete score (including pre- 
viously cut sections transcribed from the original 
piano score). Very pleasant in every respect. 

BRUCHNER: Symphony No. 4 
(Romantic) 

Steinberg conducting Pittsburgh 
Symphony 

Capitol P -8352 
I must confess to a prejudice about most of 

Bruchner's music. It, and particularly this sym- 
phony, seems to me to be so full of the most 
obvious musical clichés, that I might, in my 
musical innocence, well have composed it myself. 
I mention it because this prejudice probably dis- 
qualifies me from making any valid judgments of 
his music and my readers ought to know it. But 
if you do not have such a prejudice, I think 
you'll find this a satisfying version both as to 
sound and music. The sound is romantically opu- 
lent and live and the definition must be more 
than adequate for the clichés seemed more-obvi- 
ous to me than ever. 

SAINT -SAENS: Piano Concerto No. 2 
Piano Concerto No. 4 
Jeanne Marie Darre, pianist 
National French Radio Orchestra 

Capitol P -18036 
Part two of the Fourth Concerto is based on 

a particularly lovely theme, very cleverly de- 
veloped, and remains a favorite for me despite 
hundreds of rehearings. If you like the piano 
concerto you'll like this recording. The piano is 
nicely live and very well played ; the sound is ex- 
cellent and the rendition is also. 

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto 
Heifetz with Boston Symphony 

RCA Victor LM -1992 
This should be a best seller, pleasing both the 

music lover and the hi -fi enthusiast equally well. 
Heifetz's playing of this concerto during the past 
20 years or more has become a standard of com- 
parison. From a sound point of view this is one 
of RCA Victor's very best. 

The kettledrums are just loud enough to be 
impressive without stealing the spotlight from 
the soloist. The fiddle is miked very close up ana 
has terrific presence. The fiddle tone is typical- 
ly Heifetz. The listener who is a fiddler himself 
will be able to hear every detail of technique. The 
balance of fiddle to orchestra is definitely arti- 
ficial in terms of what one hears in a concert 
hall for the fiddle is as Heifetz hears it and the 
orchestra is as heard in the balcony of the con- 
cert hall. But I don't think the music suffers 
from this ; on the contrary, the intimacy of the 
fiddle seems to increase the emotional impact. 

The Weavers at Carnegie Hall 
Vanguard VRS -9010 

A concert of folk songs recorded at an actual 
performance complete with applause and whis- 
tles. Not up to Vanguard's highest standards 
but the Weavers sing without the affectations 
of the folk -song "artists" and far closer to the 
way the songs are actually sung by "folks." The 
miking does not flatter the voices but does pro- 
duce excellent verisimiltude. END 

Naine and address of any manufacturer of 
recorda mentioned in this column may be ob- 
tained by writing Records, RADIO- ELECTRONIc5, 
154 West 14th St., New York 11, N.Y. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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New Tubes 

& Semi- 
condii etors 

A Unij unction transistor, germanium 
and silicon rectifiers, a beam power 
tube, a reflex transistor, medium -power 
audio transistors and a medium -mu tri- 
ode -sharp -cutoff pentode were among 
the important introductions this month. 

Unijunction transistor 
The 4JD5A1, a silicon Unijunction 

transistor made by G -E, is a 3- terminal 
device having N type negative- resist- 
ance switching characteristics between 
the emitter and base terminals. 

BASE 2 

4JD5AI 
Tentative specifications list the tran- 

sistor's maximum ratings as: 
Interbase voltage (V),_) 45 Interbase power dissipation (mw) 250 
T,; (ma) 50 Operating temperature ( °C) -65 to +150 

IN1013 
Two germanium junction rectifiers 

connected as a voltage doubler make up 
this G -E rectifier. It is intended to re- 
place other types of rectifiers used in 
television receivers. 

Recommended operating values are: 
Input (rms volts) 117 
Peak inverse voltage 340 Full -load drop (each section) (volts) 0.12 Series surge resistor (ohms) 4 
Operating temperature ( °C) 40 Operating fin temperature ( °C) 50 

6DS5 
This RCA seven -pin miniature beam 

power tube intended for use in audio 
output stages of radio and TV receiv- 

HO P 

SPECIALLY PRICED FOR YOU 

AND YOUR CUSTOMERS! 
CONTAINS CREME -O -WAX POLISH 

3 GENERAL SKRATCH STIKS FREE: G -C KLEER LENS 

SELL A KIT ON EVERY SERVICE CALL! 
Here's a G -C "special" you can't afford to pass up . . . 

the new TV & FURNITURE KIT. Contains every- 
thing you need to make TV and fine furniture finishes 
sparkle like new. Buy a kit for your shop ... sell one 
on every service call. Hurry . . . while this special 
offer lasts! 

REGULAR LIST $380 

THIS MONTH ONLY $255 

SEE YOUR G -C JOBBER NOW! 

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO. 
Division of Textron Inc. 400 South Wyman Street, Rockford, Illinois 

INVENTORS 
Send for 

PATENT INFORMATION 
Book and 

INVENTORS RECORD 
witho,,t obligation 

REGISTERED PATENT 
ATTORNEY 

ASSOCIATE EXAMINER 
U.S. PAT. OF F.1922-1929 

GUSTAVE MILLER Patent Attorney 
&30.11 U.S. 1930.1917 

77 -RE WARNER BUILDING 
WASHINGTON 4. D. C. PATENT LAWYER 

G2 FREE CATALOG TOO! -shows our complet: Sl rviee 
Reports, Call Books, Phone Message Books, Job 1_kets Service 
Pricing Guide, File Systems, Service Contracts, Parts Warrant es, 

P 0 Forms, Statement Books, Label Books, Sketch Pads, Cash 
Books, etc. See I` at your parts jobber WRITE NOW! 

Oelrich Publications 4308 Mdwaukee Ave. 

6DS5 .- Ckicg4 41. Illinois 

K,G3 GI 

GI 

JULY, 1957 

, C!RCU!7°L7T 
Nt., Kit includes resist, etching compound, 
copper clad laminated boards, and all mate- 
rial required, with directions. Send $8.00 to: 

Circuit Lab, Box 56, Camden 1, N. J. 

TAPE RECORDERS 
Tapes- Accessories 
Nationally Advertised Brands 

UNUSUAL VALUES 
Send for Free Catalog 

DR ESS N ER 
69.02 RE: 171 St. 
Flashing 65, N.Y. 
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Examine FREE 

Prentice -Hall 
ELECTRONICS & 

UHF LIBRARY 
Edited by 

W. L. EVERITT 

5 VOLUMES 1662 ILLUSTRATIONS 

Pay Easy Installments If You Keep the Set 

Turn to this new, up -to -date Library with com- 
plete confidence, for dependable facts on any 
phase of modern electronic theory and practice. 
The;e volumes, by outstanding authorities, 
give you thorough guidance- clearly written. 
logically arranged, profusely illustrated. 

Electronic Fundamentals and Applications 
By Prof. John D. Ryder, 

Dean. College of Engineering, Michigan State University 
coter: lugieal, easy-to-follow treatment of (a I phv- 

tl Ipbe- underlying electron tubes, (b) character- 
( coo tube', ICI all basic tube circuit,. 

nm Rallis( ics, Cathode -Iras 'Tubes. Eue,- 
Space ('barge in Vacuum Tubes. Dinde 

l' alulti -f :lenient Tubes, .man -signal 
I :Vidin- Frcqueucy Am ulillui s. I;adio- 

I \ 1,, O:rillatur circuit.. afodulatinn 
\\ E 

Circuits. (;astous Conduction. 
(;,_ i on( nl Tube: and ('incuits. Photoelec- 

n S! ut, f: L1chnnics. 

Electromagnetic Waves and Radiating Systems 
By Prof. Edward C. Jordan, 

Head, Dept. Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Illinois 
('.ers ,.flue. fi,hl nt electromagnetic encineering. Include. 
propagation a, well as r:uliat lut) and transmission. full 
t utahmnr nt f'III' tt-:utsmisaion lines. wave guides. an- 
tenna-. Inn ,uit(muas. radiation and dilll'ac t ion. gruund- 
iiaie and -Irv- (carre pl'npagatiotl. 

Ultra High Frequency Engineering 
By Thomas L. Martin 

Head. Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Arizona 
Theory and technique of ALL the new this of electronic 
,nciuserm_: Radar. Telemett ring, Electronic cmuputiug 
Par,imih, Tlt iiou, Blind landing sy-tenis. l'ulse-tituo 
modulation. lunusphere measurenicnts ... and the others. 

Networks, Lines and Fields 
By Prof. John D. Ryder, 

Dean, College of Engineering, Michigan State University 
N,atvnik ttluaut matines :nul tbeorenis, lüsnnanre, tun - 
pedanrr t I u it,lul eating and coupler! circuits. Filters. 
Geller11 rrumi'-ion line. ffigh- frequeues line. Equation, 
nt the e I.uitonuignetic field. -Radiation. Transmission and 
refection nt plane \tares at boundaries. Guided wave, 
between pain Iles planes. Wave guides. 

Elements of Television Systems 
By George E. Anner, University of Illinois 

(owple Ira ...lc ulcer;. plus cement Mart ¡VI., rnteriug: 
(1,,d. T1' v,tetn.. commercial Telecasting Systems. 
"'In, TV st,i''un (iive, i I. wt, empmitimi of all pti,i,u 
.11 piettu it tu,,mi,.aiuu, including the new technique of 
dot tot,' la,. 

SEND NO MONEY -EXAMINE FREE 
aunt mail coupait belmv to get cmnpkte G -A'oli nm' Set 
nn lu IIAWS' Fill:!: 'l'IRI:AL, ll not completely satistar- 
turs. remet in te day, and iwe nothing. Or keel) the 
,et and pas only s-.Gl down añd is a. Mold II for live 
month, until 11111 price of ;t1î.5(1 is paid. Decide for your- 

or nhligation- ,ills[ niai1 coupon to 
c:.;uuine Library tell days free. 

I- 
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Dept. 5744 -J2 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 
Send me the Prentice -Hall ELECTRONICS & UHF 
LIBRARY A'olime,I for ten days' free examina- 
tion. It Hilly satislied in ten days I will send voit 
$7.50 phi- ttty cents postage and then $8 a month 
for five months until trill price of $47.50 is paid. 
tlr I will rya nor the Library in ten days and owe 
net tt ing. 

Ime 

Satires+ 

Itrt and State 
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NEW TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS 

ers, has high power sensitivity and high 
efficiency. 

Typical operating characteristics, 
cathode -bias operation, are: 
E. 200 E 200 
Cathode-bias resistor (ohms) 180 
Egt peak of 7.5 
le zero signal ( ma I 34.5 
ln maximum signal (ma) 32.5 
Ig- zero signal (ma) 3.5 
Iu., maximum signal (ma) 9 
R 28,000 

6,000 
R r, 6,000 
Total harmonic distortion ( %) 10 
Maximum signal power output (watts) 2.8 

Silicon rectifiers 
A series of low -power silicon recti- 

fiers has been announced by Hughes 
Products. Ten different ratings are 
available. 

At the low end of the group is the 
HR10211 with maximum ac input, 140 
volts; maximum reverse dc, 175 volts; 
maximum average rectified current, 150 
ma; power dissipation, 175 mw. At the 
high end is the HR10255, with a maxi- 

FLEXIBLE LEADS 

PARENT SILI(AN 
XTAL 

3ECTIFYING JUNCTION 

PLATINUM- IRIDIUM 
SPRING CONTACT 

ALUMINUM LAYER 

mum ac rating of input, 275 volts; 
maximum reverse dc, 375 volts; maxi- 
mum average rectified current, 200 ma; 
power dissipation, 200 mw. 

MN 13A, B, C 
These three transistors are p -n -p, 

germanium junction units, designed for 
medium -power applications in the au- 
dio- frequency range. All are produced 
by Motorola. 

BASE 

OLLECTOR 

EMITTER 

MNI3A,B,C 

Their characteristics are: 
MN13A MN13B 

Max iutum E. - 40 - 40 
Maximum E - 20 - 20 
I, ( hua) -150 -150 
Power dissipation 

(15°C) 111w) 350 350 
Current gain (max) 20 40 
Current gain (nlin) 10 20 
Input impedance 

(max) (ohms) 100 120 
Input impedance 

(min) (ohms) 30 40 
Frequency cutoff (kc) 50 45 

6CU8 
A general- purpose medium -mu triode 

-sharp cutoff pentode intended for ap- 
plications in monochrome and color TV 
sets, has been introduced by RCA. The 
nine -pin miniature tube has a 6 -volt 
450 -ma heater with controlled warmup 
for series- string sets. 

MN13C - 40 - 20 - 150 

350 
80 
40 

175 

75 
40 

GOP 

Pp 

KT,G3p 
IS 

H 

6CU8 

Glp 

GT 

PT 

(Continued) 

Typical characteristics when used as 
a class AI 

Er 
Eat 

Ego 

IL 
Rn 
gui 
L' (ma) 
La (ma) 

2N310 
Texas Instruments Inc., has an- 

nounced a new p -n -p grown- diffused 
germanium transistor designed to serve 
as a reflex if -af amplifier in 455 -kc if 
radio receivers. 

amplifier are: 
Triode 
section 

200 
-6 

19 
5,750 
3,300 

13 

Pentode 
section 

200 
I cathode 
resistor 

180 ohms) 
150 

300,000 
6,200 

9.5 
2.8 

PNP 

I COLLECTOR I 

2-BASE 2 
3 EMITTER 3 

2N3í0 

Typical common- emitter operating 
characteristics are: 
Ee - :l 

Ie (ma) - 2 

If power gain (db) 37 
Audio voltage gain 28 

Max E. -30 
Max L. (nia) - 5 

Max collector dissipation (nevi 30 
Max operating temperature ( °C) 55 

Other types 
Other tubes announced this month 

were a uhf diode, (5647) by Sylvania; 
a line of 170 °C. stud -mount silicon rec- 
tifiers by G -E; a medium -mu twin tri- 
ode (6350) by RCA, and the 4CX250K 
and 4CX250M beam power ceramic 
and metal tetrodes made by Eitel- 
McCullough. END 

i jírtp =ifíbc Derir5 Ago 

In Gernsback Publications 

HUGO GERNSBACK, Founder 
Modern Electrics 1908 

Wireless Association of America 1908 
Electrical Experimenter 1913 

Radio News 1919 

Science & Invention 
X920 Television 

Radio -Craft 1929 

Short -Wave Craft 1930 
Television News 1931 

Some larger libraries still have copies of ELECTRICAL 
EXPERIMENTER on file for interested readers. 

In July, 1923 (Special Radio Number), 
Science and Invention (formerly 

Electrical Experimenter) 

Fortunes in Radio, by H. Gernsback. 
First German Train With Duplex Radio- 

phone, by Dr. Albert Neuburger. 
New South American Broadcast Station. 
High -Speed Radio Transmitter and Re- 

ceiver on Board Ship. 
Sharply Tuned Detector and Amplifier, by 

Bert T. Bonaventure. 
The Reinartz Tuner, by Leroy Western. 
Forecasting Weather by Radio. 
A Tuned -Impedance Radio -Frequency Re- 

ceiver, by Howard Allen Duncan. 
One -Tube Super -Regenerator, by Marius 

Logan. 
3 Tube "Cigar Box" Receiving Set, by Clyde 

J. Fitch. 
Reflex Circuit Saves Tubes, by A. P. Peck. 
A Short and Intermediate Wave Regenera- 

tive Receiver, by Joseph Schuck. 
A Novice Receiver, by John F. Bront. 
WJZ's New Home, by A. P. Peck. 
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Technicians' 

_News 

STATE LEADERS CONFER 
Meeting for the first time since the 

joint industry conference in March, 
service leaders from the northeastern 
states gathered at the Hotel Roosevelt 
in New York on May 5 to review 
recent events and lay plans for future 
activities. The meeting was directed 
by Frank E. Silverman, president of 
the Television Service Association Inc. 
of Connecticut and chairman of the 
United Electronic Service Council. 

A 20 -point industry program de- 
signed to reduce most of the frictions in 
the electronics industry was discussed. 
The program had been temporarily set 
aside by the National Electronic Dis- 
tributors Association (NEDA) until 
legal aspects of some points had been 
cleared up. Mr. Silverman announced 
that the program had been properly 
revised by an attorney and with the 
council's approval would be resub- 
mitted to NEDA. 

A six -point program submitted by 
Morris Green, Almo Radio Co., Phila- 
delphia, was also considered. After a 
careful study of the proposal the coun- 
cil voted to commend Mr. Green and 
his committee for the report and to 
urge its adoption at the earliest possible 
date. 

Among those attending the meeting 
were: Gordon Vrooman, president of 
the Empire State Federation of Elec- 
tronic Technicians; Donald Roberts, 
president of the Syracuse Television 
Technicians Association; Bert Breg- 
enzer, chairman of the Federation of 
Radio & Television Service Associa- 
tions of Pennsylvania; Norman Sel- 
inger, Television Service Associations 
of Metropolitan Washington; Dave 
Krantz, Philadelphia Television Serv- 
ice Co., and Jack Wheaton, secretary 
of ESFETA. 

TESA BACKS LICENSING 
TESA Chicagoland presents the 

arguments for licensing in a recently 
issued 3 -page pamphlet. A discussion of 
what problems face the technician, what 
has been proposed, what the plan will 
do for the technician and what the op- 
position has said is included. In closing, 
the pamphlet states: "Now it's your 
turn -Won't you do yourself a favor 
and assure your future by writing to 
your State Senators and Representa- 
tives asking that they support the bill 
to license the TV service industry ?" 

COLUMBUS REJECTS 
The City Commission in Columbus, 

Ga., rejected a proposal asking it to set 

JULY, 1957 

up a licensing ordinance "that would 
protect citizens from radio and televi- 
sion repairmen who overcharge for 
their services." Commissioner Ed Berry 
said that licensing had been proposed 
several months ago and was turned 
down because adequate laws already 
existed to protect people from "cheat- 
ing and swindling." 

ESFETA MEETS 
Gordon Vrooman of the Syracuse TV 

Technicians Association was re- elected 
president of the Empire State Federa- 
tion of Electronic Technicians Associa- 
tion. Robert Larsen of the Radio Tele- 
vision Guild of Long Island was elected 
vice president and George Carlson, Elec- 
tronic Technicians Association of 
Jamestown, secretary. P. P. (Pat) 
Pratt of the Television Electronic Serv- 
ice Association of Western New York 
received a unanimous vote for re -elec- 
tion as treasurer. Thomas Salisbury of 
the Mohawk Valley TV Technicians 
Guild won the sergeant -at -arms posi- 
tion. 

Four new associations were accepted 
as members: Tri County Electronic 
Technicians Association, Rockland As- 
sociation of Electronic TV Services, Mo- 
hawk Valley TV Technicians Guild and 
Tompkins County TV Dealers Associa- 
tion. With the addition of these groups 
ESFETA now represents 80', of the 
organized service associations in New 
York State. 

Discussions centered on the efforts of 
the National Electronic Distributors 
Association to encourage liason between 
manufacturing, distribution and service 
segments of the electronics industry. 
In developing representation on the re- 
spective Educational Committees, it 
was felt that the service segment should 
receive more recognition than indicated 
by correspondence received in connec- 
tion with NEDA's efforts. A letter ex- 
plaining ESFETA's position was sent 
to the responsible parties. 

MINNESOTA STANDARDS 
Statewide registered standards for 

qualifying radio and television service 
technicians have been drawn up by the 
Minnesota Television Service Engineers 
Inc. (MINTSE) in cooperation with the 
Radio Television Service Association of 
Minneapolis. 

Among the requirements are a mini- 
mum term of apprenticeship 4,000 
hours' on- the -job training for service- 
men with an additional 4,000 hours for 
technicians. 

Wages are set at a percentage of the 
trained technician's salary, with a serv- 
iceman's salary 75,,', that of a techni- 

1(11W THE 'BEST - 
BUILD ALLIEDS OWN 

knight= 
Kits 

Here is a typical Knight -Kit value - 
available only from ALLIED -one of 

45 great Knight -Kits you'll find 
in our special Supplement No. 165. 

Write for your FREE copy today. 

knight -kit HOBBYIST VALUE 

10- CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR LAB KIT 

51545 

One of the most remarkable kits ever devel- 
oped! You go from one exciting project to 
another ...each circuit has a practical use, 
and helps to teach you how transistors 
work. One side of the printed circuit board 
is screen- printed to show where all compo- 
nents go -after you solder the basic parts 
in place, you change from one circuit to the 
next merely by inserting "plug -in" leads 
into the proper jacks on the board -no addi- 
tional soldering! Makes any of these 10 cir- 
cuits: 2 -stage AM radio; photo -electronic 
relay; wireless broadcaster; code practice 
oscillator; electronic switch; audio amplifier; 
capacity -operated relay; electronic timer; 
voice -operated relay; electronic flasher. In- 
cludes all parts, 2 transistors, dual head- 
phones (also serve as mike), relay, photo- 
cell, battery, "plug -in" circuit leads, guide 
cards, instruction manual. 3 lbs. 
Model Y -299. Net, F.O B. Chicago..... $1545 

OTHER knight -kit HOBBYIST VALUES 

rot4 
* 

"SPACE SPANNER" BC /SW 
RECEIVER KIT 

Y -243 51595 

TRANSISTOR 
RADIO KIT 

Y -765 $435 

"RANGER" SUPERHET 
BROADCAST RECEIVER KIT 

Y-735 51725 

2- STATION 
INTERCOM KIT 

Y -295 51475 

See our Supplement No. 165 for 12 other 
knight -kit hobbyist values 

free SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE 
Supplement No. 165 

'., featuring 45 great 
Knight -Kits, including Test 
Instruments, Hi -Fi, Hobbyist 
and Amateur Kits. Write 
for your copy today. 

Dpt.02 -G -7,100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 
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TECHNICIANS' NEWS 

clan's. Upon completion of a techni- 
cian's test, full technician's wage is 
paid. 

PRESIDENTS COUNCIL MEETS 
A recent meeting of the Presidents 

Council of the Los Angeles TV service 
associations initiated work toward a 
formal joining of all 10 associations in 
the area under a single charter. Re- 
ports were also made at the meeting 
on the California State Electronics As- 
sociation's sponsored bill for TV service 
licensing. 

NATESA DIRECTORS CONFER 
More than 100 directors attended the 

National Alliance of Television & Elec- 
tronic Service Association's board of 
directors' meeting in New Orleans. 

During the one -day session, a special 
committee was set up to prepare a 
brochure on licensing. It will be a "do 
and don't" publication. Captive service 
was also discussed and NATESA went 
on record as feeling that captive serv- 
ice is not in the best interests of any- 
one, including those entering into this 
type of operation. 

The meeting also listened to ad- 
dresses by Bud Tolmer, CBS chief field 
engineer and J. T. McMurphy, general 
sales manager of the Accessory Di- 
vision of Philco Corp. McMurphy re- 
vealed that the American public spent 
more on service, parts, tubes and ac- 
cessories in 1956 than on new television 
sets. 

GET INTO ONE OF THESE 
TOP OPPORTUNITY FIELDS 

ELECTRICITY 

(Continued) 

More than $1.5 billion was spent at 
the service dealer's during 1956. In 
1957, Mr. McMurphy predicted, sales of 
parts, accessories and service will ex- 
ceed $2 billion. 

TESAM ELECTION 
The Television Electronic Service As- 

sociation of Missouri has elected Wayne 
Lemons president. Other officers are: 
Edward Engle, secretary; Warren Cal - 
lison, treasurer, and regional vice pres- 
idents Dennison Houghton, northeast; 
Howard Freiner, southeast; M. C. 
Crane, northwest; Arent Patterson, 
southwest. 

Three new directors- Howard Seig- 
gen, Mac Metoyer and Jack Mulford - 
were also elected. 

ANTENNA SAFETY LAWS 
Danville, Va., has begun inspection of 

radio and TV antennas in accordance 
with a new city ordinance. The law 
requires that installations of antennas 
be reported to the city's Electric De- 
partment within 48 hours. For a fee of 
$1.50 the antenna will then be inspected 
for correct and safe installation. Safety 
factors stressed are proper grounding, 
lightning arresters and location away 
from power lines. 

In Miami, Fla., the city's Building 
Department has decided to enforce its 
hitherto ignored TV antenna law. No 
antennas should be installed without a 
permit costing $1. Home owners have 

- Electronics 0'C 

TELEVISION - Radio -Color TV 
TRAIN IN THE GREAT SHOPS OF 

102 

EOLDEST, BEST EQUIPPED 

SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN U.S. 

Veterans and Non - Veterans- Prepare for a better 
job NOW that offers a real future, too! Get 
practical training in TELEVISION -RADIO - ELECTRICITY- ELECTRONICS- (Re- 
frigeration & Electric Appliance Repair can be 
included). Learn on real equipment -no ad- 
vanced education or previous experience needed. 
Lifetime employment service to graduates. 

Finance Plan- enroll now, pay most of tuition 
later. Part time employment help to students. 

FREE BOOK CIiP coupon for Big Free Illustrated 
Book. No salesman still call. Act NOW. 

B.'IV.COOKE,IR. EFO199ED 

Plesdenl 

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED 
NOT FOR PROFIT 

500 5. PAULINA St.. CHICAGO. Dept. 07 81H 

ELECTRICITY TELEVISION DM110 REFRIGERATION ELECTRONICS 

B. W. COOKE, JR., Pres., COYNE ELECTRICAL School 

500 S. Pauline St., Chicago 12, III., Dept. 87.81 H 

Send FREE BOOK and details on: 
TELEVISION -RADIO 
ELECTRICITY -ELECTRONICS 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATF 
L 

AMAZING 
WUERTH `- 

TUBE -SAVER 
A95 

COMPLETE 
Ch 

Eliminates Costly Service Calls 
By absorbing damaging in -rush current so 

destructive to television and Hi -Fi tubes, the 

Tube -Saver eliminates 2 out of 3 Service Calls 

by more than tripling the life of all tubes .. . 

PROTECTION 
.WUERTH SURGISTOR 

Model 100 -2 -100 -300 watts, $1.85 List 

WUERTH SURGISTOR 
A new component easily installed by a service- 

man to reduce call -backs by eliminating surge 

current damage to television and Hi -Fi tubes. 

Already Available from: 

CHICAGO Allied Radio 

NEW YORK Lafayette Radio 

BOSTON Radio Shack 

LOS ANGELES Universal Radio Supply 

Wuerth Tube -Saver Corp., 
9125 Livernois Ave., Detroit 4, Mich. 
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TECHNICIANS' NEWS (Continued) 

been advised to check with dealers and 
make sure that a permit has been ob- 
tained. Failure to obey the law could 
cost $200, 60 days in jail, or both. 

SWEEP CIRCUIT CLINIC 
The Radio Television Association - 

Pasadena, at a recent meeting, heard 
and saw a demonstration and lecture on 
horizontal sweep systems, presented by 
Irving Tjomsland, of the Triad Trans- 

Miss Judy Tjomsland, daughter of 
the dynamic demonstrator's designer 
and constructor, signals for power to 
the unit. 

former Co. Mr. Tjomsland used a spe- 
cial live demonstration board of his own 
construction. He also described a step - 
by -step method for determining all 
horizontal sweep system (horizontal 
output and high voltage) troubles. The 
demonstration was followed by a ques- 
tion -and- answer period, after which 
coffee and doughnuts were served. 
Eighty -three technicians attended the 
meeting. 

NEW DETROIT GROUP 
A nonprofit organization, the Amer- 

ican Institute of Television, has been 
formed to represent all members of the 
industry, including service technicians, 
retailers, suppliers and producers. 

The 30 charter members have named 
a temporary hoard of directors and 
officers. The group's objectives are to 
represent the television industry; es- 
tablish sound business principles and 
ethical concepts; instill consumer trust 
and confidence; protect the interests of 
all members legally, financially and 
community -wise and to establish a basis 
for "the greatest public relations cam- 
paign in the history of the industry." 

ARTS AGAINST LICENSING 
The Associated Radio & Television 

Servicemen (ARTS) of Chicago, Ill., 
has come out against the licensing bill 
being presented to the Illinois State 
Legislature. One of the main points the 
group opposes is the annual $100 fee. 

ARTS feels that the considerations 
on which a licensing law should be 
based are: Is it needed? Is it just? Is 
it sound? Is it fair? Is it wise? rather 
than on a high licensing fee to make it 
attractive to the state. END 
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YOU SAVE 
TIME 

when you use 

STANCOR 
CONSERVATIVELY RATED 

EXACT REPLACEMENTS 

No re- wiring, no circuits to change, because 
almost all STANCOR transformers are exact 
replacements, built for quality from original 
manufacturers' physical and electrical specifi- 
cations. At better distributors everywhere. 
Write for your free catalog. 

CHICAGO STANDARD 
TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 

3509 ADDISON STREET CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 
Export Soles: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y. 

4iteddiass 
Service Technicians Associations 

Club Members Student Groups 
Special subscription rates to RADIO -ELECTRONICS are avail- 
able to associations, clubs, schools, employe groups, etc. For 
information write- 

G. Aliquo 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

154 West 14tk St., New York 11, N. Y. 
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new 

Devices X 

ariINmamm 

CONELRAD ALARM KIT. CA- 
1. For use with any radio re- 
ceiver that has avc. When moni- 
tored station goes off the air, 

transmitter controlled by CA -1 
is cut off and indicator lights, 
Manual reset button. 8 -amp re- 
lay. Sensitivity control. -Heath 
Co., 305 Territorial Road, Ben- 
ton Harbor, Mich. 

MASTER TV TAP OFFS. Sin 

PRICE 

x200.00 

Suggested 
User Net 

Write for further 
information about 
the C0 -3 and our 
complete line of 

equipment for Ho- 
tels, Motels, 
Apartm.nts and 
Community Sys- 
tems. 

gle and double master antenna 
system wall outlet boxes. 
TO1 -75; 75 ohms. 1 receiver, 
TO 2 -75 (right): 75 ohms, 2 re- 
ceivers. T01 -3o0: 300 ohms, 1 

receiver. T02 -300 (left): 300 
ohms, 2 receivers - Blonder - 
Tongue Labs, Inc., 9 -25 Ailing 
St., Newark °_. N. J. 

CONVERTER. Model HC -10 
SSB /CW and AM 'MCW. For 
any receiver with if between 
450 -500 kc. 1 -, 2- or 3 -kc selec- 
tivity on either sideband and 
0.5, 2. 4 or O kc on both side - 
bands. Slot filter for attenua- 
tion of co- channel interference. 
Combination noise limiter and 

squelch control.- Hammarlund 
Manufacturing Co., Inc., 460 W. 
34th St., New York, N. Y. 

POWER CONVERTER. TV Spe- 
cial Chief converts 12 -volt dc 
to 110 -volts 60 -cycle ac. 100 -125 
watts. Supreme delivers 175 -200 
watts. -Terado Co., 1068 Ray- 
mond Ave., St. Paul 14, Minn. 

MINIATURE CAPACITORS. 
Type ML. For transistor radios, 
hearing aids, portable TV sets 
and applications where size is 

important. Hermetically sealed 
aluminum cans or ceramic case. 
-Pyramid Electric Co., 1445 
Hudson Blvd., N. Bergen, N. J. 

MINIATURE ELECTROLY- 
TICS. TT Series. Aluminum- 

cased. 30 capacitance and volt- 
age ranges. From 1 -110 pf and 
from 1 -50 volts. -P. R. Mal- 
lory & Co., Inc., 3029 E. Wash- 
ington St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

REPLACEMENT FLYBACKS, 
HO -269 (illustrated) replaces 
Zenith S- 22720; HO -270, Zenith 
S- 18125; HO -271, Zenith S- 

Now available in the U.S. and Canada 

Crystal Controlled 
UHF CONVERTER (CO -3) 

CONVERTS ANY UHF TO ANY VHF CHANNEL 

23438; HO -264, Philco 32- 8709 -1; 
HO -265, Admiral 79070 -1; HO- 
266, Magnavox 360659; HO -267, 
Zenith S- 20099; HO -268, Zenith 

S- 2:;019. Chicago Standard 
Transformer Corp., 3501 W. 
Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill. 

3 -SPEED RECORD PLAYER. 
PK -160. 4 -pole shaded induction 
motor. 10 -inch, 3 -pound turn- 
table. Pressed steel chassis. Rub- 
ber turntable mat. Interchange- 

able plug -in heads. 45 -rpm 
adapter mounts on chassis. - 
Lafayette Radio, 165 -08 Liberty 
Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y. 

PHONO CARTRIDGE, TX 88 
Seperil eid. Flat response 30- 

'SENCORE 
TRANSISTOR 

CHE 

FEATURES 

Most advanced high quality UHF converter for all applications requiring 

absolute stability and optimum performance. 

New 6BY4 micro- miniature ceramic trough line RF amplifier doubles 

transmitter performance as compared to conventional UHF converters. 

Self -contained voltage regulated power supply. Frequency accuracy to 

.006 %. 
Built -in Hi pass filter prevents overloading on strong local VHF channels. 

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY COMMUNITY EQUIPMENT SINCE 1950 

8ENG0 
104 

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES LTD. 

278 BRIDGELAND AVENUE, TORONTO 10, CANADA 

NOW WANTED and 
NEEDED by EVERY 

SERVICEMAN 

rBM= - 
Guickty and accurefrvr +!.4!^ 

I 
checks all transistors 
and crystal diodes. 

I 
Provides these 4 important 

checks on transistors: 
OPEN SHORT ..CURRENT 

I 
GAIN LEAKAGE 

Checks forward to backward 
resistance of diodes. 

* Complete set -up chart and instruction booklet 
attached to back * Will never become obsolete, 

u with test leads, replaceable up -to -date set -up chart t 

and gain control to vary battery voltage * Accu - 

rate and simple to operate - takes 
Iless than 30 seconds to test either 
TRANSISTORS or crystal diodes * Uses test leads which eliminates 

Ineed of completely removing lran- 
ststor from circuit. 
At Leading Distributors Everywhere 

I -rte, N J_ Mfg by 

PR 

SERVICE 

POPULAR 
SENCORE 

stor 
CTS 

' 
TransiODU ' 
Tester 
Leakage 
Checker 
Filament 
Tester 

I 
VOttage 

INSTRUMENTS CORP. I Regulator 
Sencoi Bias Supply 

1 171 OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL. L - - v - - W - 
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NEW DEVICES 

29,000 cycles. Little IM distor- 
tion. 0.4 -volt output. Stylus re- 
placeable without tools. -Ron- 
ette Acoustical Corp., 190 Earle 
Ave., Lynbrook, N. Y. 

RECORD SPRAY. Fidelitone 
L ubri -Stnt eliminates static elec- 

trical buildup. Reduces record 
and needle wear. Nontoxic. - 
Permo, Inc., 6415 N. Ravens- 
wood Ave., Chicago 26, Ill. 

AMPLIFIER SYSTEM. Model 
19. 60 watts. Preamp and power 
amplifier. 20- 20,000 cycles. IM 
distortion below 1% at full out- 
put. 6 550 output tubes. 141,z x 

0. 

10% x 5% inches. 28 pounds. - 
Tech- Master Corp., 75 Front 
St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

HI -FI AMPLIFIER. Eico HF- 
50. 50 -watt Ultra -Linear power 
amplifier. 20- 20,000 cycles with 
less than 0.5% harmonic distor- 
tion. IM distortion less than 1% 

at rated output. 21 -db inverse 
feedback. EL34 output tubes. 
0.5 -volt input for 50 -watt out- 
put. - Electronic Instrument 
Corp., 84 Withers St., Brooklyn 
11, N. Y. 

EQUALIZER CONTROL UNIT. 
Model CC -1. Kit or wired. Bass, 
treble, volume controls. Rumble 
filter. 4- position input selector. 
RIAA or LP curve. 6 pounds. 

13 x :3 x 5 inches. - Madison 
Electronics, Inc., Madison, N. J. 
INTERCOM SYSTEM. Transis- 
tors and printed- circuit boards. 
2100 series: 3 tubes replaced by 
1 diode and 2 transistors. 2 di- 
odes and 3 transistors replace 
4 tubes in 3100 series. New sets 
can be added to existing systems 

without modifications.-Web- 
ster Electric Co., 1900 Clark St., 
Racine, Wis. 
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(Continued) 
COAXIAL SPEAKER. WIGO CÌ 212 B. 25- 17,000 cycles. 12 

inches, 30 watts. Cast aluminum 
frame. Flat response. Flux den- 
sity 13,500 gauss.- United Au- 
dio Products, 202 -4 E. 19 St.. 
New York 3, N. Y. 

ELLIPTICAL TWEETER. T -64. 
For 2, 3 or 4 -way hi -fi systems. 

Special paper cone. -Sonotone 
Corp., Elmsford, N. Y. 

REAR -SEAT SPEAKER KITS. 
5 models. Speaker, grille, 3- 
position switch, wire, hardware 

and instrutions. -Utah Radio 
Products Corp., 1121 E. Frank- 
lin St., Huntington, Incl. 

THREE -WAY SPEAKER. 81 
DX ..'.ìs. :35- 15,000 cycles. 12 
inches, 25 watts. 3 concentric 
radiators for reproduction of 
hass, middle and high frequen- 
cies. Bass and mid -range cones 

use 1%-pound magnet. Horn - 
loaded compression tweeter. 
Built -in mechanical and electri- 
cal crossovers. Impedance, 16 
ohms.- Allied Radio Corp., 100 
N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, 
Ill. 

WOOFER. A1-4o3. 40 -1,500 cy- 
cles. 12 inches. Electromechani- 
cal crossover system for 1.500- 

cycle rolloff. 8 -ohm impedance. 
14.5 -ounce magnet. 25 watts pro- 
gram. 50 watts peak.- General 
Electric Co., Specialty Elec- 
tronic Components Dept., W. 
Genesee St., Auburn, N. Y. 

TAPE REEL. C -Slot reel. For 
magnetic recording tape. Curved 
groove in hub for easy thread- 

INSTALL si- feSf -m 
P RSV E N 

QUALITY 
_get dependability 
and stead y pto fii! 

OUTST Atom FEATURES 

HEAVY LOAD TEST 
OPßO CT TE ON 

1 " \ll dt. ...... 
, Plel'I 

itr : aril 
lit' SlilA 

ßUTOMATIG 
SHORTS d.o 

No fuses to 

GHEGK`. vossthitít9 or reatace. 

'mu'm shorts. 

GAS AND LEAKAGE 

rÇST . 

iut,T ' 

PGE 
OMATIC VOLT- CATION 

SELF SERVICE 
TV 

RECEIVING TUBE 
TESTERS 

AFE... ruTrd- 

GOOD TUBE 
TYPE 

COVERAGE 

;Look to the 
pace settee 
for the hes 

A Do- It- Yourself Tub 
Tester that has estab- 
lished terrific public 
acceptance fro 
coast to coast. 

Built - quality 
throughout - by t 

pioneer manufa 
turers, assuring uni 
terrupted service and 
big profits. 
t Get Dependability 
by using the quality 
Tester - simple to 
use - automatic - 
NO controls to use. 
Get steady profits by 
piling nome brand 
bes such cs RCA, 

Sylvania and G -E. 

Invest,gete this 
Outstanding 

Extra Profit Item. 
PATENTED 

u-test-m 
SELF SERVICE TV RECEIVING TUBE TESTERS 

U- TEST -M MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
4325 W Lincoln Ave. Milwaukee 15, Wis. 
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BUILD 16 RADIO 
CIRCUITS at Home 
with NEW DELUXE 
1957 PROGRESSIVE 
RADIO "EDU -KIT" 

A Practical Home Radio Course 

$ Only 

Reg. U.S. 
Pat. Off. 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary * No Additional Parts or Tools Needed * Excellent Background for TV * School Inquiries Invited * Attractively Gift Packed 

Now Includes * * * TRANSMITTER * * * SIGNAL TRACER * * * SIGNAL INJECTOR * * * CODE OSCILLATOR 
FREE OSOLDERINGIRON 

PLIERS-CUTTERS, 
TOOL 

STER, 

WHAT THE "EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU 
The "Edu -Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at 

a rock-bottom price. Our kit is designed to train Radio ex Electronics Technicians, 
making use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio 
theory. construction. servicing. basic Hi -Fi and TV repairs, code. FCC amateur 
license requirements. 

You will learn how to identify radio symbols. how to read and interpret sche- 
matics, how to mount and layout radio parts, how to wire and solder- how to operate 
electronic equipment. how to build radios. You will r receive 

a 
basic education in 

radio, worth many times the small price you pay. only 522.95 complete. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" was Armed Forces Personnel and Veterans 

specifically prepared for any person who throughout the world. 
has a desire to learn Radio. The "Edu - Kit" 

' 

been used successful ly by 
in young and old all parts of the 

world. by many Radio Schools and 
Clubs i n this c untry and abroad. It is 
used for training and rehabilitation of 

The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" 
requires no nstructor. All instructions 
and parts are ncluded. Every step is 
carefully explained. You cannot make 
a mistake. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progre s Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the 

world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. 
The 'Etlu -Kit" vus s the modern educational principle of "Learn b% Doing. 
Therefore. you will 

uses 
construct radio circuits, perform jobs and conduct experiments 

to illustrate the principles which you learn. 
You begin by examining the various radio parts in =luded in the "Etlu- Kit. " You 

then learn the function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then y u build a simple 
radio. With this first set, you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations. 
learn theory, practice testing and troub'eshooting. Then you build a more ad- 

vanced radio, learn more advanced theory and techniques. Gradually. in a pro- 

gessive manner, and at your own rate, you will find yourself constructing more 
advanced multi -ube radio circuits, and doing work like a professional Radio 
Technician. 

Included in the "Edu -Kit" course are sixteen Receiver. Transmitter, Code Oscil- 
lator, Signal Tracer, and Signal Injector circuits. These are not unprofessional 
"breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits. constructed by means of 

processional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio 
construction known as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular 
AC or DC house current. 

In order to provide a thorough, well-integrated and easily -learned radio course. 
the "Edu -Kit" includes practical work as well as theory: troubleshooting in 

a 

addi- 
tio to construction: training for all. whether your purpose learning radio be 

for hobby, business or job: progressively- arranged material. ranging from simble 
circuits to well- advanced topics in Hi -Fi d TV. Your studies will be further aided 

bby Quiz materials and our well -known FREE Consultation Service. 

THE "EDU -KIT" 
IS COMPLETE 

You will receive all parts and instruc- 
tions necessary to build 16 different 
radio and electronics uitseach 
guaranteed to operate. Our r Kits contain 
tubes, tube sockets, variable, electro- 
lytic and paper dielectric 

c 
ondensers, 

resistors. tie strips, oils. hardware, 
tubing, punched metal chassis, Instruc- 
tion Manuals, etc. 

In addition, you receive Printed Cir 
uit materials, eluding Printed Circuit 

chassis. special tube sockets. hardware 
and istructio You also receive a 
useful set of tools, a professional elec- 
tric soldering i 

r 
nd a self -powered 

Dynamic Radio Si & Electronics Tester. 
The EdieKit" also includes Code In- 
structions and the Progres 

s' 
'li 

ve Code Os- 
cillator. addition to F.C.C. -type 
Questions and Answers for Radio 
Amateur License training. You will also 
receive lessons for servicing with the 

Progressive Signal Tracer and the Pro- 
gressive Signal Injector, a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. 

TROUBLE -SHOOTING 
LESSONS 

You will learn trouble- shooting and 
servicing 

n 
in a progressive manner. You 

will practice repairs the sets that 

construct. nstruct. You will learn symp- 
toms and causes of troubles in home, 
portable and car radios. You will learn 
how to 

P 

the professional Signal 
Tracer. the S unique Signal Injector and 
the Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester. 
While you ar 

e 

learning i this prac- 
tical way, you will be able to do many 
a repair job for your friends and neigh - 
hors, and charge fees which will far ex- 
ceed the price of the "Edu- Kit." Our 
Consultation Service will help you with 
any technical problems you may have. 

J. Stataitis. of 25 Poplar PI.. Water- 
bury, Conn., writes: 'I have repaired 
several sets for my friends, and made 
money. The "Edu -Kit" paid for itself. 
I was ready to spend $240 for a Course, 
but I found your ad and sent for your 
Kit." 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS RADIO & ELECTRONICS TESTER 

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON TESTER INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: CONSULTA- 
TION SERVICE HI -FI GUIDE QUIZZES TV BOOK 

FCC AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING RADIO BOOK 
PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

- - - -90 DAY UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE - - -- 
ORDER FROM 

CONDENSER D -RE IVE 
FREE 

E BONUS 
RESISTOR AND 

C Send "Edu -Kit" Postpaid. 1 enclose full payment of $22.95. 
Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $22.95 plus postage. 
Send we FREE additional information describing "Edu -Kit" Include FREE valuable 
Radio and TV Servicing Literature. No obligation. 

Name 

Address 

497 Union Ave.. 
PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC. Room 130 -G. Brooklyn 11. N.Y 
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NEW DEVICES 

ing. Tape slipped into groove 
in direction opposite of reel ro- 
tation. -Audio Devices, Inc., 444 
Madison Ave., New York 22, 
N. Y. 

PROTECTIVE VARNISH. Mois- 
ture and fungus protection of- 

fered by MFR. 16 -ounce self - 
spray can. -Argos Products 
Co., Genoa, Ill. 

WOOD SCRATCH REPAIR. 
Sktatch Stih. Repairs scratches 
on TV sets, wood furniture, cab- 

inets, floors and woodwork. Ma- 
hogany, walnut nail light wood. 
-General Cement Manufactur- 
ing Co., 400 S. Wyman St., 
Rockford, Ill. 

SWEEP AND MARKER GEN- 
ERATOR. Model 615. All -elec- 
tronic sweep has no moving 
parts. AM less than 0.1 (lb per 
mc. Marker -frequency accuracy 
is within 0.5%. .025 -volt rms 

marker. Frequency 2.5 -5.5, 19- 
50, 54 -108 and 108 -216 mc. Vari- 
able sweep width 0 -15 mc.- 
Hickok Electrical Instrument 
Co., 10531 Dupont Ave., Cleve- 
land 8, Ohio. 

TUBE TESTER. Min ico 400. 
Electron -ray indicator tube in- 
dicates cathode conductance and 
gas and high -resistance shorts. 

3 sockets test 98% of all TV 
tubes. - Minnesota Instrument 
Co., 137 W. 7th St., St. Paul 2, 
Minn. 

TUBE TESTER. Model A -1000 
Rapid -Chek. Tests octal, loctal, 
7- and 9 -pin miniature tubes for 
gas, leakage, grid emission, 
shorts and tube worth. Gas and 
leakage read on meter.- Ameri- 
can Scientific Development Co., 

(Continued) 

334 -336 South Main, Fort Atkin- 
son, Wis. 

TEST INSTRUMENT FITS. 
Model V-70 (illustrated): vtvm 
with 21 ranges. Model C -20: 
resistance -capacitance -ratio 
bridge. Mortel B -10: battery 
eliminator. Model S -50: 5 -inch 
oscilloscope. Model T -60: tube 

tester. -Paco Electronics Co., 
Inc., 70 -31 84th St., Glendale, 
N. Y. 

TRANSISTORIZED VTVM- 
VOM FIT. Transistors make 
vtvm completely portable. 50- 
pa movement. Precision com- 
ponents. Measures ac, do volt- 

age; of output voltage -fre- 
quency response, volume level, 
dc resistance and direct current 
as vom. As vtvm, measures dc 
voltage. resistance and circuit 
current. -Transvision, Inc., New 
Rochelle, N. Y. 

FIL.OWATT RF AMPLIFIER. 
1 /nllel HT-,;.3. Single-knob band 
switching selects proper grid 
coil and plate tank inductance. 
Fixed 52-ohm output impedance. 
Ceramic power tubes. two 866 -A 
rectifiers, OB2 and 0A2 regu- 

lators. Circuit metering. Covers 
80 -, 40 -, 20 -, 15 -, 11- and 10- 
meter amateur bands. - Halli- 
crafters Co., 4401 W. Fifth 
Ave., Chicago 24, Ill. 

POWER DRILL. Model 808. 2 

speeds. 3,000 and 1,000 rpm. %- 
inch chuck. 115 volts, ac -dc, 2 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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If it's worth engineers' time... 

.it's worth engineered cable 

Belden 
TV CAMERA 

CABLE 
Belden quality built to 

exacting specifications 
for black-and -white or 

color cameras. Harmo- 

nizing color -lightweight 
for easier handling. 

MICROPHONE 
CABLE 

A type for every require- 

ment, designed for high- 

est efficiency, easiest 

use, longest service life. 

"Items from the 

Complete Belden Line" 

Belden 
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1902 
CHICAGO 

5-8 

Magnet Wire Lead and Fixture Wire Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cord Aircraft Wires 
Welding Cable Electrical Household Cords Electronic Wires Automotive Wire and Cable 

JULY, 1 957 
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NEW DEVICES 

amps. - Wen Products, Inc., 
5804 Northwest Highway, Chi- 
cago 31, Ill. 
HEAVY -DUTY PLIERS. Line- 
men's, diagonals, electricians', 
wiring, needlenose, ignition, 

water -pump and general. Triple - 
coated with high -dielectric ma- 
terial. PL805 needlenose (illus- 
trated).- Hunter Tool Co., Box 
564, Whittier, Calif. 
MIDGET SOLDERING IRON. 
[Model SL -10. 10 watts. 1/2 ounce, 
6 inches long. 110 volts ac or dc. 

Heats in less than minute. 6 -foot 
line cord. -Meadow Sales Corp., 
2712 W. Montrose Ave., Chi- 
cago 18, Ill. 
MINIATURE ROTARY 
SWITCH. Series BH3I POTPOT. 
Encapsulated. Color -coded leads. 
Rated at 50 nia at 300 volts and 

500 ma at 30 volts. Diameter 
29/32 inch. 11/a inches long.- 
Clarostat Manufacturing Co., 
Inc., Dover, N. H. 
PICTURE -TUBE BRIGHT- 
ENER. Comet SP43. For restor- 
ing normal contrast and bright- 
ness to dim picture tubes. Can 
be used with series or parallel 

filament circuits, electromag- 
netic or electrostatic deflection 
tubes. Fits all makes of TV sets. 
-Anchor Products Co., 2712 W. 
Montrose Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. 
CONTROL CLEANER. Kleen- 
trol. To clean and lubricate 

controls. No carbon tetrachlor- 
ide. Packaged in metal Can. -R- 
Columbia Products Co., High - 
wood, Ill. 
POWER RESISTOR. Dalohm 
1 /SE type. 5 wattage ratings 
from 2 -10 watts in 7 sizes. Re- 
sistance range 0.5 ohms to 

175.000 ohms, depending on size 
and tolerance. Tolerances, 0.5 % 
0.1 %. 0.25 0.5%, 1% and 
3 %. Wirewound, inserted in a 
nickel- plated brass tube. Shoék- 
resistant. -Dale Products Inc., 
Box 136, Columbus, Neb. 
DIGITAL OHMETER. Model 
DO Y -500 illdsfrated. 5 digits. 
Direct reading. Automatic rang- 

ing. .01 ohm to 10 megohms. 
Modular construction. 31/2 x 19 
x 12 inches. Model DOX -400, 
4 digis- Electro Instruments, 
Inc., 3794 Rosecrans, San Diego, 
Calif. 
DC TO AC CONVERTERS. 

It 

Compact and lightweight. 
Transistorized units replace 
dynamotor and vibrator sup- 
plies. Standard units produce 
up to 250 volts ac from 28 
volts dc. -UAC Electronics, 143 
E. 49th St.. New York 17, N. Y. 
CONELRAD MONITOR. Com- 
pletely wired. Ready to use. 
When station goes off the air, 
electronic audio alarm set off 

"BREEZE 
THROUGH" 

e.1 just go weak all over 
when you play those records 

with a JENSEN NEEDLE." 
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FCC 
LICENSE 

EXAMS 
Train for 

better pay 
in communica- 

tions -most interesting jobs 

LICENSE MANUAL 
FOR RADIO 
OPERATORS 

By J. R. Johnson 
A complete, simpli- 
fied study guide for 
getting your "ticket" 
as a commercial 

operator. 

lier,. at last. i, a simplified, 
lote cost guide to Fi 1' Examina- 
tions for coiitIlli t al op.110er li- 
cen.cs . written ,o you Dail 
easily understand AND REMEM- 
BER IT. Covers ALL 11í1:11T 
exam elements. not .11151 noie of 
them. Reviews almost 2.2011 typical 
FCC exam questions. Gives 
straight -to -ten' -point answers. In- 
cludes full details on the changes 
in examination elements 1 and 2. 

Covers all necessary examination data from electrical and 
radio fundamentals to navigation and related subject,. 

Anyone with basic radio training will find Johnson': 
LICENSE 11\Nt7AL FOR COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 
the ideal training book for Making this all. important i p 
in getting one of cmnnlunication's hensi interesting. hest 
paid technical .Ildls. 

10 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION 

Dept. RE -77, RINEHART & CO., Inc., 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

ml Johnson's LICENSE MANUAL FOR RADIO OPER- 
ATORS for 10 -day union. It I ie,-irk, to keel) 
book. I iii semi $5.1Ì()t iglus govtagel In full Pay- 
ment. Otherwise. [ will return book and owe nothing. 
(SAVE! Send 55.00 with order and we pay postage. 
Same 10 -day return privilege with money refunded.) 

Name 

Address 

City, zone, state 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -$5.50 cash frith order. Same 
IO -day return privilege with money refunded. 

J 

(Continued) 

For use with any radio that has 
avc.- American Electronics Co., 
1203 -05 Bryant Ave., New York 
59, N. Y. 

ACOUSTIC DELAY UNIT. 
Xophonie. For hi -fi audio instal- 

lations. Produces concert -hall 
effects by picking up signal 
from main amplifier, delaying 
it .05 second and reproducing it 
from speaker in room rear or 
other point remote from main 
speaker. Uses small driver 
(speaker) unit feeding at low 
level into 50 -foot length of 
aluminum pipe used as acoustic 
delay line, microphone, 3 -stage 
amplifier and speaker, all in 
small cabinet. -Radio Crafts- 
men, Inc., subsidiary of Preci- 
sion Radiation Instruments, 
Inc., 4223 W. Jefferson Blvd., 
Los Angeles 16, Calif. END 

All specifications given on 
these pages are from manu- 
facturers' data. 

i 

pf K 
pre -finished 

Kits 

PFK-120/150 

designed by 

Paul Klipsch 

PFK-500 

Now you need only a screw- 
driver to put together a furni- 
ture-finished Klipsch speaker enclosure, indis- 
tinguishable from factory-assembled Rebel 3, 4 or 
5. Also available as conventional, unfinished kits. 

i 
PFK300 

Write for Complete Catalog! 
36 pages . .. 16 other hi -fi kits ... 29 
equipment cabinets ... 4 matched specker 
systems . , . 20 hi -fi accessories. 

99 North 11th Street 
Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

largest manufacturer of cabinets and kits for hi -fi 
o division of &H Wood Products Co., Inc. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Question 
Box 

FM TUNING INDICATOR 
I could like to use a 6AL7 indicator 

with FM tuner which has a linear 
Foster -Seeley type discriminator. I have 
drawn B plus from my power ampli- 
fier as it cannot be obtained from the 
tuner. So far 1 have not been able to 

LIMITER 

add the 6AL7 circuit as indicated in the 
diagram. This requires a total of three 
connections to the tuner (points A, B 
and C). As B plus is not available in 
the tuner a separate connection to a 
power source is needed for the plate 

6AL5 
DISCRIM 

AO O 

TUNING INDICATOR CKT 

(target). The B plus should be between 
270 and 325 volts. If deflection is insuf- 
ficient, lower the 6AL7's plate voltage. 

A slightly different approach is pre- 
sented by Frank J. DiElsi in RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS, March, 1957, page 105. 

get enough deflection action from the 
6AL7 for satisfactory tuning. Please 
describe the proper circuit and modifi- 
cations. -A. T. Philadelphia, Pa. 

It is unnecessary to alter any exist- 
ing wiring. All you should have to do is 

HELICAL ANTENNA 
In your April, 1957, issue you de- 

scribe a helical antenna for guided - 
rnissle work. I find that it would be 
nicely suited for uhf television recep- 
tion. Some time ago I saw some data on 
this type of antenna. I would like to 

DEEMPHA$l5 NETWORK 

TO IST AF AMPL 

FOR UHF TELEVISION 
tion. It is hard to mount and its wind 
resistance is high. 

The photo shows the general shape 
and dimensions of the antenna and a 
method of mounting. The ground screen 
is made from 1/2-inch wire mesh fas- 

FEEDTHRUINSULATOR 0.25a 

033a 

0.17 

0.8a 

GROUND SCREEN 

build one, but I need some data to work 
from. Can you help me?-E. A., Mill- 
stone, Conn. 

This data appeared in 
TRONICS, October, 1954. 

A helical antenna is a high -gain 
broad -band unit. Its unpopularity is 
due to the awkwardness of construc- 

RADIO -ELEC- 

JULY, 1957 

1.5a P.1,0N 

tened to a metal or wooden frame. A 
metal ground plate about 1/6 wave- 
length in diameter should be soldered to 
the center of the ground screen. It can 
be made from sheet copper. 

The transmission line (RG -63/U, 
RG -79/U, or RG -89 /U) is connected to 
the antenna through a hole in the cen- 

1(11w THE 'BEST - 
BUILD ALLIED'S OWN 

Knight- 
Kits 

Here is a typical Knight -Kit value - 
available only from ALLIED -one of 

45 great Knight -Kits you'll find 
in our special Supplement No. 165. 

Write for your FREE copy today. 

NEW knight -kit HI -FI VALUE 

SENSATIONAL PREAMPLIFIER KIT 

Printed Circuit Switches! 
Model Y -754 8 Inputs Self- Powered 

$3875 
2 Printed Circuit Boards! 

Q With Custom Styled Case 

Advanced Hi -Fi design at new low cost! Fea- 
tures precise equalization guaranteed within 

db of recommended accuracy! Exclusive 
new printed- circuit switches and two printed - 
circuit wiring boards for easy, error -proof con- 
struction; built -in power supply; response, 
± 0.5 db, 10- 50,000 cps; 8 inputs (including 
Tape Head); separate Bass and Treble con- 
trols; separate Level and Loudness controls; 
Rumble Filter Switch; DC on all tube fila- 
ments; 2 extra AC outlets. With beautiful 
custom styled case. Complete with step -by- 
step instructions for easy, money -saving 
assembly. Shpg. wt., 123 lbs. p 
Model Y -754. Net F.O.B. Chicago .... $3875 

OTHER knight -kit HI -FI VALUES 

FM HI -FI TUNER KIT 

Y -751 53775 

30 -WATT AMPLIFIER KIT 

Y -762 $7495 

' Or,. 

10 -WATT NI -FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

Y -753 S2350 

`é.I cr. nh.1 

20 -WATT HI -FI 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

Y -750 $3575 

See our Supplement No. 165 for other 
knight -kit Hi -Fi Values 

SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE 
Supplement No. 165 
featuring 45 great 
Knight -Kits, including Test 
Instruments, Hi -Fi, Hobbyist 
and Amateur Kits. Write 
for your copy today. 

ORDER FROM 

ALLIED RADIO 
Dept. 02 -G7, 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 
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NOWI Hi -Fi units also available 
WIRED & TESTED . . . 

Ready -to -hearl 

AWAY 
tabes the blind oto 

0(fi. bit huyliig 
NEWS! . . . If you've always vv: i trd t,. nor, 
the money and have the fun of b.o.td ;,q, y , it 
very own HI -FI system or radio, here's na- 
tional news: 

ARKAY the world's leading name in audio 
kits now lets you "HEAR IT- BEFORE YOU 
BUILD IT" . ARKAY take, all the gamble 
out of kit building ... 

See your favorite ARKAY dealer . ask 
for a demonstration unit of any model in the 
line examine it, play it, give it any test 
you wish . then compare and you'll agree 
that an ARKAY kit is easiest to build and the 
heat dollar value! ! 

ARKAY 
6 TRANSISTOR 
PORTABLE 
SUPERHET KIT 

This 1,odel TI2 -6 is a 
rumple, y newly designed 
"pow e rIn use" with push - 
pull class B output pro- 

viding clear, crisp output better than 275 milli - 
watts. Construction is extremely simple because of 

advanced engineering technique employed. Elec- 
trical hating: !I volt transistor energizer. Tuning 
range: 540- 16201m, IF amplifier: 455 Re. Transis- 
tor Complement : (XII oscillator-convert er, (X2) 
1st IF Amp, (X:tt 2nd IF amp. (DII diode de- 
tector -ACC takeoff', (X4) class B driver, 1X5) 

class B output. (Xli1 class B output. Case: stun- 
/dog will- stitched texon leather. $37.50 
Model TR -6 

Fed. Ex. Tax Incl. 

ARKAY 
MODEL HFT -7 
HI -FI AM -FM 

TUNER 

Tops in performance! 4 UV .ru,iticity liir 20db 
quieting. Automatic Frequency Control with pro- 
visions for AFC erase. Allow, pinpoint, high 
selectivity tuning. Foster -Seeley di.eriminal :. 
High efficiency AM loop stick autemia and irs,- 
perature compensated oscillator circuit. Tube 
complement: (2)12ÁT7, 11)6BE6, 1I )613Á6, 12) 

.11.'6, 1116.5 T.5: selenium rectifier. 

I Model HFT -7 KIT S32.00 
I WIRED & TESTED 56.95 
1 Model FM -6 (FM only) KIT 25.75 

44.95 WIRED & TESTED ......... Cover for above $3.95, Fed. Ex. Tax Incl. 

Unmatched! I -- ... 
ARKAY 
30 WATT 
AMP- I 
PRE -AMP I 

with transistorized 
Front end 

litre's the talk of the III -1-11 field! For use with re- 
luctance pickup, assures 3 o of high-gain low noise 
front end, gives the finest in reproduction. Record 
equalization for more than 30 labels (LP, ItIAA & I 
Europ. ) Uses 2 Mollard EL34's. Power: 31) watts @ 
lq lit Freq. Response: 1_db -10- 411,000 cps. Hum: 
-120db below rated output. Inputs: tor phono, tuner, 
tape, Aux 1 & 2 provided by front panel selection 
(Tape output unaffected by bass, treble & loudness'. 
Controls: (61 Fune. selector, loudness, bass, t 

set & 5 position balance. Y AP outlets. Cabinet : 

Ebony with rose gold panel. 
Model FL -30 KIT $49.95 -WIRED & TESTED $74.95 

SEE THE OTHER AMPLIFIERS IN THE 
ARKAY LINE 

ARKAY ALL - 
TRANSISTOR 
PERSONAL 
PORTABLE 
KIT 

Printed Circuit 
with Printed 
Component 
Layout Board 

.A hit builder's dream, ,wplming all latent 
techniques. Uses 5 Vaud a or. pins crypt at 
diode. l'rinted Circuit & emu pritunt layout 
board cuts construction time, eliminate, nn -. 
Consists of converter, 2 stases of II' .gniY;- 
cation, diode detector, audio llri i er & rIn A 

[rower amp output st age. Submit iati -I,- , 

1 

- 
p0nents used throughout Loudspeaker: 
Alnico V Power output: 1.í1i nil ;indi,, - 

1 Battery drain: 5.5Ma. Earpliore .1 and 
listening. Cabinet Hi- iulU:n . , 

breakable) Dimensions: 1.x:.r.. i.-' 
1 Model TR -5 $31.45 

Fed. Ea. Taw Incl. 
Carrying Case $1.75 

-I 

SEE 'N' HEAR the unmatched quality of the ARKAY line at your dealer. Ask for 
the new, big FREE CATALOGUE of AUDIO, HI -FI & TV units. 

*Prices 5% higher West of Miss. 

ARKAY' 120 Cedar Street N.Y. 

READY NOWT 
AT YOUR PARTS DISTRIBUTOR'S 

BOB MIDDLETON'S 
NEW BOOK 

SERVICING COLOR TV 
GERNSBACK LIBRARY Book No. 65 

224 pages-illustrated-troubleshooting charts, $2.90 

The best practical guide to color TV servicing. 

LL 

Get the jump on the crowd -order your copy today! 
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QUESTION BOX (Continued) 

ter of the ground plate. The center con- 
ductor goes to the helix, the outer one 
to the ground plate. 

The main difficulty is winding the 
helix. A soft grade of aluminum tubing, 
clothesline or ground wire should be 
used. It will have to be wound on a 
heavy wooden or metal cylinder. Exact 
calculations are pointless as the helix 
will "relax" when removed from the 
winding form. Diameter should be ap- 
proximately 1/s wavelength. Use insul- 
ating pieces to support the turns and 
hold them in place. 

The antenna has an impedance of 
approximately 125 ohms. Good results 
are obtained by using a length of 6 
wavelengths. Since the antenna has a 
fairly broad bandwidth the dimensions 
listed are not critical. A helical antenna 
is practical only for uhf. 

ZENITH COBRA PICKUP 
I have a Zenith Cobra -matic record 

changer Model S14028. I've tried con- 
necting it to a G -E preamplifier but it 
doesn't work. I've been told that the 
cartridge works through an rf oscillator 
but I don't know what type of circuit 
to use. Can you help me ? -A. R. D., 
New Orleans, La. 

The diagram shows the basic circuit 
of the oscillator used with the Cobra - 
type pickup that you have. The oscil- 
lator operates at around 2.5 mc. Coil 
Ll in the pickup cartridge is the feed- 
back winding and L2 is the grid coil of 
the oscillator transformer. The stylus 
is fastened rigidly to a steel vane 
pivoted so needle movement causes it 

A2T0 

I PRFAfiP 

to swing closer to or farther away 
from Ll. This changes the Q of Ll 
and varies the amount of plate -to -grid 
feedback so the plate current varies at 
an audio rate. An audio voltage appears 
across the plate load resistor and is 
tapped off and fed into a preamplifier 
stage. 

The oscillator would probably be 
hard to duplicate unless you obtain 
an exact replacement for L2 and can 
copy the circuit and layout of the 
oscillator in one of the sets designed 
for this particular cartridge. 

Later Zenith Cobra pickups use 
ceramic cartridges. We suggest that 
you replace the tone arm and cartridge 
on your changer with later models. 
Your Zenith parts distributor will be 
able to supply the proper parts. END 

PEST 
The man who brings his set to me 
And wants it fixed where he can see, 
And stands above me all day long, 
And tells me what he thinks is wrong. - Jeanne DeGood 
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Technotes 

CAPEHART CX -33 
Complaint was rapidly fluctuating 

width, wavy edges and a pattern of 
monkey -chatter on both picture and 
raster. Horizontal and vertical sync 
were good, but picture quality was poor. 
The set would have a period of normal 
operation in both regular and narrow 
width. 

TO 6S117 HORIZ DISCS TUBE PLATE PIN 5 

001 

680ppf 
47K 

IMEG 

6BG8 -G 

18K/ IVI 

TO OUTPUT TRANS 

TERMINAL 2 

TO 64 DAMPER PIN 5 
(THRU LIN COIL) 

1 /4A 

.022 

BEFE CÁ14 

I00K 

.01 

410K 350V 

-90V 295V 
.01 

Voltages were within normal toler- 
ances, with the screen voltage dropping 
as the picture settled in the narrow - 
width condition. This was a first -class 
intermittent which just the touch of the 
test probe would bring back to normal. 

Suspecting C -278, cathode to ground 
from the damper, we jumped the 1/4- 
amp high -voltage fuse before going 
further. Immediately the picture re- 
turned to normal and remained that 
way. This pigtail fuse had developed 
an imperfect contact that caused the 
supply voltage to fluctuate, affecting 
the horizontal output. -H. L. Matsinger 

RCA CTC5 CHASSIS 
The set showed a slow change in 

kinescope color during warm -up. This 
difficulty was found to be due to changes 
in the values of R -419 and R -420. Both - 
these resistors are 910 ohms, 1 watt. 
After replacement with 2 -watt resistors 
color remained steady. 

In this same chassis we find that an 
intermittent change in screen color can 
be caused by C -722. This is a 10 -µf 
dual electrolytic bypass capacitor in 
the demodulator cathode circuits. A 
simple change to a dual .01 -µf ceramic 
solves this problem. -L. Warren 

COLOR -KILLER CONTROL 
The complaint on an old 15 -inch Syl- 

vania color TV receiver was that the 
color appeared intermittently, dropping 
out at times with only black- and -white 
reproduction remaining. There was no 
pattern to the color dropout; it seemed 
to occur at random. 

Tube replacement gave little or no 

ATTENTION: People who service 2 -way Communications 

PROCESSING 
F6 Series Crystals 

for 
STANDARD 2 -WAY 

Equipment in Commercial Use 

JULY, 1 957 

FR EE! 

F -605 
Pin dia. .050 
Pin length .238 

Wire mounted plated crystals for 
use in commercial equipment where 
close tolerances must be observed. 
All units are calibrated for the 
specific load presented by equipment. 
HOLDERS: Metal, hermetically sealed. 
CALIBRATION TOLERANCE: 

-!-.0025% of nominal at 30° C. 
TOLERANCE OVER TEMP. RANGE: 

±-.002°/. from -30° + 60° C. 
CIRCUIT: As specified by customer. 

Crystals available for all major 
2 -way equipment. (In most cases 
the necessary correlation data 
is on file). 

DRIVE LEVEL: Maximum- 10 milli - 
watts for fundamental, 
5 milliwatts for overtone. 

F -609 F -612 
Pin dia. .095 Pin dia. .125 
Pin length .445 Pin length .620 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Specify Channel Frequency Holder Type` 
Circuit Data (32 mmf load, series resonance, etc.) 

End Use (Equipment type and manufacturer, 
development, etc.) 

'Adaptors can be supplied for 3/4" pin spacing. 
Units or Less Air Mailed Within One Working Day: Orders of 5 

1957 CATALOG - -- 
Send for YOUR Copy..Now! 
Specify Catalog RE -57! 

International 
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., Inc. 

18 N. LEE OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 

o 

L 
Interfie= -Type Shortwave Transistor 

641 What Radio -Electronics 

has in store for you in the 

months ahead .. . 

All- Transistor Tape Playback Preamplifier 

How to Use Tube Doto 

Transistor TV Bor Generator Is Hand -Size 

Testing Audio Amplifiers 

Power Transistor Tester 

Practical Color TV Installation 

Practical Slant on Color TV Servicing 

Tricky Circuits ln TV Receiver 
The AUGUST issue of RADIO -ELECTRONICS toes on sale July 25 at all better parts distributors and newsstands 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Two years S7.00 Three years $9.00 

154 West 14th Street, New York I I, N.Y. 
One year $4.00 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
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DR/-F/LM 

NEW! Lifetime Lubricant 
PERMA -GLIDE 

in the popular Spray Can 

* Used by leading industries - - 

* First time available to public 
Makes oiling obsolete . 

Everyone is a prospect 

* Not oily...not messy...not greasy 

Priced right to sell: 
6 -oz. SPRAY CAN $ .98 

FULL 40% PROFIT! 

6 -oz. PERMA -GLIDE 

Suggested Retail Price 98c 

List Price $11.76 Doz. 

Your Cost $ 7.06 Doz. 

40% Profit 

FOR YOU $ 4.70 Doz. 

PERMA -GLIDE provides a complete 
assortment of store materials to 
help you sell. Order now from your 

distributor or write for more infor- 
mation to: 

Lifetime Dri -Film 

LUBRICANT 
Spray it on! 

U NEECELLEO PERMANENT 
LUINICTION OR SORE 
GANDER AMC WONKf'OP 
`0015. MACHINERY, TOTE 

.51 ON METAL, WOOD, PLASTIC 

FLAMEMASTER CHEMICALS, INC. 
Division of Ideal Chemical Products. Inc.. Culver City, California 

THE QUICK EASY WAY 

TO FIGURE 

SERVICE CHARGES ... 

Flat rate and 
hourly service charges, 

based on and showing regional and 
national averages, plus up -to -date 

list or resale prices 
on over 60,000 com- 
ponents. Arranged 
alphabetically by 
manufacturers and 
products, numer- 
ically by part num- 
ber. Compact, con- 
venient size fits in 
tube caddy, toolbox 
or pocket. $2.50 per 
copy from your 
distributor. 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 

180 NORTH WACKER DRIVE 

CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS 
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TERA-lectri 
ra c 

MOB"' CONVERTERS 

For 6 and 12 Volt 
Car Batteries - 
Copadtles: 10 to 
125 Watts 

NO INSTALLATION 
Just plug into cigar lighter 
on dash of car, truck, or 
boat -and away we go 
OPERATE PORTABLE TV, 

SMALL DO -IT- YOURSELF 
TOOLS WHEREVER NEEDED 

One of the great conven- 
iences of our electronic age 

Give You 

110 A.C. HOUSE 
CURRENT 

ANYWHERE 
You Drive or Cruise 

LIST 

1195 

101 
USES 

PORTABLE TV 

'Tiff 
V ear ilksell MI! 

DICTATION 

ALL ELECTRIC 
SHAVERS 

DO- IT- YOURSELF 
HOBBY TOOLS 

SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DEALER OR JOBBER 

TERADO COMPANY 
DESIGNERS B MFRS. OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SINCE 1927 

1057 RAYMOND AVE., ST. PAUL 14, MINNESOTA 

TECH NOTES 

B+ 

EG 

KEYING Pl1 SE 

(Ccoir,td) 
TO BUR:" 

PHASE :ET 

21st 

COLOR 
-.. KILLER BURS RI 

LI 

IDI a. EG 

Fir.l_ 
improvement. With the output frown a 
color bar generator applied to the it- 
ceiver color reproduction was good and 
steady. But with attenuation of the 
color bar signal, the color dropped out 
at a higher level than would normally 
be expected. It appeared that the color - 
killer threshold was set too high foi the 
available signal from the antenna. 

NE: 

B+ ADDED TMRESHOLD CONT 

lo 

XI? 
Fig.2 

A check of the color -killer arrange- 
ment (Fig. 1) showed that the thresht . 

was fixed. As an experiment, the ? - 

megohm resistor from the .iIi' zI 

color killer to B plus was cut I,It N, 
the signal from the antenna l., , 

good steady color reception. 'fl,- 
firmed the conclusion that tut I - 

of the color killer was on Oa- 
edge" for the prevailing signal 

A 1- megohm potentiometer w::- 
installed (Fig. 2) so that the ß:1:1a 
of positive voltage applied to the 
grid of the color killer could be ad- 
justed. The pot was adjusted to the 
point where steady color reception was 
assured, but high enough to minimize 
color noise. This simple addition of a 
threshold control cured the difficulty.- 
Robert G. 111 iddleton 

TURRET TUNERS 
Standard Coil tuners with dirty con- 

tact springs and studs are a familiar 
story. A short treatment with carbon - 
tetrachloride and 420 abrasive paper 
normally relieves the complaint of in- 
termittent loss of picture, sound. and 
having to rock the channel selector 
around to get the set working. 

In cases where this treatment does 
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TECH NOTES (Continued) 

not work the trouble is probably due 
to some of the eleven contact springs 
having lost their original tension. 
Dropping the turret from its case puts 
them within easy reach. The repair is 
simple: pry them out from the mount- 
ing board about 1/16 or 1/32 inch. Use 
a small screwdriver and avoid prying 
them too far out. 

A few tuners have remained inter - 
mitten even after resetting the springs, 
due to warping of the coil boards. These 
are quickly straightened out by dressing 
the shoulders of the affected channel 
with a few light strokes of a mill file 
and shimming each end of the coil board 
with plastic tape, or replace the coil. - 
H. A. Highstonc 

ERRATIC V'TV-M 
I could not get a reading on my vtvm 

in the shaded portion of the scale (see 
diagram) regardless of the range or 
function. All components and voltages 
checked OK. Rotating the zero -adjust 
knob, the needle moved linearly to about 
13 on the ohms scale ... then a pause 
and a jump to about 29. The needle 
could not be stopped anywhere in the 
shaded portion of the scale. 

Prying off the large plastic face 
cover, to my amazement, the instrument 
worked perfectly. Replacing the cover 
the same defect persisted. Suspecting 
perhaps the plastic cover had an elec- 
trostatic charge, I rinsed it under cold 
water and wiped it dry. The vtvm has 
worked like new ever since. -Joseph L. 
Sokolick 

(Some manufacturers recommend 
wiping the meter face occasionally with 
a mixture of 10 parts of water to 1 

part of Joy or similar liquid detergent. 
This cleans the plastic and eliminates 
static charges. -Editor) END 

JULY, 1957 

Jui' is HOT íAiT.S 
MFRS- EXPORTERS- DEALERS- MECHANICS Many values a DOLLAR for a DIME" 

Some items in thousands, others in limited quantities. Get your share by rushing your order in. 

SPECIAL THIS MONTH ... DEDUCT 10 
TUBULAR CONDENSERS -85 tI' Ql ".V.rf l IGuall 

od n,r TV or l olio tV rIc .002- 400v..02- 400v.1c ea. 
.1 -200v, .15 -200v, .47 -200v, .003 -400v, .004 -400v, .006 -400v, .01 -400v 2c ea. 
.047 -400v, .1 -400v, .25 -400v, .001 -600v, .002 -600v, .0022 -600v, .01 -600v 4c ea. 
.02 -600v, .03 -600v, .047 -600v, .1 -600v, .25 -600v, .001- 1000v, .01 -1000v 5c ea. 
.039- 1000v, .047- 1000v, .5 -1000, .006- 1600v, .03 -1600, .03 -2000 12c ea. 
.005- 3000v, .001- 6000v, .005- 6000v, 1 -150v, 5 -150v, 5 -350v, 2 -450v 12c ea. 
25 -50v, 100 -6v, 100 -10v, 150 -50v, 40/40 -15v, 100 /25 -50v, 20/20 -150v 12c ea. 
10/4/100- 475/350/50v, 10/100/20- 300/300/25v, 150/4/30 -350/350/50x, 400 -6v 14c ea. 
50/30 -150v, 50/50/50 -150v, 20 -450v, 30/450v, 40 -450v, 60 -150v, 80 -450v ....29c ea. 

CARBON RESISTORS Regular factory stock in, stackiole, T.R.C., Speer 
1/2 WATT 10% 10, 39, 47, 100, 120, 150, 330, 390, 470, 560, 680, 820, 1k, 18004 2c ea. 
V2 WATT 10% 2700, 3300, 3900, 4700, 5600, 6800, 8200, 10k, 15k. 18k, 22k, 27kr! 2c ea. 
1/2 WATT 10% 39k. 47k, 56k. 68k, 82k. 100k, 120k, 150k, 180k, 220k, 270k, 330kt? 2c ea. 
!/2 WATT 10% 330k, 390k, 470k, 560k. 680k, 820k'.!, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 2.2, 6.8, 10 MEG 2c ea. 

1 WATT 10% 2.2, 3.3, 100, 150, 330, 470, 560, 680, 820, 1k, 1800, 2700, 4700" 3e ea. 
1 WATT 10% 6800, 10k, 22k. 27k. 33k, 39k, 47k. 68k. 82k, 150k, 470k, 680k'! 3c ea. 
2 WATT 10% .51, 1, 4.7, 18, 82, 100, 180, 2200, 4700, 6800, 18k, 22k, 470kí! 4c ea. 

WIREWOUND RESISTORS 100.5w, 500 -5w, 1k -5w, 5k -5w, 10k -5w, 2k-10w, 8k -10w, 10k- lOw 16c ea. 
CERAMIC CONDENSERS 1, 2. 3, 5, 6, 10, 22. 25, 47, 50, 51, 56, 82, 100, 120. 200 3c ea. 
CERAMIC CONDENSERS 220, 250, 270, 330, 470, 1k, 1200. 1500, 2k, 5k, 6800. 10k. 3c ea. 
MICA CONDENSERS 5, 25, 50, 60, 68, 75. 100, 120, 150, 220, 270, 390, 470, 510 3c ea. 
MICA CONDENSERS 560. 680. 820, 1k, 2k, 2500, 3300, 4700, 6k, 6800, 8k, 10k 3c ea. 
UHF STRIPS for STANDARD TUNER list price $11.90, your price $1, following numbers available 
15F, 15K, 159, 15R, 21K, 27F, 279, 28F. 28K, 289, 33F, 33K, 339, 36F, 36K, 369, 39K, P 43K, 45F, 45K. 45Q 46F, 46K, 46Q, 48F, 48K, 489, 49F, 49K, 499 54F, 61F, 61K, 619, 1 

i 
ea. 62K, 669, 67F, 68Q, 69Q, 71F, 71K, 73K, 739 Your choice any or all 

WAFER SOCKETS 3c MOLDED SOCKETS nniatun ,r octal 5c 
and accessori......S1.78 ASTATIC CRYSTAL =1. 2 .$1 59 

$5 3 -SPEED PHONO MOTOR :;:'1a.7ß rum 
3 -SPEED PICK -UP TONE ARM ens ert -tone 1!ìD -oc,r ra rv!dg, 
VM 4-SPEED REC. CHGR. comp. w /pickup $22.76 
$55 RCA ^50151 HI -FI 12" SPKR. w /tweeter 24.62 
$10 TV INDOOR ANT. w /selector switch... 3.16 
$8 TV PORT. TUCK -AWAY ANT. 4 sections 1.88 
UNIV. TV PWR. TRANS. 250ma w /schematic 4.97 
$25 PORT. PHONO 3 speed comp. w /tubes 13.72 
$30 REGAL AC -DC RADIO comp. w/5 tubes 11.30 
$1 ION TRAP universal type for all TV Sets .10 
WIRE STRIPPER & CUTTER most terrific tool .79 
$1 DOG BONE 10 -WAY HEX WRENCH only .19 

on any order 
of S10 or over 

PHONO MOTOR, lI!'AI mrurubl 
$15 PHONO AMPLIFIER inc!. nth, 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
65ma S .29 250ma S .67 
75ma .37 300ma .69 

100ma .39 350mo .99 
150ma .52 450ma 1.39 

12" PM SPEAKER 
Top brand -Alnico =5 magnet 

only 150 in stock 
limit 6 to o customer T each 

TUBE CARTONS IN LOTS OF 100 
SMALL PEANUT I" x I" x 2i /B" $ .79 
LARGE PEANUT I" x I" x 23/' .94 
GT TYPE 11/4" x 1W /4" x 33/1" 1.04 
SMALL G 11/2" x 11/2" x 41/2" 1.29 
LARGE G 2" x 2" x 5" 1.59 
EXTRA LARGE 21/4" x 21/4" x 61/2" 2.67 

$24.95 SUPER -HET RADIO 

Can be installed in a X630 TV 46.99 
or in any other TV, Phonograph Y¡ 

or Amplifier. Complete with tubes 

21" TV CONVERSION KIT 
Convert any Size, any Make TV 

$1 7.87 
COMPLETE SET OF ESSENTIAL PARTS 

$4 
$4 

AGC KIT complete w /6AU6 & Instructions...$4.59 
FLYBACK TRANS. RCA -type 21175 4.98 
FLYBACK TRANS. RCA -type 21175 w /AGC 6.74 
FLYBACK TRANS. RCA -type 21811 6.96 
POWER TRANS. RCA ,#,201T6 for $'630 14.97 
VERTICAL OUTPUT TRANS. 10 to I ratio 2.69 
SYNCHRO -GUIDE COIL RCA -type #205R1 1.00 
RATIO DET. COIL 4.5mc for most TV Sets 1.00 
PIC. & SOUND CONTROL 10K -Imeg w/ switch 1.14 

TV CARTWHEEL CONDENSERS 
10KV -list price $1.75 your price 6c 
20KV -list price 2.25 your price 39c 
30KV -list price 4.50 your price 69c 

50L6 OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
2,000 in stock 

29 First comee, First served 
List price $1.25 each 

CONDENSER with 1000 uses 
for TV, RADIOS & PHONOGRAPHS 
has 2 sections 100mfd -50v 25mfd -50v 
worth $I 

Sale price 

TV PLASTIC 
safety 

OPEN 
Used 

17 "- Rectangular 152/4" x 
21 "- Rectangular I8" x 221/2" 2.38 
24 "- Rectangular 21" x 26" 4.93 
27 "- Rectangular 21" x 26" 4.93 
On 17" and 21" specify type number of CRT used 

TV SAFETY GLASS in HANDY SIZES 

I6" x 20 "....$2.94 '18" x 22/2 ".15.16 
16" x 22 ".... 3.97 I '21" x 26 "... 5.87 

Available in new tinted grey Soc extra 

Send 20% deposit with order -balance C.O.D. 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y. 
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NO SPEAKER 

INSTALLATION 

PROBLEMS 

QUAM speakers have 
transformer mounting 
brackets welded to 
the baskets. 

There is a universal 
mounting bracket packed 
with every QUAM 3 2 ", 4 ", 

5 ", 5 %", 61/2", 4" x 6" and 
5" x 7" Adjust -a -Cone speaker, 
AT NO EXTRA COST. 
In addition there are 
four threaded mounting 
holes in the pot , . . 

besides the usual 
mounting holes in the 
speaker basket. 

i 
A good hi -fi speaker 

need not be expensive. 
Prove it to yourself 

by listening to 
QUAM extended range 

and coaxial speakers. 
They can't be beat 

for small budget 
hi -fi installations. 
Write for QUAM 

Hi -Fi Catalog No. 69. 

r---------- ... 

QUAM 
HI -FI 
SPEAKERS 
for fine audio 

reproduction 
at low cost 

MIM 

I ask Olt QuAM,* 9 a o 
I 

y spa 
QUAM- NICHOLS COMPANY 236 EAST MARQUETTE ROAD I 

CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS L 
.. 

aft ga. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS can use good photographs of service benches, 
service shops, high -fidelity audio layouts, and any other interesting and 
original radio -electronic devices. 

We will pay $6.00 each for good professional photos or equivalent, suit- 
able for reproduction. 

Full information on subject photographed will increase their acceptability. 

The Editor, RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
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Patents 

REFLEX VIDEO STAGE 
Patent No. 2,777,056 

Richard W. Bull, South Pasadena, Calif. (As- 
signed to Standard Coil Products Co., Inc., Los 

Angeles, Calif.) 
The trend toward more compact and efficient 

Tv receivers continues. Here is a single-tube 
stage that amplifies both if and video signals. 
The detector is a crystal diode. 

IF IN 

IF-'DEO AMPI. 
VIDEO DET 

f 

47K 
S1610 

3.9K 

2K 

Oppf 

B + TTO VIDEO OUTPUT 

V amplifies the if as usual, then the signal 
is rectified by D, which provides the video 
modulation. This output is fed back through 
RI to the grid of V for further amplification. 
The video signal passes through the primary of 
T with very little attenuation because this 
winding is tuned to a much higher frequency. 
Thus the video appears at nearly full strength 
across R2, the video load. From here it is 
transmitted to the video output stage (not 
shown). 

PRINTED -CIRCUIT RESISTOR 
Patent No. 2,777,039 

1 rl udn P. Thies, Los Angeles, Calif. (Assigned to 
Standard Coil Products Co., /rte., Los Angeles, 

Calif.) 
This resistor element is designed for easy 

insertion and connection on a printed circuit 
chassis. The circular element R is metal- coated 

METAL COATINGS 

on each side to register with printed leads on 
the chassis. The resistive portion may be ceramic 
or other composition. 

When the resistor is ready for connection into 
the circuit, it is placed in position. A simple 
dip -soldering operation completes the process. 

HI -FI CLASS -B AMPLIFIER 
Patent No. 2,772,329 

John M. Miller, Jr., Baltimore, Ile!. (assigned to 
Rendis Aviation Corp., Tonton, Md.) 

Class -B amplifiers are more efficient than class - 
A units but prone to greater distortion. This is 
largely due to the curvature of a tube character- 
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PATENTS (Continued) 

EC 
The ultrasonic frequency is bypassed by ca- 

pacitors C and is further attenuated by a filter, 
to keep it out of the output signal. 

ULTRA -PURE SILICON 
Patent No. 2,773,655 

Keith Iluestis Batter. Marblehead, .Mass., and Carl 

a EC 

Marehs Olson, Newark, Del. (Assigned to E. L. 
du Pont de Nerrl ours & Co., Wilmington, Del.) 

This patent describes new and relatively sim- 
ple chemical processes for producing ultra -pure 
(better than 911.98'; I silicon. This makes pos- 
sible the manufacture of better silicon transis- 

*-GRID BIAS LINF tors and power rectifiers. Although silicon has 
superior temperature characteristics when com- 

Fig.l pared to germanium, it has not heretofore been 
istic near the origin. See Fig. 1. This invention available in sufficiently pure composition. END 
uses ultrasonic bias to improve the fidelity. 

Ultrasonic bias makes quality tape recording 
possible and a similar principle is used here. The 
bias is fed to both tubes in phase as in Fig. 2. 
Therefore, the composite characteristic of the 
tubes is swept back and forth (at a ultrasonic 

AUDIO 
INPUT II 

ULTRASONIC INPUT 

FILTER 

AUDIO 1 

OUTPUT 

LOAD 

Fig 2 

rate) along the grid bias axis. Instead of the 
curve shown in Fig. 1, we now have a character- 
istic "strip" of finite width. As a result, the ir- 
regularity near the origin is smoothed out. The 
inventor finds that distortion may be lowered as 
much as 79 at loW output. 

f cyaR 
"Hello, TV Service? That rabbit ears 
antenna - well, last night it gave 

birth . . .'t 

A SUPER MAGNET 
LIFTS MORE THAN 20 TIMES ITS 

OWN WEIGHT. 
Now for a limited time only -you can 
buy this Little Giant magnet, the most 
powerful ever made, at a sensational 
bargain! The low, low price of $1.50 is 
less than 50°'0 of what you'd usually 
pay for this type magnet. Experi- 
menters and hobbyists will find hun- 
dreds of uses for this powerful 4 oz. 
Alnico permanent magnet. CAN LIFT 

- AT A SUPER SAVING! 
5 LBS. EASILY. Through a special pur- 
chase we are able to offer these Super 
magnets at this amazing low price. 
A limited quantity only. First come 
first served. Order several today. Low 
price includes keeper. Measures 1% x 

11/2". 

Item No. 86 
Special Bargain Price 
(Shp. Chas. 10c) 

$1.50 
(Regularly priced at $3.50) 

6 -VOLT BATTERY, SOLDERING IRON AND WELDER 
U.S. Army release. New. Guar- 
anteed. Can be used to solder 
or weld when connected to any 
6v storage battery. The high Intensity a created between 
the metal to be soldered and 
the carbon electrode (carbons 
supplied free with on) c 
be used to heat tin or alum 

solder, light brazing and 
spot welding, melting metals, 
etc. Includes 2 carbons, 3 heavy duty spring clips 2 
Pieces 5 ft. heavy duty wire 
cable. (Battery not included.) 
Ideal for use where current is 
not available. Ship. wt. 4 lbs. 
ITEM NO. 126 
UNUSUAL RUN' $1.95 

WATTHOUR METER 

AMAZING BLACK LIGHT 
250 -watt ul- 
tra -violet 
light source. 
Makes fluor- 
escent arti- 
cles glow in 
the dark. Fits any 
lamp socket. 
For experi- 

menting, entertaining. unusual 
lighting effects. APPROX 

200 TO 
400 WATTS 

^III 

rJl()I ,.11,, 

3.Crr_,;7, 

I /' 
,P.P. & Hdlg. Chgs. SOC) r 

Leading makes-recondition- 
ed. Ideal for trailer parks. 
100-1 10 volts. 60 cycles, 2- 
wire A.C. 5 amp. Heavy metal 
case 854" x 61/4" x 5 ". Easy 
to install. Ship. wt. 14 lbs. 

ITEM NO, 33 $4.50 NOW ONLY 7 
(P.P. a Hdlg. Chgs. 51.25) 

250 POWER TELESCOPE LENS KIT 
Make your own high powered 6 ft. telescope! 
Kit contains 2" diam., 75" focal length, ground 
and polished objective lens 
and necessary eye pieces. 
Magnifies 50x to 250x. Full 
instructions. 
ITEM NO. 123 $2.95 $ 

(Shp. Chas. 10c) $ 

JULY, 1 957 

ITEM NO. 87 $2.45 Ship. wt. 2 lbs. 
(P P. 6 Hdlg. Chgs. 35c) 

HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO. 
160 W. 14th Street, Dept. RE 7 -57 
New York 11, N. Y. 

I :ant 
e 

n,'h.s inn full remittance for items circled 
belpay. die sure to include shipping charges.) 

OR. lily deposit of s Ship balance C.O.D. 
MINIMUM C.O.D. ORDER 55 00. 

C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED ONLY WITH 20% DE- 
POSIT. INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES. 

46 87 33 126 123 

Name 
Please Print Clearly 

Address 

City 

L 

Zone State 

ß11111) TOE'BEST- 

BUILD ALLIEDS OWN 

Knight= 
kits. 

Here is a typical Knight -Kit value - 
available only from ALLIED -one of 

45 great Knight -Kits you'll find 
in our special Supplement No. 165. 

Write for your FREE copy today. 

knight -kit INSTRUMENT VALUE 

PRINTED CIRCUIT VTVM KIT 

Model 
Y -125 

'24" 

Tops for stability, accuracy and value. 
Greatly simplified wiring -entire chassis is 
a printed circuit board. Uses low -leakage 
switches; 1% film -type precision resistors. 
Balanced- bridge, push -pull circuit permits 
switching to any range without adjusting 
zero set. SPECIFICATIONS: Easy -to -read 4W 
meter with sensitive 200 microamp move- 
ment. Zero -center scale and direct -reading 
db scale. Polarity reversing switch. Re- 
sponse, 30 cycles to 3 mc. Input resistance, 
11 mega. Ranges: AC peak -to -peak volts, 
0- 4 -14 -40 -140- 400 - 1400 -4000; AC rms v. and 
DC v., 0- 1.5- 5- 15 -50- 150 -500 -1500; ohms, 
0- 1000- 10K -100K; 1 -10- 100 -1000 mega; db 
scale, -10 to +5. Complete, including bat- 
tery and test leads. Size, 7% x 5% x 434'6". 
Shpg. wt., 7 lbs. 
Model Y -125. Net, F.O.B. Chicago.... $2495 

OTHER knight -kit INSTRUMENT VALUES 

20,000 OHMS/VOLT 
VOM KIT 

Y -140 $Z950 

1000 OHMS/VOLT 
VOM KIT 

Y -128 S1695 

TUBE CHECKER KIT 

Y -143 52975 

ttotl 
RF SIGNAL 

GENERATOR KIT 

Y -145 51975 

See our Supplement No. 165 for 18 other 
knight -kit instrument values 

/ SUPPLEMENT free 
knight -kits 

Send for our FREE 
-- Supplement No. 165 

featuring 45 great 

Y 
Knight -Kits, including Test 

A Instruments, Hi -Fi, Hobbyist 
and Amateur Kits. Write 
for your copy today. 

ORDER FROM 

ALLIED RADIO 
Dpf.02 -G -7,100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 
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with ATLAS 

-LOW 
high quality 
low price 

PAGING & 

TALK -BACK SPEAKERS 

6 sizes and types. 
All impedances 
from 4 to 45 ohms. 
From 5 to 15 watts. 
From $ 15.00 to $24.00 NET. 

WEATHERPROOF LINE 

MATCHING TRANSFORMERS 
For constant impedance 
or constant voltage systems. 

,$5.00 NET. 

HIGH-POWERED 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SPEAKERS 

Four sizes from 2' /s' 
to 6' air column. 
From $10.00 to $39.00 NET. 

4 

U -L APPROVED 

EXPLOSION -PROOF SPEAKERS 

For hazardous applications. 
Several sizes, all classes. 
From $66.00 to $75.00 NET. 

SUPER -POWER DRIVER UNITS 
For all purposes, 
powers, frequencies. 
From $ 15.00 to $30.00 NET. 

s MIKE STANDS & ACCESSORIES 
All sizes and types: 
boom stands, desk stands, 
adapters, fittings, etc. 

1))wwwlEyr>W, 
w+wwww all 

hew! 

NEW! "CHESTY" 

NECK- SUPPORTED 

MIKE STAND 

Quick, easy 3 -way 
adjustment. Lightweight. 
Multiple uses. 
#NS -I ...$3.00 NET. 

NEW! SWITCHBOARD 

MIKE SUPPORT 
Adjustable 12" goose 
neck. lise as desk support, 
for dispatcher office, 
dais, table, etc. 
#58 -1 ... $7.80 NET. 

NEW! MIKE FOOT SWITCH 
Hand, foot or knee 
operation -shielded, 
grounded, noise -free, 
dependable, damage -proof. 
#FS -I ... $7.20 NET. 
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SEND FOR COMPLETE 
FREE CATALOG 

ATLAS SOUND CORP. 
1443 39th St., Brooklyn 18, N. Y. 

In Canada Atlas Radio Corp., 
Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 

radio- electronic 

Circuits 

FREQUENCY- SENSITIVE RELAY 
Circuits requiring frequency- sensitive 

relays generally use vibrating reeds 
or complex R -C tuned amplifiers with 
bridged -T, Wein- bridge or similar 
selective circuits in a feedback net- 
work. This circuit is designed around 
a diode pump integrator -a device 
developed for obtaining an average do 
voltage level from a series of pulses. 
The circuit, developed during the de- 
sign of an automatic range- selecting 
audio -frequency meter, was described 
in Electronic Engineering (London, 
England) . 

EB91(6AL.5) 

11_1) 
500 Put 

INPUT CI 

D2 

O- DI 

33K 

IOOK 

C2 

T 4 

MEG 

10K 

ìì7 

3.3K 

EF80(6BX8) 

47K 

OFF 

wro 

Cl and C2. When constant -amplitude 
pulses are applied to the input. the 
voltage across C2 is determined by the 
pulse frequency or repetition rate. The 
maximum voltage developed across C2 
is E /4f volts per cycle where E is the 
pulse amplitude in volts and f the fre- 
quency in cycles. The voltage across C2 
varies with frequency. This voltage 
change is amplified by the pentode and 
fed to a Schmitt trigger -a type of 
multivibrator that flips in one direction 
when the dc control potential rises to 
a certain critical level and then flops 

ECC.80 

.02 

ON 

47K -K5V 

I T 2 

With the circuit constants shown, 
the relay closes at 500 cycles and opens 
when the frequency drops below 497 - 
a change of less than 1! -:. The diode 
integrator circuit consists of D1, D2, 

TRANSISTOR PH 
If you've been looking for an ampli- 

fier to go with your battery -powered 
turntable, here it is! With a push -pull 
output, four transistors, volume and 
tone controls this amplifier is highly 
suited for a portable phonograph. 

The amplifier circuit appears in Fig. 
1. It has a frequency response of 50 
to 10,000 cycles and operates from a 
crystal or ceramic pickup. It was origi- 
nally described in RCA Application 
Note AN 169. 

TRntuISTDRS 2NI09 (4) C2 I 

47K 

300 V 

when the control voltage drops to a 
lower critical level. The relay is in the 
plate circuit of one section of the multi - 
vibrator. The 10,000 -ohm pot adjusts 
the circuit for proper trigger action. 

ONO AMPLIFIER 
Only one type of transistor is used, 

an RCA 2N109 junction type. 
An alternate input circuit. for pick- 

ups with flat frequency response is seen 
in Fig. 2. Greater volume can be ob- 
tained by increasing the primary im- 
pedance of Tl. If this circuit is used, 
R1 must be selected so that the time 
constant R1 -C.. is 75 microseconds. C.. 
is the capacitance of the pickup. The 
functions of the volume and tone con- 
trols are reversed to lower changes in 

RIO C7 

IVV'Sr')f' TI V3 
220K A03 

05 5K ; V2 
C3= 

VOLUME .002 
CITAI R2 

101 OTAL PICKUP 

RI -I megohm 
R2, 10- 220,000 ohms 
R3 -4,700 ohms 
R4 -I,500 ohms 
R5 -pot, 5,000 ohms, logarithmic audio taper 
R6 -pot, 100,000 ohms, linear taper 
R7 -680 ohms 
R8-27 ohms 
R9 -33 ohms 

All resistors r/2 waft 

Fig.! 680a 27n. 

CI -.01 µf 
C2 -I.0 µf 
C3 -.002 µf 
C4-.04 of 
C5, 6-50 µf, 12 volts, electrolytic 
C7 -.003 µf 
TI- driver transformer, primary impedance 3,000 

ohms; secondary (base -to -base) 5,000 ohms 
T2- Output transformer, primary impedance 550 

ohms (collector -to- collector); secondary to 
match speaker 
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RADIO -ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (Continued) 

SEE TEXT 
EQUIV CRT OF XTAL 

CI 

I 

DI 

2N109 C' To g5 

27R I 

R4 45K 

R2 220K R3 
4.7K 

Fít.2 

frequency response with changes in the 
volume. Here the 100,000 -ohm poten- 
tiometer (now the volume control) 
should have a logarithmic taper. 

Output transformer T2 provides a 
load of 550 ohms. It should be a high - 
efficiency type with a low dc primary re- 
sistance, as the undistorted power out- 
put is reduced in proportion to the 
square of the dc voltage drop in the 
transformer primary. 

To improve low- frequency response 
add resistor R10 and capacitor C7 
(dotted lines in Fig. 1). 

At normal volume the amplifier 
draws 22 ma. A typical 6 -volt motor for 
45 -rpm turntables draws 30 ma. By 
combining the two units you could build 
a completely portable phonograph. 

PHOTODIODE COUNTER 
There are many methods of using 

phototubes to control a relay or other 
counter actuating devices. An interest- 
ing one was described recently in 
Electronics magazine. 

The diagram shows a semiconductor 
circuit that does this job. It uses a 
1N77A photodiode and two 2N35 junc- 
tion transistors. The light- sensitive 
part of the circuit is a bridge with the 
photodiode as one leg. The 100,000 -ohm 
resistor balances the diode's reverse re- 
sistance. A 50,000 -ohm potentiometer 
is the opposite side of the bridge. It 
varies the no- signal current in the re- 
lay and sets the circuit's overall gain. 

When light strikes the sensitive junc- 
tion of the photodiode, its reverse re- 
sistance decreases. This increases the 
voltage at the base of V2, letting 
emitter current flow to the base of V3. 
The increased base current of V3 raises 
the emitter current through the relay 
coil and actuates the relay. 

TO 

2N35 (2) TO COUNTER CRT 

RY 

The potentiometer must be properly 
adjusted or the voltage at the base of 
V2 will be too negative to permit a 
change in bridge voltage to cause the 
transistor to conduct. A setting too far 
in the opposite direction will let both 
transistors conduct. 

The relay was set to close at 4 ma 
and open at 2 ma. It can control a 
mechanical counter to give 200 counts 
per minute; with a counter tube, 60 
counts per second can be obtained. END 
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LZX 280SW (shown right) 
QUICK -RIG design for speedy 
one man installation ...Brand 
NEW! 

Double stacked array PLUS high 
frequency elements. 
All Aluminum Construction. 
Mounts on any mast up to 1 %" 
Complete with stacking bars. 

(not shown) 

LZX 180SW ... same as 280SW 
(single stacked) 

LZX 180... QUICK-RIG 8 element 
"Mighty-X" Conical. 

LZX 280... QUICK -RIG double 
stacked "Mighty -X" Conical. 

HIGHEST QUALITY PERFORMANCE AT 
THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE! 

'X' Mr airzteiz]rx as 
Carefully tested under all conditions 
...each of these new models is guar- 
anteed to be the best performing at 
the lowest possible price. QUICK -RIG 
...snap!!and its up. 

LZX 100 single array 
LZX 101 single array, unassembled 
LZX 200 8 element conical assembled, 
stacked array 

LZX 201 8 element conical unassem- 
bled, stacked array 

LZX 150 single array 
LZX 151 single array, unassembled 
LIX 250 6 element conical assembled, 
stacked array 
LZX 251 6 element conical unassem- 
bled stacked array 

CORNELL- DUUILIER 
plants in South Piamlieid, N. J.: New Bedford, Worcester end Cambridge, Mass.: Providence and Hope Valley. R. I.: Indianapolis. Ind.: 
Sanford, Varina and Fuquay Springs, N C.: and Venice. California. Subsidiary: The Radiant Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Important Notice fo 

SUBSCRIBERS 
If you're moving, please don't forget to send us your address as it appears 
on the copy of the magazine, including the numbers shown beside your 
name, as well as your new address. If possible, send us your address label 
which is pasted on the lower right hand corner of the front cover. 

If we receive this information before the 20th of the month, you will con- 
tinue getting the magazine without interruption. 

Your cooperation will be most helpful and greatly appreciated. 
Please send your new address to: 

Circulation Department 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
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TOWARD THE ULTIMATE IN TV RECEPTION 

DERO 
PROVEN k, 

POPULAR 

:WITH 

SERVICEMEN 

PERSONNA -TONE Model PS -20 
Remote Control EXTENSION SPEAKER 

High -quality sound for chair -side 
TV listening. 4x6 speaker. Selec- 
tor switch and volume controls for 
TV set. Personna -Tone. or both 
speakers. Wood veneer cabinet 
Complete with cable 

List 
995 

DUAL -TONE Model DT -32 
Dual Speaker VOLUME CONTROL 

For auto radio sound extension. 
Two volume controls -one for each 
speaker. Volume of either speaker 
adjusts to any level independently 

395 Ample cable for all cars 

List 

All- Purpose DeRO- JUVENATOR 
One rejuvenator replaces all 
Model RU -S- universal 6 -wire for 
use on all series or parallel fila- 
ment TV sets. both electrostatic 
and electromagnetic. Restores 395 brilliance and contrast to pig tube. 

List 

"--e. 0 

JOBBERS -WRITE FOR DETAILS 

Look for 
this display! 

This colorful. small space 
counter merchandiser identifies 
DeRO's quality and gineer- 
ing -you guarantee of satis- 
faction. Look for it! 

COYNE 
QUALITY 

TRAINING 
AT LOWEST 

TV TE)YA 
Only from famous COYNE do you get this 
modern up- to-the minute TV Home Training. 
Easy to follow instructions -fully illustrated 
with 2150 photos and diagrams. Not an old 
Radio Course with Television tacked on. In- 
cludes UHF and COLOR TV. Personal guid- 
ance by Coyne Staff. Practical lob Guides to 
help you EARN MONEY QUICKLY IN A 
TV -RADIO SAI.ES ANDS SERVICE BUSI- 
NESS -part time or full time. COSTS 
MUCH LESS -pay only for training-no costly 
"put together kits." 
SEND COUPON FOR FREE BOOK 
SI'.N1) COI PON BELOW fr'r Fret Book 
and full details including EASY PAY - 
NI NI' PLAN. NO COST OR OBLIGA- 
TION-NO SALESMAN \V11.1. CALL. 

N'P°¡;If" COYNE IBBNBEDIp! 

ATECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED NOT FOR PROFIT 
SOO S. Paulina Dept. a7 -HT4 Chicago 12. Illinois 

1 COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL I 
I Television Ilome Training Div. 

500 S. Paulina St.. Chicago 12, I11.,Dept. B7 -HT4 
e Send FRI':E BOOK and details of your Television 
I flume Training offer. 

i Name 

Address 

LCity Stat J 
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IN A JAM? 
Merit exact replacements will 

get you out in a hurry 
... no circuit changes, 

no chassis changes ... 
and they're better 

than the original! 

MERIT 
MERIT COIL AND TRANSFORMER CORP. 

4427 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 

try 
This 

Vi¡ one 

FORMING WIRE EYES 
I've found that a small hole drilled 

in the blade of my screwdriver is very 
handy for forming wire eyes to fit screw 
terminals. To form an eye, simply in- 
sert the end of the wire into the hole 
and twist the screwdriver while hold- 
ing the wire in the other hand. This 
kink is especially handy for it per- 
mits you to loosen the terminal screws 
and form a loop in the wire with just 
one tool -a screwdriver. - John A. 
Comstock 
LINE -VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

I have regulated line voltage by con- 
necting a filament transformer as an 
autotransformer for several years. 
With proper switching, voltages can 
be lowered or raised sufficiently to 
show up weak selenium rectifiers or 
service TV sets that require critical ac 
input voltages. 

II5VAC INPUT 

PII 

6 

127V 

121V 

V 

V 

AC OUTPUT 

The circuit uses a standard filament 
transformer. The desired voltage is 
selected with a two -pole six -position 
rotary switch. The ac output will be 
equal to the line voltage plus or minus 
the secondary voltages. This circuit 
provides 103 to 1.27 volts in 6 -volt 
steps. A secondary rating of 2.5 or 3 
amps will fill most service require - 
ments. -,lances Licitri 

LIGHTNING PROTECTION 
Most rural radio service shops re- 

ceive many sets whose antenna coils 
have been burned out by lightening dis- 
charges through them. The usual gap - 
type lightning arrester is insufficient 
protection because its spark -over volt- 
age, although low enough to prevent 
fire, is high enough for static discharges 
to damage antenna windings. 

A simple solution to this problem is 
to connect a small neon bulb (NE -2 or 
NE -51) between the set's antenna and 
ground terminals. These bulbs break 
down at about 80 volts, as compared 
with the UL requirement of 500 volts 
for spark -gap arresters, and thus offer 
much more protection. Like a good 
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OPPORTUNITY ADLETS 
Rates -50e per word (including name, address and 
initials). Minimum ad 10 words. Cash most accom- 
pany all ads except those placed by accredited agen- 
cies. Discount, 10% for 12 consecutive issues. Mis- 
leading or objectionable ads not accepted. Copy for 
September issue most reach us before July 15, 1957. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
154 West 14 St., New York 11, N. Y. 

HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED. AMPRITF 
Speaker Service, 70 Yeses St., New York 7, N.Y 
BA 7 -2580. 

('ASII PAID! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Waist 
mused, clean transmitting, special purpose. receiving, 
TV types, Ilagnetruns, Idystrons, broadcast, etc. Also 
scant Military & commercial lab test and communications 
gear. We swap too, for tulles or choice equipment. Send 
.specific Ittails in first letter. For a fair deal write, wire 
or telephone: BARRY, 512 Broadway, New York 12, 
N.Y. R'Alkcr 5 -7000. 

81'121'LIS ELECTRONIC l'ARTS. Equipment, etc., Ap- 
proximately 100 lb. Dayton, l'arts Assortments $3 and $5 
Postpaid, ít5.11'2 Cathode llar Tube $7.51) postpaid. No 
C.O.D. remittance with order. ALPINE PRODUCTS, 
Dept. 7A, 2236 Hepburn Ave., Dayton 6, Ohio. 

LEARN MORSE CODE quickly, easily! Beginner's mea, 
,sensational manual, only 50e. AMERICAN ELECTRON- 
ICS, 120316 Bryant Ave., New York 59, N.Y. 

]RANSIS'l'OIIIZI:II Wireless Broadcaster Kit, $0.95. 
Wired, $l I .95. Literature. A11EI {LABS 471 Clifton 
.Ave., Newark 4, N. J. 

BUSY TELEVISION BUSINESS in pleasant California 
town. Priced at value of inventory and equipment. Box 
357 Madera, Calif. 

do -SuC, DISCI '1TS on H! -Fi, tape recorders, tape, ac- 
ssori ts, photographic ry ripmrnt, individual quotation- 

only. No catalogs. I'OA1M.AR CAMERA & 111 -FI, 121 -07 
237th Street, Rosedale 22 -R, N. Y. 

WASTED: Electronics men to qualify for Engineering 
I I, grec egnivalcncl by ontlpndlensivc examination. No 
:souses. Excellent employment opportunities waiting. I']t. \\1\\'ELL INSTITUTE, 111-7, Allants, Mass. 

'l'ELT:I'IIONIi) Extension in vonr car. Answer your borne 
telephone by radio trou your car. Complete diagrams 
and instructions. $1.25. A. CARRIER CO., 734 -15th 
St., N.W., \Yasllington .5, D.C. 

DIAGRAMS FOR REI'AIIIING RADIOS $1. Television 
2. Give Make, Dlodel. DIAGRAI13 SERVICE, Box 672- 

I RE. Hartford 1, Conn. 

RANTED: SIIINAI, GENERATORS TS -403. 1'S -4:7, 
'l'S -021, S(: -3 /U, TS -4::7, 'L'S -510, TS -588, TS-608, etc.; 
TS -186 Eminency Meters, AN /.- 11'1{ -4 Tuning Knits, 
Miser "1.1'7t -" (receivers, :1IWC -3, other Surplis,; also 
Iletvlett- Packard and other laboratory quality equipment, 
Weston, ete. ilat rmucnts ; technical manuals; for quick 
cash or .swap for Zenith Transistor Portables, etc. LIT- 
TELL, Fairhills Box 26, Dayton 0, Ohio. 

LOOKING FOR ('LEAN RESPONSE to 20 Cycles? Listen 
to the radically new "flacon IIi -C" too tr suspension 
speaker. Write for free literarme. RA('ON ELECTRIC 
CO., INC., 1261 ßroachvay, N.Y. 1, N.Y. 

ALL STAKES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS AND TESTING equipment repaired. II:AZELTON INSTRU- 
MENT Co., 128 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y. 

MINIATIII{E Six Transistor Spealger -Radio complete 
$42.95 postpaid. ELECTRONIC OUTLET, Wolcott Ave., 
Lawrence, Klass. 

COMPLETE Television Sets $11.95. JONES TV, 1115 Rambler, Pottstown, Pa. 

"('OIL WINDING \METHODS" Handbook 30c. LABO- 
RATORIES, 328 -B Fuller, Redwood City, Calif. 

RECORDERS, Hi -Fi, Tapes. Free Wholesale Catalogue. 
CARSTON, 215 -T East 88th St., New York 28, N.Y. 

PROFESSIONAL Electronic Projects- Organs, Timers. 
Intercoms, (bunters, etc. $1 each. List Free. PARKS, 
Box 046 Redwood City, Calif. 

LONG PLAYING RECORDS 20 to 50% Discount Brand - 
New Factory Fresh Unplayerl- It Labels -Send 2uc for 
catalogue to RECORD SALES, 1110 R'inbern, Houston 4, 
Tex. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! Details, complete instructions 
$2. Satisfaction guaranteed. RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, 
P.O. Box 610 -11, Omaha, Nebr. 

Patents, Copyrights. SANDERS. Registered Patent At- 
torney, 6430 Evans, Chicago 37, III. 

DIAGRAMS! Repair Information! Radios- Amplifiers -- 
recorders $1. Televisions $1.50. Give make, model. chas- 
sis. TV .1IILT1P:, Box 101E.1, Hicksville, N.Y, 

EAVESDROP with a pack of cigarettes. Miniature tran- 
sistorized radio transmitter. Complete diagrams & in- 
structions. $1.25. A. (VlRIElt CO., 794 -15th St., 
N.IY., Washington 5, D.C. 

SOLAR- POII'EItED Transistor Radio kit $12 postpaid. PURDY, 325 Maple, S.F. California, 
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TRY THIS ONE (Continued) 

gap -type arrester, the neon bulb has 
absolutely no effect on the set's per- 
formance. For transformerless sets with 
no ground terminal, connect the lamp 
between the antenna terminal and the 
B -minus bus. Besides providing light- 
ning protection, the lamp also protects 
the set against excessively strong sig- 
nals from near -by transmitters. For vis- 
ual indication of static discharges 
through the circuit, mount the lamp on 
the front panel. -Charles Erwin Cohn 

POCKET CONTINUITY TESTER 
This little tester is easily shoved in a 

toolbox or pocket and provides a fast 
means of making simple troubleshoot- 

ing tests. The few components are 
mounted on a piece of asbestos shingle 
pressed snugly into a clear plastic case. 

The heart of this handy device is a 
NE -2 neon lamp. It is wired across a 
1- megohm resistor, while a 1,,-watt 

ALLIGATOR CLIP 

47,000 -ohm resistor is in series with 
each side of the line to obviate shock 
hazard. One test prod and one alligator 
clip provide easy testing. Harry J. 
Miller 

SLIP -ON ERASERS 
Although it probably has never oc- 

curred to you, slip -on pencil erasers are 
handy to have around the shop. I use 
them as pilot bulb removers, protectors 
for lamps carried in my toolbox and as 
chassis mounts and shock mounts for 
tube sockets. In the latter applications 
they are cut to shape and cemented in 
place with rubber cement. The erasers 
are inexpensive and their uses limited 
only by the imagination of the tech- 
nician. -John A. Comstock 

STRAIGHTEN 
COMPONENT LEADS 

Here is a way to straighten that 
bent and twisted lead on resistors, 
capacitors and other components. After 
getting the lead as straight as possible 
with a pair of pliers or your fingers, 
place it between two blocks of wood. 
Roll the top block back and forth a 
few times and the lead will be straight 
as new. Works on insulated wire too. - 
Frank W. Dresser END 

BMW THE 'BEST- 

BY1LD ALLIED'S OWN knight 
Kits 

Here is a typical Knight -Kit value - 
available only from ALLIED -one of 

45 great Knight -Kits you'll find 
in our special Supplement No. 165. 

Write for your FREE copy today. 

knight kit HOBBYIST VALUE 

PHOTO- ELECTRONIC RELAY KIT 

Model $1350 
Y -702 

Build your own modern, dependable photo- 
electric system at low cost! System con- 
sists of relay kit and light source. Ideal as 
counter, announcer, burglar alarm (can be 
set to ring bell continuously when beam is 
broken) and for hundreds of other uses. An 
ultra -sensitive system, easy to assemble 
and capable of professional results. 
Relay Kit Only. SPST contacts, rated 1 amp. 
Supplies 6.3 v. at 0.6 amps for alarm, 
counter, etc. Max. counting rate: 600 per 
minute. Uses sensitive cadmium selenide 
photocell. Usable distance from light source 
below: White, 250 ft; deep -red filter, 125 ft. 
With 5696 thyratron tube. Size, 5 x 3 x 5 ". 
Shpg. wt., 23r lbs. 
Model Y -702. Net, F.O.B. Chicago.. $1350 

Light Source Kit Only. Sealed -beam bulb; 
capped filament; removable dark red filter. 
6 x 6 x 4 ". Shpg. wt., 3 lbs. 
Model Y -703. Net, F.O.B. Chicago.... 5675 

i 

OTHER knight -kit HOBBYIST VALUES 

WIRELESS 
BROADCASTER KIT 

Y -705 $950 

50 W /SEC. ELECTRONIC 
PHOTOFLASH KIT 

Y -244 $2850 

PHONO 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

Y -790 $895 

PHONO 
OSCILLATOR KIT 

Y -760 5505 

See our Supplement No. 165 for 12 

other knight -kit hobbyist values 

SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE 
Supplement No. 165 
featuring 45 great 
Knight -Kits, including Test 
Instruments, Hi -Fi, Hobbyist 
and Amateur Kits. Write 
for your copy today. 

Dp +.O2 -G -7,100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, II! 
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9aoe Ifcx&% ailads&gage 
NEW ERIE AUDIO- AMPLIFIER KIT 

deateize 

with these plug -in components 
Tubes Tube Sockets Filter 
Capacitor Volume Control and 
Switch Tone Control Capacitors 

See and hear it at 
your local distributor 

or Write for 
nearest source. 

PRE- ASSEMBLED 
COMPONENTS 

This unique kit includes all com- 
ponents required to assemble a 
high quality, four tube, Push -Pull 
Audio - Amplifier, including tubes 
and output transformer. 

The use of the ERIE "PAC" and 
the ERIE Embossed Wiring Board 
is a new concept in amplifier de- 
sign which results in a compact, 
easy to assemble Kit. Complete in- 
structions and recommendations 
for construction are provided. 

ERIE ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION 

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION 
Moin Offices ERIE, PA. 

F,,i,,,,, ERIE, PA. LONDON, ENGLAND TRENTON, ONTARIO 

Service 
Short Cuts 
by R. G. Middleton 

SIGNAL TRACE with your 
VOLTMETER and a FUTU- 
RAMIC type 262 PROBE. 
Trouble shoot video and 
sound I.F., sync and sweep 
circuits, video amplifiers 
and even the tuner oscil- 
lator -ALL WITHOUT PULL- 
ING THE CHASSIS. Now 
you can do all these jobs 
and many more, and you 
can do them faster than 
you can substitute tubes. 
See your favorite jobber, 
or write for information. 

u turamic 
915 S. Broadway 

Pork Ridge, Illinois 
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A FANTASTIC BUY 

HI- IMPEDANCE 
MINIATURE 

CRYSTAL 
MICROPHONES 

An extremely efficient mike (made by 
Brush and other leading manufacturers) 
used, from hearing aids. Individually tested 
and guaranteed. Ideal for ham use, P.A. 
systems, home recorders, etc. 

Order by Type No. $ 

o o 

o 
0 o 

TYPE A 

00 
ea. 

Postage 
FREE 

in U.S. 
if money 

with order 

All mikes are micro -thin 

0 0 
o 0 o 000 
0 0 0 
\ 0 0 -. Specify 

Round or 
TYPE S TYPE C Square 

(ILLUSTRATIONS ACTUAL SIZE) 

M. SWEDGAL 
258 BROADWAY NEW YORK, N. Y. WO 2 -5485 

Business 

;gPcople 
I'. R. )lallory & Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 

introduced a new package design for its 
Distributor Division. Various products 

such as vibrators, controls, capacitors, 
etc. are merchandised in different col- 
ored packages for easy identification. 

Weller Electric Corp., Easton, Pa., is 
offering distributors an envelope stuffer 

die cut in the shape of its model 8100K 
soldering kit. The stuffer lists the full 
Weller line and provides space for the 
distributor's imprint. 

Allen B. Du Mont Labs' Television 
Tube Division, Clifton, N. J., now manu- 
factures a complete line of receiving 
tubes for TV, radio, communications 
and industrial electronics. The company 
has been marketing TV picture tubes 
through distributors since 1938. Photo 

shows Robert G. Scott (left), sales 
manager of the division; Alfred Y. 
Bentley, division manager, and John 
Wolke, assistant manager- renewal 
sales, examining some of the tubes in 
the new line. 

M. N. Reitman, president of Supreme 
publications, Highland Park, Ill., re- 
cently celebrated 20 years of associa- 
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BUSINESS AND PEOPLE 

tion with Teplitz Advertising Agency 
of Chicago. Photo shows Beitman 
(left), discussing advertising plans for 
the coming season with Henry H. Tep - 
litz, head of the agency. 

United Motors System, a Division of 
General Motors, Detroit, Mich., is offer- 
ing distributors a new counter stand for 

its Delco auto aerials with a mount for 
displaying an aerial and a pocket for 
literature on the complete line of auto 
aerials. 

Jensen Industries, Inc., Forest Park, 
Ill., developed a new Hi -Fi -Er diamond 

phonograph needle merchandiser for its 
dealers. It comes in a book -shaped 
package and contains the needle and 
accessories. 

Gramer Halldorson Transformer 
Corp., Chicago, introduced its new line 
of miniaturized transformers for tran- 
sistorized circuits with a Sweepstakes 
promotion. Distributors purchasing 

$250 worth of products were given a 
chance in the Sweepstakes held during 
the week of the Electronic Parts Dis- 
tributors Show in Chicago. The prize 
was a custom -built gold- plated William- 
son amplifier. 

Hugo Sundberg was 
elected president and 
a member of the board 
of directors of Oxford 
Electric Corp., Chi- 
cago. He succeeds 
Joseph D. Ceader who 
is now chairman of 
the board. Sundberg had been vice pres- 
ident and general manager. Other new- 
ly elected officers are: Herman Fine, 
Howard Corey, Angelo Sorice and Karl 
Wessel, vice presidents; and David E. 
Davis, secretary- treasurer. 
JULY, 1957 

(Continued) 

Donald C. Power (left), president of 
General Telephone Corp., and Robert 
E. Lewis, a vice president of Sylvania 
Electric Products, were elected direc- 
tors of Sylvania at the annual stock- 
holders meeting. The election increases 
board membership from 10 to 12. 

Robert G. Calog- 
gero was appointed 
staff assistant in the 
Distributor Sales 
Department of the 
Raytheon's receiving 
and cathode -ray tube 
operations, Newton, 
Mass. He joined the 
company in 1950 and later became fore- 
man of the Quincy, Mass., picture -tube 
plant. 

needles 

Hiram Prince 
(photo) and Charles 
Weigand were ap- 
pointed sales mana- 
ger and chief engi- 
neer, respectively, of 
Permo, Inc., Chicago 
manufacturer of Fi- 
delitone phonograph 

and accessories. 
L. M. Heineman, for 

the past 25 years a 
prominent figure in 
the manufacture of 
loudspeakers and al- 
lied products, is now 
president of Permo- 
flux Products Co., 
manufacturing high - 
fidelity loudspeakers, transformers, mi- 
crophones and other electronic products. 
Permoflux Products Co. is a division of 
Linlar, Inc., also located in Glendale, 
Calif., and headed by Mr. Heineman. 
This company is manufacturing ad- 
vanced products in the electronic field. 

Obituaries 
Paul F. Jackson, president and found- 

er of the Jackson Electrical Instrument 
Co., Dayton, Ohio, at his home at the 
age of 51, after an illness of only two 
weeks. The company will continue to 
operate under the management of the 
same personnel associated with Mr. 
Jackson for many years and there will 
be no change in company policy. 

John Jay Hopkins, chairman of the 
board of General Dynamics Corp., par- 
ent company of Stromberg- Carlson, and 
builder of the atomic submarine, the 
Nautilus, at Georgetown University 
Hospital in Washington, D.C. 

Personnel Notes 
... R. C. Lanphier Jr., rejoined San - 
gamo Electric Co., Springfield, Ill., as 
vice president and director of sales. He 
returns to the company after three 
years with the Department of Defense 
in Washington, D. C. END 

ONE DOLLAR buys 
As much as $15 worth - Everything Brand New 
and sold to you with a money back guarantee. 

SPECIAL THIS MONTH 
DEDUCT 10% OF $10YORROVER 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
too- ASSORTED '/2 WATT RESISTORS 
70 - ASSORTED 1 WATT RESISTORS $1 

35 - ASSORTED 2 WATT RESISTORS Si 
100 - FUSES 1 AMP , ,ndard - I Si 
5 - RCA 6' LINE CORDS 5500 ., uh plugs Si 
10 - 6 FT. ELECTRIC LINE CORDS with plugs $1 
5 - TV CHEATER CORDS hntu pings $1 
4 - 50' SPOOLS HOOK -UP WIRE 4 color Si 
100' - TWIN LEAD -IN WIRE 3004 heavy duty $1 
50' - FLAT 4- CONDUCT. WIRE, many purposes $1 
1 - Si INDOOR TV ANTENNA hl -gain 3 section S1 
20 - ASST. TV KNOBS. ESCUTCHEONS, Etc $1 
15 - ASSORTED ROTARY SWITCHES n 15 worth $1 
100' - FINEST NYLON DIAL CORD Let size S1 
200 - SELF TAPPING SCREWS = Si 
50 - ASST. TUBULAR CONDENSERS 85° S1 
5 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 100, 50 - 50/25v , $1 
35 - ASST. RADIO KNOBS . rew and push.on , S1 
100 - KNOB SPRINGS standard size ák °x 
100 - ASSORTED KNOB SET- SCREWS Si 
25 - ASSORTED CLOCK RADIO KNOBS Si 
400 - ASST. H'DWARE, scrvvs, nuts, rivets, etc. ,$1 
50 - ASST. SOCKETS w-[: I n,i miniature $1 
50 - ASST. MICA CONDENSERS some In s S1 
50 - ASST. CERAMIC CONDENSERS Si 
10 - ASST. VOLUME CONTROLS L =s swtteh $1 
5 - ASST. VOLUME CONTROLS ith swum S1 
20 - ASST. PILOT LIGHTS = i4, -IC, 47, 51 S1 
10 - PILOT LIGHT SKTS. t type, wired SI 
50 - ASST. TERMINAL STRIPS i. _, 3, .t lull $1 
10 -ASST. RADIO ELECTRO. CONDENSERS $1 
5 -ASST. TV ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 51 
15 - ASST. TV COILS.>r:,, rv: kin; . width, et.- SI 
25 - ASST. MICA TRIMMER CONDENSERS $1 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS -s ,ur Si 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS a. iuov 51 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS u01 -800v $1 
20 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .01.400v SI 
20 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .047 -800v $1 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS 85° .01.400v S1 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 50/30 - 150v Si 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. aono/ to - 450v Si 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 40/40 - 4sov Si 
15 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .015-1a0ov . Si 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .008.1600v SI 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .u3 -2000v Si 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .005 -3000v SI 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS0o1 -6000v .. $1 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS.O03 -6000v 51 

35 - MICA COND. ^ -0 - :n, rnnrt c 15 100 mmf $1 
35 - MICA COND. 20 - 470 mmf & 15 - 1000 mtf Si 
35 - MICA COND. 20 3000 mutt & 15 10K malt Si 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 - 1 mud' & 15 47 tmnf .SI 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 68 tnmf& 15 1500 nun!' . Si 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 -250 ,nmf and 15 -080 mn,fSI 
50 - 1000 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 5% Si 
75 - 6804 V2 WATT RESISTORS 10% Si 
75 - 470Kí1 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 10% Si 
50 - 3.30 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
50 - 15K4 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% Si 
50 - 470K4 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
50 - 2.2 MEG!.' 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% Si 
25 - 2.20 2 WATT RESISTORS 5°/o 51 
25 - 3.3e 2 WATT RESISTORS 5% Si 
25 - 100Kí' 2 WATT RESISTORS 10% Si 
10 - ASST. WIREWOUND RES. 10, 20 watts S1 
3 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 50L6 type 51 
3 -AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS.,,KG or ava type $1 
3 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 156ke Si 
3 -I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 10.7 me FM Si 
4 - OVAL LOOP ANTENNAS earn types. S1 
3 - LOOPSTICK ANT. new 1 nit, . ad;ust.d,le Si 
12 - RADIO OSCILLATOR COILS 456ke $1 
3 - tí2 MEG VOLUME CONTROLS with sw w-h SI 
1 -4" PM SPEAKER = :n1,,ß r 5 ngnet Si . 

1 -5" PM SPEAKERa:,ll,o s- magnet S1 
5 - SETS SPEAKER PLUGS, wired 51 
2 - 52.50 SAPPHIRE NEEDLES atom playings.. $1 
5 - DIODE CRYSTALS 2- IN21 2.1N23 1 -1564 SI 
1 - TV UNIV. FOCALIZER adjusts for any ohmage 51 
1 - TV VERT. OUTPUT TRANS. to to I $1 
5 - TV CRT. SOCKETS "ith 1W lead. Si 
5 -HI -VOLT. ANODE LEADS ,00, n° i, $1 
1 -TV SYNCHROGUIDE TRANSFORMER so5ru$1 
1 -TV SYNCHROLOC TRANSFORMER -208T8 .$1 
1 - TV RATIO DETECTOR TRANS. I.'nn' $1 
1 - SET TV KNOBS slandard type Mel. decals Si 
1 - LB SPOOL ROSIN CORE SOLDER 4o,a0 51 
6 - SPIN TIGHT SOCKET SET 3/16' to In6",,,$1 
3 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS y ", 12 ". 18^ Si 
HANDY WAY TO ORDER -Simply tear out advertise- 
ment 

ney aorderor 
pencil 

check. 
items enclose 

envelope 
with 

ad- 
dress sufficient. You will receive a new copy of this 
ad for r_orders. 
ON SMALL ORDERS -Include stamps for postage, excess will be refunded. Larger orders shipped express collect 

Resistor 8 condenser code charts FREE with each order 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP. 
84 %/esey St., Dept. A, New York 7, N. Y. 
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STAN BVRN 
.7...._07,...A...4,:".z.j.:1/4#/#1.01. 

FIRST TIME EVER IN KIT FORM! 
Build yourself the famous 

BOGEN DB20 DF AMPLIFIER 
The finest 20 watt amplifier of 3 dozen brands tested 
by a 'anions consumer testing organization. Ideal 
for any hove installation. Build it yourself and save 
up to one third of the regular price. Detailed STEP- 
1100K makes it easy to assemble. All parts packaged 
In easy steps. No guesswork. No mistakes. All wires 
pre-cut to proper length. 

KDB20 DF Specification %: CONTROLS - Sep. 5 
position loudness contour selector; 4 Input pos.; 

co tin. va . damping fact. 7 record equal's. pos.; 
r control: sep. ant. r. bass & treble controls; 

volutne control. 0.3e' dlst. 0 20 W.; peak 30 
watts; response, 20- 2Ó,O00 cps ±0.7 db. 

COMPLETE WITH PARTS. 
COMPLEIONS, ALL PARTS. TUBES v 
AND SOCKETS . Only . . 

Shipped freight prepaid 

CATHODE RAY 
ONE YEAR 

G.E. Type STAN 

$15.80....1013P4 ....510.00 
ßURN 

19.10.... 12LP4A .. 13.95 
12QP4 .... 10.50 

18.75....121'P4 .... 15.00 
20.75.... 14('P4 .... 13.75 

15DP4 .... 14.50 
33.75....1 6ÁP4 .... 18.50 
32.20.._. I6DP4A .. 15.25 
23.50....1 IiK P4 .... 15.75 
27.20....16KP4As 18.75 
33.75....I6GP4 .... 18.75 
31.50....16LP4A .. 15.25 
31.50....1 ti W P4 .. 15.25 
23.50....17RP4 ... 15.75 
27.50_...1713P411 18.75 

*Aluminized-INQUIRE FOR 
LISTED. STAN -BURN CRT 
MED. BY LINCOLN. All orders 
HORN r IT subject to 
PIth -E:s sv'ß.IECT TO CHANGE 

TUBE SPECIALS 
GUARANTEE 

G.E. Type STAN 

$30.75....17('P4 ....520.5HORN 0 
33.90....17GP4 .... 21.50 
24.75....17L1'4 .... 18.00 
37.00..__ IÍIAP4A .. 24.00 
28.35....2OCP4A .. 18.95 
32.10....20CP4 21.95 
36.00....2 1 AP4 .... 25.00 
29.75....2IEP4A .. 20.15 
33.50.. -.2 1 EP4B 23.25 
30.90....21FP4 .... 21.15 
37.00... 21MP4 .... 26.25 
29.75....21YP4 .... 22.00 

100.00....2 4 AP 4 .... 56.00 
(6 tens, guar.) 

48.60....24CP4A+ 38.00 
48.20.. -TUBE 4A 39.00 

ANY TUBE TYPE NOT 
TUBES RCA LICENSED- 

of O or more STAN. 
additional 1(1(7- 

Niscount. 
WITHOUT NOTICE. 

S20 WORTH OF ELECTRONIC PARTS IN GRAB -BAG 
consisting of: Porcelain sockets, coils, speaker. trans 
res s, pond. ONLY $1.98 (plus SOc postage) 

TAPE RECORDERS -Famous Brand 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 

List Pr. $249.95 $169.00 List Pr. $129.95 $79.95 
List Pr. 159.95 129.00 List Pr. 79.95 59.95 

Write for complete Illustrated details. i 

KITS I We stock th¢ following anufae- 
tur¢rs complete Ilne w kits -see 
referent° pages. 

EICO s pages 2] -2B ARKAY .... see page 110 
QUALITY see page 125 ELECTRO -VOICE 

...Inside Back Cover 
All domestic orders will be shipped prepaid. Send us 
your list. Order by Mfr. and Model No. of item. 

VM 4 SPEED HI -FI CHANGER -Model 1210 with 
Ronette. Sonotone or Astatic flip -over 

Cartridge $22.95 
4 SPEED PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER with MONARCH 
CHANGER -Ronette cartridge -Two Tone Case $3.95 
VM 4 SPEED portable changer amyl. with 2 tube 
amplifier $39.95 
WEBSTER 4 -speed "Magic Mind" automatic Ronette, 
Sonotone or Asiatic flip -over cartridge $24.95 
MONARCH Model UA8U 4 SPEED AUTO. INTERMIX 
CHANGER with c ystal cartridge $22.95 
Same with GOLD RING 5500 S.S 25.95 
Same with G.E. RPXO50A 26.95 
Same with G.E. RPX052A -Diam. sapph 38.95 
45 RPM SPINDLE 1,88 
TU -8 MONARCH 3 Speed MOTOR 6 TURN- 

TABLE UNIT (less arm) NEW LOW PRICE 3.95 

FREE ! 32 -page illustrated booklet - 
"Speaking of Loudspeakers" 

by University Co. Packed with info on the 
history and mysteries of speakers. Write 
today to Dept. RE -7 

HI -FI DIAMOND NEEDLES -1 Yr. Guar. 
SINGLE 
NEEDLES 

DIAMOND 
$9.49 

DIA 
s) SNeedle $11.49 ea. 

Shipped PPD. (Specify cartridge make) 

NEW -AUDAX TONE ARM KIT - 
Accommodates any make cartridge. 

For all popular cartridges, specify make. Shipped PPD. 
KT- 12 -12' KIT $14.55 Fact. Assent. $24.00 
KT- 16 -16" KIT 17.55 30.00 

Assemble in 20 minutes. Save 50%. 

WHY 0 I RECORD PLAYERS TAPE 

PAY AMPLIFIERS SPEAKERS 

MORE? TUBES 
R. NIC PARTS & 

Top brand nationallly adv. merchandise in this and 
Sher Radio 6, TV ages is yours at low, law cost. 

Send on your list. Give Mires name and Model No. of 
item. Write for '57 catalogs to Dept. RE -7 today. 

1 
Export inquiries and offers invited. 

I Terms: 20% with order. Balance C.O.D. All prices 
F.O.B. NEW YORK Warehouse. Minimum order $5.00. 
Write for our latest price list and Hi -Fi Catalog RE -7. 

I All Prices Subiett to Change Without Notice 

STAN -BURN 
558 CONEY ISLAND 

E EC 
RADIO 

CS CO. 

AVE. B'KLYN 18, N. Y. 
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technical 

Literature 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
This 8 x 11 -inch 23 -page booklet 

explains basic transistor theory. It 
lists the characteristics of RCA semi- 
conductors and has an interchange- 
ability directory. A final section con- 
tains a number of interesting transistor 
circuits with a complete list of mate- 
rials. 

RCA Semiconductor Division, Somer- 
ville, N. J., 25c. 

ABC'S OF MICROPHONES 
A 22 -page booklet explains micro- 

phones and how they work. Illustra- 
tions and text aid in selecting a micro- 
phone for a particular use. An 8 -page 
catalog section pictures typical micro- 
phones. Bulletin No. 246. 

Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich. 

GERMANIUM TV RECTIFIERS 
A replacement guide lists TV sets 

with rectifiers that can be replaced 
with G -E's new line of germanium 
rectifiers, giving the old rectifier num- 
ber and that of the new G -E part. 

General Electric Co., Semiconductor 
Products, Electronics Park, Syracuse, 

2V. V. 

SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS 
The specifications of 11 germanium 

transistors are presented in this Semi- 
conductor Products, Technical Data 
folder. 2N63, 2N64, 2N65, TS176, 
TS612, TS613, TS614, TS -616, TS -617, 
TS -618 and TS -619 types are included. 

Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Semiconductor 
Div., 95 Eighth Ave., Newark 4, N. J. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Two bulletins list special design 

features and characteristics of two 
new pieces of test equipment. Form 
660 covers the model 660 white dot - 
bar -color display generator. Form 415 
features a new portable electronic volt - 
ohmmeter. 

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., 
10531 Dupont Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio. 

POWER RESISTORS 
Comprehensive data on construction, 

characteristics, coating, winding, insula- 
tion identification, mechanical strength 
and terminals and brackets are listed 
in Bulletin C-lb. 

International Resistance Co., 401 N. 
Broad Street, Ph iladelphia 8, Pa. 

CONTROL GUIDE 
This cross reference Guide No. 5 

makes much replacement control infor- 

SAVE l2 - PAY PART -BY -PART - HAVE 

Assembling the Schober 

NO SPECIAL 
SKILLS 
NEEDED 

Now you can afford a real, full concert organ, just 
like those made by the foremost organ manufac- 
turers. Because over 1/2 the cost is saved when you 
assemble it yourself. And it's REALLY EASY: only 
24 separate units, all with printed circuits, and 
detailed -to -the- smallest -step instructions. In addi- 
tion, you purchase each of the 24 kits when you are 
ready for it - and can afford it. 
You'll get a real kick out of putting the *Schober 
Electronic Organ together - and then sitting down 
and pulling out the stops for Strings, Trumpets, 
Clarinets, Diapasons, Flutes, etc. 

One of the many exclusive features of this excep- 
tional offer is the handsome console, made by hand 
in Old World Craftsman manner. It is equally at 
home in a traditional or modern setting, and takes 
little more space than a spinet piano. =WM 
Complete descriptive booklet and price list are 
available on request. And, if you with to hear the 
glorious pipe organ tone of the Schober Electronic 
Organ, a 10" long playing recording by Dr. C. A. J. 
Parmentier, renowned organist, is available for $2. 
This is refundable when you order. Write today and 
see what a fine instrument you can get at such a 
great saving. 

The SCHOBER ORGAN CORPORATION 

2248 -B Broadway, New York 24, N.Y. 

'Designed by Richard H. Dorf 

LMB "SAL-MET" 
LMB Presents The New 

FREE It t57 CATALOG covering the full precision 
engineered line of original box chassis as manu- 
factured by LAIR including new Miniature, new 
Jiffy, new T.F., new Utility Boxes. Eleven different 
types, 160 different shapes and sizes. A ready refer- 
ence tor engineers, experimenters or 'l nyone using 
metal boxes. Send for your FItEE CATALOG nowt 
"SAL -MET" Non -corrosive Flux- solders clipper to 
aluminum, tl ltnilinllllt to aluminum, any metal to 
any metal using conventional solder and regular 
soldering methods. Send for both LAIR and "SAL - 
MET" Catalogs. 

LMB, 1011 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 15, Calif. 

ENGINEERING 
Prepare for Iin- B. S. DEGREE limited opportu- 
nnüs nt the IN 27 MONTHS Elect nai \ge. 
Ea In you r R.S. DEGREE IN 27 MONTIIS in Aero- 
naut icaI, Chemical, Civil. Electrical or Mechanical Engi- 
Ili i rig; in 30 MONTHS in Mathematics, Chemistry, 
I'li:,ics. Intensive, specialized courses. Comprehensive 
training in electronics, television, advanced radio theory 
and design, math, nuclear physics and elec. eng. Engi- 
neering Science priva : 0)0ry courses. Low rate. Graduates 
in demand. Spacious campus ; 20 bldgs. , dorms, gym, 
playing field. Earn part of your expenses in Fort Wayne 
while studying. G.I. approved. Enter September, Decem- 
ber, March, June. Write for catalog. 
INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1777 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana 
Please send me free information on B.S. ENGINEERING 
DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS as checked. 

Electronics Chemical Aeronautical 
Civil Mechanical Electrical 

B.S. DEGREE IN 36 MO. in: Math.p Chem. Physicsp 

Name 

Address 
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TECHNICAL LITERATURE 

mation available. It covers radio, TV, 
auto sets as well as audio equipment. 

Centralab, Div. of Globe Union Inc., 
800 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis., 
20e. 

HI -FI COMPONENTS 
A number of amplifiers, tuners and 

turntables are described in an attrac- 
tive 18 -page booklet, Catalog 10 -56. 

H. H. Scott, Inc., 385 Putnam Ave., 
Cambridge, Mass. 

BOOK CATALOG 
Approximately 80 current books are 

offered in this publisher's new catalog. 
John F. Rider Publishers, Inc., 116 

W. 14 St., New York 11, N. Y. 

GENERAL CATALOG 
A complete line from airline elec- 

tronics systems to amateur communica- 
tions equipment to mechanical filters 
and tube shields is fully described. 
This 96 -page catalog is most artis- 
tically illustrated throughout. All prod- 
ucts are conveniently grouped, with 
airborne, broadcast and trans- horizon 
communication equipment listed. 

Collins Radio Co., 315 Second Ave. 
S. E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROLS 
Seven new catalogs on these products 

are now available: 57 -S1 on automatic 
transfer switches; 57 -S2, remote -con- 
trol switches; 57 -S3, magnetically held 

(Continued) 

contactors; 57-S4, relays; 57 -S5, ac and 
do solenoids; 57 -S6, electric plant con- 
trols; and 57 -S7, electromagnet con- 
trols. Request on company letterhead. 

Automatic Switch Co., Director of 
Sales Promotion, 50 -56 Hanover Road, 
Florham Park, N. J. 

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or 
periodicals are available to you on request 
direct to the manufacturers, whose addresses are 
listed at the end of each item. Use your letter - 
head-do not use postcards. To facilitate identi- 
fication, mention the issue and page of RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS on which the item appears. 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE 
GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID 
AFTER SIX MONTHS. 

CORRECTION 
Our printer omitted a line from the 

first sentence of the letter "Dimension 
Dilemma" in the Correspondence col- 
umn on page 18 of the June issue. The 
first sentence should read "In recent 
times some manufacturers of batteries 
for standard penlights are straying 
from the 1 31/32 inch or so length." 

We referred to a speaker enclosure, 
on page 39 of the May issue, as an 
"acoustical labyrinth." This term is 
trademarked by Stromberg- Carlson 
and denotes a speaker housing having 
a folded path for sound travel. Its use 
as an attempted descriptive term was 
therefore improper. 

Our thanks to Mr. J. W. Whitesel, of 
Stromberg- Carlson's Patent Depart-. 
ment, for calling this to our attention. 

SPRAY DROP, 
the NEW 

QUIETROLE 
S5ipra3r_ 
- Pack ï 

Now QUIETROLE of- 
fers you both types 
of containers. Either 
way assures you of 
the same unfailing re- 
sults that QUIETROLE 
is known for. 

Make your next pur- 
chase QUIETROLE, get 

6. both and learn the dif- - ference between qual- 
m ily and poor substitutes. OUIETROLE is the 
as original product of its kind, it is a FIRST of - the Industry and you can depend on it to end - your noisy control and switch troubles. 

or the 

QUIETROLE 
Bottle with the 

Eye Dropper COP 

manufactured by 

.:QUrETROLE 
COMPANY 

Spartanburg, South Carolina 

JULY, 1957 

GET MORE WORK 

OUT OF YOUR 

OSCILLOSCOPE! 
Learn to service 
ANY radio or TV 

easier and 
faster! 

Here, in a brand 
new 2nd edition, is 
THE book that really 
shows you how to use 

oscilloscopes on every job! 
Clearly as A -B -C, MODERN 

OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR USES tells you 
exactly when, where and how. You learn to locate 
either AM or FM radio or television troubles in 
a jiffy. Even tough realignment jobs are made 
easy. No involved mathematics! Every detail is 
clearly explained -from making connections to 
adjusting circuit components and setting the oscil- 
loscope controls. And you learn to analyze pat- 
terns fast and RIGHT! 

NEW 2nd EDITION! 
Includes latest data on use of 'scopes in color 

TV, industrial electronics, teaching . . , even in 
atomic energy work. Over 400 pages and more 
than 400 clear pictures. Dozens of pattern photos 
make things doubly clear. 

PRACTICE 10 DAYS FREE! 

Dept. RE77, RINEHART & CO., Inc. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
Send new, 2nd edition of MODERN OSCILLO- 
SCOPES ES ANI1 TI -IEIR USES for 10 -day ramie at i011. 
If 1 like hook, I will then send $6.30 iUln.- postage) 
its trill payment, or return book postpaid ;nul osir pou 
nothing. 

-I 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone, State 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -Price $7.00. ea,h with order only 
Money hack it you return book in 10 day.. 
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ßII.WTLI[ BES 
BUILD ALLIED'S OWN 

LOWEST Co r giant buying 
power passes biggest savings on to ycu... 
you do the easy assembly, gel professional 

results and SAVE! 

EASIEST TO BUILD because KNIGHT -KIT 
"Step- and -Check" instruction manuals are 
marvels of clarity-it's just like having a 

good instructor at your side. 

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE: When properly 
assembled, KNIGHT -KITS fully meet pub- 
lished specifications, or we refund your 
money. 

knight -kit HI -F1 VALUE 
SENSATIONAL HI -FI FM TUNER KIT 

Model Y -751 * Deluxe custom hi -fi styling 

$3775 
* AFC and Flywheel tuning 

3 * Printed circuit -easy wiring 

The best- looking, best- performing tuner 
kit your money can buy. Covers 88 to 
108 mc; features AFC (with special dis- 
abling circuit); pre- adjusted RF coils; 
pre -aligned IF's; cascode broad -band 
RF amplifier; drift -compensated oscilla- 
tor; illuminated lucite pointer. Sensi- 
tivity is 10 microvolts for 20 db of 
quieting across entire band. Ideal for use 
with Knight -Kit 20 -Watt Amplifier or 
any amplifier with phono -tuner switch. 
13 x 8 x 4'. Complete, ready for easy 
assembly. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs. 

37 75 Model Y -751. Net, F.O.B. Chicago $ 

See our Supplement No. 165 for additional 
Knight -kit Hi -Fi values 

SUPPLEMENT 
featuring knight -kits 
Send for our FREE Supple- 
ment No, 165 featuring 45 
great Knight -Kits. including 
Test Instruments, Hi -Fi, 
Hobbyist and Amateur kits. 
Write for your copy today. 

ALLIED RADIO 
ept. 02 -G7, 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ili 
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Books 

PIN POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10 
MINUTES. Coyne Electrical School, 
Chicago 12, III., distributed by Howard 
W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis 5, 
Ind. 53/4 x 81/4 inches, 299 pages. $3.95. 

About 700 TV defects and their direct 
causes are listed as well as correct 
procedure for various adjustments. 
Seventeen chapters cover the typical 
receiver, section by section: sweep, 
sync, yoke, high voltage, etc. 

A special feature is the quick and 
unique trouble -location system. A list- 
ing of picture symptoms refers the 
reader to one or more page numbers 
and the proper trouble tables. Here 
one finds the cause of the trouble and 
the paragraph where this topic is de- 
scribed. Waveforms to be found at 
various circuit points are illustrated. 

ELEMENTS OF RADIO, 3rd edition, 
by Charles Hellman. D. Van Nostrand 
Co., Princeton, N. J. 6 x 9 inches, 354 
pages. $4.95. 

Intended for beginners, the language 

SENCORE 

Han dy"361' 

1 

R -C 

Substitution Unit 

1 
3 6 

/I 

Most 
Often 
Needed 

Components 
At YOUR 

Fingertips? 
3 pole, 12 position switch individually 
selects one of the "36" components 
for direct substitution. 

Hoh4y 36 

CntIn.t 
* 11 -1 wen 10% resistors 

frort 10 Inn. to 5800 ohms * 12 -1/2 wett 10% r.1 
Irm 10K hm. t 3.6 
mgMt. 

* 10 -600 vIf I,r 
Item 1 O0 -mmrd. t .Smid. 

* 1- 1Owtl., 4$0V Ilenrefy,If 
* 1- 4Om14., 430V 11 lytl 
* Fe, Shop, tab, oi .Puk 

AVAIIADLE AT ALL PARTS 

DISTRIBUTORS 

Completely isolated 

SERVICE 
INSTRUMINTS CORP. 

I 
171 OFFICIAI ID., ADDISON, ILL. 

I` Cat ut this d 6w fer forth, infennrin 

POPULAR 
SENCORE 
PRODUCTS 

Transit,. 
toter 
lohog 
Cheritr 
Filament 
Aster 
Volloe 
ROulolt 
Iles Supply 
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of this book is simple and attractive. 
While the promise of a "novel treat- 
ment" of the difficult phases of elemen- 
tary ac theory may not be fully carried 
out, the treatment is highly under- 
standable. Old acquaintances are in- 
formed that the third edition contains 
a new chapter on transistors and that 
special attention has been given to 
revision of the chapters on TV and 
modern electronic applications, as well 
as the appendix. -FS 
PHOTOTUBES AND PHOTOCELLS, 
by David Mark. John F. Rider Pub- 
lisher, Inc., 116 W. 14 St., New York 
11, N. Y. Booklet No. 184. 51/2 x 81/2 

inches, 128 pages. $2.90. 
Phototubes and photocells are impor- 

tant devices in modern industry and 
technology. They help to count, control, 
measure and inspect. This book illus- 
trates the characteristics of several 
types together with practical circuits 
using them. (Some of the latest cad- 
mium sulfide cells and sun batteries 

are not included.) 
Basic theory of junctions and semi- 

conductors leads the reader to an 
understanding of photoconductivity and 
photovoltaic effects. Multiplier photo - 
tubes, thyratron relays, do and ac 
amplifiers and colorimetry are among 
the important topics covered. The 
author describes practical applications 
such as sound -on -film, facsimile and 
TV, sniperscope, color sorting, egg 
inspection and many others. IQ 
TV -IT'S A CINCH!, by E. Aisberg, 
Gernsback Library, Inc., 154 W. 14th 
St., New York, N. Y. 511/2 x 81/2 inches, 
224 pages. $2.90 soft cover, $4.60 hard 
cover. 

A new approach to TV instruc- 
tion- presenting technical information 
through colloquial dialogue - makes 
reading this book an excellent and 
interesting way to learn how TV works. 
The unconventional format may at first 
scare would -be learners away from a 
thorough and exhaustive text, but the 
presentation is based on sound prin- 
ciples which the author has found use- 
ful in three books written over a period 
of more than 30 years. 

Originally written in French, the 
English edition is the eighth language 
in which this text has appeared, making 
it by all odds the most widely read of 
all the world's books on TV. It has 
already run as a serial in RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS. 

All phases of television are com- 
pletely discussed by Ken and Will. The 

WE DON'T NEED ENGINEERS 
. but they write to us daily to order our 

GENIAC Electric Brain Construction Kits. 
So do TEAC'IIEILS, SCIENTIFIC AMATEL RS, INDUS 

TRIAL FIRMS and schools. (See list below.) 
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS have bought 

GENIACS on a 7 DAY REFUND guarantee 
We are proud to offer our 1957 Model, with up to the 

minute nute improv, ments for the thousands of new customers 
y ho 

WHAT IS A GENIAC? 
Here Is a picture of the 1957 Model GENIAC in the dis. 

play rack ($3.00 separately) rately) which comes with every kit. 
GENIAC stands for Genius Semi- Automatic Computer. A 

kit of specially designed switch decks and racks which 
permit the user to construct more than thirty different 
machines (following directions and wiring diagrams) and 
as many more as he is able to design himself. These 
machines demonstrate the applications of electric circuitry. 

APPLICATIONS OF GENIAC 
SIMPLE COMPUTER CIRCUITS for binary, decimal adding, 
, ubtracting, dividing, multiplying machines. PROBLEMS 
In symbolic logic, reasoning, comparing. PSYCHOLOGICAL 
TESTING and EXPERIMENT GAME PLAYING CIRCUITS for 
tittat -toe and nim. ACt1TARIAL ANALYSIS. 

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS 
Allis- Chalmers Remington -Rand International Business 
Machines Manuel Missionary College Barnard College 

Westinghouse Electric Phillips Laboratories General 
Insurance Co. of America Lafayette Radio Rohr Air - 
raft Co. Albert Einstein Medical College Naval Re- 

search Laboratories Board of Education, Tecumseh, 
Nebraska Los Angeles Public Schools Jefferson Union 
High School Oklahoma A & M Courtiand Jr. High 
School Bell Telephone Laboratories. 

WHAT COMES WITH THE KIT 
BOOKS -1. SIMPLE El. F.CTRIC BRAINS, AND HOW TO 
MAKE THEM 04 page experiment manual. -NEWT 
2 INDDS AND MACHINES . 200 page text on com- 
puters, puters, automation and cybernetics. -NEWI 3. WIRING 
DIAGRAMS for basic GENIAC circuits. -NEWT . Begin 
ner's Manual for the person who has little or no familiarity 
with electric circuits -NEWT 5. GENIAL study guide . 

the equivalent of a full course in computer fundamentals, 
lists additional readings. 
PARTS-PANELS, DISCS. RACK (for easy embly and 
display,. Hardware, wire, tools, battery, holder etc. for 
more than thirty machines. 
SEND for your GENIAC now. At only $19.95, a bargain, 
comes complete with over 400 parts and components, 5 
books and manuals. We guarantee that if you do not want 
to keep GENIAC after one week you can return it for full 
refund. 
Add 80e west of Miss- tside U.S. Mail Name 6 Ad- 
dress with check or Money Order to 

Oliver Garfield Co., Dept. RE -77 L26 
W 

LEXINGT AVE. 
E YORK 1O8N . N.Y. 

Far more how -So -build it data on all kinds 
of amateur and other practical radio equip- 
ment than any other publication, plus ex- 
tensive simplified theory and explanations. 
Greatest, largest, practical radio handbook 
ever published. 766 pages! 

St 7.50 at your dealer in 

U.S.A. (plus any tax) 

WORLD'S RADIO TUBES (BRANS' VADE 
MECUM). NEW 12TH EDITION. Lists over 
15,000 tubes from every tube making country. 
Printed in 16 longuages $5.00. 

BLY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
Acd 10% on direct moil orders to 

ECITORS ani ENGINEERS, Ltd. 
Summerland 3, California 
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CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
CONVERTERS 

POLICE FIRE COMMERCIAL 

Precision -Stability 
Sensitivity 

Easy Installation 

$32.50 

A e.umpact converter supplied with commercial tol- 
(rance crystals. self contained automatic noise lim- 
iter. Also models with squelch. ideal for mobile or 
home use. 

TUNERS 
Enjoy FM Programs 

While You Drive. 
FM BROADCAST 

30 -50 MC 
108 -176 MC 

from $22.50 
WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

KUHN ELECTRONICS 
20 GLENWOOD CINCINNATI 17, OHIO 

BE QUALITY WISE .. BUY QUAL-KITS! 

HI -FI AMP. KIT 
Complete 6 tube -10 watt 
amplifier. Push -pull 
beam power output, 
built -in pre-amp. 5 posi- 
tion selector switch, 3 
position record equaliza- 
tion, LP, RIRA, Eur. Re- 
sponse V2 db. 20- 20,000 
cps. Output 10 watts at 
less than 2% IM. Low 
noise level and harmonic 
distortion. $28.50 
Every kit complete with 
28 page fully illustrated 
instruction and assembly 
manual. Cover and legs 
optional. 

Add 10 percent to 

HI -FI AM -FM TUNER KIT 
Advanced 7 tube circuit 
plus Rectifier for full 
sensitivity and selectiv- 
ity. Distortion less than 
1 %. Sensitivity is 5 uy 
for 30 db quieting on 
FM, 25 to/ AM. Armstrong 
FM Circuit with limiter, 
Foster -Seeley Discrimi- 
nator. 20-20,000 cps re- 
sponse. Full AFC control - no drift. Easy assem- 
bly. $28.95* 
Write for FREE catalog 
and name of nearest 
dealer carrying these re- 
markable units 

r new federal tax 

QUALITY -ELECTRONICS 
319 Church St. Dept RE -7Now York 13, N. Y. 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 
HOME-STUDY COURSES: computers, 
relay, analog and digital, automation, 
robots, electronics. Prices start at $8 
and go to $52. 
PLANS: BeBe Brain: $1 miniature 
computer plans $3. Digital computer $3. 
Light- seeking robot, now transistorized, 
$1. 
KITS: Large variety of analog computer 
kits. for beginners and advanced experi- 
menters. Also for schools and research, 
write for special prices on kits made -to- 
order. 
BOOKS: first hook on robots, how to 
build and design them. Small robots and 
Homo Robotus, the man of metal. that 
thinks! 200 pages, $5 ppd. 
EBEX : magazine of popular computers, 
automation projects, rohotry and elec- 
tronics. Subscriptions $2.50 per year, 
25c single copy. 

ELECTRONIC BRAIN 
ENTERPRISES, INC. 

1015 Atkin Ave., Salt Lake City 6, Utah 

Name 
Address 

CUT THIS AD OUT NOW! 

JULY, 1957 

BOOKS (Continued) 

reader's questions are anticipated by 
Will, who asks for and receives from 
Ken detailed explanations of many 
problems which are not always cleared 
up by authors of more conventional 
texts. 

The whole theory of transmission is 
covered, with most of the space devoted 
to receiver circuitry, which is taken up 
a section at a time, from one end of the 
receiver to the other. Since the reader's 
technical level is supposed to be that 
of a person who already understands 
radio, such sections as the audio enti 
and the low -voltage power supply are 
given proportionately brief considera- 
tion. A chapter is devoted to color TV, 
one to antennas -including directional 
types -and one to special circuits. 

TV ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, pre- 
pared by a staff of 33 specialists. Edited 
by Donald G. Fink. McGraw -Hill Book 
Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 6 x 9 inches, 
1496 pages, 1159 illustrations. $18. 

The first handbook on TV engineer- 
ing, covering all phases of color and 
monochrome. Generation, transmission, 
propagation and reception of TV sig- 
nals are described. Foreign and domes- 
tic systems and standards are com- 
pared. 

One of the outstanding chapters is 
that on TV receivers. It totals more 
than 250 pages with data on circuit 
design, component specification, color 
and monochrome tubes, and complete 
schematics of typical sets. Other sec- 
tions explain the theory of color, ampli- 
fier design, microwave systems and 
camera chains. There is a 30 -page 
listing of definitions, and the index 
includes 4,500 items, assuring the tech- 
nician and engineer of ready reference. 

HI -FI HANDBOOK, by William F. 
Boyce, Howard \1 . Sams & Co., Inc., 
Indianapolis, Ind. 51/2 x 81/2 inches, 224 
pages. $3. 

A guide to the hi -fi enthusiast and an 
aid in deciding what you need for your 
system. The six illustrated chapters 
cover all phases of high fidelity. Start- 
ing with fidelity, sound and distortion 
you continue through: loudspeakers, 
loudspeaker baffles and enclosures, 
amplifiers, preamplifiers and controls, 
program source equipment and systems 
design, selection and installation. -LS 

PUBLIC ADDRESS, by N. H. Crow - 
hurst. Norman Price, Ltd., 283 City 
Road, London E.C. 1, England. 51/2 x 
81/2 inches, 62 pages. 4s 6d. 

Many individuals and small compa- 
nies are engaged in this field. Techni- 
cians doing this work can benefit from 
interesting pointers given here by an 
expert. Correcting acoustic problems, 
connecting equipment and checking 
speaker phase are among the topics. 

PA experts must deal not only with 
equipment but with people as well. 
A short important chapter shows how 
to deal with client and public. END 

Here's Your 
MARKET... 

for the 
MOSLEY Flush Mount 
TV Socket 

NEAT 

MODEL F -1PK 
I he tremendous demand for portable TV 

sets opens another BIG market for good 
set -to- antenna plug -in outlets. MOSLEY 
Flush Sockets meet this need -supplying 
attractive, convenient, customer -approved 
wall outlets for every installation require- 
ment. 

Without MOSLEY TV Outlets, portable 
TV -in most areas- ceases to be portable! 

Let MOSLEY TV Outlets spark YOUR 
Portable TV Sales! 

/ t 

I For a complete tine of up -to -date 
TV Accessories and Electronic 
Components send for our "57" I 

catalog. I 

t 

AOrt:M/My &zior21e. A=' 
8622 ST. CHARLES ROCK ROAD 

ST. LOUIS 14, MISSOURI 

Radio -Electronics 
For Libraries 

Current yearly volume to be 
available on microfilm. 
Write for information. 

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 
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HQ for the 5 TOP QUALITY brands of 

TUBES 
AT SENSIBLE PRICES! 
Individually boxed First quality only 

Brand New 90-DAY RETMA guarantee 

No rebrands No private brands No rejects 

WRITE FOR LATEST TUBE CATALOG FREE! 

1835 $ 3.35 GL299 . -.. 1.00 CK1028.... 2.35 
1Q22 44.50 2051 .65 
2BP1 2.95 307A .60 5517 1.35 
CL -2 10.00 355A 11.00 
2C35 2.00 357A 14.00 5636 2.95 
2C396 .. 11.00 3716 .75 5636A _.__ 2.95 
2C40 ... 7.03 403A 1.20 5642 1.00 
2C51 2.25 403B 3.25 5646 4.35 
2C53 9.75 404A 12.50 5651 1.40 
2E24 2.34 4166 25.00 5654 1.40 
2625 13.50 4169 39.00 5675 8.00 
2K45 . 35.00 417A 3.50 5676 .85 
2K55 15.00 417A/5842 5687 1.85 
3824 1.50. 12.00 5691 4.75 

;450TH .. 44.00 5692 5.00 
3824W 4.75 KU -610 3.50 5693 4.75 
3B29 4.75 WL /655/658 5703WA.. 4.50 
313171 1.95 90.00 5719 2.00 
3C23 3.95 GL673 .... 12.50 5719 2.00 
3C31 1.00 703A 1.10'5725 2.00 
3045 7.00 717A 35 5726 .75 
3130 25.00 CK722 ... .90'5744 1.25 
3K20000LK 75071. .. 32.50 5749 1.25 

. . Write 800 .90 5763 1.25 
1.00 
1.00 

25.00 
4 -6571 .... 15.00 803 2.00 5812 
74- 125A.. 30.25 805 4.00 5819 

5810 4 -250A . . 35.00 807 1.10 5876 4 -400A 45.00 807W 5933 1.75 
4824 EL3C 4.50 813 9.50 5886 

5 4PR60A .. 30.00 814 2.50 
4x5006 .. 75.00 59910 

5915 
5022 25.00836 1.25 

1837 1.25 6111 4.95 
. 6AK5W_... 1.201838 70 6112 4.95 

6C21 450TL 866A ...... 1.20 613013c45 6.00 
13.50 872A 1.00 6161 52.50 

614 1.75 917 1.30 6201 3.00 
15E 1.20 918 1.10 -635Q 10.00 
FG32 4.35 927 1.00.6539 9.00 
35TG 2.03 
VCSO'32V 8.00 930 8008 3.25 

. 
1.00 

86-60 1641 1.50 8020 

4.50 
8.00 
295 

.45 

.50 

1.25 954 .40,9001 
953 9002 

RX -BS 5023 956 35 9003 
7.50 957 ........ .35 9004 

HY89 2.25 958A .35 9005 
RKR72 or 73 .35 991 .25 9006 
F123Á 3.95 C61005 .. .351 
VXR -130.. 1.50 CK1007.... .45 (Surplus) 
and many others, over 1000 types in stock! WRITE! 
WE ARE FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS OF 

CBS -HYTRON, EIMAC. PENTA, etc. 

.75 

.60 
1.35 
.30 

1.50 
.20 

2 COLOR TUBE CARTONS 
Keeps your tube stock neat. New 
safety partition prevents tube 
breakage. Distinctively litho- 
graphed in glossy red and black. 
The most distinctive tube carton 
available today. Minimum quan- 
tity: 100 of any one sine. Write 
for case lot prices. 

SIZE FOR TUBE PER 100 
Miniature BAU6, etc $1.00 
GT 65N7, etc 1.25 
Large GT 183, etc 1.50 
Large G 51.14G. ete 2.00 

WHITE GLOSSY BOXES 
Completely blank. No printing or 
color. Otherwise same as above. 
Same high quality, low 
prices. Specify "WHITE" when or- 
dering. When color is not stated. 
2 color cartons will be shipped. 

TUBE STACKERS 
White glossy only. Ministecker 
holds 10 Mini, tube cartons: "GT" 
stacker holds 10 "GT' cartons. 

SIZE PER EACH 
Minietaeker 11 /2e 
GT 02 

$10.00 Per Case of 1000 FOB 
All cartons & stackers f. o. b. NYC 

NYC. 

AIRPORT or PHOTOGRAPHIC 
FLASH EQUIPMENT 

Flash v 
1 

sible up to 3 mites, even n bright sunlight. 
May be used for portable (48 lbs.) photo- flash, visual 

very experiments, etc. Consists of a v ry high voltage converter, electronic flash lamp 6 holder. cables, mounting brackets, spare parts kit with extra 
flash lamp included. and detailed technical manual. 
Unused. complete. Some require paint touch -up Can 
be made to Berate from 115 VAC, 60 cycles with circuit modifications. All tested A working when 
shipped. 

Model AN /VVX -1 
for 6 or 12 v. DC 

$75.00 
Model AN /VVX -1X 

for 24 or 48 VDC 

$65 °° 

WRITE FOR "BARRY'S GREEN SHEET" FREEI 
NOTE: Even Barry is not Infallible! Try as we might to prevent it, r occasions, our sources of supply do send a 

on 
rube that escapes our careful exam- ination. So, if at t any time does lipn 

a 
y to you, please advise u at ee so that make prompt and cheerful correction. 

TERMS: 25 %rrdeposit with order, balance C.O.D. All m handise guaranteed. F.O.B. N.Y.C. Subject to price variation a stock depletion MINIMUM ORDER '1.00 TRADES ACCEPTED -OPEN '.ION TO SAT. 

B ARRY CORNICS 
512 Broadway, Dept. Y. 12, N.Y. 

Phone: WAIF 
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SCHOOL DIRECTORY 
ENGINEERING DEGREES 

(UNDER AND POSTGRADUATE) 

.:) 
E.E. 

Option Electronics 

Earned through 

HOME STUDY 
(Residence Classes Also 

PACIFIC Available) 

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL 
UNIVERSITY UNIVERSITY 

5719 -M, Santa Monica Blvd., 
Hollywood 38, Calif. 

ELECTRONICS 
PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB! 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
RADIO SERVICING AUTOMATION 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
BLACK & WHITE -COLOR 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS AND SURVIVORS 
OF VETERANS 

BUILDING AIR CONDITIONED 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
1425 EUTAW PLACE. BALTIMORE 17. MD. 

TOP -FLIGHT 

ELECTRONICS 
Train for technical representative. 
iehl engineer, ,Iectronic -peciali.vt on 
missiles, computers, radar, 1050111a- 
lion, radio, color -TV. Basle and ad- 
vanced theory and laboratory. Math- 
ematics. Major firms select our 
graduates. Dormitories- campus. 21 
months' program. High school grad. 
or equivalent. G.I. approved. Start 
September, January, April, July. 
Write for illustrated catalog today. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. C., Valparaiso, Indiana 

l 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS 

ARE IN DEMAND 
TRAINED MEN ARE NEEDED 
NOW! In just 18 months, 
you can complete Electronic 
Technicians training to enter 
this ever -growing industry. 
Day or evening classes. Op- _ portunity for employment in 
local industry. Approved for 

Korean Veterans. Terms beginning July, Septem- 
I er, .Ian.. .l,ril. Write for ('.Ital.,g III 'TODAY. 
INDIANAPOLIS ELECTRONIC SCHOOL 

312 E. Washington St. Indianapolis 4, Indiana 

college grads get 
ahead faster! 

. have higher iicoues ... advance more rapidly. Grasp 
your chance for a better life. Share rewai,ls awaiting 
college- trained Bien. I h u i r)atlt firths visit Campus regu- larly to employ Tri -State College graduates, Start any quarter. Approved for Vets. 

Bach. Sc. degree in 27 months 
Complete Itallio Eng. courses (TV, UHF, F':11, Electron- ies). Also Mech., Civil, filch., Chem., Arm., Eng. 36- months in Bus. Adm. (Gen. Bus., Acctg., Motor Trans- port Mgt.). Superior .students faster. More professional 
class hours. Small classes. Enrollment limited to I530. Reautifnl campus. Well- equipped labs. Prop course;. Enter Sept., Jan., Mar., June. Earnest, capable student., 

(whose time and budget require accelerated 
rourses and modest costs) are invited to write 
Jean McCarthy, Dir. Ada.. for Catalog and "Your Career in Engineering and Commerce." 

2477 College Avenue, Angola, Indiana 

JULY, 1957 

LET RCA TRAIN YOU FOR A 

LIFETIME CAREER IN 

ADVANCED 
ELECTRONICS 

N TELEVISION 
R- silent classes. ,.lay and evening, 

a.p..'nlbrr "rd, November 
.11)11 February 25th, 
1.,50. Free graduate 

service. Approved for 
San(l l'or tree catalog 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America 
350 West 4th St., New York 14, N. Y. 

Be a "key" man. Learn how to semi 
and receive loud in Internat loud 
Morse code. Communicate with opera 

ors und the globe. Learn at hoe 
nulckly 

home 
through famous Candler System. 

t'sed by best operators. Qualify for 
Amateur or Commercial License. Write 
.or FREE BOOK. 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 2.pt.3 -H. Box92S,Deover1.Colo..U.S,A. 

ELECTRON ICS 
Prepay" ENGINEERING DEGREE for unlim- 
Red np "'- IN 21 MONTHS fu res in 
electronics: 
B.S. degree in months, mathematics, electrical 

eying. TV, 
va ad radio and design. Modern 

Iles. Low tuition, 
advanced 

boats. Als. Ae ro., Chemical, Civil, 
Electrical, Engineering. H.S. ,ee 36 010. In 
Math., (he,,. PhvUe,. Also prep o 

o"sC.I. 
01111e. 

Cidgo. , dimes. ., Enter Sept.. Der ., Maut, June. 
Catalog. 

Keeping Pace With Progress. 
INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

1577 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2. Ind. 

F.C.C. LICENSE 
QUICKLY! 

Grantham Training Is Best 

Grantham School of Electronics specializes 
in preparing students to pass FCC examina- 
tions. We train you quickly and well. All 
courses begin with basic fundamentals -NO 
previous training required. Beginners get 
1st class commercial (not amateur) license 
in 12 weeks 

Here's Proof ! 
Recent graduates. the license 
they got, and how long it took 
them: 

License Weeks 
l'.rl! -)a ')--. 

'::1+ 
2ntli Ave.. I.,n;rlw, Vlu 1st 10 

L'idb,.._ "l', ,I,I. : i \\1r,t End .\v., 
I t: ,ii I Le, >II 1st 13 

Da i. I:- ,Ir ion KOV'E Lander. VV'yo ]st 12 
1.:uln.m.. I.. Uzln.illur, Collins, Mont 1st 4 
Joe I'. Iir.',., ,,rr : I4nr \VAIII), 

Wal II' --I,.0 ,. AIi-... 
_ 1st 11 

l'aul t'hne',ra' .. I.;l VA'dber 15d.. 
:ltrton. Nt,, .__ _. 1,4 11 

1V. Ibyunl.l.. Y.. , g,l,ìngtun, 
Venice t i ]st 12 

Learn by Mail or in Residence 
You can learn either by correspondence or 

in residence at either division of Grantham 
School of Electronics -Los Angeles, Calif., 
or Washington, D. C. Our free booklet, 
"Opportunities in Electronics," gives details 
of both types of courses. Send for your free 
copy today. 

(Mail coupon to school nearest you) 

Grantham Schools, Desk 74 -K 
1505 N. Western Ave. 821 -19th Street N.W. Los Angeles 27, Calif.OR Washington 6, D. C. 

Please send pie your free booklet, telling b OW I can 
get my commercial FCC license quickly. I understand 
there is no obligation and no salesman srill call. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

Your choice of school 
is highly important 
to your career in 

__'5 a. INDUSTRIAL 
1, ELECTRONICS 

' ' RADIO - 

o y TELEVISION 

ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Become an 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEER 
or an 
ENGINEERING 
TECHNICIAN 
at 

MSOE in Milwaukee 
Choose from courses in: 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Science degree in 36 
months - 
Communications or Electrical 
Power. 

ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN 
Associate in Applied Science 
degree in 18 months - 
Electronics Communications or 
Electrical Power. 
MSOE- located in Milwaukee, one of 
America's largest industrial centers - 
is a national leader in electronics in- 
struction -with complete facilities, in- 
cluding the latest laboratory equip- 
ment, visual aid theater, amateur radio 
transmitter -offers 93 subjects in 
electrical engineering, electronics, ra- 
dio, television, electrical power, and 
electricity. 

Advisory committee of leading indus- 
trialists. Courses approved for veter- 
ans. Over 50,0110 former student.. Ex- 
cellent placement record. Previous 
educational, military, and practical ex- 
perience is evaluated for advanced 
credit. 

QUARTERS BEGIN JANUARY, 

APRIL, JULY, SEPTEMBER 

C6usr -rise ¡T -r r . 

oral' ,l ,'r,' ,l N; S. 

poli 1V,1Ú 1'! 

MILWAUKEE 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Dept. RE -757, 1025 N. Milwaukee St. MSEJ 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Please send free illustrat ed carrer bout t, I 

(please print) 
I'nl Interested in 
Name 

Address 

City State 
Are you eligible for veterans educational Ion'1ì1 

Discharge date 
M5-5: 
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LAFAYETTE SNSquE 
IN COMPLETELY WIRED 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
at LESS than the PRICE of KITS! 

LAFAYETTE SIGNAL GENERATOR 
NEVER BEFORE HAS A COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED 

INSTRUMENT OF SUCH ACCURACY AND QUALITY 
BEEN OFFERED AT SUCH A PRICE! 

FREQUENCY 120 KC TO 260 MC 
120 KC TO 130 MC ON FUNDAMENTALS 
LABORATORY ACCURACY AND QUALITY 

A completely wired and tested instrument not to be confused 
with units sold in kit form at almost the same price, but with 
a quality and accuracy of instruments 3 to 4 times its price. 
Six overlapping ranges generate signals of 12OKC - 320KC, 
320KC- 1000KC, 1111C- 3.2MC -11MC, 11MC -38MC and 
37MC -13OMC all on fundamentals with calibrated harmonics 
from 120MC to 260MC. Selector switch gives instant choice 
of ranges. Switch gives choice of internal modulation of 400 
CPS or use of any external source at other frequencies. For 
audio testing the 400 cycle signal can be used separately. 

Outputs are unmodulated RF, modulated RF and 400 CPS audio. RF output is in excess of 100,000 
microvolts and jacks are provided for choice of either high or low RF output. Stability is insured 
by special circuit design. Has a fine adjustment RF control. AF output is 2 -3 volts, AF input is 4 

volts across 1 megohm. Large cleat 5 inch etched dial plate and pointer are protected by transparent 
plastic bezel. Common AF terminals for EXT -MOD input and INT -AF for audio tests eliminate need 
for special AF output connectors. Machine engraved panel lettering. Handsome gray metal case with 
carrying handle. Measures 61. 2 " x 10" x 41/2". Cornea complete with pair of leads. AC line cord 
and plug. Operates on 10') 127,V n0 -60 cycle AC. Shpg. wt., 8 lbs. 
LAFAYETTE LSG -10 SIGNAL GENERATOR 22.50 

- 22.50 

NEW! 
LAFAYETTE CAPACITANCE -RESISTANCE TESTER 

WITH "IN -SET QUICK CHECK" 

_ _--- ~ . Ul alaafa 
x . 

34.50 

COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED 
TWO INSTRUMENTS IN ONE 
CHECKS ELECTROLYTIC, PAPER, MICA AND 
CERAMIC CONDENSERS 
4 DIRECT READING CAPACITY SCALES FROM 
.00001 MFD TO 1000 MFD 
CHECK FOR OPEN SHORTS, LEAKAGE AND 
INTERMITTENTS 
2 RESISTANCE RANGES FROM 100 TO 5 
MEGOHM 

Here is a "must" for servicemen and lab technicians. A 
completely self- contained AC operated capacitance and 
resistance bridge, plus a quick check for in the set test- 
ing. Large 5 direct reading scale has 4 ranges of .00001 
-.005 MFD, .001 -.5 MFD, .1 -50 MFD and 20 -1000 MED. 
Resistance ranges are 100 -50,000 OII31S and 10,000 
to 5 megohm. Quick check feature enables you to check 
capacitors for shorts, open or intermittent while in cir- 
cuit -no need to remove them from the set till you're 
sure they need replacement. Leakage test switch gives 

you choice of 25, 150, 250. 350 o: 450 volts for checking leakage under correct potential. Separate 
power factor control with continuous settings from 0 to 50 o. Operation is simple and accurate, using 
a magic-eye tube as the null detector. Attractively finished steel case with etched panel and rounded 
corners, measures 141/2"L x 81/4"H x 5"D. Shpg wt. 19 lbs. 
MODEL LC -4 NET 34.50 

NEW POCKET AC -DC VOM MULTITESTER 2,000 ohm per volt Sensitivity on both DC and AC 

160 ua 3" METER 
1% PRECISION 

RESISTORS 
SILVER CONTACT 

SELECTOR SWITCH 

FULL SCALE RANGES 
DC Volts: 0 -10; 0 -20; 0- SOO; 0 -1000 Volts - AC Volts: 0 -10; 0 -00; 0 -500; 0.1000 Volts -DC Current: 500 sa and 500 ma - Resistance: 0.10K; 0.1 Meg - Decibels:- 20 to -?- 22; +20 to 36 db (0 db - 0.775 V)-Capacity: 250 mmfd to .2 mfd -.005 mfd to 1 mid- Output Ranges: 

0 -10; 0 -50; 0 -500; 0.1000 volts 8.95 Best Buy in America! A very accurate and sensitive VOM. This Multitester is a complete instrument (not a kit) with high quality and sensitive 160 microamp meter; 2000 ohm per volt on both AC and DC. Single selector switch. 1 % precision resistors, 3" meter. Features extreme versatility, accuracy and ruggedness. In attractive plastic front panel. with metal bottom for ruggedness and shielding. First capa- city range requires 50 volt AC source. Second capacity range requires 10 volt AC source. Size 41/4 "x31/2"x 1 s/s " Complete with test leads and batteries. Shipping weight 4 lbs. 
R W 274 

Complete 8.95 

HIGH SENSITIVITY 20,000 OHM 
PER VOLT DC 10,000 OHM PER 

VOLT AC MULTITESTER 

LAFAYETTE CAPACITOR- RESISTANCE TESTER 
COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED 

COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED 
CHECKS ALL TYPES OF CONDENSERS FOR 

21.50 CAPACITY, LEAKAGE, OPEN SHORTS OR 
INTERMITTENT CONDITION 
DIRECT READING SCALES FROM .00001 
TO 1000 MFD AND 100 TO 5 MEGOHMS 

A stable and accurate bridge type circuit measures capacitance in 
4 ranges of .00001 -.005 MID, .001 to .5 MFD, .1 to 50 MID and 
20 to 1000 MFD. Two resistance ranges of 100- 50,000 and 10, -' 
000 to 5 megohms. Check leakage under actual load with choice 
of 25, 150, 250, 350 or 450 volts available by selector switch. 
Power factor control from 0 to 506k. Checks for leakage, open, 
short, or intermittent operation. All readings taken directly off 
scales after setting magic eye to maximum. Completely self -con- 
tained power supply. Attractively finished steel case with rounded 
corners and etched panel. Operates from 110V AC. Size 9 ,'s "L s 
7' /e "I3 x 51 /4 "14. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 
MODEL LC -15 NET 21.50 

111--- - - 

, 0 

----- 

.i: 

LOOK AT THESE 
FULL SCALE RANGES! 

D.C. Volts: 0 -6; 0 -30; 0- 
120; 0 -600; 0 -1200; 0. 
6000 Volts - A.C. VOLTS: 
O -6; 0 -30; 0.120; 0 -600; 
0 -1200 Volts - RESIS- 
TANCE: O -10K; 0 -100K; 
O -1 Meg; 0 -10 Megahms- 
D.C. CURRENT: 0 -60 Micro - 
amp; 0 -6; 0 -60; 0 -600 
Milliamps - DECIBEL: -20 
to 4 -;7db (0db- 0.774V) - CAPACITY: .0001 -.01; 
.005 -.15 mid - INDUC- 
TANCE:20 -2000 heavy 
-OUTPUT RANGES: 0 -6; 
0 -30; 0 -120; 0 -600; 0. 
1200 Volts 

The new Lafayette high sensi- 
tivity Multitester is a complete 
instrument (not a kit). In ad- 
dition to its unusual sensitivity 
of 20,000 OHMS PER VOLT 

19.95 
ON D.C. AND 

and the 
e 

ON VOLT ON A.C., and t 
extraordinary number and scope 
of its ranges, it is packed with 
features that would make it 

cost at least twice as much if made in this country. Uses 
I no precision resistors, silver contacts on selector switch. 
35 us 3" meter. Dependable, rugged and accurate. Even the 
test leads are heavy duty with high voltage insulation. Volt- 
age source required for low capacity range is 120V A.C., for . 
high range capacity and inductance scale is 6V A.C. Attrac- 
tive plastic front with metal bottom. Size 6'/4"x41/4"x21/2". 
Complrte with batteries and leads. Shipping weight 41/2 lbs. 
RW -30A Singly, Each 19.95 

In lots of 3, Each 19.25, 

Lafayette Import Spf'eial! TRANSCRIPTION TYPE MANUAL PLAYER. 
MAGNETIC BRAKE FOR FINE ADJUSTMENT OF EACH SPEED 
4 -POLE, HEAVY DUTY TRANSCRIPTIONTYPE MOTOR 
STYLUS WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SCREW ON TONE ARM 

Complete Turntable and Tone Arm 
Assembly at the !owes price Ever 
for Such High Quality 

Here is a new manual player for the audiophile who wants noiseless, "wow- free" and rumble -free 
reproduction of recorded music at nominal cost. All the important features of professional tran- 
scription players have been incorporated In this precision turntable. The lightweight pickup arm is 
an integral part of the mounting plate and requires no installation. Player is equipped with a heavy 
duty, 4 -pole, 3 -speed motor for 78, 45 and 33V. RPM records. An exclusive magnetic brake con- 
trolled by knob on the base plate, permits instantaneous fine adjustment of each speed. Stroboscope. 
disc Included with unit, checks speeds. Extremely smooth and quiet operation. No hum even with 
the most sensitive cartridges. Speed selector safety Switch protects mechanism by making it necessary 
to pass through an OFF position when switching from one speed to another. 

10" diameter, heavy 'turntable is supplied with a rubber traction 
mat for positive grip of record. Stylus pressure adjustment can be made easily and quickly with the 
conveniently located adjusting screw on the underside of the tone arm. Mounting plate Is also 
equipped with pickup rest and ON -OFF switch. Dimensions of mounting plate: 12- 15/16" left to 
right, and Wig" front to rear. Requires 2°44" clearance below motor board and 3" above. Supplied 
with AC line cord, two plug -in heads, output cable for connection to amplifier and 45 RPM adapter. 
For 105 -120 volts, 60 cycle AC. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs. Lees cartridge. (NOTE: For protection in 

shipping, tone arm is separate. Juot fasten to mounting plate.) 
PK160 Manual Ployer Net 24.50 
PK -164. Same as above except equipped with genuine GE triple -play magnetic cartridge 

and dual diamond -sapphire etyll Net 36.50 
Wood base, cut out for PK -180 Manual Player. Top quality veneer attractively finished in 

mahogany or blonde (Specify), 
PKI62. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. Net 3.95 
Unfinished mounting board only, cut out for PK -160 player. Strong, durable %" gumwood, 

ready for stain or paint. 
PK -163. Shpg. wt , 1 lb. Net .95 

24.50 
Less Base 

with TWO 
PLUG -IN HEADS 

LAFAYETTE RADIO DEPT. JG -I 

JAMAICA 33' N. Y. 165 -08 Libert Ave. Write for FREE Bargain Packed 

100 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y. 
BOSTON, MASS., 110 Federal St. 
PLAINFIELD, N. J., 139 West 2nd St. 
NEWARK, N. J., 24 Central Ave. Catalog! BRONX, N. Y., 542 E. Fordham Rd. 
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FREEf 
\p`A\YElTF 

CATALOG 

Pocked with the largest selection of Electronic. Radio and 
T V Parts. and equipment PA, Hi -Fi systems, tubes, an- 
tennas, Transistor Kits parts and components. Test Equip- 
ment, new build your own kits tools. books. Microscope, 
drafting equipment, Binoculars Telescopes, All Radio, TV 
and Ham supplies - ALL AT GREAT SAVINGS - For the 
economy minded servicemen dealer engineer and tech- 
nician CHUCK FULL OF BUYS! SEND FOR YOUR FREE 
COPY TO -DAY. 

PROFESSIONAL TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE AND VISCOUS- DAMPED TONE ARM 
THE FINEST TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE 

PK -300 TURNTABLE, 
PK -90 TONE ARM. 
AND G.E. CART- 
RIDGE WITH GEN- 

, UINE DIAMOND 
Y, AND SAPPHIRE 

STYLI. 

ILLUMINATED BUILT -IN 
STROBOSCOPE & VIEWER 

pK-300 

72.50 
t 

COMBINATION 
DEAL 

AND TONE ARM FOR THE PROFESSIONAL USER AND THE AUDIOPHILE 

LATEST IMPROVED MODEL PK -300 TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE 
New 3 -speed instrument with built -in stroboscope and viewer for exact speed determination, and magnetic brake for instantaneous speed variation. Precision engineered to meet professional standards for wow, rum. bit and flutter content. Heavy 12" cast aluminum rim- driven turntable. Variable speed control permits adjustment of each speed within + 7 ^e using efficient frictionless mnlinetic brake. Heavy -duty constant speed 4 -pole induction motor freely suspended and isolated' by shock -mountings to eliminate vibration transferral. R -C filler network suppresses "pop" in speaker. Truly n delight for. the connoisseur. Size: 131/_" x 1.4" and requires 2%" clearance above and 33/4" below motorboard. For 110 -1:10V and 60/50 cycle .AC. Power consumption 12 watts. Handsome hammertone gray finish. Shpg, wt.,.20 lbs. 
PK -300 Net 49.50 

PK -90 VISCOUS- DAMPED TONE ARM 
This transcription arm assures dependable and stable operation, utilizing the "floating action" principle of "viscous-damping." The arm is supported at single point by pivot and jewel bearing having negligible friction. Damping is accomplished by a silicon. fluid occupying the gap between ball and socket. This damping control permits high compliance and negligible tracking error, and prevents damage to either record or stylus should the tone arm be accidently dropped. Low frequency resonance. skidding and groove - jumping are likewise minimized. The tone arm accepts all recorda up to 12" and accommodates virtually. all hi -fi cartridges by means of precisely engineered adapters which simplify installation and provide proper stylus pressure. 
This tone arm is a quality companion to the PK -300 with matching finish. Shpg. wt., 2t /z Ilia. 

Net 15.95 

HIGH FREQUENCY TWEETER 
WITH ACOUSTIC LENS 

DIRECT IMPORTATION 
MAKES THIS PRICE POSSIBLE! 

14.95 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FROM 2000 
CPS TO BEYOND AUDIBILITY 
LOUVERED ACOUSTIC LENS FOR 
UNIFORM SOUND DISPERSION 
HANDLES 25 WATTS OF POWER 
PRICED EXCEPTIONALLY LOW 

New high frequency tweeter featuring a louvered acoustic lens for uniform sound dispersion and capable of handling up to 25 watts of distortion -free power. The directional tendency of high frequency' notes is overcome by the natural wide dispersion angle of the short horn and the acoustic lens which disperses and radiates the high notes smoothly -throughout the entire listening area. The lens is detachable for panel mounting, with a separate base for the tweeter furnished for external mounting where desired. Aluminum voice coil has 16 ohms impe- dance. Size: 41/4" long x 3" diameter. lens extends 21/z ". Requires a crossover network, preferably one with a level control, such as the LN -2. With full instruc- tions. Shag. wt., 5 lbs. 
NW -7 

METAL -CASED CONE TYPE HI -FI TWEETER 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 2000- 16,000 CPS 

HANDLES 20 WATTS OF POWER 

Highest quality cone type high frequency tweeter having 
a range from 2000 to 16,000 cycles. Especially efficient at higher end of audio spectrum where other cone type tweeters tend to lose clarity, and volume'. Entirely closed in a metal case with a base so that it can stand by itself or be mounted on a fiat surface with mounting bracket supplied. Rated to handle 20 watts of power. A cross- over network is required; the Lafayette LN -2 is ideal.. 
Voice coil impedance 8 -16 ohms. Size: 31/4" x 21/4" 
x 3" Diam. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs. 
HK -3 Net 5.95 

Net 14.95 

16" PROFESSIONAL TRANSCRIPTION 
TONE ARM VISCOUS- DAMPED 

New! 

EXCLUSIVE 
SEALED . . . 

LEAKPROOF 
11-44(<!;''' OIL CHAMBER 

Net Only . . . 29.50 
Every Important tone arm design and construction feature has been incorporated Into this fine. professional 16" transcription unit. Viscous damping is controlled by a specially designed and completely enclosed silicone oll chamber that cannot lest or .pill over in any position. This exclusive feature is not found in competitive viscous damped tone arms. Groove jumping and skipping, and tone arm resonance 
are eliminated. Perfect compliance is achieved at all speeds with correct stylus pressure. Record and stylus cannot be damaged when tone arm Is accidently dropped. The amount of damping and stylus pressure Is controlled by convenient, variable viscosity adjustments mounted on the arm. Various interchangeable metal weights can 
be added easily to each plug -In cartridge holder to compensate for differences in cartridges. Also has height and level adjustments. Cartridge holders, weights, ad- justable height pickup rest. wire leads, and mounting instructions are supplied with the unit. Shpg. wt., 316 lbs. 

PK -170. 16" Transcription Tone Arm Net 29.50 

LAFAYETTE HI -FI LP TEST RECORD 

5.95 
CROSSOVER CAPACITIVE -INDUCTIVE NETWORK 

NETWORK BUILT IN CLE VVELOBREILL ANCE DCONTROI 

8.75 

Ideal for audiophile who Is building a bass reflex speaker 
enclosure, or wants to check the components already in use. 
Two -side, 12" LP record covers cartridge and stylus test, turntable rumble test. average and minimum recording levels. 
stylus and tone arm resonance check, equalization checks. 
sound effects, tuning bass reflex enclosures, and a group of delightful music box selections. Specially recorded with pain- staking care at 331A RPM, and master cut on a mechanism that produces the quietest grooves in the industry. Complete with instructions for use and colorful protective envelope. 
Phpg. wt., 1. lb. 
PR-II). Hl -Fi Test Record Net EMI 

The frequencies above 2000 cycles are chan - I 

neled to the high frequency tweeter by means of 
the high -Q inductance and capacitance compris- 
ing this efficient crossover network. The highs 
and lows are brought into acoustic balance by 
means of a continuously variable level -brilliance 
control. Control has a 21/2 ft. long cable for re- mote mounting. Network matches 8 -16 ohm 
speakers with insertion loss reduced to a mini. 
mum. Enclosed in metal case 6" L x 23/4" H x 
2s /s" D. With full instructions. Shpg. wt., .6 lbs. 
LN -2 Net 8.75 

3 WAY CROSSOVER NETWORK 
Carefully designed and engineered to 
Lafayettes own specifications. Insertion 
loss is well below. the acceptable min- 
imum. Crossover is at 330 and 5000 
eyoles. Permits full enjoyment of any 
3 way system. Properly balances woofer - 
mid range speaker and tweeter inputs. 
Complete with 2 continuously valuable 
"presence" and "brilliance" controls for 
tonal adjustment and full instructions. 
8 "L x 3W'H x 2% "W. Shpg. wt.. 7 lbs. 
LN-3 Net 14.95 

JULY, 1957 

l7 r1l,e.tte 
Ra DEPT JG -2 

NAME- 

ADDRESS 

165 -08 LIBERTY AVE. 
JAMAICA 33, N. Y. 

SEND 
FREE 

CITY------ - - - - -- --LAFAYETTE ZONE-------- - - - - -- CATALOG 
STATE- --- _-- - -- -- 

CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY! 
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Systems 
Career: a 

laboratory 
for 

learning 
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... an exciting and rewarding 

career awaits the E.E. or Physics 

graduate who joins this highly 

respected Engineering tenni. 

As a Field Engineer at Hughes, through 
training and assignment you will become 
familiar with the entire systems involved, 
including the most advanced electronic 
computers. With this knowledge you 
will be ideally situated to broaden your 
experience and learning for future appli- 
cation in either the military or commer- 
cial field. 

The national respect which Hughes 
commands in the field of advanced elec- 
tronics is in no small part due to the 
technical support provided by the Field 
Engineers. Other contributors to the suc- 

VACATIONING IN 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA? 
YOU ARE INVITED 
TO VISIT HUGHES. 

cess of the Field Service and Support 
Division are the Technical Manuals 
Engineer, Training School Engineers, 
Technical Liaison Engineers, and Field 
Modification Engineers. 

This Hughes activity is a highly trained 
organization of expert engineers, giving 
support to the armed services and air- 
frame manufacturers using the company's 
equipment. Locations are in Southern 
California, continental U.S., overseas. 
We invite you to join this team. For 
further information write us at the 
address below. 

r 1 
l 

r 

L J 
HUGHES 

Some extra advantages for 

Field Engineers include: 

Training at full salary for 3 

months before assignment. 

Generous moving and travel 
allowance between present loca- 

tion and Southern California 

(Culver City). 

Additional compensation plus 

complete travel and moving on 

assignments away from Culver 
City. 

Ideal living conditions in the un- 
surpassed climate of Southern 
California. 

Reimbursement for after -hours 
courses at UCLA, USC, or other 

local universities. 

Employee group and health in- 
surance paid by company, retire- 

ment plan, sick leave, and paid 

vacations. 

Scientific Staff Relations 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
Culver City, California 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
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The World's Finest P.A. and General Purpose Microphone 

gieeZrekr, D 

664 HIGH -FIDELITY 

CARDIOID DYNAMIC 

With Revolutionary Variable D Design 

ONLY $8500 LIST (less stand) 

Without a doubt, the Electro -Voice 664 cardioid is the 
world's finest P. A. and all- purpose cardioid. Its amazing 
versatility is the result of the unique E -V variable D 
design. The unidirectional, high- fidelity "664" provides 
highly directional sound selectivity, reduces pickup due 
to ambient noise and reverberation up to 50 %. Proper 
placement of the 664 discriminates against unwanted 
sounds, gives accurate, natural pickup of voice and music ... smooth, peak -free response at all frequencies from 
60 to 13,000 cps, no boominess from close talking. The 
664 so outdistances the field that we confidently guar- 
antee it to OUTPERFORM any other P. A. cardioid .. . 

OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

Exclusive, indestructible Acoustalloy Diaphragm 
-a single moving element -withstands high hu- 
midity, temperature extremes, corrosive effects of 
salt air, and severe mechanical shocks. With the 
E -V "664" you are sure of dependable, long -life 
operation indoors and outdoors. 

2 

Model 664. Variable D Super - 
Cardioid Dynamic Microphone. Uni- 
form response at all frequencies from 
60 to 13,000 cps. Output level, -55 
db. 150 ohm and high impedance. 
Impedance changed by moving one 
connection in cable connector. Low 
impedance balanced to ground and 

phased. Acoustalloy diaphragm, 
shielded from dust and magnetic par- 
ticles. Alnico V and Armco magnetic 
iron in non -welded circuit. Swivel 
permits aiming directly at sound 
source for most effective pick -up. 
Pressure cast case. %s " -27 thread. 
Satin chrome finish. 18 ft. cable with 
MC4M connector. On -Off switch. Size: 
1%s" diam., 73/16" long not including 
stud. Net Weight: 1 lb., 10 oz. 
List (less stand) $85.00 

1. Model 419. Desk Stand. Modern, 
sturdydesign(extra). List Price$10.00. 

2. Model 636. Slim, trim and terrific 
... a dynamic, omnidirectional micro- 
phone that "fills the bill" for fine 
quality P. A. installations, and per- 
sonal tape recorder applications 
List (less stand) $72.50 

3. Model 623. Slim Dynamic -Ideal 
for PA, recording and general use. 

Use on stand or in hand. Omnidirec- 
tional. Response 65 to 9,000 cps; out- 
put level- 56 db. Hi- or Lo -Z by 
changing one wire in connector. Pres- 
sure cast; satin chrome finish. Tiltable 
head. On -Off switch, Built -in MC -4 
connector. %"-27 thread. 71/ "x15/16". 
18' cable. Net Weight, 15 oz. 
List (less stand) $57.00 

4. Model 927. A crystal, omnidirec- 
tional general -purpose microphone 
especially desirable for radio amateur 
and general communications use. 
List (includes stand) $22.50 

Ask a Broadcast or Recording Engineer about E -V 
Microphones. Write =or: A. B. C.'s of Microphones, 
Dept. W77! 

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC. BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 

Export: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, J. S. A. Cables: ARLAB 

Here's How it Works 
Low frequency sound entrance 

Mid- frequency sound entrance 
Inertance prevents entrance 
of mid and high frequencies 1. Breath blast and wind shield 

Front sound entrance 

' Y '''w4/-U ;J8ïrii :í!---w..-a. . .,aw..a.tilt: .: ewíia... -. lo__ é Illli Ii-i i-wwvti.vyoyr.io.a .a.. y....-. 
,,. 
'1 

r oon,00soóor.o !II / 
..i . Ai. ::i. .iii. 

Low frequency cavity 
High frequency sound entrance 

Diaphragm Frontal resonator 
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 Proved by acceptance 
Proved by performanc 

When the picture's bright, 
But won't stand still, 

Rolls like a barrel, 
Going down 

here's good advice: check the vertical oscillator and 
amplifier tubes! It may be time to prescribe fresh tubes 
-RCA High -Quality types. 

Why RCA? Because these tubes have controlled cutoff 
characteristics and high output efficiency- essential 
qualities required for stable sync performance. RCA 
Tubes are manufactured to high standards of electrical 
uniformity. No tube juggling to fit the circuit. You 
can replace right "out of stock." Reward yourself with 
fewer callbacks. Always carry RCA Tubes in your tube 
caddy -and on your shelves. 

RECEIVING TUBES 
Radio Corporation of America 

® Tube Division Harrison, N. J. 

HERE'S A TIP 
Make your store window - 
display interesting. Re- 
member, the public 
judges your shop by what 
they see -make sure your 
neighbors see yoc at 
your best. Ask your RCA 
Tube Distributor for dra- 
matic sales- stimulating 

RCA window display 
materials. 
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